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PKEFACE.

The history of the variation of opinion about the Celtic lan-

guages would make a curious and instructive chapter of literary-

history. Their relationships with other languages, like those

of the peoples who spoke them with other branches of the

human race, depended rather upon the dictates of passion than

of reason. There was indeed but little room in most cases for

the exercise of the reason, because those who theorized about the

Celtic languages were generally wholly ignorant of them, or,

at least, knew them very imperfectly, and in their most modem
and corrupt forms. The rudest tongue is dear to those whose

first thoughts were expressed in it. The pride which the Irish

or Welsh take in their language is legitimate, and the exagger-

ated estimate which they may sometimes form of the beauties

and powers of their respective dialects can readily be pardoned.

But the same indulgence cannot be extended to writers who
contribute to bring science into discredit, and contempt upon

the language and literature of a people, and therefore upon the

people themselves, by fanciful and baseless speculations. It

matters not whether, like Vallancey's, these speculations tended

to exalt the Celtic language, or, Uke Pinkerton's, to degrade

it: both are injurious to the growth of tnie learning. Indeed,

the foiTQcr are the worse, because passages like the following,

written by Mr. Pinkerton, could only degrade the author: " The
mythology of the Celtse (which is yet to be discovered !) re-

sembled in all probability that of the Hottentots or others, the

rudest savages, as the Celtse anciently were, and are little better

at present, being incapable of any progress in society". I have

called up the literary shade of Pinkerton from the oblivion into

which he has sunk, not because these old opinions are now of

1



iv Preface.

much consequence of tliemselves, but because they show one of

the extremes of opinion once held regarding the affinities of

the Celtic language. This kind of literature now very rarely

disgraces comparative philology, but, as may be expected in a

subject like ethnology, which, as yet, scarcely deserves the name
of a science, atid in which mere assertion too frequently usurps

the place of inductive hypotheses, it still constitutes, if not an

important, at least a very popular element.

There is scarcely a language in the world between which and

the Celtic some one has not attempted to prove a connection ; or,

to speak more precisely, its chief existing dialect, the Irish. The
disciples of the Pinkerton school were, of course, desirous that

its affinities should be with the languages of the inferior races,

and accordingly one found a great similarity between it and the

tongue of the Jaloffs, on the coast of Africa ; another found that

it was a distant cousin of that of the Leni Lenappe, a great

family of American Indians, who formerly possessed the region

of the Susquehannah. Others, again, found its true relations in

the Lappish, the Ostyak, the Tungus dialects, and other tongues

of North Siberia. On the other hand, the admirers of the Celtic

tongue endeavoured to establish what, at one tune, was con-

sidered the noblest of origins, a Hebrew descent. This Semitic

relationship was, no doubt, suggested by the traditions of an

eastern origin, which pervade the Irish chronicles. As every

ethnological puzzle was attempted to be solved by means of the

Ten lost Tribes of Israel, it was of course suggested that the

Irish were descended from them ; the favourite Semitic ancestors

of the Celts of the west were, however, not the Israelites, but

their cousin-germans the Phenicians ; as p is always represented

in the Irish by/, the hearla fene was the lingua punica: and then

was not the hdlltaine of May-eve a remnant of the worship of

Baal ? Carthage was founded by the Phenicians ; the Carthagi-

nians must, therefore, have been cousins of the Irish, and, conse-

quently, the fragments of their language preserved in the

Pgenulus of Plautus may be interpreted through the Irish ; and

so they were. But Sir W. Bctham left Vallancey a great way
behind, when he found that the affinities between the Irish and

the Hebrew were often so close that he could not detect closer

between the Irish and Welsh

!
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There seems to have always existed among writers on
languages a behef in the great antiquity of the Celtic tongues,

—that they were much more ancient than most other European
languages ; and imder tliis impression is was suggested that the

Greek, Latin, and even the Sanskrit tongues were derived from

them, or rather from a primitive Celtic mother-tongue. If even a

fourth or fifth cousinship could not be pennitted with the Greek or

the Gothic, Iioav could it be tolerated that Celtic should be made
the progenitor of them all ? Accordingly, such pretensions were

thus summarily dismissed by a writer who, whatever may have

been Ms pretensions as an Oiientalist, seems to have had no
claim to be considered a Celtic scholar, except perhaps that of

having a Gaedlielic name. *' The Celtic, therefore, when divested

of all words which have been introduced into it by conquest and

religion, is a perfectly original language; but the originalities

incontrovertibly prove that neither Greek, Latin, or the Teu-

tonic dialects, nor Arabic, Persian, or Sanskrit were derived from

the Celtic, since these languages have not any afl&nity whatever

with that tongue" .*j The tradition which brought the Milesian

L-ish through Spain in their journey from the East, suggested

an affinity with the Basques and Gascons, which some persons

have stated to be so close, that an educated Irish-speaking man
would be able to hold a dialogue with a Basque peasant speaking

the Escaldunac. There is, of course, not the shadow of a ground

for this statement, but Irish and Basque affinities are still confi-

dently spoken of by English writers who know neither the Irish

nor the Escaldunac tongue.

The Escaldunac is not the only tongue, the affinities of which

are still doubtful or obscure, with which the Celtic languages

have been connected by Engish writers; for Armenian, and

Albanian, and even Coptic words have been found in them.

That some affinity exists between Celtic and the first two is of

course probable enough, as they are now beginning to be consi-

dered Indo-European ; but the grounds upon wliich such affinities

were assmned were as unscientific as those which connected the

Irish with Phenician.

It was only through sources like Pinkerton, Vallancey, Betham,

» Kesearches into the origin and affinity of the principal languages of Asia

and Emope, by Lieut.-Col. Vans Kennedy. London, 1828, p. 85.
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and Kennedy, that thirty years ago the scholars of France, Ger-

many, and other foreign countries could have learned anything of

the Celtic language or literature of these Islands; and scarcely

anything was known of the Annoric of Bretagne. What won-

der then that Malte Brun, F. Schlegel, and others, should have

adopted the opinion of Pinkerton, that Irish was a peculiar lan-

guage unconnected with the other European tongues ? The first

man who had the merit of investigating the problem of the

affinities of the Celtic was the distinguished ethnologist Dr.

Prichard, who in 1832 published a supplement to his llesearches

into the Physical History of jNIankind, under the distinct title of

The Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nations} Before the publica-

tion of this work, Bopp had published his Sanskrit Grammar,

and J. Grimm his great German Grammar, works which mark

an era in the history of comparative philology. Dr. Prichard

was consequently able to base his inquiries upon the labours of

these great scholars by whom the true foundation of the science

has been laid. Although this work is now of very little, if any

use, it was, considering the time at which it was written, and

that the author appears to have been only able to use chiefly the

modern forms of the Welsh, in which the inflexions are to a gi'cat

extent lost, a very meritorious work, and one which will always

be valuable in a historical point of view, as the first in which

a true scientific method of investigation was attempted. In this

work Dr. Prichard endeavoured to prove that the true affinities

of the Celtic languages were with the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

Gothic, and Slavonian, which were considered to form a family

derived from a single primitive tongue, and to which the name

Indo-Gcrmanic was given, and furthermore, that it was a mem-
ber of that family, which should henceforward more appropriately

be termed the Indo-European, or, as it seems now destined to be

called, the Aryan family.

Soon after the appearance of Dr. Prichard's work, and, no

doubt, owing in a measure to it, the Celtic languages began to

attract the attention of Continental scholars. Comparative philo-

logy had now grown into a great science, and was vigorously

cultivated by many ardent labourers. Between 1837 and 1840,

•> A reprint containing much additional matter, but altogether of au ethnolo-

gical character, by the editor, Dr. Latham, was published in 1857.
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tliree important works on Celtic philology appeared. Tlic first

was De lAjJiniU des Langnes Celtiques avec le Sanskrit, by
Adolpli Pictet (Paris, 1837). The author, who had long

dcA^oted his attention to the subject of Irish antiquities, having

published, In 1824, his work on Du Culte des Cahires cliez les

Anciens Irlandais, made the Irish the basis of his study. This

work still retains its value, and its author is still an ardent and

respected labourer in the same field. The second work was Die
Celtischen Sprachen of Bopp, which was published at Berlin in

1839. This work, which contains several important discoveries,

may be looked upon as a supplement to his great work, the

Comparative Grammar, which did not include the Celtic. The
third work was the Celtiea of Dr. Diefenbach, which was pub-

lished at Sti;ttgart in 1839 and 1840. Although this work is

rather ethnological than philological, yet, as the first part was the

earliest attempt to bring together the numerous Celtic words, or,

at least, those which are presumed to be so, that are scattered

through the w^orks of Greek and Roman authors, and determine

their comparative etymological relationships with difiiercnt lan-

guages, it must always be regarded as one of the classics of

Celtic philology.

The honour of having done in a great measure for the Celtic

dialects what J. Grimm did for the Germanic ones by his cele-

brated grammar, and of having thus established the basis by
which the Indo-European character of those dialects could be

subsequently rigorously estabhshed, was however reserved for J.

Kaspar Zeuss. After thirteen years of labour, he unexpectedly

presented to the world in 1853 his Grammatica Celtiea, written

in Latin, a monument at once of his genius and of his maex-

ampled perseverance. In this great work he has left us the

materials by which we may clearly establish that the Celtic lan-

guages are pure Indo-European tongues without any admixture

of heterogeneous foreign elements, and consequently that they

are members of the family in the same sense that Latin or Gothic

is. That the labours of his predecessors had not definitely settled

the latter point, or at least had not brought conviction to the

minds of many English ethnologists, is very evident from the

following observation of Dr. Latham: " A relationship was mis-

taken for the relation. The previous tongues were (say) second
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cousins. The Celtic was a fourth or fifth. What was the resuh?

not that a new second cousin was found, but that the family

circle was enlarged".

—

Man and his Migrations, p. 87.

It is right to state that the writer in question does not seem to

have been influenced in his opinion by the pubKcation of the

Grammatica Celtica. The passage above quoted was written in

1851. Here is what he says in 1857: "The real condition,

however, in which Prichard left the question was this, viz.,

that if the value of the class called Indo-European was to be

raised by any fresh additions, the Keltic group of languages

should form either the part or the ^whole of such additions.

More than this I cannot find in his paper; more than this I

cannot find in either Bopp's or Pictet's ; more than tliis I cannot

find anywhere. By which I mean that I nowhere find evidence

upon either of the two following questions : 1 st, That the Kelt (or

indeed any other language) can be made Indo-European without

raising the value of the term. 2nd, That any good is efiected

by so raising it.

*' If the writers in question expressed themselves to the fact that

the tongues in question were absolutely Indo-European, or (still

more) if they derived them from the East, they left omissions in

their argument which, to say the least, were illegitmiate".

—

Prichard's Celtic Nations, by Latham, p. 356.

Dr. Latham, to be sure, seems to attach very little importance

to the labours of comparative philologists of the German school

;

for he docs not beheve in the method of analysis by letter-

changes. He says, " Whether the clever manipulation of letter-

changes has, by enabling men to go wrong according to system,

done as much harm as it is destined to do, is doubtful. It is

pretty certain that it has done almost all the good of which it is

capable. For all useful purposes, Prichard used it, the results

being what we have seen. It is not, then, from this quarter that

any advancement of Kelt ethnology is to be expected"

—

ibid.,

p. 382. If the instrument of research in comparative philology

be not the use of the laws of letter-changes, what is it? Dr.

Latham docs not tell us, at least he does not do so in the follow-

ing passage :
" An improved logic, and a greater sobiiety of idea,

combined with a great breadth of view, are the real desiderata,

at least for the settlement of the more general questions"

—

ibid.,
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p. 382. These are desiderata in all scientific inquiries, but they

do not constitute the method of research of a science. Either

the changes which the words of any given language undergo

when that language branches into dialects or distinct languages,

are arbitrary, or follow regular laws. If the former, the relations

of languages can only be guessed at from the accidental resem-

blance wliich words may offer when placed at random in parallel

columns; in this case there' can be no science of comparative

philology. If the latter, the first problem for the philologist is to

detennine the phonetic laws of each language ; and no dependancc

can be placed upon any conclusions which may be drawn from

researches made upon languages, the phonetic laws of which are

not accurately known. These laws can only be determined by
careful induction from many and varied researches. Even were

the plionetic laws of a whole family of languages accurately

known, it does not necessarily follow that every one could use

them correctly. As in every other branch of science, a true

instrument may be wrongly or unskilfully used. No one objects

to mathematics as an instrument of investigation in physical

science, because, having been wrongly used, it has sometimes

led to erroneous results. For the same reason, the mistakes

made by Leo about the Malberg glosses upon a copy of the Lex
Salica, or Holtzmann's astounding conclusion that the Gauls

were Germans and that both were Celts, is no proof against

the doctrine that a correct etymology can only be arrived at by

means of a study of the letter- changes. In the hands of Bopp

and of his school, comparative philology, founded upon a judi-

cious use of letter-changes, has been raised to the rank of an in-

ductive science. But this does not imply that Bopp never made

a wrong induction or proposed a false hypothesis. In comparative

philology, as in all other sciences, no hypothesis, however logically

established, can be wholly true ; the proportion of error in it

will, among othor things, depend on the state of development of

the science, and on the greater or lesser generality of the hypo-

thesis itself—that is, on the greater or lesser number of phe-

nomena embraced by it.

Tliis brings me to a more general objection which is raised,

not merely to comparative philology, but to all science:—namely,

that its hypotheses are continually changing. To make this
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objection, or such an one as has been made to letter-changes, of

an illegitimate use having been made of its methods, is to

mistake the scaffolding, by means of which an edifice is erected,

for the permanent'structure itself. If a little more attention were

bestowed upon the historical development of different branches of

science, the mistake would not be so frequently made. We should

then learn what a larofe amount of scaffolding and useless mate-

rials are cast aside in the course of a single century's growth

—

scaffolding and materials which may, perhaps, have fonned the

sole subject of that century's intellectual strife.

Once the Celtic tongues were proved to be Aryan, the detailed

study of their grammar, from a comparative philological point of

view, became a necessity in connection with the comparative

grammar of the whole family. In 1856 a special jom-nal was

established in Germany, called Beitrdge zur vergleichenden Sprach-

forschung, devoted to the Aryan, Celtic, and Slavonian languages,

edited by Drs. Kuhn and Schleicher, as a kind of supplement

to the well-known Zeitsclirift fur vergleichende Sprachkunde,

foimded by Drs. Th. Aufrecht and Ad. Kulin, and now edited

by Dr. Kuhn alone, the domain of which is the Germanic,

Greek, and Latin. Of the Beitrage, a volume consisting of four

parts appears every two years; three volumes have already

been published. It is eminently entitled to the support of

all persons interested in the advancement of Celtic philology,

and no public library in Ireland, Scotland, or Wales, at

least, should be vtdthout a copy. Besides the papers published

in this repertory, there is now quite a Celtic philological literature,

of which I shall only mention a few of the most important works,

namely, the remarkable book of Gllick, about the Celtic names

which occur in C^sar {Die hci C. J. Ccesar vorhommenden kel-

tischen Namen, in Hirer Echteit festgestellt imd erlciutert von Cr. W.
Gllick, Munich, 1857); the Ethnogenie Gauloise of the Baron

Belloguet, which contains a Gauhsh glossary, and a collection of

Gaulish inscriptions ; the Monuments des Anc{e7is Idiomes Gau-
lois, par H. Monin, Ancien eleve de I'Ecole Normale. Paris,

1861; and the Origines Europceae—Die Alien Volker Europas
mit iliren Sippen und Nachharn: Studien von Lorenz Diefen-
bach. Frankfurt a. Jf., 1861.

Among the Celtic papers which appeared in the Beitrage
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were a remarkable series entitled Celtic Studies, by Dr. Hermann
Ebel, the separate titles of each being:—1. Loss of p in Celtic

(vol. I., p. 307); 2. Some prepositions {ibid., 311); 3. The
pronoun som, sem (ibid., 313); 4. Declension (ibid., 155; No. 4

appeared before the others) ; 5. The so-called prosthetic n (vol.

IL, p. 64); 6. Addenda to Declension {ibid., 67); 7. The gra-

dation {ibid., p. 78); 8. Phonology {ibid., p. 80). Besides

these there is a paper entitled Celtic, Greek, Latin, the sub-

ject of which is the position of the Celtic languages in the Indo-

European family, and a still more important and elaborate one

on the same subject entitled the Position of the Celtic. Of the

Celtic Studies the most important is the paper No. 4, on Declen-

sion ; it is indeed nearly equal in length to all the others put

together. Nos. 5, 6, and 7 may be looked upon as supplements

to No. 4. The object of these papers on declension was to

determine, according to the principles of the Boppian School,

the kinds of stems which belonged to the several series of each

order of declension, according to the classification of Zeuss, and

attempt from this to determine the case-endings antecedent to

the oldest forms known, and thus determine the various changes

which they underwent from the primitive or mother-tongue

of the family.

I felt that papers of this kind ought to be brought under the

notice of Celtic scholars, and especially of Lish scholars, and

I accordingly undertook to translate the papers on declension

for the Atlantis. When the translation was complete, I found

that by itself it would be practically unintelligible to the

majority of those for whom it was written. Zeuss has the repu-

tation of being very difficult to be understood, and with equal

truth the same may be said of Dr. Ebel ; for in the first place

his papers presuppose a knowledge of the Grammaiica Celtica,

and in the second place because, hke the German philologists

generally, his style is extremely condensed. There is a third

difficulty, which is, however, a local one. Comparative philology

is not very much studied in Great Britain or Ireland, and

although Bopp's great comparative grammar has been translated,

yet scholars are not in these countries very familiar with the

method of analysis of the Boppian school. Irish scholars,

likewise, with very few exceptions, have not hitherto turned
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their attention in this direction. Perhaps tliis is the less to be

regretted in the case of those who have heretofore devoted

themselves to the study of the ancient language, literature, and

historical monuments of Ireland, because, had the object of their

labours been the mere abstract study of the Irish language, we
should perhaps not have obtained the great results in a national

point of view, wliich those labours have yielded. There is,

perhaps, no country in Europe, in which in the same space of

time and imder a similar amount of difficulty, so much has been

done, in about twenty-five or thirty years, for the collection,

preservation, and publication ofthe records of its ancient history,

as in Ireland. So, also, it would be difficult to rival in

patient and conscientious work and solid learning such men
as Petrie, O'Curry, O'Donovan, Todd, and Peeves, to speak

only of those who have occupied themselves with the earlier

periods of Irish history and arohaiology. The period has now,

however, arrived, when the cultivation of Comparative Philo-

logy, besides its own intrinsic worth, would confer important

advantages upon Irish Hterature, and very greatly facilitate the

study of the ancient MSS. I thus ran the risk of labouring in

voin, and of missing the opportimity of stimulating some of our

young scholars to enter, and earn for themselves a name in a field

of study which is so peculiarly their own, and for the cultivation

of which they possess so many advantages. Under these cir-

cumstances, I had no alternative but to prepare an explanatory

introduction—to venture in fact upon the hazardous undertaking

of becoming, without any special qualification, the interpreter of

the German School of comparative philology.

My first idea was to make an introduction of two chapters; the

first to contain an explanation of the nature of roots and stems, the

formation of stems and their classification, and of derivation and

composition as distinguished from stems. In the second chapter I

proposed to give a smnmary of the case-endings of nouns in the

several Indo-European languages, in order to afford tire student

an opportunity of comparing the Irish forms with those of the

other members of the family. As the limits which a periodical

necessarily imposes were exceeded by the first chapter, which

was of course the most important for my purposes, I was unable

to add the chapter on the case-endings. For the same reason,
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as well as on account of pressure of other occupations, I was only

able to publish, in No. V. of the Atlantis, Nos. 4, 5, and part

of 6, of the Celtic Studies connected with declension. It has been

stated above that Dr. Ebel's papers are based upon the Grammatica

Celtica. To studythem profitably, indeed to do so at all, the reader

must have before him the part of that work on declension. As
many of those into whose hands the Atlantis was likely to have

come, may not have had an opportunity of consulting that book,

I thought it desirable to add in the form of an appendix, a trans-

lation of the part just alluded to ; some of the shortest passages

in other parts of the book referred to by Dr. Ebel were likemse

translated, and placed among the foot notes. As the paper

on the Position of the Celtic possesses interest for a wider circle

of readers than those on declension, I translated it also, and

published it in No. VI. of the Atlantis.

Some friends having suggested that it would be desirable to

liave separate copies of these papers printed before the type of

the Atlantis was distributed, I thought it a favourable opportu-

nity to add the Studies omitted through want of space, namely,

on the Celtic Dual, on the Degrees of Comparison, and an ex-

tremely important one, 9. Zur Lautlehre, which had been in the

meantime pubhshed in the first part of the third volume of the

Beitrcige; I have likewise added the chapter on Case-Endings.

I also took advantage of this opportunity to considerably modify

the first chapter in several parts, with a view of more clearly

distmguishing the difterent kinds of stems, and marking the

dilFerence between stem-formation and derivation. Although

Dr. Ebel does not place his paper on the Position of the Celtic

among his Celtic Studies, 1 thought it more convenient to do so,

to avoid the necessity of a long title. I have also put all the

papers on Declension together as a chapter divided into sec-

tions, the shorter papers forming in every case a distinct section.

As it may add to the value of the paper on the Position of the

Celtic, to give a brief analysis of the discussion out of which it

arose, I will give here the substance of the note with which I

prefaced it in the Atlantis.

So soon as the Celtic was firmly established as a branch of

the Indo-European family of languages, the next question to be

determined was its position with respect to the other branches of
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the family. The general opinion at one time was, that the Celtic

branch first separated from the parent stem. To this early sepa-

ration was attributed its apparent deviation from the family type,

above all, the mutilation and partial loss of its inflexions, which

is foimd even in the oldest Irish. In an admirable article, pub-

lished in the seventh volume of the Zeitsclirift fur vergleichende

SprachforscJnoig, Dr. Lottner endeavoured to show, that no

special relationship could be scientifically established between

the Hellenic and Italic branches of the Indo-European family, a

doctrine which must appear heretical to most classical scholars.

In discussing this subject he had formed the opinion that the

Celts, Gennans, and Lito-Slavonians had lived together as one

people, and from them the Celts first separated, and then the

Germans. In a short paper, entitled " Celtisch, Griechisch,

Lateinisch" (Beitr. I. 429), Dr. Ebel discussed the position of tlie

Celtic, and on the whole supported Lottner s view of an inti-

mate relation between the Celtic and German languages. Indeed,

he appears to have long entertained such an opinion ; for he says,

in the paper just alluded to: "I cannot deny that already on my
first acquaintance with Zeuss' Grammatica Celtica, the Celtic

made an impression on me of an intimate connection with the

Northern Languages, and that this impression had been conti-

nually strengthened during my Celtic studies". In the very same

number of the Beitrdge, and immediately following the paper of

Dr. Ebel, there is a paper by the distinguished philologist Prof

Schleicher, entitled. Die Stellung des Celtischen im Indogerma-

nischen Sprachstamme, in which he says: " If in those words of

Ebel (just quoted) I put Latin, instead of Northern languages, I

will accurately describe the impression which the study of the

Celtic made on me". As may be anticipated from this. Prof

Schleicher is of opinion, that the Celtic is most nearly connected

with the Graeco-Latin branch, standing towards those languages

somewhat in the same relation that the German does to the Slavo-

Lettish, coming nearer to the Italic (Latin), however, than to

the Greek. The object of his paper is to bring forward argu-

ments in support of this Latin relationship, while he left to Ebel

the task of discovering the agreements between the Celtic and

the Northern Languages. The paper which is here translated

is Dr. Ebcl's answer to that invitation. Instead, however, of
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attempting to determine tlie agreements in question merely, he

lias taken a wider range, and endeavoured to lay a solid founda-

tion from which the whole problem of the affinities of the Celtic

with all the other members of the Indo-European family may
hereafter be investigated.

Since the publication of Dr. Ebel's paper, Dr. Lottner has pub-

lished another under the title of Celtisch-Italisch (Bcitr., ii. 309),

in which, without at all departing from his opinion regarding

the absence of special affinities between Latin and Greek, he

has slightly modified his views about the position of the Celtic.

This change is due to the light which the Gaulish inscriptions

have thrown upon the forms of the Old Celtic. These inscrip-

tions reveal to us words which not only do not yield in antiquity

of form to those of classic Latin, but even attain, in many respects,

that of the archaic language of the Romans. They show, beyond

a doubt, that the inflexions which Irish has retained are older

than the absence of inflexions in Welsh, and that the wonderful

phonetic peculiarities of the modern Celtic, the umlaut, aspira-

tions, the nasals in the Old Celtic, are foreign to it. One inter-

esting resvilt has followed the investigation of these inscriptions,

namely, that they give us in part the very forms which were anti-

cipated by Dr. Ebel according to the phonetic laws of the later

Celtic. As I cannot give a translation of the whole of this

interesting paper, I may, however, state the ethnological deduc-

tion which he has made. First, as he had already shown in his

paper published in the Zeitschrift, the European bough of the

Indo-European family, after its separation from the Asiatic one,

foimed a single people, from which the Hellenes (or perhaps the

Helleno-Phrygians) first separated. The remainder subsequently

split into two divisions, the South-West and the Northern. The
former became subdivided into the ItaHc and Celtic branches,

while the latter became subdivided into Germans and Slavonians,

the Slavonians in turn becoming further subdivided into Slaves

proper and Letts. Of course, much remains to be done before

this ingenious hypothesis can be looked upon as more than a

probable explanation, and more than this Dr. Lottner does not

claim for it. It has much to recommend it, however ; it rationally

explains the ethnological problem of the present European races,

and this explanation harmonizes with the ancient Irish tradition
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respecting the Celtic one. Although genealogical traditions of

races reaching back into very remote times are not safe materials

out ofwhich to frame ethnological theories, neither can they be

altogether disregarded ; and consequently a hypothesis founded

vipon strictly scientific deductions, which, at the same time,

accords with the popular traditions, may be fairly considered to

possess many elements of truth.

It is almost unnecessary to say that an introduction such as that

which I have prefixed to Dr. Ebel's papers, could, from its nature

and objects, be to a great extent only a compilation from the works

of those scholars who are considered to be masters in the science.

Indeed, I have avoided, wherever I could, introducing any ex-

amples of my own. In the classification of stems, I have, however,

ventured to deviate in some degi-ee from that usually followed,

whether with advantage or not remains to be seen. In an essay

intended to be merely explanatory of a system, and admittedly

compiled from the works of those who are authorities upon it,

it is not necessary to refer to those authorities in every case in

the text ; here, however, it may be useful to mention the chief

books to which I am indebted for materials. These are : Bopp's

Vergleichende Grammatik (2nd ed.); Grimm's Geschichte cler

Detitsche7i Sp7'aclie; Curtius, Die Bildung der Tempora und

Modi; and Heyse's System der Sprachwissenschaft, edited by Dr.

H. Steinthal.

A great many notes have been added to the papers by Dr.

Ebel on Declension, and a considerable number of words added

to the lists in his paper on the " Position of the Celtic", espe-

cially to that of the Latin loan-words in Old Celtic. For the

most of these additions, which are distinguished by being en-

closed in
[ ] , I am indebted to Whitley Stokes, Esq. I also

take this opportunity to give my best thanks to that distinguished

scholar. Prof C. Lottner, from whom Celtic philology has so

much to expect, for the great pains he took in looking over the

proof sheets; and also to my friend, John E. Pigot, Esq., without

whose encouragement the task would never have been under-

taken.

With the view of rendering the materials contained in the im-

portant paper On the Position of the Celtic as serviceable as pos-

sible in the construction of that great desideratum of Irish lite-
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rature, a dictionary, I have added full Indices Verborum. This
addition has added much to the size of the book, but I hope it

will be found to be a practical contribution to Irish lexico-

graphic materials.

In conclusion, I -wish to direct the attention of such of my
readers as may not be members of the Irish ArcliKological

and Celtic Society to a work published by that body, which
contams much that illustrates the subject of the following passes,

or that is actually supplementary to them, namely, Irish Glosses,

a mediceval tract on Irish Declension, tvith examples explained in

Irish, to which is added the Lorica of Gildas, with the Glosses

thereon, and a selection of Glosses from the Book of Armagh,
edited by Whitley Stokes, A.B.

In point of varied learning, skill, and cautious discretion in the

grammatical analysis, the work is unquestionably the best con-

tribution to the comparative philology of the Celtic languages

which has yet appeared in the English language, and may fully

rank with any similar works by German or French scholars. It

is at once a valuable and a timely contribution towards the

materials for making an Irish dictionary, and as such the Archae-

ological and Celtic Society has well expended its funds in the

publication of it.

The most valuable feature of the work in question, so far as

regards the Celtic Studies of Dr. Ebel, is the large number of

paradigms of the declension of Irish nouns and adjectives which

it contains. For the purposes of reference, I think it will be

useful to enumerate them all.

Masculine, neuter, and feminine a- and a-stems : nom. sing, cenn, stem cinna

(masc), p. 39 ; nom. sing.forcetal (n), stem forcitala (neut.), p. 51 ; nom. sing,

masc. mall, an adjectival stem, p. 97 ; noin. sing, rann, stem rannd (fem. d-

stem), p. 38 ; nom. sing, dia, a masc. a-stem, p. 45.

]\Iasculine and feminine lastems: nom. sing, raniiaire, stem rannaria (masc.'),

p. 37 ; nom. sing, caile, stem calid (fem.), p. 54 ; nom. sing. masc. nu'e, an adjec-

tival m-stem, p. 97.

Masculine and neuter t-stems; nom. sing, fditfi, stem fdthi (masc), p. 36;

nom. smg.^/iss, stem Jissi (neut.), p. 117.

Masculine ?<-stems : nom. sing, bith, stem hithu (masc), p. 62.

Masculine <-stems : nom. sing.Jili, stem Jiliai (masc), p. 3G.

Masculine ^--stem : nom. sing, ri, gen. rigi, a masculine g-stem, p. 119.

Feminine n-stem : nom. sing, talam, stem talaman, p. 48.

.i4n<-stems : nom. sing, cara, stem carat, from carant (masc), p. 65. A para-
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digm of the declension of ainm (It), probably originally an ant-siQm, but ivhich

was in Old Irish a neuter ann-stem, is also given at p. 116.

Masculine r-stem : nom. sing, athir, stem athar, p. 39.

C-stems : nom. sing, cathir. According to Dr. Ebel (see p. 94), cathir is an r-

stem, taking the determinative suflix c, but Mr. Stokes considers it to be a c-stem,

p. 38.

Anomalous nouns : nom. sing. 6en, all the singular and plural forms of which

are given, p. 121.

At p. 45 a paradigm of tlie declension of the article is also

given. Wliat renders these paradigms the more vahiable is,

that in almost every case the forms of the dual number are also

given. As several of the words declined by Zeuss and Dr. Ebel

are also declined by Mr. Stokes, the corresponding paradigms of

each writer may be instructively compared.

Dr. Ebel's papers are frequently referred to in Mr. Stokes's

book; and as each may be said to, in a measure, supplement

the other, the almost simultaneous appearance of the following

translation of the Celtic Studies, and of the admirably edited

book in question, may be deemed a fortunate coincidence. I

hope, also, that the introduction which I was obliged to prefix

to the papers of Dr. Ebel may likewise enable a larger circle of

readers to appreciate the importance of Mr. Stokes's contribution

towards our more perfect knowledge of the language of Ancient

Erinn.
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CELTIC STUDIES.

Chapter I.

—

On declension and the degrees of comparison in Irish.

§ 1. Bopp's View of the Aspirations and Eclipses in Modern Irish, and the

modijications ivhich it undergoes through the old Irishforms. Zeuss' de-

termination of the Old forms of the article
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(notes, giving the passages

from Zeuss). Bopp's opinions modified as to the t and the h before

vowels. (Note on dona from donalns, correcting Dr. Ebel's theory re-

garding the 0. Irish dat. plur.), (note on "aspiration"—"Infection",

or " mortificatiou"), (note on the t in the nom. sing. masc. of the Irish

article), pp. 55-56. Bopp's opinion modified as to the nom. plur. masc,

p. 57. Discovery of the neuter, and of the accusative cases in Old

Irish, p. 57.

§ 2. Stems which belong to the several orders and series of Zeuss. Objec-

tions to views of Pictet and Boi)p as to the distribution of the vocalic
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in cognate languages, pp. 59-GO. Adjectives, pp. GO-61. Verbal sub-

stantives taking the place of the intiuitive, pp. 61-G2. Forms of the
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Gothic
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p. 65. Table : (Primitive period,—Pre-historic period,—Historic pe-

riod), p. 66.

§ 4. Declension of Consonantal Stems. Zeuss' five classes. Analysis, p. G6.

Table of connnon endings, p. 67. As to the length in the ace. plur.

comparison with the Greek, the Latin, and the Gotliic, p. 67. Obser-

vations on the several cases. Examples, pp. 67, 09. Table of declen-

sion of neutral n- stems, (I.), p. 69. Nouns ofrelationship in -thar, (II.),

p. 69. Table: (Primitive Period,—Pre-historic Period,—Historic

Period), p. 70. Addition of a "determinative sullix",; (but,—note on
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this theory of Ebel), p. 70. Comparison of GaedheUc with the Classic
languages as to the consonant declension of the t-, n-, anil r- stems, p. 71.

§ 5. Declension of Masc. {(.ind iieut.) A and lA- Ste?)is. Stems included in

the vocalic declension, p. 71. Inflections of masc. a- stems; compared
with Sanskrit, etc.; (examples), pp. 71-72. Anomaly in the neuters,

preparing for disappearance of the neut. in the Gaedhclic, pp. 72-73.

As to adjectives, p. 73.
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cording to periods (Primitive, Pre-historic, Historic), but without the
secondary forms, p. 76.

§ 7. Declension ofJem. A and I stems. Confusion in their declension ; how
the primitive stem only now to be recognized

;
(but,—note on this).

Examples, pp. 7()-77. Hypothesis of Dr. Ebel, pp. 77-78 (see also for

completion, p. 154). Tables of forms of ia- stems compared with
those actually occm-riug, p. 79. Other examples of same degeneration
of original forms, p. 79. Modern Irish losing its inflexions, like the
Kymric. Examples, pp. 79-80.

§ 8. The distinction of the plurcd in the Kymric. No inflexions preserved in

Kymric except distinctions of plural, and this very arbitrarily employed.
As in tlie N. H. German: (1) old j^lural form remaining, and conse-
quently true inflexion

; (2) stem-ending preserved, dropped in the sing.

;

(3) a determinative siiffix, wholly foreign in place of the ending, p. 81.

To (1) belong: 1. Kymric plur. without endings; (examples), p. 81;
2. plurals in -i; (examples), p. 81 ; 3. plurals in -nu and -iau, p. 82.

To (2) : especially «- stems
;
(examples), p. 82. To (3): 1. many plur.

in -au and -iau in which the ending is foreign to the words—stem
proper

;
(examples) ; 2. most words in -ion or -on ; (examples) ; 3.

endings -et, -ot, -ieit, -eit, and -ed, -i/d, -oed ; (examples), pp. 82-83.

§ 9. Note on a-, i-, d-, t-, and nt- ste?ns. Gen. in -i and nom. in -as, in a
stems, found in Ogam inscriptions. Obscuration of a to o at a remote
period, p. 83. The neutral aill, p. 83. As to Mr, Stokes' corrections,

recognizing stems in -(/, -t, and -ni, in Zeuss' Ordo Posterior, ser. 4, pp.
83-84. As to Dr. Ebel's view of the fem. in Zeuss' Prior, Ser. V., p.
84 ; fusion of i- and a- stems, p. 86.

§ 10. On the Celtic Dual. Answer to Mr. Stokes. Whether the Celtic has
a dual

;
(examples), pp. 85-86. How much of it has been preserved,

pp. 86-87. Of undoubted dual-forms only the masc. and ace. of sub-
stantives, and the whole of the cases of the numeral Two, pp. 87-88.
Tiio in of the article, p. 88. Few dual forms of consonantal stems pre-

• served, p. 88.

§ 11. On the Article in Modern Irish. Tlieory as to the article an, p. 88.

(But—note questioning this theory of Dr. Ebel), p. 89. Observations
on certain finer influences of neighbouring languages on one another,

p. 89.

§12. On the so-called Prosthetic N. [" Prosthetic"=" Eclipsing". Theory
of Mr. Stokes and of Dr. Ebel, p. 90.] Correction of Zeuss' views as to

this n. Mr. Stokes' examples. Examples of this n as a relic of the
article, p. 90. Other examples, p. 91. Some spurious prepositions

recognized as accusative forms, p. 91. The n of ainm-n
;
previous ob-

servation of Dr. Ebel corrected in note, p. 91. Supposed three-fold
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CHAPTER I.

ON SIMPLE TVORD-FOEMATION: ROOTS, STEMS, AND
DERIVATIVES.

§.1. Of Roots and Root-Forms.

THE method of investigation employed in tlie modern science

of Comparative Etymology may be described as an analytic

process, to which the words of cognate languages are subjected;

consisting in successively stripping from them certain letters or

syllables which have the symbolical power of expressing the quali-

ties, proportions, or relations in space and time, under which the

subject contemplates the object—that is, so much of the phonetic

whole constituting the word, as fixes or limits the idea intended to

be expressed by it, and makes it the symbol of a definite concep-

tion. By this stripping process Ave obtain a residual syllable or

nucleus to which the term Root (French, Racine; German,
Wurzel) is given. A large number of different words in the

same language, subjected to this kind of analysis, may leave the

same syllable or root ; hence we may consider the Root of a series

of words as a phonetic symbol of an indiAadual but logically in-

definite idea, the limitation or logical definition of the idea being

given by the sounds or syllables stripped off. The assumption

of such mono-syllabic nuclei in words has given rise to the hypo-

thesis that the formative process or growth of languages was a

synthesis, the reverse of our analysis ; or, in other terms, that the

first symbols of ideas in language were Roots, out of which
were elaborated the more developed forms and words.

If we compare the different forms which the same word as-

sumes in the several dialects of a language, we shall find that the

diflerence is due to the substitution of certain letters for others.

A similar comparative study of all languages, shows us that they

may be grouped into families, the members of each of which may
be looked upon as dialects in a A\ader sense, of some more primi-

tive language. Although at first sight, the permutations, or letter

changes from one language to another, appear to be quite arbi-

trary, they nevertheless take place according to definite laws,

wdiich are proper to each language. A very good example of

these phonetic laws is afforded by the remarkable permutation or

alteration in historical times of the mute consonants in the Teu-

tonic lanfruas'es (Lautverschiehung), schematized by J. Grimm,
^ ^ 2
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according to wliicli these consonants appear, in passing from the

Greek or Latin to the Gothic, and thence to the Old High German,
to be shifted forward in the direction in which the sounds are na-

turally developed—that is, the labial, dental, and palatal medials

pass into the cortesponding tenues, and the latter into the aspi-

rates—thus the Gr. medial h is represented by the Goth, tenuis

p

and by the O. H. G. aspirate jijA or/; the Gr. p by Goth. _/ and the

O.H.G. h, etc. ; the Gr. dental medial d by the Goth, temus t and
the O.H.G. aspirate th; the Gr. medial g, by the Goth, tenuis k^

and the O.H.G. aspirate cA, e.g.: Gr. Trove? gen. TroSot,-, Goth. /o-

tus, O. H. G. vuoz; SoKpv, Goth, tagr, O.H.G. zahar (the sibilant

z for the aspirate th) ; Lat. gelidus, Goth, kalds, O.H.G. chalt, etc.*

By the study of the phonetic laws which govern the permuta-

tions or letter changes in each member of a family of languages,

we may determine the w^ords in each family which have had a

common origin. On analysing these words we obtain a series of

residual syllables, which, like the words from which they were
obtained, difter from each other, and are nevertheless but forms

of the same root. The primitive form of the root could only be
found in the mother tongue of the family ; but as no monmnent
of this language has been handed down to us, we can only dis-

cover this root inductively, by a comparative study of all the lan-

guages of the family. What we obtain by the analysis of the

words of a language, are not, therefore, properly speaking, roots,

but only Moot Forms. The root forms of the same root may often

present so great a dissimilarity, that, without a knowledge of the

permutations of the letters, and a comparison of all the forms in

a family, we would not suspect any relationship between them.

Thus the German word xcer presents at first sight so little

resemblance to the Latin one ^wi's, that w^e could not suppose that

they were the same word, or even that they contained the same
root; and yet this becomes evident enough by comparing the

forms of the word in several languages, which give us the inter-

mediate links, e. g.: Skr. kas; Gr., ng; Lat., quis; Goih.^hvas;

O.H.G., Jnier; N. H. G., iver. The object of comparative ety-

mology is to determine first, the root forms, and then the roots

;

but it also includes that of the grammatical terminations which
arc added to the roots. Comparative Etymology may, conse-

quently, be considered as a species of Palaeography which has

for its object the determination, from their mutilated relics, of

' I do not i)rofess, in this Introduction, to discuss tlie value of particular

laws, my object being merely to explain the nature of Eoots, Stems, etc. I have
endeavoured to state Grimm's law as simply as possible, but, of com-se, the form
in which I have given it is not wholly unobjectionable; and this the more so, as

I am aware that some of the examples do not hai-mouize with Benary's impor-
tant law.
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the primitive fomis of a language,—of that of the parent lan-

guage of a family of languages,—and, ultimately, of the parent

language of all; exactly as the object of Palaeontology is to re-

construct from the bones, shells, etc., the forms which extinct

animals had when livuig.

Leaving out of consideration interjections, we may classify the

different kinds of words of which speech is composed according

to the following division, which is that usually followed by gram-
marians :

—

CORPOEAL WORDS. FORMATIONAL WORDS,

I. SUBSTANTIVES.
Noun-substantives. Pronominal substantives (pro-

nouns, /, thou, he, she, it, who,
etc.)

II. ATTEIBUTIVES.

A. Words defining the subject—Predicate words.

a. Adjectives.

a. Qualitative adjectives. 6. 1 Quantitative adjectives

(numerals, etc.)

2 Pronominal adjectives

(niine, thine, this, etc.)

3 Articles.

13. Verbs.

a. Concrete verbs (to love). b. Abstract verbs {to he).

B, Words defining the Predicate—Adverbs.

o. Qualitative adverbs b. Adverbs of time, place,

(derived from adjectives). number, etc.

III. PARTICLES.

Prepositions.

Conjunctions.

This arrangement renders the distinction between the words
which constitute the materials of speech, and those which express

the varying relations of space, number, time, etc., very evident.

And as the words of each class may be subjected to the process

of analysis, we get two kinds of roots, distinguished also as Cor-

poral, and Formal or Formational Roots. As we may get the same
root from a noun, an adjective, a verb, or an adverb, a corporal

root must be considered to have the embryonic power of a whole

sentence ; that is, of expressing a whole concrete conception, but

without possessing any means of expressing the person, time, etc.

Jorporal roots may therefore be considered as germs of nouns and
verbs, rather than as possessing the explicit power of either.

All languages may be classified into a few classes, according

to the manner in which the two kinds of roots are joined to one
28"
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another. We may, for example, assume tliree stages of compo-
sition: 1, Paratliesis, or the mere juxtaposition of roots; 2, Ag-
ghitination, or the adhesion of roots ; 3, Amalgamation, or the

fusion of roots.

Paratliesis. A language at this stage would consist of mono-
syllabic roots simply, the grammatical relations being expressed

by juxtaposition with other roots. The same root, according to

its position in a sentence, may perform the fimctlon of a noun,

an adjective, verb, etc. Pott calls such languages, of which the

Chinese affords an example. Isolating languages.

Agglutination. In this stage the grammatical relations—mood,
tense, person, and class of verbs, number, cases, etc., of novms,

are expressed by affixes to monosyllabic roots, which, though

invariable in function, are not inseparable from the root, the

several relations being expressed by successively added affixes.

In some agglutinating languages all the affixes are suffixes ; thus,

in the Finno-Tatarian languages, where the root-vowel, itself

inflexible, modifies the vowels of the suffixes, giving thereby

rise to the so-called vowel harmony. Other agglutinating lan-

guages have apparently almost exclusively prefixes, as the Kaffir

languages of South Africa. The Semitic languages show a

higher stage of agglutination by admitting of prefixes as well as

suffixes, the cases of nouns being expressed by prefixing prepo-

sitions,^ and still more by employing internal vowel changes as

means of inflexion.^

Amalgamation. When the corporal and formational elements

become so intimately blended that both fuse into an indissoluble

unity, the formational elements give rise to true inflexion, which
produces a complete logical distinction of the grammatical cate-

gories. Languages at this stage are called by Pott, Amalgamating.

Bopp's classification is somewhat different. He makes three

classes also, the first corresponding to the parathetical ; bvit in

the second he includes both agglutinating and amalgamating,

and makes of the Semitic langiiages a third distinct class.

The amalgamating languages are consequently those which

have the most perfect organization, and include the Indo-Euro-

pean family of languages, which comprises the Sanskrit, Latin,

Greek, Celtic, Slavonian, Gothic, and their modern descendants.

In their primitive state such languages cannot contain uninflected

roots. In process of time, however, and especially if great per-

* The Arabic, however, lias real case terminations.
' Some examples illustrative of the process of agglutination in the Northern

Family of lan<,aiages may be found at pp. 92 and 94, vol. I., of the Atlantis, in

the first part of my paper "On the influence which the Thysical Geography,
the Animal and Vegetable Productions, etc., of different regions exert upon the

Languages, Mythology, and early Literature of Mankind, etc."
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turbations and inixtiu'es of clifferent peoples take place, the gram-

matical elements affixed to the roots get shortened, mutilated, or

drop off wholly, so that the root is laid bare. In modern lan-

guages, as, for example, the English, we find several naked roots,

which, however, have the value of the words from which they

have been obtained by the gradual wearing off of the clothing

;

thus the word liand is in reality a root-form, having now the full

signification of a primitive noun, Avliich in Gothic had the form

handus.

No matter how great the phonetic modifications which a root

may imdergo in producing a number of root forms, it preserves

its identity. Some philologists, however, admit of exceptions to

this rule ; that is, they consider that certain phonetic modifications

of a root may alter its signification so as to produce a new root.

The process by which this is believed to be effected is called

Root Variation, and may be described as a phonetic change that

modifies or tempers more or less the concrete value of the root,

without the latter ceasing to be a root. The result of this varia-

tion is to produce in the same language, or in cognate branches

of the same fiimily of languages, two or more affihated roots with

almost synonymous signification, but differing in a slight degree

phonetically. These synonymous roots may appear to have

been evolved, as it were, parallel to one another, or the one

to be primary, and the other secondary. Of two such synony-

mous roots we may consider the one which has the greatest

phonetic dimensions to be the secondary root. This hypothesis

has been so far generalized by some philologists that they believe

all roots of considerable phonetic dimensions to be secondary

roots, even where we can no longer detect the primitive root.

Many, on the other hand, do not admit that such a change can

at all take place in a root. Assuming, however, that this kind

of variation takes place, it must do so either: 1, by simple modi-

fication of one or more letters—vowels or consonants

—

e.g. jXacp,

y\v<j)
;
ypa(p, grab; or 2, by the addition of a somid or sounds

—

e. g. Skr. bhd, to shine, which gives the extended root bhdsh, to

speak, Gr. 0j/ {(piifii), to speak, extended roots 0av, to shine, to

speak (0a(F)oc, TTKpavaKw), (pav, to shine {(paivw); Skr. root int,

to sound, extended root rud, to weep. In the change of the

root into a stem, to be described further on, there is no such

modification of the root-idea.

§.2. Of Elementarij Word-formation, and Inflexion.

Assuming that language was synthetically developed from

isolated monosyllabic roots, we have next to consider how words

were formed from roots in the Indo-European, or amalgamating
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languages, to wliicli family tlie following pages will exclusively

refer. The development of words from roots may be called

Word-formation^ but tlie elementary words tlius formed must
undergo further modification, in order to express the varying

relations of speech. Thus, a Verb must have special contri-

vances to express time, person, etc. ; and the Noun, number and
case, etc. This further modification is called Inflexion, or Word-
bending. The processes by which elementary Word-formation

and Inflexion are effected are fundamentally the same ; they are

—

1. Internal phonetic change, which can only affect the root-

vowel, as the change of a consonant would necessarily

produce a change in the symbolic value of the root.

2. Addition of phonetic material to the root, which may be of

two kinds

:

a. Such as springs from the root itself; or Duplication.

b. Affixes ; wliich may be Prefixes or Suffixes, but esj)e-

cially the latter. These Affixes may be

:

a. Single sounds or syllables, which only are used as

formational elements of words, having by themselves

no signification in the fully-formed language, and do
not consequently occur isolated in it.

j3. Affixes which possess of themselves a distinct mean-
ing, and consequently may occur as isolated words
in the language.

In the Semitic languages, vowel-change is a predominant

mode of word-formation and word-inflexion. In the Indo-Euro-

pean languages it only appears as Ablaut;^ that is, an interchange

in the body of the root of the primitive pure short vowels, a, i,

u, but, at a later period, of the newer vowels e and o also, which
were produced by the softening of the primitive vowels. This

kind of vocalic change (ablaut) appears to have been a funda-

mental principle of word-formation in the Teutonic languages.

The vowel change known as Umlmit is the change or obscura-

tion of the fundamental root vowels a, o, u, into the impiu-e or

obscure vowels, a, 0, il, under the regressive assimilating influ-

ence of i (or ?«) in the syllabic immediately following the root.

In the Teutonic languages, umlaut by means of n only occurs in

the Old Norse, in which it has been fully developed ; umlaut does

* Wherever special technical terms are invented in any language to express

certain definite ideas, they should he rctahii'd in translating from that language,

if the laws of euphony of the language into which the translation is made
at all admit of it. The words (i/i/ai/l, iinilunt, variant, nachldiit, (inlaii/, inlaut,

and aiisldut are convenient terms, and ))ettt'r than any M-hich could be made out
of Greek words. I have consequently used them throughout. Ablaut, undaut,
vorhmt, and nachlaut are fully explained wliere they first occur. Anlaut is the
initial sound, and auslaut is the final sound of a word.
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not at all occur in the Gotliic. In the Zend umlaut is produced
by both the vowels (i and u), a becoming ai under the influence
of an i following, and au under the influence of an u following,

WHien the i is softened to e, the umlaut remains as a rule, and
even is retained when the e is dropt. Umlaut thus apparently
acquires the flexional signification of the ending, by the action of
which it was produced, and now acts as its substitute, although
originally it was a mere phonetic consequence of it. We have a
good example of this in the preterite of the conjunctive mood in

the O.H.German; the preterite forms of the strong conjugation,
wliich have conditional or potential signification, are charac-
terized by an t, i. In the M. and N. H. German, this i passes
into e, but leaves evidence of its existence in the umlaut of the
root vowel, which noAV characterizes the conjunctive: O.II.G.
Pra3t. Ind. sing, first, second, and tliird persons, las, Idsi, las;

prcet. conj. /«s2', IdsTs, Idsi; M. H. G., laese, laesest, laese. The
following are additional examples of umlaut: O. H. G., anti

(enti), M.H.G., Ende; O.H.G., haudi, hendi, N.H.G., Bande

;

O.H.G., trdki, N.H.G., ti'dge. There is also a phonetic process
of regressive assimilation, the reverse of umlaut, and which is

called Breaking, or Fracture, by which i is changed into e, and o
into u, by the action of an a following.

The remarkable law of progressive vocal assimilation already
alluded to, and which constitutes so characteristic a feature of the
Finno-Tatarian family of languages, may be described as a kind
of progressive umlaut, which it will be useful to describe, as it

will be alluded to hereafter. In the languages of that family the
vowels may be divided into three classes : hard, a, o, u, and in

some languages, _y; 2. soft, a, o, it; 3. neutral, i, and in some
languages, as the Finnish and Samoyede, e also. If the root
syllable, which is invariable in all the languages of the family, be
hard, the vowel of the sufiixes cannot be soft; conversely, hard
vowels cannot follow soft ones. The vowel i, and in Finnish,

etc., e, also, may be followed either by a hard or soft vowel.
The Irish rule of " broad to broad, and slender to slender", may
be looked upon as progressive assimilation; the Irish broad
vowels being a, o, u, and the slender e, i. Wlierever this rule

is followed, a consonant, or consonants, should in every written

word lie between either two broad, or two slender vowels; or,

in other words, if the vowel of a syllable be broad, the vowel of
the next succeeding syllable should be broad ; if the vowel be
slender, the follomng one must likewise be slender.

The peculiar weakening of the root vowel which is produced in

Latin words by the vowel of a prefix, whether due to composition

or reduplication, may likewise be looked upon as a species of pro-
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gressive assimilation analogous to that -whicli exists in tlie Irish.

The Finno-Tatarian languages having no prefixes, all progressive

assimilation must affect not the root but the endings, hence the

difference between this phonetic change in the Latin and the

languages in question. The following examples will show the

character of the change in the Latin : under the influence of e,

i, and also o, a becomes t or e, e becomes i, ce passes into I,

au sometimes into n, o into t, u into e—tango, tetigi; pars, ex-

pers ; facio, ejicio ; placeo, displiceo ; jacio, objicio; annus, per-

ennis ; folio, refello ; carpo, decerpo ; castiis, incestus ; ars, iners ;

lego, diligo; rego, corrigo; qucero, inqidro; caedo, cec'idi; claudo, in-

clude; notus:=ignotus, cognitiis; jura, pejero, etc. There are, how-
ever, numerous exceptions, and in compound words formed by pre-

fixed particles or prepositions, such as circum, ante, per, etc., it does

not occur. In ago, abigo, we have a change into i produced by a.

Phonetic change, by means of affixes, is the ^reat agent in

word-forming in the Indo-European languages. The first kind

of affixes are those employed in word-formation properly so

called, and in inflexion. The second kind of affixes—that is,

those which possess of themselves a distinct meaning—are used

in making compound words. Some of the first kind of affixes

may, however, be distinctly traced to independent words: as

examples may be mentioned the personal endings of the verbs,

the signs of many of the cases, etc. Thus the ending of the

first person in the Sanskrit and Greek was mi: blia-mi, tudd-

mi, ddsyd-mi; il-fxi, ^r]-fii, Dor. <j)a-fxi; in the Latin the i has

been lost, and the ending is now only m—sii-i7i, inqua-ni, dicere-

m; this mi is the pronominal stem ma softened to mi, as we
actually find it in mi-hi. The first person plural ending in the

Sanskrit is -mas, in the Veda dialect, masi, in the Doric dialect

of the Greek, juag: Skr., bhd-mas; Dor., (^ta-fiiq; in the Latin

it was mus, and in the O. H. German, mes. From the Veda
form masi, Curtius considers the ending to be made up of the

pronominal stems of the first and second pronouns: ??ia+si (si=:

ti); that is, J-^thou= tce. Again, the Greek endings, -aa and

-o-w, of the 1 Aorist (£y^>a^a for E-ypa^-o-a), and of the future

{y(f>a'^(x) for ypa^-o-w), and of the Latin ending of the perfect, -si

{scripd), are obtained from the verb, in the Greek ti-ij.i, Dor.

Ijufxi, Lithuanian esmi, root as. And lastly, the Latin imperfect,

-ba7n, and the future, -bo, arc derived from the root/?* (infiunn,

fu-turus, fu-i). The English suffixes -Ig, -hood, -ship, -some, are

also good examples, meaning originally like, state (A. Sax. had),

shape, same. Indeed, the distinction between simple word-for-

mation and composition cannot be always accurately defined;

practically, however, it exists in fully formed languages.
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If some of tlic aflixes can thus be derived from significant

words, it is perfectly reasonable that pliilologists should endea-

vour to generalize the fact, and assume as probable that all word-

forming and flexional affixes, which possess the symbolic signi-

fication of formational words, were originally formed by affi.xing

such words to the word to be grammatically modified. In mo-
dern languages where the flexional endings have been worn off",

their functions are again performed by words abeady existing

in the language. Such a view naturally leads to the assumption

that in the gradual development of languages all word-formation

and flexion were synthesis or composition.

The hypothesis that word-formation and flexion were primi-

tively synthesis, and that the phonetic additions by which they are

aftectecl were at first independent words, constitutes the basis of

what is known as the agglutination theory. This theory is now
generally considered to be the correct one. Some philologists

seem disposed, however, to modify it so far as to admit two kinds

of word- forming and inflexional materials: 1, Simple sounds or

syllables, which were never words by themselves, their symbolic

power being derived from that which each individual letter is

considered inherently to possess; 2, independent words worn out

into word-forming and flexional elements.

§. 3. Of Primary Stem-formation.

In the foregoing sections three kinds of forms have been men-
tioned: 1, roots; 2, elementary word-forms; and 3, words clothed

with the inflexional elements, which express their relations to

each other as members of a sentence. But these do not include

every form. The simple word-forms are not as a rule obtained

by the direct addition of a grammatical element, derivational or

inflexional, to the root. Between the root and the grammatically

complete word there lies the icord-stem(FxQiic\\, Radical; German,
Stamm, and corresponding to the Crude-form of some EngHsh
writers), to which, and not to the root itself, the grammatical

elements are added. Stem-formation is, consequently, the first

stage of word-formation, a stem is not a root, nor yet a complete

word. From the root it is logically distinguished in this, that

the unlimited, or, as we might say undulating contents of the

root are fixed or solidified, and rendered fit to serve as a symbol
of the completely determinate conception represented by the

grammatical word. While there are but two classes of Roots,

corporal and formational, there may be many kinds of Stems

:

for example, we may have verbal, nominal, pronominal, and
particle Stems—each kind of root branching into many stems,

according to the grammatical changes it may undergo. Instead,
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then, of three categories of phonetic forms, we have, iu reahty,

four : Roots, Stems, being of a two-fold kind, Simple word-forms
or derivatives, and Words clothed with inllexional elements.

Word-formation from roots consists, then, of two distinct pro-

cesses: 1, the formation of stems from roots, or, Stem-formation;
and 2, the formation of words from stems, or Derivation in its

simplest form. Both processes are effected by phonetic means to

be hereafter described, but here it may be useful to mention that

they cannot always be absolutely distinguished,—the same pho-
netic change or addition being at one time stem-formation, and at

another true derivation. There is, however, an essential diffe-

rence between stems and derivatives, the basis of the true stem
is the root, while the derivative always proceeds from the stem.

The two processes are, therefore, logically, even when not pho-
netically, distinct.

The Phonetic methods of primary or Pui'e Stem-formation

may now be described in detail ; they are :

—

I. Modification of root-voicel.

1

.

Ablaut proper, which is a very frequent change in the Greek

;

it is rather an accompaniment than a means of stem-forma-

tion. It does not often occur in the Latin, but in the Teu-
tonic languages it is very common, and was apparently

the primitive means of stem-formation. Examples : root

N.H.G. brack, stems brich, bruch; root /3aX, stems j3oX,

/SeX, verb e-/3aX-ov, nouns )3oX-7j, {M\-oq (tego, toga).

2. Obscuration of the root-vowels a and i to g, and of u to o.

The Greek and Latin have no fraction of m, i to o, e, the

change is always the inverse. As an example of the

breaking of a to e may be given: root lag, stems Xf-y,

leg, verbs \iyio, lego; and of i to e, the Teutonic root LIB,
to remain (= Xt7r), Goth, liban, to live= O.H.G. leben.

3. Strengthening of the root-vowel, wliich may take place

:

a. By lengthening the short vowel, as : root XaO, stems \r)d,

\u9, verbs Xi}6(t), Dor. XaOa), nouns \{]9r]. Dor. Xada.

b Gunation-' and Diphthongation—Examples of guna-

tion: root t, stem ei, verb a/ii; root (^vy, stem (pevy,

"C^erb ^tvyii)', in Gothic, root brig, stem bavg; root vit,

stem vait. Examples of Diphthongation : root <pav,

stem (ftaiv, verb <f)aivbj ; root rav, weakened root form

rev, stem thv, verb thvm; root Sa, stem Sat, verb

^aito. The latter and similar roots ending in a

vowel show the true relation of the i to the root-

'' The term gunation is applied to the process by wliich e (ai) is produced by
prefixing a to i or i, or 3 (au) by prefixing a to m or tt. Diphthongation and gu-
nation are well expressed by the German terms nachlaut and variant.
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vowel in (paivu). Curtius has sliowii that in the

latter the form was tpavi-oj, a derivational i (Sanskrit

ya), being originally placed after the root, but which
by metathesis afterwards entered the root. Gnnation,

according to some scholars, does not occur in the

Latin, and consequently the derivational i retains its

place outside the root in the verbs in io of the third

conjugation, as capio, morior, etc. This opinion is

not, however, strictly correct ; for although gunation

may be rare, the following examples show that it does

sometimes occwr: feedus for foidus (if we may connect

Tri-TToiO-a), root Jid, iriO, bi{n)d; aurum, aurora, com-
pare uro, t/s-tum, Sanskrit root ush. The occurrence of

this derivational i as an element of stem-formation

gives rise to a distinct and important class of stems,

which will be fully discussed farther on in the section

on ya- or m-stems.

11. Consonantal strengthening of the root.

1

.

Duplication or doubling of the final consonant.

In the Greek XA, dialcctically pp and vv ; cro- (Boeot.) per-

mutated in the new Attic to tt, root airap, cnrep, stem

airepp, verb (nr^ppo)^
',
root icrav, KTev, stem Knvv, verb

KT£vv(i) (Lesbian). In the Latin there is frequent du-

plication of /, root pa^, jyel, stem j^ell, verb j?ello, and in

the German of I and m, root seal, O.H.G. scellan. In

the former case it is the result of the assimilation of a

derivational y by the final consonant.

2. Affixation of a mute consonant foreign to the root. In the

Greek and Latin a r is thus affixed frequently, e.g., root

j3Aaj3, stem j3Aa7rr, verb /SAaTrrw; root tvtt, stem tvttt,

verb TVTTTU} ; root 2)'^''C oi' pec, stem pect, verb pecto [the

Greek ktilq however suggests that the ct of p>ecto may be
radical]. In the Teutonic languages this process is not

now recognizable.

3. Affixation or intercalation of a nasal.

a. Nasalizing an internal vowel. This change is common
in the Latin

—

e.g., root p>ag, stem p>ang, verb pango
;

root liq= Xnr., stem linq, verb linquo; root frag, stem

frang, verb frango; it also occurs in the Gothic, root

sta]i, inf standan, Engl, stand, stood.

h. Affixation of the nasal in the auslaut

:

a. After vowels. In the Greek we get from ra, ya,

rav, rev, yiv- It is sometimes combined with diph-

•^ Such woiild liaA-e been the Lesbian form, at least ; Attic, (nreipoj.
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thongation, as in root /3a, stem /3atv, verb ^alvio,

In the Gotliic we have ga becommg gang.

/3. After consonants. Only few examples in the Greek

;

e.g., root toju, ts/x, stem tij.iv, verb rifivu). In the

Latin we have sterno, spcrno, etc.

c. Affixation of a whole syllable, accompanied by nasali-

zation, of Avhich we can only find examples in the

Greek, e. g., ve, va, root So/i, stem Safxva, verb 8a/i-

vaw ; as av, by which the root-vowel becomes likewise

nasalized, root XaO, stem XavOav, verb XavOuvu).

4. RedupUcation ; root, fxva, reduplicated stem jut-jwvj), incho-

ative verb fxi-fxv{]-aK-h). Lat. root min, menrzSkr.

man=i.iva? stem me-min, verb memini.

All the more important methods of primary or pure stem-for-

mation are embraced under the preceding categories. There

are also a few exceptional cases, such as where an intensive s is

introduced into the root, e. g., root fiiy, stem fxiGy, verb fxiayci) ;

Latin, misceo (compare Ir. cmnmasc, commixtio), which must not

be confounded with the derivational sc of inchoative verbs. Be-

sides primary or pure stems, there are, however, other classes of

stems which are formed by the addition of a vowel, or of a

syllable ending with a consonant, and which will be described

hereafter. It may be well to observe here, that the circum-

stance of stems being formed by the addition of a whole syllable,

the introduction of an intensive s into the body of the root, etc.,

shows us how cautious we should be in concluding that stem-

forms, which at first sight appear extremely simple, are the roots

themselves. For example, (j)av and Kpiv, although apparently

forms of very moderate phonetic dimensions, have been, in

reality, enlarged from 0a and Kpi. Then again, it is necessary

to be careful to distinguish between the stem and the pure words

or stem-words. For example, iVoc and co7yus are true stems,

as is shown by attaching flexional elements to them ; thus, eVco--

oc contracted to etteoc, corpus-is softened to corpor-is. On the

other hand, <^tXt(w), \6yo{c:), fructu(s), are fvdl words, contain-

ing the derivational elements, w, g, s, respectively.

§. 4. Of Noun-formation, and Derivative Stems.

The formation of stems may be considered the first separation

of words into grammatical categories, but it does not complete it

;

for although some stems are essentially verbal, and others nomi-

nal, there are many which admit of being made the basis either

of verbs or of nouns. Tlie complete separation is only effected

when one of the signs which characterize the complete word is
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affixed to tlie stem. These grammatical sisns are the derivational

and inflexional elements.

The chai'acteristic signs by which the stem becomes a verb,

are the personal endings fxi, ai, ti; m, s, t, etc.: root t, stem

£1, verb tifii,—iM being the personal ending for the first person

sing. ind. ; Skr. root tiid, stem tuda, verb tuda-si,— si being

the ending of the second person sing. ind. As Dr. Ebel's

paper does not deal with the verb, I shall confine myself exclu-

sively to nouns. The characteristic signs by which nouns are

formed are the gender and case endings. The vocative, from

its natm-e, ought to present us with the pure nominal stem, but

in the actual language this is not generally the case ; and hence

it is found more convenient to assume the nominative as the basis

of analysis.

One of the most characteristic distinctions between objects is

that which life affords, and accordingly the sign, by the affixation

of which to the stem the nominative form of the noim is pro-

duced, is a gender sign. For living objects, the sign primitively

affixed to noun-stems in the Indo-Em'opcan languages was s.

Some scholars hold that neuter nouns were distinguished by t,

which they consider possesses a certain power of symbolizing

lifeless or inert bodies. But the evidence that t was ever used,

except in pronominal declension, as a sign of the neuter gender, is

very doubtful. The Gothic neut. adjective-ending ata is, accord-

ing to Bopp, merely a suffixed pronoun. Mankind has, however,

at all times, figuratively endowed certain lifeless objects with Ufe,

and abstract conceptions, such as justice, \'irtue, etc., are ex-

pressed by words of masculine or feminine gender, according as

our fancy chooses to consider them of the one or other sex ; the

names which are used to symbolize these objects or abstract con-

ceptions take, accordingly, the sign of living objects.

The nominative sign s has, however, been but imperfectly pre-

served ; in the Sanskrit it is usually softened to h ; the feminine

forms, which incline to vocalic auslaut with long vowels, seem
to have thrown it off, apparently with the object of marking
the distinction of the sexes. This tendency to have vocalic

auslaut is well shown in the adjectives having the endings in

the Sanskrit, as, «, am; in the Greek, og, a (rj), ov. Even mas-

culine forms often lose the s. In the Zend and Lat. it is frequently

dropped altogether. In the Gothic it is generally only preserved

in masculine substantives with vocalic stems, and in masculine

adjectives and pronouns. In the O.H.G. the substantives have
altogether lost it,while in adjectives and pronouns it has become i\

The neutral t of the pronominal forms has to a great extent

been lost. In the Greek it does not occur at all ; in the Latin it has
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become d: id, illud, quid, etc. In the Gothic it occurs in tlic

pi'onouns is, si, ita; English he, she, it; Old Irish e, si, ed; Gothic

sa, so, thata, Anglo-Saxon se, seo, ihiit =:Greek 6, »j, to for tot=
Sanskrit tat. In the O. H. German it becomes z: Gothic third

person of the pronoun masc. is, neuter ita= 0. H. German masc.

{r sometimes er, neuter iz, sometimes ez. In the Gothic blindata,

godata, O.'K.Gcxm.-diW plintaz, guotaz, M.H. German hlindez, guo-

tez, the endmg ata, as above observed, is a suffixed pronoim,

and cannot consequently be considered as a proof that t was the

sign of the neuter, in other than the pronominal declension. In

many cases the neutral t has been replaced by 7n or n, which,

however, belonged originally to the accusative singular.

The grammatical signs or endings cannot always be directly

affixed to stems ; this is especially the case with those beginning

with a consonant, and where the stem ends consonantally. If

in such cases the ending were affixed directly, the final stem-

consonant would be rendered liable to change, and the mo-
dification may proceed so far as to render the stem unrecogni-

zable. Therefore a vowel is introduced between the stem and

the ending, which originally had a mere phonetic function,

and possessed no etymological or grammatical signification.

The vowel by itself is always short, and consesequently very

changeable. It is often an extremely difficult problem to dis-

tinguish between the vowel thus added and a derivational

vowel, and therefore between a derivational and stem-form. It

is also an important one : for this vowel, though originally having

no stem-forming or derivational character, has gradually come
to be looked upon as an integral part of the stem -ending,

and has even penetrated where it was not absolutely required.'^

It will be useful to call this stem-forming vowel in nominal

stems the Declension Voioel, in order to distinguish it fi'om a

second vowel which is sometimes used as a mere copulative in

the oblique cases, and which is never an integral part of the stem-

ending. A similar stem-forming vowel is found in verbal stems.

Forms which must be looked iipon as trne stems are, however,

" In Finnish nearly all the stems arc two-syllabled. The first or root syllable

is accentuated, the second has a short vowel auslaut. This short vowel, unlike

the root-vowel, which is invariable, sounds differently according as the stem is

pronominal or verbal. It is a mere rliythmical addition to the root which some-

times acquires the signification of a derivational suffix, and has consequently a

striking analogy to the declension vowel of tlio Indo-European languages, and
makes Finnish stems appear very much like those in tlie Gotliic, wliich will be

described furtlier on as vocalic middle forms. The affixation of tliis vowel is

the only mode of stem-formation in tlic Finnish; in Hungarian it has been to a
great extent obliterated. It would be extremely interesting to trace this rhyth-

mical stem-forming vowel through tlie whole Finno-Tatarian Family. Here
however, it would be out of place to dwell furtlier on the analog.v.
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sometimes made by the addition of a wliole syllable, tlie consonant

forming the auslaut, taking the place of the declension vowel.

The forms produced in this way approach nearer to the character

of derivatives than those obtained by the mere addition of the

declension vowel,—indeed many of them have the character of

true derivatives.

In the Greek nouns in txiq, we have a perfectly analogous class

of stems formed by the addition of a syllable ending vocally

instead of consonantally ; they arc, however, in part undoubted

derivatives formed by affixing the derivational suffix rrj to an

already fully formed stem. We may call all such stems, formed by
the addition of a syllable to verbal or nominal stems, which thus

perform, as it were, the fimction of roots. Derivative Stems, and

treat of them as a distinct class of vocaUc or consonantal stems,

according" as the suffix ends in a vowel or a consonant. But
as there is a real logical distinction between the true stems

which start from the root, and these pseudo-stems which are

derivatives of true stems, it will be better not to consider such

pseudo-stems under the head of stems, but to refer all of them
to the category of derivatives.

We have accordingly three distinct classes of true nominal

stems as regards their relations to the grammatical endings:

—

1, primary or pure stems, to which the nominative s is directly

affixed; 2, stems Avhich require a vowel between them and the

ending ; and 3, stems formed by the addition of a syllable end-

ing in a consonant in place of a vowel. The second and third

classes may be called secondary stems or, better still, middle

forms, that is, intermediate between pure stems and true deri-

vatives. Of the pure stems some have vocalic and some conso-

nantal auslaut. The middle forms, produced by affixing a de-

clension vowel, may all be looked upon as vocalic ending stems,

while the middle forms, which result from affixing a consonantal

ending syllable, are consonantal stems.

The following table, to which I have likewise added the

derivative stems, will render the classification of stems above

given more intelHgiblc :

—

I. True Stems formed from the Root.

Vocalic Stems. Consonantal Stems.

1

.

Pure Stems. ] . Pure Stems.
2. Middle Forms produced by: 2. Middle forms or stems produced

a. affixing ihe declension vowels, by affixing a syllable ending
a, i, u. consonantally to the root.

b. ya-stems, or, a-stems, with an
intercalated / (y) before the de-

clension vowel.
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11. PsEUDO, OR Derivative Stems.

3. Stems formed by the addition of 3. Stems formed by the addition of

a derivational suffix ending in a a derivational suffix, ending
vowel, to an already fully-formed consonantally, to an already
stem. fully-formed stem.

§. 5. Of Vocalic Stems.

Pure Stems. All monosyllabic nouns may, strictly speaking,

be considered to be pure stem-words, in wliicli the nominal sign

is directly affixed to the stem without any intervening phonetic

material. Such nouns occur in the Greek and Latin, though
they are not numerous.

GREEK: root Kt, stcm k7, noun K.[-q (masc. gen. Kt-oc)> ypawc
(ypa-oc) ; Spuc> ^^c (roots Spv, 0o, stems Spu, 0w) possess still

more of the character of pm-e stems. Some forms usually included

under this category are undoubtedly not primitive pure vocalic

stems ; for example, ^ovq may perhaps be more properly reckoned
among the consonantal stems, as it stands for (5of-q (root bo).

LATIN. In the Latin there are extremely few forms which can

be considered, strictly speaking, as pure vocalic stems. Perhaps

the only form is grus, stem gini., for it is doubtful whether the r

in the plural vt-r-es of ins (stcm vh'f),—and in the old form of the

genitive sueris (su-er-is) of sws, Sanskrit, su-Jcara,—be not organic

instead of being, as is generally supposed, merely euphonic.

GOTHIC. In the Gothic a number of such monosyllabic

words, belonging to what is called the strong declension, is to

be found ; in the masculine and feminine they have the nomina-

tive sign s, while in the neuter no suffix can be found, and the

stem accordingly occurs in its naked form, e.g. : masc. Jisk-s,

dag-s, halg-s; fem. anst-s; and ncut. leik. These nouns corres-

pond with the Greek nouns derived from consonantal stems:

Bqi^, a'('^, TTup, and the Latin noiuis urh-s, pon-s., mel. In the

nominative case, the analogy is complete; but if we compare

them through all their cases, we shall find that in the Greek
and Latin the nouns of this kind affix the case-endings to the

stem in exactly the same way throughout, namely, its nomi-

native directly, and the others by means of a copulative vowel,

which is the same in all the cases, while the Gothic norms

take different vowels in the plural. For example

:

Nom. and Voc. . . fisko-s balgc-is

Gen. . . fiskd balge

Dat. . . fiska-m balgi-m

Ace. . . fiska-ns balgi-ns.

It would appear from this, that the Gothic nouns under con-

sidei-ation are only rehcs of more primitive forms, still preserved
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in the plural, but blotted out in the singular. According to this

Aaew, all the nominal stems must have been clothed with a voca-

lic auslaut, which was either a or i, and called by Grimm the

Declension Vowels, a term which I have extended above to the

corresponding vowels of the vocalic middle forms in the Greek
and Latin. The primitive form of fisk-s must therefore have

been fiska-s, and of halg-s, halgi-s—forms which approach very

close to the Latin, as may be seen by comparing the primitive

form of gast-s, gasti-s = Latin, hosti-s. The view just piit for-

ward is supported by the circumstance that there exists a class

of nouns, in which the clothing or declension vowel of the stem

is 7(, that are not syncopated like those with the vowels a and i.

Although at first sight the Teutonic languages appear to contain

the largest number of pure stems, the preceding considerations

apparently show that there are no pure nominal stems in those

languages. On this account I will include the whole of those

Gothic nouns under the middle forms with vocalic auslaut.

IMiDDLE Forms ending vocally. The term middle form
implies that we have passed beyond the stem, but have not

yet arrived at a true derivative. The nouns derived from
those middle forms have the same analogy to those obtained

from pure stems, that the Greek verbs in aw, iio, iw, etc.—as

Tinau), (piXiiio, fieOvu),—have to some of those in fxi,—as elfxt,

(pnjxi, etc. The nominal middle forms have, however, much
less of a derivational character than the verbs above named;
so that, while always bearing their mode of genesis in mind,

we may consider them as vocalic stems.

As the primitive vowels were a, i, u,—e and o having been
formed later,—the primitive stem-forming vowels must have been
also a, i, u. To these were added at later language-periods e and
o,

—

e being formed by the softening of a, e of i, and o of a. There
is also a secondary u produced from a, which must not be con-

founded with the primitive u. We may consequently include

all vocalic stems under a-stems, z-stems, and w-stems.

I-STEMS.—I-stems approach closest to the character of pure

stems. In the Latin the i often becomes e; in the Greek it

sometimes becomes in the oblique cases e.

GREEK.—The mascuHnes and feminines of the third declen-

sion in -iQ, gen. -loq, -awg, belong to the {-stems ; e.g., (pvaig (-eor)

iroXig. There are no neuter nouns in i. The adjectives like

VSptC, 'Spt are of this class.

LATIN.—The masculines and feminine^ of the third declension

in is, and the feminines in es, wliich do not take an augmenting
syllable in the genitive, belong to the {-stems, as, hosti-s, civi-s,

aede-s; the i being changed in the latter into the lone e charac-
^ 3
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teristic of feminines. In neuters the i is changed into e, but in

the plural tlie i again appears: mar-S, mar-is, mar-i-a. The
stems, hrevi, dulci, levi, of the adjectives, hrevis, dulcis, levis,

belong to this category.

GOTHIC.—Among the Gothic i-stems which correspond to the,

preceding, may be mentioned the primitive forms : masc, gastis,

gardis, balgis, existing in the Gothic, in the syncopated forms

:

gasts, gards, balgs, but showing traces of the vocalic clothing of

the stem in the plural: nom., gasteis, gardeis, halgeis; fem.,

dedis, vaurtis, syncoj)ated in the Gothic to deds, vaurts; nom.
plur., dedeis, vaurteis. It will be seen from the preceding, that

the feminines also retain the nominative sign s, the feminine form

appearing to be marked by a gunation of the vowels of the

endings in the genitive and dative singular, thus

:

Masc. Fem.
Nom. . . gast-s ded-s

Gen. . . gast-is ded-ais

Dat. . . gast-a ded-ai

As in the Greek there are no neuters formed from z'-stems.

In addition to the feminines above discussed, and all of which
belong to the strong declension, there is another peculiar class of

z'-stems belonging to feminine noims of the weak declension, such

as managei, gen. 7nanageins, which Avill be better imderstood

when I treat of the a-stems.

Adjectives derived directly from stems, and not through other

forms, although differing essentially from substantives in their

flexion, exhibited primitively the same distinction of stems into

a-, i-, and ?^-stems, corresj)onding to the Greek adjectives in og,

a, ov, and vg, em, v ; and to the Latin in us, a, um, and in is,

e. But the primitive distinction is very much obscm-ed in the

Gothic, in which, with the exception of traces, the z-stems have
wholly died out, while only a few of the ?<-stems remain ; and
even these pass in the oblique cases into the a-stems, with the

addition of a derivational i (see the discussion of this subject

under the head a-stems), so that the primitive character of the

stem is only recognizable in the nominative. In the Gothic

adjective there are consequently only a- and z<-stems to be dis-

tinguished.

A-STEMS.

—

GREEK AND LATIN.—Tlic a-stcms in tlic Gi'cck and
Latin admit of being divided into two classes :

—

1. Stems in which the primitive a has been preserved un-

changed, or changed into rl, andwhich maybe subdivided into

:

a. Stems with primitive short a.

/3. Stems with d or e.
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2. Stems in wMcli the primitive a has been changed into o in

the Greek, and into ti in the Latin.

A-stems icith primitive short a. In the Greek the mascuhnes
of the first declension in -ag, -??c are referred to this class, e.g., /3o-

pc'ae, 'Ep/maQ contracted to 'Epfiijg; the nominative c is retained,

but the vowel is inorganically lengthened. In the Latin, also, only

the masculines of the first declension, which, like the feminines of

the same declension, have lost the nominative s, belong to this ca-

tegory, as, scriha, aqri-cola, etc. Pott considers the long vowel as

the result of contraction. It is probable that all the words belong-

ing to tliis form are, in reality, derivatives in the second degree

from nominal and verbal stems, that is, they contain, besides the

nominative s, a second derivational element, which may still be
recognized in the Greek nouns in rrjc, as, TroAtVrjc! etc., in which
the derivational suffix is the syllable rrj, as has been abeady
pointed out in discussing the diliarent classes of stems at p. 17.

A-stems icith a or e. As was stated above, feminine nomis
prefer long vowels and vocalic auslaut ; accordingly we find thai

this class includes the feminines of the first declension in the

Greek and Latin, all of wliich have no nominative s. In the Latin
the a is invariably shortened, but in the Greek it is partly re-

tained, or changed into jj and partly into a, e. g., xu)Qa, (S/kjj,

(T(f»vpa. While the vocative of the a-stems, with primitive short

a, appears as a rule with the organic short a, that of the stems

with a or e is the same as the nominative, and consequently

sometimes has an inorganic short a whenever the nominative has

one. The primitive long vowel has been preserved in the form
e, and likewise the nominative s, even in the vocative, in the

nouns from stems of tliis class, which belong to the Latin fifth

declension, wliich is but an older form of the first, e. g., di-e-s,

Jid-e-3. Here also we meet with forms which appear to belong
to the class of vocaHc stems obtained by means of a derivational

syllable-suffix, as described above, the analogy being strongly sup-

ported by their admitting ofbeing declined either according to the

first or fifth declension, e.g., materies or materia, canities or canitia.

A-stems, in which the primitive a has been changed in the

Greek into o, and in the Latin into u. Tliis change occurs in

the words of the second declension in og, ov, and us, um ; those

in og and us are, as a rule, mascuHne {as in the Sanskrit is always
masculine) ; there are some, however, exceptionally feminine, as

7] ra(ppog,fagus, etc. The vocative shortens o, u, to e, has orga-

nically no nominative s, and in the neuter is the same as in the
nominative. To this category belong the Greek adjectives in

oc, a (jj), ov, and the Latin ones in us, a, um. From this it

will be seen that the vowel is shortened in the feminine in the

B 3
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Latin, but not in the Greek ; but, on the other hand, some Greek
adjectives of this category do not distinguish the feminine at all.

GOTHIC.—To the Gothic a-stems belong the masculine, fe-

minine, and neuter forms corresponding to the Greek forms in

oc, a, ov, and the Latin ones in us, a, ?«n, discussed above, and to

the Sanskrit in as, a, am. For example: masc. dags, fisks, etc.,

which are syncopated fonns from dagas, Jiskas, etc., as I have

already fully described, nom. phu-. dagos, fiskos, etc. ; fern, giha,

hida, etc., nom. plur. gibos, hidos, etc. ; neuter, vaurd, leik, etc.

;

nom. phu:. vaurda, etc. The masculines have lost the a in the

singular, but retained it in the form of o in the nominative

plural, e in the genitive, and a in the dative and accusative (see

declension ofjisks, pp. 18, 25) ; the feminines have retained the a

in the oblique cases as a or o, but have no nominative s. The
neuter form has lost the a in the singular as "well as the neuter

nominative sign, if it ever had such :—the full form of the nomi-

native singular of vaurd, for instance, should have been vaurdat,

if we admit t to be the neutral sign of nouns, more probably

it was vawrcZam= Latin verhum.; it has retained it in the plural

vaurda.

I have already spoken of the Gothic adjectives, and here it is

only necessary to add that, altliough the distinction between the

clothing vowels of the stems was earlier obscm'cd, and to a greater

extent in the case of the adjectives than in that of the substantives,

the signs of the genders have been much better preserved. In-

deed, in the latter respect the Gothic adjectives belonging to the

a-stems have endings ofa much more primitive form than either the

Greek or the Latin, or even than the Sanskrit.® These endings

are s, a, ata, or, in the primitive form, s, a, t, as for example:

—

Masc. Fern. Ncut.

Primitive organic form . . bhnd-a-s blind-a bUnd-a-t

Syncopated Gotliic form . . bhnd -s blind-a blind-a-ta

TA- (TA-) OR lA-STEMS.—Bcsidcs the primitive a-stems, above

described, there exists another class of stems, which, as they do

not give rise to any essentially peculiar flexion, may be con-

sidered as a class of secondary forms of the simple a-stems.

They are formed by the intercalation of an i (g) between the

stem and the declension-vowel, and may accordingly be dis-

tinguished as ga- (gd-) stems.^ In the Gothic the stems of this

class are usually considered to be middle-forms, properly so

called, the Gothic a-stems being reckoned as pure stems. I

^ On the assumption that t was the primitive neuter gender sign, which is not,

however, generally admitted. Bopp considers the eudiug -ata to be a suffixed

pronoun. See § 4, p. 15.
* ya- masculine and neuter; Fa- feminine.
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think I was justified, however, in classing them along with the

middle forms of the Greek and the Latin, and, this being so, in

considering that the ya- (yd-) stems approached still nearer to

true derivational forms tlian any of those yet mentioned.

The Greek and Latin forms which come vmder this category,

are the substantives and adjectives in tog, m, lov, ius, ia,

turn—e.g., Kvpiog, ISiog; filius, medius, media, medium.
As the only forms of this kind referred to in Dr, Ebel's paper

arc Gothic, and as the object of this sketch is merely intended

to elucidate that paper, I will not further consider the Greek
and Latin ?"a-(ia-)stems [j/a-(t/a-)stems], and will accordingly

confine myself to a few observations upon the Gothic ones.

In the Gothic the intercalated y is firmly retained before the

endings through all the cases, e.g.: haryis instead of hari-s

(the primitive organic form of which would be haria-s)
;
gen,

haryis; dat. harya, etc. In the Old High German the nom. sing,

alone retains it. If the stem-syllable be long, or ends in two
consonants, yi changes into ei: Goth, hairdeis instead o? hairdi-s

(the primitive form of which would be hairdia-s) ; O. H. G. hirti,

gen. hirtes; M. H. G. hirte, gen. hirtes. In the Modern High
German it passes into the weak declension: der hirte, des hirten.

Some of the feminines of this category retain the full organic

form, such as vrakya, brakya; and in some the i is even preserved

in the Old High German as y or e, as for example, suntya;

while other words throw ofi" the a, e.g., Goth.

—

handi, kunthi,

instead of handya, kiinthya.

The distinction between the a and the ya-stems disappears in

the masculines and feminines when the a and i of the Old High
German are softened into e,—the two forms then coinciding;

the existence of such a distinction being only betrayed by the

umlaut of the stem-vowel in the ya series. The same observation

applies to the neuters, one example of which will suffice to show
their forms, e.g.: Goth, kuni, gen. kitnyis, instead of the full or-

ganic form kunya-t, or kimya-m, or kuny-a; O.H.G. chunn-i, gen.

chunn-es, the i being dropped, as was already noticed in the case

of the masculines, in all the cases except the nom. sing. In the

Middle High German the i becomes e as in the other genders

:

ki'inne, in which the umlaut of the stem-vowel betrays the ya-

stem. In N.H.G. frequently even the final e is dropped, as,

Goth, hadi (from *hadya), O.H.G. hetti, M.H.G. lette, N.H.G.
Lett, Engl. hed.

The adjective forms of the ?/a-stems are exactly analogous to

the substantives. In the Middle and New High German the cha-

racter of the stem is betrayed only by the umlaut. The striking

analogy between some of the Gothic and Latin adjective forma
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of the ?/a-stems, is well shown by the following comparison:

Lat.

—

medius, media, mediii)n=Goth.—midis, midya, midyata.

CONSONANTAL STEMS CHANGED INTO VOCALIC (A- AND I-)

STEMS.— Some Latin w-stems drop the n in the nom. sing., e.g.:

in on,—liomo, ordo, margo, of which the full forms with the no-

minative s should be, homon-s, ordon-s, tnargon-s; in On,—ho,
latro, carbo, the full forms of which should be, leon-s, latron-s,

car-hon-s; the feminine verbal nouns in io, which is obviously

ion, with tlie n di'opped

—

actio, ratio, statio, etc., the full forms

of which should be, actions, rations, stations. These nouns
give us in the inorganic form of their nom. sing, apparent

vocalic stems. A comparison between the full organic forms of
the verbal nouns, which are undovibted derivatives in the second
degree, and those of the other examples given above, affords

strong grounds for beheving that the latter also are derivational

forms of the second degree. Except in not having a final n in

the nom. sing., these nouns are perfectly analogous, in all the other

cases, to the Latin nouns in m, especially to those in which the i

is softened to e in the nom. sing., e. g., pecten, etc. ; and the verbal

moxvci's, flumeyi, tegmen, lumen, carmen, etc., and may be compared
with the Greek (iktiq, gen. cikiXvoq ; Xijxi'iv, gen. Xifxtvog ; ar)E(vv,

gen. ar]d6vog; ukmv, gen. hkovoq; Xhjhwv, gen. Xei/aCovog.

There is a class of Greek nouns, chiefly feminine, which
at first sight appear to form their stems in w, and which, as a

rule, do not take the nominative s, e.g.: ?} TreiOio, gen. ir^zidoot,;

the (u being shortened to o ; 17 i';x<^' S^^- ''JX^^^' '^^^- Some are,

however, formed with the g, as 7j alSdog, gen. alBoog, the w being
shortened; liptog, gen. rjpwoc, etc., without the shortening of the

M. According to Curtius, all these forms are the rehcs of muti-

lated ^i-stems.'" There is an obvious difference, however, be-

tween them and the Latin forms homo, etc., with which, if this

hypothesis be correct, they would connect themselves, namely,
that the n appears regularly in the oblique cases of all the Latin

nouns, not only of those ending vocally in the nominative, but

even of those which take the nominative s, as sanguis, which is

evidently for sanguins.

In the Gothic, a class of nouns with vocalic auslaut is also found,

which exhibit a remarkable analogy with the Latin nouns just

discussed ; for example, guma, Eng. g{r)oom, gen. gumins, which
may be equated with the Latin homo, gen. honiinis; rathyo, gen.

rathyons, with the Latin ratio, gen. rationis; namo, gen. iiamins;

"• This hypothesis of Curtius, by which w, wf, ac, ar, are considered to be=
av, is, to say tlie least, extremely improbable. Ahrens is more likely right in

r:;garduig ai'^oJr, etc., as original a-stems, to which a y (0 is superadded.
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nom. pliir. namna, with the Latin nomen, gen. nominis; nora.

plur. nomina. The reasonable conckision from this is, that these

vocaHc forms are in reahty consonantal n-stems, having more or

less of a true derivational character. According to this hypo-

thesis, their full nominative forms should be, guman-s, rathyon-s.

Tliis hypothesis receives considerable support from the fact that

several of those forms have again taken up n in the Modern High
German, e. g.:

Gothic.

garda,

namo,

OMIIijh
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"belong to tlie weak declension, tlie great peculiarity of -wliicli is

tlie addition of an n to all the endings of the cases, except the

nominative singular and dative plural. It belongs to adjectives

as well as to substantives, but while the latter decline exclusively

strong or weak, adjectives may be declined according to either

declension. The Aveak adjective declension corresponds with that

of the substantive ; its chief peculiarity is that of having in the

nominative singular vocalic aiislaut in all three genders, e. g.

:

p ,7 . ^Ilasc. fern. neut.

^blinda, bliudo, blindo.

Tlie same vowels characterise the genders of the substantive,

e.g.: masc. hana; fem. tuggo; neut. liairto. In the Old High
German the mascuhne a and the feminine 6 change to o and a.

In Middle and New High German both the a and o become g, so

that all genders end alike. This change is not, however, con-

fined to the vowels ; for although in the Gothic the case-endings

are not affected by the addition of the ?«, the genitive s is dropped
in Old High German, and hanins becomes hanin. In the Middle
High German, the uniform ending en took the place of all the

various endings, both singular and plural, with the exception of

the nominative singular.

The existence of the s in such Latin fonns as sanguis (for

sangnln-s), which belong to the same class as ratio, nomen,
etc., justify, as I think, the additions of that nominative sign, in

reconstructing the full organic nominative forms of those and
similar nouns. For its addition in the analogous German nouns,

I have the great authority of J. Grimm ; but Bopp's discovery

that the primitive nominative sign in the Indo-Eiu'opean

language was s, places the matter beyond doubt. It is right,

however, to state that some philologists, amongst others Heyse,
consider that the full organic forms never had s. A full discus-

sion of this point, however important, is incompatible with the

limits of our space, and would be in other respects foreign to the

specific objects for which this introduction has been written.

u-STEMS.

—

GREEK. Under this head come the Greek words in

vg of the third declension, which retain the v in the oblique cases,

e.g.: nom. 6 Ix^^^-Q^ ^'oc. ixOv, gen. ly^^dv-og, etc., neut. aarv.

LATIN. The Latin ?/-stems belong exclusively to the words
declined according to the fourth declension, such as tliose in iis:

they are chiefly masculine, but also exceptionally feminine, e. g.,

manus, socrus, etc.; verbal nouns in tits, which may be con-

sidered to be true derivatives in the second stage, and to which
the observations made at p. 17 respecting derivative stems con-

scfjuently apply, e.g., ductus; neuters in ii, e.g., cornu. The nouns
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of the second declension, which appear to contain 2/-stems, are

a-stems, the a having been rephiced by u. This secondary u is

much more unstable than the primitive u of the fourth declen-

sion, which is never suppressed by the vowel of the ending, but,

on the contrary, absorbs the latter in the genitive singular and
nominative and accusative plural, e.g., fructils, instead of fruc-

tuis, fructues. It has not wholly resisted modification, however,
having been, in most cases, softened into i in the dative and ab-

lative plural, e.g., from the older fructubus, has come fructihus;

in others, however, it has remained imchanged, as in acuhus,

lacubus. The whole declension may be considered as a con-

tracted secondary form of the third declension.

GOTHIC. The Gothic words foimded on w-stems con^espond

exactly with the Greek words in vg of the third declension, and
the Latin ones in tis and u of the fourth. Unlike the Gothic a-

and ^-stems, the w-stems are not syncopated, and consequently we
get them in their prunitive organic forms, the mascuhne and iemi-

nine taking the s in the nominative singular, e.g.: masc. vulthns,

sunus, nom. plur. sunyus; fem. handiis, nom. plur. ha?idi/us,

vrithiis, etc. The neuter exhibits no trace of a peculiar sign t

or m, e. g., faihu. The masculines and neuters preserve the u
in the singular in the Old High German, but lose the nomina-

tive s, e. g., sunu, vihu, etc. In the plural the ?<-stems pass into

the z'-stems ; and in the Middle High German they altogether

chsappear, the masculines and feminines becoming confounded

Avith the {-stems, and the neuters A\ith the a-stems.

I have already mentioned that the primitive distinction between
the a-, i; and i«-stems was very much obscured in the case of ad-

jectives; and that, with the exception of traces, the z-stems had
wholly died out. The w-forms of the adjective, which were not

very numerous, took s in the nominative of both the masculines

and feminines, but the neuters had no sign of gender, e. g.: nom.
masc. and fem. hardus; neut. hardu. The reforms died out in

the Old High Geiman, leaving for all adjectives only a-stems.

§ 6. Of Consonantal Stems.

Pure Stejis. s-stems.—greek and zatin.—6 fivg, (mus.) gen.

fivog, which stands for fxv(T-oq, — muris for mus-is. In the forms

like ovQ, gen. wt-oq— (fxvg, gen. ^iji)T-6g, etc., either the r has be-

come g, or the nominative s has inorganically affixed itself, in

which case the t dropped out. In either case these forms belong

primitively to dental tennis-stems, and not to the s-stems. 3Ius,

jios, mas, without the nominative sign. Except in vas, vasis, s be-

comes r in Latin in the oblique cases, as it stands between vowels.

It sometimes appears duplicated, as in os, ossis, but here it stands for

st (compare oareov).
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STEMS WITH SONANT AUSLAUTS. (SEMI-VOWELS, M, L, N. E, NG).—GREEK AND LATIN: s&mi-voivels—uLv for iiigv-s, bos for bov-s,

etc.; l-stems—oA-?, sal; n-stenis—pi^i^oi piv-g, the liquid having

dropped out; (Ppuv, without the nominative sign; Pan, without

the nominative suffix ; r-stems—x^''p» ^W' ^^"•' /"''' without the

nominative signs.

STEMS WITH MEDIAL AUSLAUTS. GREEK AND LATIN: bstcmS

(fKi-^ for (fKi^-Q, the -c being the nominative suffix ; urb-s, scobs;

d-stems—wovg for w6d-g; pes for j?ed-s; vas for vad-s, the dental

having dropped out
;
g-stems—^Xo^ for <^\6j-q ; lex for leg-s, rex

for reg-s.

STEMS WITH TENUIS AUSLAUTS. GREEK AND LATIN: p-StCmS

yv\P for yvTT-g ; oj^s, etc. ; t-stems—^wq for (1>mt-q ; dens for dents,

jyons for ponts, etc. ; kstems—Au^^ for XvjK-g, o-^/js for a^i]K-q ;

p)ax for pacs.

STEMS WITH ASPIRATED MUTE AUSLAUTS. GREEK: Bpl^ for

Tpix-€, i^vK fol' /3/jX-C-

GOTHIC.—It has been shown m a previous section, that pm'c

consonantal stems, properly so called, do not exist in the Gothic,'^

and that the forms which at first sight might come in here, belong

rather to the vocalic middle forms, under which they have accord-

ingly been treated. I shall merely give here a few examples of

forms which might otherwise have come under the respective

categories above given for the Greek and Latin: saivs, fraiv;

bagms, hibn; atols^mel; stiur,figgrs; stabs, lamb; sands, land;

hugs, gagg; hups, skip; skufts, beist; striks, leik; mnnths, etc.

Consonantal Middle Forms.—The nominative of some of

the forms which come under this head exhibit the complete stem,

which in the obhque case may be um-ecognizable, owing to let-

ter-changes or the dropping of letters. In most cases, however,

the stem can be better determined from the obhque cases, in

consequence of the nominative s, or the change of the vowel of

the af^xed syllable so altering the appearance of the stem in the

nominative as to render it imrecognizable. The form of the stem

to which the case-endings in the oblique cases are affixed is

usually called the Thema, to distinguish it from the true stem-

form, with which it sometimes coincides, but generally not.

The neuter form of adjectives is best adapted for determining

their stems.

s-STEMS.—In studying the stems of this class, we should be

careful to distinguish the s-stems proper from words with the

auslaut s, in some of which the s is secondary, being formed by

'^ Perhaps haurys (f), a castle, town, gen. sing. nom. plur. baurgs; Gutk (n.

ni.) gen. Guths, and some besides, arc exceptions.
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the softening of a t, etc., and in others it is the nominative s, be-

fore which the liquid n and the mutes d and t have dropped out.

GREEK.—Neuters of the third declension in og (= Sanskrit as)

which show the pure stem in the noniinative ; in the oblique

cases the o becomes t, and the g drops out, e. g.—yiv-og, gen.

yiv-i-og for yiv-ea-og, and contracted to yiv-ovg. Adjectival

substantives in i]g, £og= ovg, e. g., n Tpnipt}g ;—forms of this kind
may be considered as true derivatives. Adjectives in t)g, tg,

e.g.: (Tarpi'ig, aarpig, gen. aa(p-i-og for (Ta^-£(7-oe7 and contracted to

aatpovg.

LATIN.—To this category belong certain isolated masculine

and feminine substantives in (7s, such as, hoiws, arhos, the s of

which was afterwards softened to r. The adjective vetus comes
under this head also. The substantives in is and vs—pulv-is,

cin-is, Ven-t's, tell-tis, are most probably r-stems, in which the r

has dropped out before the nominative s. Neuters of the third

declension in us {=. Greek og), the affixed syllable us being
w^eakened before^ the oblique case-endings to or or Sr, e.g. :

corp-us, gen. corp-us-is, weakened to corp-or-is, genns, gen.

gen-iis-is, weakened to gsn-er-is.

STEMS WITH SONANT ATJHLAUTS.—The stcms which comc under
this category are : in the Greek those in v, p ; in the Latin and the

Gothic I, n, T. M does not occur as the auslaut of a stem in either

the Greek or the Latin. The pure stem is preserved in the nomi-
native in the neuter,—the vowel being always short in the Greek.
The other genders are distingviished in the Greek either by the

nominative s, before which the liquid di'ops out, or especially in

the feminines, by lengthening the vowel of the formational or

affixed syllable. No such distinction of gender occurs in the

Latin, the nominative s having given way to the liquid in almost

every case, except in a very few instances, e. g., sanguis for san-

guin-s.

L-stems: stem-forming syllable il—masc. 'Loh.n pugXl, mugil.

JV-stems: stem-forming syllable an—Greek neuter adjective

fiiXav ; an—masc. waiav, gen. Traiavog ; en—Xtinijv, gen. Xifxiv-

og, en—."EXXrjv, gen. "EXXr^vog ; in softened to en in the nomi-
native in pecten, and in the derivational suffix of verbal nouns,

-7nen, gen. -minis, e.g.—lumen, flumen, etc.; in—uktiv for uktIv-

g ; on—Greek adjective Tri-rrov, masc. substantives dal/atov, gen.

daifiovog ; On—Xtifxwv, gen. Xet/xwyoc- To the preceding may
be added the nouns with vocalic auslaut, which are considered

to have thrown off the n, and which I have already discussed,

as, homo, Macedo, carho, etc.

H-stems : stem-fonning syllable dr— veKrap, Latin Caesar

^

Gothic Kaisar, fadar; dr—calcdr, gen. cakdris; er—6 OTjp gen.
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itipog, Latin anser; er—Kgarrig—in tliis and similar words the

stem-forming syllable may be considered to be r?;p, and to be a

derivational one for verbal nouns; or—prjTcop, gen. pijTopog—
here the stem-forming suffix is rop, which may be compared
"v\dth the Latin ones in tor and sor, e.g., lector, cursor;—mai'mor

is produced, however, by duplication and not by suffix; tlr—
masc. augur, gen. auguris, in which the u remains unchanged in

the genitive case ; turtur is a stem also formed by duplication

;

neuters which retain the u in the obHque cases

—

sulfur and the

duplicated stem, murmur; neuters wliich soften the u to o—
femur, gen. femoris, etc.

STEMS WITH MEDIAL AUSLAUTS.—Stcm-fomiing sylkblcs : ib—
adjective caelehs, gen. caelibis; lib—6 xakv^p, for )(aAvj3cj gen.

XaXvjSoc; O'd—Aa/xTToe, gen. XafXTra^og, lanipas, gen. lampudis;

ed—merces, gen. mercedis; id— fXirig, gen. IAttiSoc, cuspis, gen.

cnspidis, praeses, gen. praesidis : id—Kpi]Trig, gen. Kpr^TrT^og ; od—
custos, gen. custodis; ud—palus, gen. paludis. Ag is not found

cither in the Greek or Latin; eg—lelex, gen. lelegis; ig—remex,

gen. remtgis; iXg—Trripv^ for Trripvy-g (in the Greek the nomina-

tive s fuses with the labial mute b and in the Greek and Latin

with the palatals), gen. nTipvyog.

STEMS WITH TENUIS AUSLAUTS.—Stem-fomiing syllables: ap
—7j XaiXaxp for XaXXatr-g, gen. XaiXairog ; tp—adeps, gen. adipis.

Princeps and similar words do not come here, as they are tnxo

compound words in which one of the constituent stems is the

pure stem ceps. Op and op occur only in stems forming consti-

tuents of compound words, e. g., Ku/cAw^i/, gen. kvkAwttoc, etc.

At—a great number of the Greek forms in at throw off the t in

the nominative, and are, therefore, somewhat analogous to the

Latin w-stems hojno, ordo, etc., which throw off the n, e.g., awfxa,

aTOjua, Spafia, irpayfia, etc., which form their genitive in rog.

Sometunes r is replaced in the nominative by p or g, e.g., r\Trap,

gen. xiTTarog ; Kpiag, gen. Kpiarog. To the same category belong

such forms in it, as fitXi, gen. fitXnog. The Latin forms which

may be referred to stems in at, at, et, and et, drop the t in the

nominative, but retain the s, e.g., anas, libertas, teges (the e be-

comes long after a vowel, as in abies), quies. So likewise the

Greek forms in et and it, such as : eaOi'ig, gen. ecjBrtTog ; xnpig,

etc. The Latin forms in U have the ? softened to e, e.g., miles,

gen, milUis. The following forms also occur: It—Samnis, plur.

Sammtes; Ot— tpwg, gen. Epwroc; nepds, gen. nepotis; fit—salus,

gen. salidis.

To this category belong also the Greek forms in k and the

Latin in c, of which it will only be necessary to mention a very

few. Stem-forming syllables : ok, ac—ttivo^ for irivaK-g (we may
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also add here the forms in -okt, as ava^, gen. avaKTog) ; ah, dc—
Bwpa^; fornax, and the adjectives having the derivational suffix

ac, such as audax, capax, wliich inorganically retain the nomi-
native s in the neuter; tic, Sc—aXwTrrj^, gen., aAwTrticoc, the

neuter halec, or, fused with the nominative s, masc, halex; ik, w
and U—(ftolvi^, salix, gen., saltcis, radix, gen., t^adicis; dc— Cap'
padox; Oc, ferox; vk, uc—KJjpus; gen., Kr]QVKO<;, Pollux.

There are also in the Greek stems in vr, vB but not in v8 ; in

the Gothic there are also stems in n, (t), and nd, but as

my object is rather to show what stems are, than to give a de-

tailed account of all their forms, I will not dwell further upon
this part of the subject.

§. 7. Of Derivation.

Having so often spoken of derivation as distinguished from
middle forms, and ya-stcms, I think it vnll not be out of place

if I say a few additional words upon the subject here. Deriva-

tives are words formed by the addition of affixes to verbal,

nominal, and other stems. The affixes employed for this pur-

pose are of two kinds: 1. Affixes consisting of single letters or

syllables, wliich in their present state are not only not inde-

pendent words, but cannot even be traced up with certainty to

independent words, though having a definite symbohcal significa-

tion which modifies the meaning of the stem. 2. Syllabic af-

fixes which afford evidence of their having been once indepen-

dent words, but which in process of time have been modified

and have lost that character.

I have already remarked that Stem-formation cannot always

be absolutely distinguished from Derivation; this is especially

true in the case of the stems called middle forms, and derivatives

formed by the derivational affixes of the first kind, which often

consist of only a single letter. In discussing the different kinds

of stems, I have pointed out some examples of this difficulty in

the case of the Greek nouns in rijg, the verbal nouns in rop, Tt]p,

for, sor, and men, for which I proposed the term Derivative Stems,

that is pseudo-stems formed upon already-existing stems, and not

starting from roots, as all true stems do. The derivatives formed

by the second kind of affixes are much less Hable to be confounded

with true stems ; they often have, indeed, almost the character of

compound words, that is, of words formed by the union of two
or more stems. The proper distinction between Stem-forma-

tion and Derivation will, however, be best understood from a
few examples of the difterent kinds of words which are formed
by the latter process. From one kind of verbal form Ave may
derive several others, thus, by the addition of the suffixes (Gr.)
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o-K, (Lat.) sc, we get inclioative verbs, as, j3o(tkw from |3ow, cresco

from creo; by the suffixes (Lat.) U, etc. (N.H.G.) er, etc., we get

frequeutatives, as, cogito from cogo, kktppern from klcqypen; by the

suffixes (Lat.) ^7Z, w/, etc. (N.H.G.) el, we obtain diminutives, as,

scrihilloivom scnbo, ustulo from iiro, ustimi, sduselnhom. saxisen;

by the (Lat.) sviffix ess we get intensives, as, capessere from
capers; by the (Lat) suffix uri, we get desideratives, as, esurio

from e(io, esz<??z. Or we may derive verbs from norms by the ad-

dition of such suffixes as (Gr.) a, ey, aiv, etc. (Lat.) cu^e, ere, ire,

etc., e. g., Xiirau) from Xiirag, KoXaKtvo} from KoXa^, Xawicaj'vw from

XevKog, nominare from noinen, lucere from /«.i', finire from ^nis.

We may in turn derive nouns from verbs, thus by the addition

of the suffi_xes (Gr.) ^vg, ti]q, Ttvp, /xog, etc. (Lat.) tor, tio or ti-on,

etc. (N.H.G.) el, ting, ing, t, d, etc., we get substantives such as

ypa(p£vg from yparjxv, iroirjTrjg from TTOiih), 'FijTojp from piw,

^vfTfxog from ovio ; victor from r{/ico, actio from o^/o; Hehel from
hehen, Reihung from reiben, Findling from finden, Maclit from
mOgen, Jagd from jagen; and by the addition of the suffixes

(Lat.) ac, ii725, ^7^s, etc., we get adjectives, as loquax (for loguac-s)

from loquor, p)lacahilis from placo, facilis h-om facto. So in Hke
manner we may get different kinds of substantives from one kind,

such as diminutives, feminines, etc. ; adjectives from substantives,

and the converse; adverbs from adjectives, etc., of which, how-
ever, we need not give examples.

The greater number of the affixes mentioned in the preceding
examples belong to the first kind. Those of the second class,

being, on the other hand, ofgreater phonetic dimensions, have been
less intimately fused with the stem, and consequently their histo-

rical development out of independent words can be more clearly

traced. This kmd of derivation was originally without doubt
simple composition of the same kind as that by which compound
words are still formed in Hving languages. It is the first stage

of amalgamation from the mere agglutination which takes place

in the formation of such words, as, perdc7iife, moonshine, etc.

Its transitional character is made still more evident by the cir-

cumstance that the affixes of this class arc prefixes as well as

suffixes, and that the former differs from particle composition in

this only, that in the latter, two independent words still existing in

the language, combine together, while nn the former, an indepen-
dent stem combines with a letter or stem not now independent.

In the Greek and Latin the derivatives of the second class are

neither so well marked nor so numerous as in the Germanic lan-

guages. The suffixes -Qih]g, -cpopog, -fex, -dicus, etc., are really

stems, and consequently we may consider words ending in them
to be compound words, rather than derivatives, e. g., OioeiSyjg,
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Kavii(j>6poQ, arfifex, mendicus, etc. In the English we have a

number of well marked derivational suffixes of this class; e.g.,

-/iOOcZ= N.H.G. -heit, Goth, haidus, way, condition, as for instance,

girlhood; -ship =^.}i.G. -schaft, O.II.G. scaf, shape, property,

etc., aspartnei'shij); -dom='N. ll.G. -thum,Got\\. dom, primitively,

judgment, tribunal, dignity or condition of a person in general,

as, for instance, dukedom; -some, a stem which signifies similarity,

and, hence, Goth, sama, Eng. same, e.g., handsome; -Zy^rN. H.G.
-lich, Goth, leiks, O.H.G. Ucli, Eng. like, similar, equal. Compare
in the Romance languages the Italian suffix -mente, Fr. -ment

{e.g., sainement, picrement), from the Lat. viens.

§ S. Of Composition.

Composition is the union of two or more stems, or even words
with grammatical endings, so as to form one word, and may be

looked upon as the highest stage of word-formation. Some lan-

guages possess the power of forming compound words with great

faciHty, especially the Greek and Sanskrit. Among modem
languages, German possesses it to some extent. Two kinds of

Composition may be distinguished, the Synthetical and Parathe-

tical. The first kind is where the first word loses its inflection,

that is, occurs as a stem, and the last alone is inflected; the

second kind consists of mere juxtaposition, each element of the

compoimd retaining its inflexion. The parathetical may be con-

sidered to be the first stage of composition. Particle composi-

tion, such as that by which componnd verbs are formed by pre-

fixing prepositions, comes under the category of parathetical

composition In the older language-periods a copulative vowel
was frequently introduced between the constituent words— a

phenomenon which offers a remarkable analogy to the stem

copulative vowel. In tire Greek, this vowel was generally o,

seldomer i, or e; in the Latin i, and exceptionally o, or u; in the

Old High German it was generally a, afterwards e; and in the

Modern German, as in the English, it has dropped out,'^ or an s,

and in the former language an en, which are flexional endings,

have taken its place, e. g., i)fi£p(o)dp6iuog, carn(i)fex, nacht(i)gall,

HUlf{s)huch, Tasch(en)bicch, doom{s)day. It is worthy of remark
that the English word night(in)gale presents a kind of transition

between the simple copulative i and the more usual Modern Ger-

man en. The copulative vowel belonged, in the older languages,

only to noun forms, and not to those obtained by the union of

verbs and particles. Combination is sometimes accompanied by
phonetic changes in one or both of the constituents ; such, for ex-

ample, as that which takes place in the stem-vowel in the Latin

'2 It is, however, sometimes retained in N. H.G., as in Tage-buch.
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verbs, legere, colligere, and wliicli lias been ab-eady noticed when
discussmg tbe subject of progressive assimilation, etc.

One of tbe constituents of a compound word represents tbe

fundamental idea or basis of the conception ; tbe otber, tbe

secondary idea by wbicb tbe former is determined, modified, or

limited. Tbe former may be compared to tbe root of a word,

and tbe latter to tbe grammatical affixes ; witb tbis difference,

however, that tbe latter are chiefly suffixes, while in compound
words the fundamental word is usually tbe last member ; the qua-

lifying word is consequently prefixed, eg., bride-groom, glass-win-

dow, and windoic-glass. In some Greek verbal norms tbe reverse

position of the constituent members is apparent, e.g., (^iXoXoyog,

etc. It was probably the oldest form of composition, but has

almost wholly disappeared from written language, even from the

Sanskrit. Curiously enough, it exists both in the spoken English,

French, and German, e.g., breakfast, tire-botte, taugenichts. Tbis

circumstance is interesting as to the question of the origin of

affixes.

CHAPTER II.

ON THE CASE-ENDINGS OF NOUNS IN THE CHIEF INDO-
EUROPEiVN LANGUAGES.

§. 1, Tlie Accusative Singular.

As tbe classification of stems discussed in the foregoing chapter

is based upon tbe manner in wbicb they become nouns by
affixing tbe nominative sign, I was obliged so far to anticipate

the subject of flexional endings, as to describe in section 4 of

tbe preceding chapter tbe character of the nominative ending.

I need not, therefore, say anything further on that point here,

and will accordingly pass on to tbe obbque cases, and first to tbe

Accusative Singular.

Tbe sign of tbe Accusative in Sanskrit, Zend, and Latin, is m;
in Greek v, Lithuanian and Old Prussian n. It is probable that

in tbe primitive Indo-European language it was likewise m.

LATIN. The m was affixed: 1. directly to vocabc stems of

tbe masculine and feminine forms ofsubstantives and adjectives

—

via-m, jide-m, cive-m, manu-m; 2. witb an intercalated copulative

to all consonantal stems

—

reg-e-m, arbor-e-m.

Tbe consonantal stems wbicb have passed over into apparent

vocalic stems, alluded to at p. 24, follow the rule of consonantal

stems in tbe oblique cases, that is, require a copulative : ration-

e-m, carbon-e-m. According to some philologists, tbe i- (e-)

stems also take the copulative vowel like consonantal stems, the
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declension vowel, or stem vowel, giving way before the llexional

copulative. According to tliis ^dew, civem would be civ-e-m, not
cive-m witli the i of the stem changed to e as was assumed above.

The first view is the simpler and more rational.

The Sanskrit m is usually transformed by aniisvdra^* into the

nasal n. The Lithuanian Ji is also similarly weakened. In the

Latin the m was generally disregarded in prosody, and suffered

elision before vowel anlauts. It was dropped altogether in the

most ancient Roman inscriptions, as, for example, in the epitaph

of L. Cornelius Scipio, who was consul A.u.c. 494: Hec cepit

Corsica Alermque tirhe^^ for Corsicam Aleriamque urhem. It

is curious that in the modern romance languages the nominative

singular has been frequently formed from such mutilated accusa-

tive forms: Italian

—

buono, hnperatore, leone,=:bomim, impera-

torem, leonem. The Portuguese on the other hand retains in

many instances the on—homem, virgem^ som,=hom{nem virgi'

iiem, sonum. The Italian forms its nominative plural from the

corresponding Latin case

—

porte, servi^-=.portce, serui; the Span-
ish, on the contrary, forms it from the accusative plural

—

?'icos

hombres, los servos, los cabalkros. The Oscan has preserved the

accusative m in all declensions.

GREEK. The Latin declensions are richer and more vaiied

than those of the Greek. In the former there are five, wdiich,

however, may be reduced to three ; the fourth may be included

mider the third, and the fifth under the first, by which we can

assimilate them to the Greek. '^ The fuller endings of the Latin,

as, for example, the plural ones (-mm, -bus, etc.), may perhaps

be attributed to the absence of the article, which gives such

lucidity to the Greek declension, while it helps to weaken it, by
rendering the endings less indispensible, and perhaps also to the

frequent use of prepositions in the place of a greater number of

cases. The v may be fbimd directly affixed to the vocalic stems

as in the Latin: ypav-v, 7rf/\u-v. The stems in w and ev are,

however, an exception, as they do not fonn their accusative in

V : nxfj^i vxo-a ; ftacjiXevg, [iacnX&a. Attention has been already

cbawn to the anomalous character of the stems in w (p. 24 j,

which Curtius believed to be relics of w-stems. According to

the hypothesis of Heyse regarding civem, mentioned above, these

stems would be considered to take a copulative, before which
the declension vowel w gave way, and that afterwards the v was

'* Anu-svara.' or "after sound", is t lie term used by Sanskrit grammarians
for the marks . (//) tliat is, a weakening of a nasal auslaut.

"* Bunsen—Beschreibuug der Stadt Rom. III., filG, sqq.

"' A system which has been very successfully followed by Dr. Donaldson in

his Latin Grammar.
4
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dropped; so tliat tlic primitive form of r]x6-a would have been

7]x6-av. Many other explanations may also be given: it docs

not, however, come within the objects of this introduction to

discuss them.

GOTHIC. The accusative sign has been wholly lost in the

Gothic, except in the masculines of the adjectives, so that the

accusative form of substantives presents us with the naked stem.

The n in the accusative forms belonging to the weak declension,

such as Jianan, tuggon, etc., belongs to tlae stem, but was dropped
in the nominati^'e, by which a class of apparent vocalic stems was
produced, to which allusion was made at p. 24. In the mascu-

lines of adjectives, we find the accusative sign preserved in the

form wa, the a being merely an inorganic addition, which was
dropped in O. H. German, while the n has been preserved in

N. H. German : Goth, hlinda-na, N. H. G. hlinde-n.

§. 2. Tlie Genitive Singular.

SANSKRIT AND ZEND. The gcuitivc singular endings in the

Sanskrit are: masc. and neut., sya; masc. and fem. s; masc,
fem., and neut., as and fem. as. In masc. and fem. the endings

s or as may be considered to be practically the same, the former

being affixed to vocalic stems, and the latter to consonantal;

especially as the stem vowels in the i- and z(-stems are always

gunated in the genitive: e.g.,, kavi-s, simu-s, gen. kave-s=:kavai-s,

sdn6s-=.sun-au-s. With these endings the feminine ending as of

vocalic stems naturally connects itself, because if the stem vowel
be short, the genitive may be formed by 5 alone with a gunation

of the stem vowel, as well as with the ending as: e g., prit-es=
prH-ai-s, or j^^'tt-y-^'s In the latter the stem vowel has been
changed into y ; when the stem vowel is long, the i u are inva-

riably changed to y, v., and after «-stems a y is added, so that

the endings are in reality -yas, vds. The genitive singular end-"

ings in Zend are: he (also hyd) = SkY. sya; do =:Skr. as; s= Skv.

s; and o=:Skr. as.

LATIN. The whole of the «-stems, that is those declined

according to the first, second, and fifth declensions, no longer

form their genitives singular in s. The word jMteiifamilias =:

paterfamilice has, however, preserved the true ancient form of the

a-stcms of the first declension, which corresponded with those of

the same declension in the Gi'eek. And, again, on old monuments
we still find suaes provinciaes=:suce provincial. The genitive

ending of the first declension has thus become oe by the loss of

the s after the diphthongation of the stem vowel. In the second
and fifth declensions the genitive ending has been replaced by
an affixed i, which had probably originally a locative significa-
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tion ; in the second declension the flexional i absorbs the stem

vowel

—

scamn-i; in the fifth declension the stem vowel is not

absorbed, and except that after a consonant it is shortened, it is

not further affected

—

die-i, Jide-i.

Stems with consonantal auslaut and pure vocaHc stems, that is,

all nouns of the tloird declension, with the exception of the

middle forms in { (g), affix s with a copulative i, corresponding

to Skr. rt, Gr. o (oc= Lat. is): gru-is, tirh-is. The observation

made respecting the t'-stems, when discussing the accusative

ending, explains the reason why the t-stems are excepted;

some philologists believing that they take a copulative in the

genitive also. The w-stems of the fourth declension belong like-

wise to this category ; we have the old forms fructu-is, senatu-is,

afterwards the s di'opped off* and the ui contracted to m or ?', as in

the dative t senatu. According to the oldest inscriptions, as for

example the Scnatus Consultum de Bacchanalibus, it woidd ap-

pear that the cojjulative of the genitive was not i, but o or u, as

in the words nomin-us, senatu-os, domu-os, and later domu-us.

Bopp traces the genitive ending ius of some pronouns and ad-

jectives to the Sanskrit genitive ending sya. He supposes jus to

be obtained by displacement from sya or sja: hu-jns, cu-jus, illi-

us for illi-jus, etc. Donaldson, on the other hand, looks upon
the Latin jus as a weakened form of the ending yds. ^lay not

this latter form represent in fact the first modification, which,

according to Bopp's view, sya must have undergone ? In con-

nection with the latter ^dew it may be mentioned that Steinthal

has made the ingenious suggestion that the primitive genitive

suffice was sya, which he considers to be made up of the nomina-
tive s and the relative pronoun stem ya (fern, yd), so that we
might have two forms, a masc. sya and a fem. sya; the latter of

which woidd give exactly the fem. suffix yds, while the Latin

jus might have come from the masc. sya.

Li tlie Oscan the genitive singular ending was as, for the first

declension, and eis for the second and third: Djiiv-eis= Tuat.

Jof-is. Here the Oscan forms are fuller and richer than those

of the Latin, for besides preserving the s in all cases, we have
traces both of the stem and the copulative vowels in the second and
third declensions, while the former has been absorbed in the Latin

second declension. Li the Umbrian the genitive ended in s. or r."'

GREEK. The genitive singular is formed in the Greek by

:

(a) Affixing c to the feminines of the fii'st declension in a, rj,

the inorganically shortened a of the nominative becoming a

or rj, corresponding to the Sanskrit feminine vocalic stems wdiich

"^ See the paradigms of the Umbrian declension quoted from Aufrecht u.

Kirchoff's, Sprachdenkmaler, p. 115 sqq. in Donaldson's Varronianus.

4b
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take the ending «s—Mowo-a, irtlga, gen. Mouo-tj-c, ireipa-g. The
Attic ending wg of the r-stcms is considered by some as the

complete representative of this Sanskrit as, by "which ir6\£(t)g=
TToXijog is compared with the Skr. j^rityds. But, as Ebel points

out (p. 83), the Homeric ttoAj/oc leads rather to iroXtyog.

The ending uyg is not confined to the feminines, for we have the

masculine (iaaiXt-wg.

{b) By affixing ^ with a copulative o (Skr. ci) to stems with

consonantal auslaut, pui'c vocalic stems and vocalic middle forms

in I, V, w, tv: xe/p-oc, o-w/iar-oc, Ki-og, aXijOi-og, l^Ov-og i}\6-og.

(c) Many noims do not form their genitive in g ,as for exam-
ple the a stems of the first declension in rig, ag, and those of the

second declension in which the primitive a has passed into o ; in

the Attic these nouns have ov in the genitive. The Attic ov of

the first declension Avas obtained like the Ionic eio and the Doric

a, from the Homeric ao (l3opiao,Aivdao) which was obtained from

a-io, and this from a-cr<o:=Skr. si/a, by dropping a. Bopp like-

wise explains the ov of the second declension from sr/a; in the

stems in a, and in the pronouns of the third person, d-si/a be-

comes O'crio, the <r then ddi'opped out by which the Epic ono
was formed, and then oo contracted to ov ; thus Xo70to, Xvkoio,

and the Old Epic roto must have been obtained from the older

forms: Xoyo-aio', Xwko-o-to= Skr. vrika-sya; ro-(Tto= Skr. ta-sya.

GOTHIC. The Gothic /-stems which .exist in the syncopated

form in the nominative, affix the genitive s to the full fonn, the

stem vowel i of the feminines being gunated : masc. nom. synco-

pated from gasts (full organic form gasti-s), gen. gasti-s; fem.

nom syncopated form ded-s (for dedi-s), gen. dedai-s, nom. syn-

copated form Qhst-s (for ansti-s), gen. anstai-s. A similar guna-

tion occurs in both masc. and fem. of ?<-stems, which likewise

directly affix s to the gunated stem: mas. sunu-s, gen. sunau-s;

fem. liandu-s, gen. handaus. The mas. and neut. of the a- and
?/a-stems affix the gen. s to the stem by a copulative, i, which
replaces the declension vowel a, or, in other words, they have
passed over to the z'-declension : Jish-s, dags, vaurd, gen. jishi-s,

dagi-s, vaurdi-s; nom. and gen. haryis, hairdeis. The masculines

of ya-stcms which decline according to the strong declension,

are therefore the same in the genitive as in the nominative

The feminine a-stems, on the other hand, have preserved the

declension a in the oblique cases— in the genitive as a, but
strengthened however bclbrc the genitive s: giba, giho-s, a form
which may be compared with the Skr. genitives in as.

The masculine and neuter substantives and adjectives of the

weak declension affix the genitive s directly to the n, which is

the universal endinf]^ of the bases bclonmncr to the weak dcclen-
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sion: muse, liana, haniji-s; ncut. hairto, hairtin-s ; fcm. tuggo,

tuggon-s; fem. managei, managein-s.

In the Gerinaiiic languages tlie genitive s has been preserved

in all the strong masc. and neiit. ; but the fern, already lost it in

the O. H. G. ; and in the N.H.G. they have lost all the flexional

endings in the singular. The copulative vowel i of the maso.

and neut. a and z-stems, becomes tlu-oughout e in the O.H.G:
Goth., masc fisMs, O.H.G., visces; Goth., neut. vaurdis, O.H.G.
wortes; Goth., masc. gastis, O.H.G. gastes. The fem. of the

a-stems lose the s in the O.H.G., but retain the long vowel,

which, however, becomes short in the M. H. G. : Goth., giba,

gibos; O.H.G, kepa, Jcepd (a); M.H.G., nom. and gen. gebe.

The fem. of the z'-stems Hkewise lose the s in the O.H.G.

:

ansts, anstais; O.H.G., anst, ensti. The declension vowel of

the masc. ?<-stems likewise becomes e—Goth., sunns, sunaus

;

O.H.G., sunn, sunes; but the feminincs appear to pass into the

e-declension, with the loss of the genitive s— Goth., handus,

handaus; O.H.G., liant, Jienti. In the weak declension, the

genitive s is lost in the O.H.G.: Goth., masc. liana, haniris;

O.H.G., hano, hanin ; M.H G., Jiase, hasen ; neuter Goth.,

Iiairto, hairtins ; O.H.G., herza, herzhi; M.H.G., herze, herzen.

LITHUANIAN AND SLAVoxiAK. lu Lithuanian the genitive sin-

gular ending is s. The masc. «-stems have lost the s and end
in 0; according to Bopp tliis (7 is merely the lengthened stem-

vowel which replaces the suppressed case-ending. Schleicher on
the other hand explains this d as a contraction from aya which
arose from a-sija. The Lettish has also lost the ending in the

corresponding stems, while the Old Prussian has preserved it:

Skr. deva-sija=.lj\\h.. dl'wo, Lett, deewa, O. Pr. deiica-s. In i-

and w-stems the stem vowel is gunated as in Gothic, and the

Lithuanian has preserved the guna in the masc. as well as in the

fem. z-stems; as in Sanskrit the ai is, however, contracted to e:

Lith. aioe-s= Skv. ave-s. The genitive s has been lost in Old
Slavonic ; consonantal stems end in e, o-stems have the primitive

a of the stem, ?^-stems u, and z-stems the naked thema. The
Sanskrit ending st/a is, however, represented by the pronominal

ending ^o: SI. to-go= Skr. ta-sya.

§ 3. The Dative, Locative, and Instrumental, Singular.

SANSKRIT AND ZEND. The singular dative endings in the San-
skrit are: mas., fem., and neut., e; fem., ai; masc. and neut.

a-stems, dya. In Zend the endings are also e, and ai. In the

Greek and the Latin it was perhaps i in all declensions. The
dative ending in the Gothic was perhaps a {e). The singular

locative endings in the Sanskrit are: masc, fem,, and neut., i;
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fem, dm. The masc. u- and i stems, and sometimes the fern,

also, have a peculiar locative in au, before which the stem-vowel

is dropped, or becomes y. Bopp supposes that it was obtained

from as, and that it is, therefore, a genitive form used in a loca-

tive sense. Tlie singular instrumental endings in the Sanskrit

are: masc, fem., and neut., a, {y(t)\ masc. and neut. rt-stcms, a,

with an intercalated n: e. </., cive-n-a. The Sanskrit locative

endings i and (hn are represented in Zend by -/, and -a? and the

instrumental by a.

LATIN.—In the tt-stems of the first declension, the dative z,

instead of producing ai, fuses with the stem vowel into ce. The
o of the second declension, like the corresponding Greek w, has

arisen from oi, as is proved by the old datives, popoloi Romanoi.
It is worthy of remark, that while the locative i suppresses the

thema vowel in the genitive, the latter, in most cases, absorbs

the former in the dative. In the third, fourth, and fifth declen-

sions, the i is affixed as an independent sound, and often even

inorganically lengthened : su-i, urh-i, frnctu-i. In some forms of

the fourth and fifth declension, the i is suppressed by the thema
vowel, n, e : tactii (Plautus), %isu (Lucretius), facie (Lucilius).

The genitive ending having been replaced by a locative i in the

fifth declension, the genitive and dative coincide in that declension.

In the Oscan, the dative of the first declension was formed in

ai, like the locative, which had also ce; in the second declension

the dative ending v/as tU, the locative being in ei, and in the

third declension the dative ending was ei, corresponding to the

Umbrian in e for all declensions, which, tmlike the ablative, was
probably (at least originally), long, although the morte in the epi-

taph of Plautus

—

Postqiiam morte clatu st Plautus Comcedia luget,

if it be an Umbrian dative= morti, is short. The Oscan and Um-
brian dative endings cd, ei, and e, obviously lead to the charac-

teristic dative endings en, e, in the Sanskrit. This wovild seem to

sliow that the Latin dative i may not have had originally a loca-

tive signification, but is a true descendant of a primitive dative.

GREEK.—The Greek dative i fuses with the thema vowels, a,

e, 0, into a false diphthong in the a-stems, that is in the first and

second declensions: I'lfiipa, I'l'/crj, oIkuj, for which we have also

the form oikoi. With the vowels e, o, a true diphthong is pro-

duced : TToXei, vx^^- The stems declining according to the third

declension alfix the dative i directly to the stem, withoiit modi-

fication. The Epic form, 0t, of the dative ending, will l)c no-

ticed in the section on the dative plural. The dative sufiix in

tlie Greek, and perhaps also in the Latin, appears to have had
originally a locative signification, and which several words still

show : e. g , SaXa/xTvt, MapaOiovi.
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aoTHic. The mas. and neut. substantives of the a-, ya-^ and
e-stems belonging to the strong declension, form their datives in

a; in the a- and ?/a-stems the ending coincides with the stem

vowel, and in the z-stems replaces it: Jiska, harya, haii'dya,

gasta. In the O.H.G. the dative of these forms is also a,

wliich in M. and N.H.G. becomes e. The feminine a- and i-

stems form their dative in i, which is however gunated as in the

genitive : giha, gibed; deds, dedal. We might explain gihai with

Bopp to be for gibai-a, with diphthongation of the stem vowel,

the dative sign ha\4ng fallen off. In the same way the O.H.G.
dative of geba, gebo («) would likewise be an extension of the

stem vowel without a dative sign. In the case of the fem. i-

stems, we must suppose upon Bopp's view that the stem vowel
was gunated: dedai for dedai-a. The dative of the w-stems may
be explained in the same way ; there is no proper dative ending,

but instead of it au, produced by a gunation of the stem-t(, as in

the genitive: sun-au, hand-au, for sun-av-a, hand-av-a. In the

O.H.G. the gunating a is replaced by an i. The consonantal

middle forms have lost their dative sign : Jiyand for fiyanda;
hrothr for brothra. The nouns of the weak declension have no
dative suffix; in the masc. and neut. they all end in in; and in

the fem. in on and ein; these endings become masc in, fem. uu
and hi in the O.H.G., and en in all genders in the N.H.G.

According to Bopp the dative sign a was originally the suffix

of the instrumental= Skr. a. The masc. and neut. a- and i-stems

of the O.H.G. substantives, and adjectives, belonging to the

strong declension show an instrumental in ic: tagit,gastu, ivortu,

which Bopp believes to have ai'isen from a. The original instru-

mental has thus assumed a dative meaning, while a phonetically

different form has been developed out of it to express the instru-

mental. In the Gothic the adjectives have in their strong declen-

sion a special dative endmg for the masc. and neut. ; the feminines

on the other hand correspond with substantives; in the O. and
M.H.G., however, the feminines have likewise a pecuhar ending.

These endings are pronoun endings which have passed over to

the adjectives. The following paradigm will render this passage

obvious

:

Masc. and Neut. Fem.

Adject. Pron. Adject. Pron.

Goth. . . . blind-amma .... th-amma blind-ai thiz-ai

O.H.G. . . plint-emu (emu) . . d-emu plint-eru d-eru

M.H.G. . . blind-em d-em blind-er d-er

LiTEUAMAN AND SLAVONIAN. Tlic dativc ending in Lithuanian

is i (in fem. I'-stems ei). In Old Slavonian consonantal and
w-stems end in i. This z, according to Bopp, corresponds to the
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Sanskrit dative ciidiug e= ai. masc. and neut. o-stems end in u;

fem. a-stems in t'; and Masc. and fern, i-stems in i. In Lithu-

anian the locative ends in e and je. Although this e is sliort,

Bopp thinks it has arisen from ai produced by the stem-vowel

and the locative i. In O. Slavonian the locative ending is i in

consonantal and ?f-st€ms, and is therefore apparently identical

with the dative ; in masc. and neut. o-stems, and fem. a-stems it

is e. The locative i has been lost in Lettish, the stem-vowel is

however lengthened in a-stems. The instnunental ending in

Lithuanian is mi, which is evidently connected witli the plural

instrumental ending ??«'szrSkr. hhis, Zd. his. Masc. and fem. a-

stems do not, however, take the ending, the former end in u,

and the latter coincide with the nominative.

§. 4. Jlie Ablative Singular.

The Sanskrit, Zend, and Latin, have an ablative singular, but

in the dual and plm-al they express the ablative signification by
the dative, as other languages do by the genitive In the

Sanski'it the ablative endings are : masc. and neut. a-stems t;

masc, fern., and neut. of the other declensions as, which
resembles the genitive. But, as Bopp has concluded from the

analogy of the first and second personal pronouns, mat, tvat, and
from the Zend ablatives, the primitive ablative form w^as t. This

is further confirmed by the ablative sufiix in the oldest Latin,

and in the Oscan, being d, and therefore quite distinct from the

dative. Thus we have on the Columna Rostrata: pra;sented

sumod Dictatored olorom in altod marid pucgnad vicet.^^ The d
was however frequently apokoped : e. g. mari for marid, senatu

lor senatud, etc. In the Umbrian the ablative ends in a vowel

wliich is sometimes a, i, and w, as well as e, and therefore does

not always correspond to the dative. In the Sanskrit the abla-

tive has the signification o^ ichence in the sense of space; in the

Latin it has, however, a wider application, because, in addition

to the proper ablative meaning, it often combines in its applica-

tion a locative and instrumental signification.

The ablative sigm may also be recognized in adverbs, as in

hened, facillumed, which are evidently the old ablatives, honod,

or honied, facillumod or facillumud; and in prepositions suprad,

entrdd. According to Bopp, the ablative sign is also found in the

enclitic pronoun met (= Skr. mat from me), which occiu-s in the

compounds egomet, memet, and in the conjunction sed, anciently

written set. The suffix tus (= Skr. tas) in ca'litus, and the de in

inde, wide, are perhaps hkewise related to it.

'* Donaldson'8 Varronianus, 2nd Ed., p. 22S>. The Oscan form praesentid

occurs on the Bantine Table, 1. 21.
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§. 5. The Baal
Peculiar dual forms of svibstantives are only to be found In tlie

Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, Slavonian, and Lithuanian.'^ In the San-
skrit the dual endings are: nom., ace., and voc. masc. and fern.

au (in the Veda dialect a, and in the Zend a) ; neut. i (which
fuses to e with the stem a) ; dative, instrumental, and ablative

hhydm in all genders
;
genitive os, yos in all genders ; and loca-

tive OS, which coincides, therefore, with the genitive. The Greek
has only two dual forms: 1. that of the nominative, accusative,

and vocative; and, 2. that of the genitive and dative. The nom.
ace. and voc. dual sign, in all three genders of the third declen-

sion in the Greek, is e ; in the fu'st and second declensions the
ending is suppressed and the stem vowels a, o, lengthened to a,

(1) ; the same thing takes place in the masc. and feminine of the

i- and z«-stems in the Sanskrit. The dative (also genitive) dual
suffix in the Greek is <v, which in the first and second declension

is afiixed after the stem vowel, which fuses with the i into a
diphthong; in the third declension the affix is oiv instead of tv.

The Old Slavonian has preserved the dual ending more com-
pletely than the Lithuanian. Masc. a-stems end in the nom.
ace. and voc. in a; fem. and neut. a-stems in e (ye) ; masc. and
fem. ^-stems in -{; and z«-stems in ii (generally= Skr. u), or they
pass into the a declension ; consonantal stems in i (sometimes in

e). The genitive and locative end in Old Slavonian in all gen-
ders in w, and the dative and instrumental in ma. In Lithuanian
masc. a-stems end in the nom. ace. and voc. in w, which Bopp
explains to have arisen from the Veda ending a. In the i- and
w-stems the ending is suppressed, as in the Sanskrit, but the stem
vowel is not, however, lengthened, as in that language. The
Lithuanian genitive dual ending »., is borrowed from the plural

;

Bopp now however thinks that this ii is a true dual ending, and,
like the corresponding O. Slavonian w, connected with the
Sanskrit genitive dual ending 6s: Lith. dwej-u=.yi\x. dvay-os
duorum, duarum (see Dr. Ebel's opposite opinion, p. 84). The
locative is lost in Lithuanian. The dative and instrumental

dual in Lithuanian is m.

If we compare the dative dual suffix in the Sanskrit hhydm,
which is also that of the instrumental and ablative, with the

plural suffix for the dative and ablative hhyas= Lat. bus, the y
being ejected, we see that hhya is common to both, and may
therefore be considered as the proper dative suffix, while the
proper dual sign may be assumed to be m, and that of the

'3 See "On the Celtic Dual", §. 10. p. 85, for Ebel's observations on the
relics of dual forms in Irish.
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jjliiral ^\ The dual sign m has been lost In the Zend, and the

dative accordingly ends in hya. Respecting the Greek dative

dual suffix there are two hypotheses. Bopp believes iv to be

nothing more than a crippled form of hhydm. Diintzer, on the

other hand, believes that the dual sign v=:,ii is simply affixed to

the singular dative form in i.

The only traces of special dual forms in the Latin are duo

and amho; and in the Gothic and Old High German they are

only to be met with in the personal pronouns.

§. G. The Nominative and Vocative Plural.

The nominative and vocative are alike in all Indo-Eiu-opean

languages. In the Sanskrit the masc. and fem. ended m as; the

neuters ended in i, which was affixed to the stem with an evipho-

nical n between the stem vowel, which was lengthened, and the i.

In the Zend the masc. and fem. ended in o, which represents

the Sanskrit as, and the nom. and ace. plur. of neuter nouns in

a, which was also the ending in the majority of the old languages

of the family. Bopp considers the Sanskrit i as merely a

weakened form of such an a. In the Oscan the first declension

ended in as, and the second in i(s; and in the Umbrian, besides

as and us, the endings ar, or, also occur, the r being obviously,

formed from s. In a fragment of Pomponius, wdrich is found

in Nonius INIarcellus, we meet with the nom. plur. laetitias

insperatas. These forms perfectly represent the Sanskrit as.

The Greek eg and the Latin es of the third declension likewise

represent the Sanskrit ending. In the fom'th declension in the

Latin the ending is us, the u being formed by the fusion and
contraction of the stem vowel with the e (a) of the enduig. In

the fifth Latin declension the ending es results from a similar

contraction of e-es into es. We may explain, in the same
manner, the long e of the ending of the i-stems of the third

declension, in which it is organic, as a contraction of i-es. In

the other forms of the tliird declension the e is inorganically long.

The duphcated form ds-as, which occurs in the Vcdas, and which
appears to have been intended to mark in a very material manner
the plural number, has been suggested as an explanation of tliis

inorganic long e in the Latin ; but the simplest explanation is to

suppose an invasion of the form of the j-stems. This tendency in

tlie Latin to give z'-forms to nouns of the third declension, whicli

had not them originally, is illustrated by sucli words as ?iavis from

vavg, eivis from the Oscan cevs, etc.

All the masc. and fem. «-stems of the first and second declen-

sions in the Greek and Latin end in i. In the Greek the i com-
bines with the stem vowels a, o into ai, oi ; in tlic Latin a- forms
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of the first declension, the stem vowel and ending combine to ai,

which, as in the genitive, passes into ce. We have e%adence

of this passage in the Senatus Considtum de Bacchanalibiis,

where we find tabelai datai for tahelloe datoe. The i of the case-

ending has absorbed the u of the a-stems of the second Latin

declension in us—populi, domini; but in Old Latin it was poplw,

from jwplo-i, etc. On old inscriptions we find, instead of i, the

anomalous nom. plur. ending eis= is: hisce magistreis.

Neuter noiins fonn their nom. and ace. plural in a, which in

the a- stems of the second declension in the Greek and Latin is

afiixcd in place of the stem vowel o, w, which is dropped

—

Swp-a,

dona; in the third declension the a is affixed without dropping

the declension vowel

—

'iSpi-a, mari-a; this is also the case in the

fourth Latin declension

—

cornu-a.

According to Bopp the plm-al ending as is merely " an
extension of the singular nominative sign s, so that there lies in

the extension of the case suffix a symbolical indication of plu-

rality". Tliis seems to imply that the a of the ending is in reahty

the plural sign. This affiDrds a simple explanation of the circum-

stance that, the nom. ace. and voc. pbar. of neuter nouns are

formed by dropping the nominative s, which has a certain

positive gender character. Grimm and other philologists believe

the true sign of the plural to be s. Many forcible reasons may
be given in support of this view, which, however, cannot find a

place here. The plural ending i may be looked upon as the

pronominal ending, Skr. <5= a primitive ai, Lith. and Goth, ai,

Gr. ot, Slav, i, which invaded the substantives.

GOTHIC. All masculines and feminines both of the weak and
strong declensions end in s in the Gothic. The masc. and fern,

a-stems of the strong declension end in 6s, which represents the

Sanskrit as, the long vowel of the Gothic being the result of a

contraction of the stem and case-ending vowels. The t-stems

end in eis; the ?i-stems in yus (for ius). The ending of the masc.

and fem. of the weak declension is ns, which is directly affixed

to the stem ; the n is the characteristic sign of the weak declen-

sion, and, as has been pointed out at p. '25, is added to all the

cases except the nom. sing, and dat. plur. All the neuters end in

a; those of the weak declension having the characteristic n before

the a. The following paradigm will illustrate these rules :

—

Strong declension.

A-STEMS. l-STEMS. U-STEMS.

Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur. Sing. Plur.

Masc. fisks . . . fiskos balgs . . . balgeis sunus . . , sunyus
Fem. giba . . . gibus ansts . . . ansteis handus . . handyua
Neat, vaurd

.

. . vaurda faihu . . .
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Weak declension.

Masc. hana . . hanans
Fern, tuggo . . tuggons manage! . mauageins
Neitt. hairtd . . hairtuna

In tlie Q.H.G. the s di'opped off in every case; in tlie strong

declension the long vowel remains: vise, vised; pelk, pelki; sunu,

suui. In the weak declension the stem-forming a, 6 of the Gothic

has been obscured to ?«, and the ending is accordingly vn: zunga,

zungCin. All the neuters di'op the a, so that those belonging to

the strong declension have no ending, while those belonging to

the weak end, like the masc. and fern., in uu: daz ivort, diu icort;

he)'za, herziin.

In the M. and N.H.G. all the different vowels of the ending

become e in the masculines and feminines, so that the strong

nominative plurals all end in e, and the weak in en. This e has

likeA\ase invaded the neuters in the N.H.G., which as a rule take

e: Worte. Sometimes instead of g, they take up er. This suffix

is not a flexional ending, and does not exist in the Gothic ; it

first made its appearance, according to J. Grimm, in the O.H.G.
as ir attached to neuters. In the N.H.G. it has however invaded

the masculines also, in wdiich, as well as in the neuters, the root

vowel is frequently diphthongated : neut. icOrter; masc. manner,

geister. The neuters of the weak declension end in ]\I.H.G. like

the weak masculines in en: herze, herzen.

The phiral forms of adjectives declining according to the weak
declension in the Gothic, Old and Middle High German, are like

those of the substantives. In the strong declension, on the other

hand, they have, Avith the exception of the Gothic neuters, forms,

which like those of the dative singular, appear to have passed

over from the pronouns. The following paradigm will illustrate

this invasion of the pronominal endings

:

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Adject. Pron. Adject. Pron. Adject. Pron.

Goth blind-ai . . th-ai blind-6s . . th-6s blind-a . . th-d

O.H.G. . . . plint-u. . . di-e plint 6 . . . di-6 plint-u . . di-u

M.H.G. . . . blind-e . . di-e blind-e . . . di-e blind-iu. . d-iu

It is worthy of remark that the modern languages,—Spanish,

Portuguese, French, and, with few exceptions, English,—form

the plural of all nouns in s.

LITHUANIAN AND SLAVONIAN. The s of tlic Sanskrit ending as

has been preserved in the Lithuanian ; the masc. a-stems have,

however, taken the pronominal ending, which in substantives is

the diphthong ai, and in adjectives i. The s of tlie ending as

has been lost in O. Slavonian, but the vowel has been pre-

served as e. The crippling of the diphthong ai to t, which
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occurs in Lithuanian adjectives, extends to substantives and pro-

noun^ in O. Slavonian: vluld lupi, for vluhoi, ti-=z\n, oni—'iWx,

The Lithuanian, on the other hand, contracts ai to e in the pro-

nominal declension: Lith. ti-='L^i. Id, Skr. te, Goth, thai, Gr. roi.

In Old Prussian, substantives, pronouns, and even adjectives of

masc. a-stems have ai, or occasionally for it ei and oi. In Lithua-

nian the stein-vowel is Icno-thened in i- and ?i-stcms ; in Sanskrit

the stem-vowel is gunatcd in the coiTesponding stems : Lith. dwys-
— Skr. avay-as; Lith. Shnu-s= ^'kx. mnav-as. In Gothic evidence
of a similar gunation is found in the endings of the i- and ?/-stems

(p. 45); the gunating vowel has been preserved as i, which in

z'-stems fuses with the stem-vowel to i (ei), and in ?<-stems becomes
?/ before u: gastei-s, sunyu-s for suniu-s.

§. 7. The Accusative Plwal.

The accusative plural endings in the Sanskrit are—masc. and
fcm. s, as; masc. n; neut. i. In the Zend these endings are:

6 (= Skr. as) for masc. and fern, consonantal, i-, and ?/-stems

which is affixed with or w^ithout guna; o (Skr. s) fcm. a-stems;

s (=Skr. s) fem. i-, and ?<-stems; and the peculiar ending eus of

masc. and fem. nouns in r, which Bopp explains from aiis, the
n becoming vocalized, and the a changed to e. In the Oscan,
the first declension had ass, and the second ilss. The masc. and
fem. a-stems of the first declension in the Greek and Latin
ended in els—Movaag, mensils; those of the second declension

in ovg in the Greek, and 6s in the Latin. The ^'-stems, and the
stems with consonantal aixslaut of the third declension in the
Greek, have the ending ac, which, in the case of the latter, is

affixed to the pm'e stem or thema : iroSa, -rroSag. The w-stems,

which retain the n. in their thema, end in Greek in vg: nom.
plur. l->(^8veg, ace. l\6vg The a-stems of the filth declension, the

z'-stems, and those with consonantal auslaut of the third, and the

w-stems of the fourth declension in the Latin, coincide w^th the

nominative plural, as do the accusative plural of all neuter nouns
in the Greek, Latin, etc. In the older Latin, however, the

accusative plural of ^-stems and also of consonantal stems, ended
in eis or ~is. In the Umbrian the accusative plural ended in/ in

all declensions.

The accusative plural ending of all masculine nouns, and of

the feminine forms of the u- and z'-stems in the Gothic, is ns,

which is directly affixed to the full stem form : jiska-7is, halgi-ns,

sunu-7ts. The accusative plural of the feminine a-stems has not
n, and therefore coincides with the nom. plur. : gibos, bidos, etc.

In the Old High German, the accusative plural coincides
throucrhout with the nominative.
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The universality of the »,? in the Gotliic accusative plural, and
the circumstance that m («) is the sign of the accusative, suggests

a very simple explanation of the plural suffix. Grimm, in fact,

regards it as the accusative singular + the plural s : the primitive

form would accordingly be -ins (-:is). The sign of the accusative

has therefore been wholly lost in the plural in the Greek and
Latin, and, except in the masc. «-stems, in the Sanskrit also ; the

Greek and Latin have preserved the plural s, while the Sanskrit

forms which have preserved the n have lost the plural s. The
Greek and Latin accusative plural endings must, therefore, have
dropped an n, so that ag and els stand for avg and anis; ovg for

ovg, and as for urns, oms.

Some examples of this complete accusative ending have been
preserved in the Greek dialects, e.g. T6v-g=Tovg. It has Kke~
wise been preserved in Old Prussian in the same form as in the

Gothic, both the masc. and fem. having the masc. ending 7is; the

Lithuanian, on the other hand, has only preserved the s: Skr.

devd-n, O.Pr. deiwa-ns deos, Lith. deivu-s. In Lithuanian the

stem-vowel of fem. a-stems, masc. and fem. i-stems, and masc,

w-stems is short, while in the nom. it is long-. The a of masc.

a-stems has been weakened to u. In Old Slavonian the accusa-

tive ending has been lost in all masc. and fem. stems ; stems in n
or r, however, add an i, which must probably be explained by
a transition into i-stems.

§. 8. .Tlie Genitive Plural.

SAXSKRIT AND zEXD. The usual ending of the genitive plural

of substantives and adjectives in the Sanskrit is mn, which is

affixed directly to consonantal stems, and to vocalic stems by
means of an euphonic n between the stem vowel and that of the

ending: jjad-mni civd-n-dm, priti-n-dm. This dm was probably

primitive sdm, a form which in fact we find in the pronouns

which preserve the primitive forms longer and completer than

the nouns, e.g. in the demonstrative te-shdm, (Jiorum), tdsdm,

(harum). The s is the sign of the genitive singular, so that am is,

properly speaking, the genitive plural sign The genitive plural

in Zend is anm; in the a- and «-stems this ending takes a

euphonic ?i, as in the Sanskrit.

LATIN. The a-stems of the first, second, and fifth declensions,

form their genitive plural in rum. This rum represents the

Sanskrit sdm, and must have been anciently siim, which in

turn leads to an earlier somirSkr. sdin. The Oscan genitive

plural suffix ziim appears to confirm this view. The i-stems, and
the consonantal stems of the third declension, and the ?/-stems,

fonn their genitive plural usually in »;/i= Skr. dm: mari-um,
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lapid-um, fructu-itm. The i-nm of the i-stems lias penetrated into

many forms among consonantal stems, such as urhium, serpen-

tium, etc. On the other hand, many z-stems drop tlie stem-

formmg -i in tlic genitive phiral: can-um, vat-am. In some
antique forms belonging to consonantal stems of the third declen-

sion preserved in Varro and Charisius, the full form rum is

affixed to the stem by means of a copulative e: lapid-e-rum

instead of lapid-um, bov-e-7'um instead of ho-um. We may also,

however, consider them as formed from the genitive singular by
the addition of um: hover-um=zbovis-um; lapider-um=:lapidis-

um. While, on the one hand, the full form rum=sdm was
sometimes found in nouns of the third declension, many a-stems

of the first and second formed their genitive plural in tim:

agricol-itm, vir-um.

GREEK. The genitive plural ends in the Greek in wvirSkr.
am. The ending of the first declension has a circumflex,

wliich points to an original form a-wv: Movo-wv, old form
Mouo-oo.iv. This a-iov probably represents a fuller form awv^
Skr. ^S(?»i= Oscan ~fr?;i= Lat. rum,, so that Movaawv would re-

present a still more complete form Mouaa-crwy= Lat. Mnsartwi.
In the second declension the copulative o dropped out before the

ending : Xoy-wv. In the third declension the suffix attaches itself

directly to the thema in consonantal and vocalic stems : ttoS-wv,

Ix^v-tov, 7r/j\;£-a»v, ftamXi-wv. In the stems formed by the stem-
forming suffixes oc and eg, in which the a drops out, and the
thema vowel is e, the latter is however contracted with the end-
ing : Tpir]pojv ior rpirjpi-tov ; cracjtwv for (jacpi-wv.

GOTHIC. In the masc. and neut. forms belonging both to the
strong and weak declension of the a-stems, the genitive plural

ends in e; that of the feminine a-stems ends in 6; and of the mas-
culine and feminine i and ?(-stems likewise in e. In the O.H.G.
all the a-stems form their genitive plural in o, and the i and u-

stems in {, o, the usual n being intercalated in the weak declension
before the endino-. The strong feminine a-stems likewise intro-

duce an euphonic n between the stem and the ending, as in the
Sanskrit: Goth. fem. gib-6, O.H.G. hep6-n-6 {cf. Skr. ^ivd-n-dm).

In the Middle and New High German, all the strong forms
end in e, and the weak forms lose the vowel-ending, so that the
genitive is always the same as the nominative.

The e, 6 of the Gothic is derived from a, so that the s and m
ofthe primitive ending have been wholly lost, and the vowel only
preserved. The s has however been preserved as z in the Gothic
in the adjectives and pronouns declined strongly ; in the adjectives

the stem vowel is diphthongated. The Gothic z becomes r in

the M. and N.H.G.
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LITHUANIAN AND SLAVONIAN. Tlic Litliiianian genitive plural

ends in u. The Old Prussian has lost the vowel, and preserved

the consonant of the ending am as n. It has also preserved the

full form=:Skr. sum, in its pronominal genitive plural ending
son. The Old Slavonian has n; in the pronominal declension

it has, however, the ending chit, which Bopp explains as= Skr.

s«m, O. Pr. son.

§. 9. Tlie Dative, Locative, Instrumental, and Ablative Plural.

The dative and ablative endings in the Sanskrit for all gen-

ders is hliyas; for the instrmnental the ending for all genders is

hhis, but the masculine a-stems fonn an instrumental in is. The
locative plural for all genders is su (shu). In the Zend the dative

and ablative end in bi/o, which i'ully represents the Sanskrit

bhyas; the instrumental ending is bis; and the locative hva
(=:Skr. su), sva (= Skr. sJni).

There are two forms of the dative plural ending in the Greek
and Latin, one of which is considered to be more ancient than

the other. The older form in the Greek is ai, aiv, and in the

Latin bus; the newer form, which is alike in both, is is. The
latter occurs in the first and second declension in the Greek and
Latin; in the former language the stem vowel combines to a

diphthong with that of the ending ; in the latter the stem vowel
fuses and contracts to L*;

—

mensJs for mensa-is. The Oscan dative

and ablative phu'al endings a-is (first declension), u-is, o-is

(second decL), present us with similar imcontracted forms. The
suffix is may be looked upon with considerable probability as

the locative singular joined with the plural sign s.

The old Greek form ai, aiv, which is found in the third declen-

sion, originally occurred likewise in the first and second declen-

sions, as is proved by the old datives fxovaaiai, Xoyoim, a cir-

cumstance which shows that the ending is is of later origin. In
the Old Greek we find the fuller form o-o-t

—

TravT-e-rrai, Kvv-e-aai;

this form occurs not only in Homer, but also in the Eolic, and to

some extent in the Doric dialects. Aufrecht, Benfey, and others

consider this suffix (rai to have arisen from (rF<= Zd. sva. The
a and o of the stems in the first and second declension must
have changed into ai and oi under the influence of the final i ;

this lengthening of the vowel in its turn reacted upon the

ending, and one a di'opped out.

The Latin dative and ablative plural ending bus, which cor-

responds to the Sanskrit bhyas,ina,yhc explained from the dative

ending In in tibi (=tu-bi) sibi, and mihi, the b being softened to

h in the latter. This bi or bhi corresponds to the Sanskrit bhi/-

am, hi/am: tu-bJiyam=ztibi; inahyam nuitilated from )nabJiyamz=
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mihi. It had eviil-ntly a primitive locative signification. Bopp
compares it with the Sanskrit preposition ahhi, with which

the German hei (Enghsh by in the locative sense) is to be

connected. We may also connect ihi, which is the locative of

the pronominal stem is, and the analogous form uhi. Aufrecht

has shown that the basis of the endings bi in ibi and ubi, and im

in illim, istim is a fim, which may be recognized in the Umbrian
locative pkxral sufli.>c fern, which drops the m, and sometimes is

weakened to /.'" And further that the Old Epic ^t, ^tv is the same

case suffix. From all this it is evident that bhyas= bus is sim-

ply a singular locative dative bhi, combined with the plural

suffix as. Again, the plural ending of the Sanskrit instrumental

is bids= Zd. 6is=:Lat, suffix in nobis, vobis. Here too we have

evidentlv a compound suffix composed of a singular 6/a'= Lat.

bi, and a plural s. This Latin suffix fully represents the

Greek 0«v (in SaKpvo-^iv, opecr-rpiv, etc.), which must have been

originally (j)ig= bhis, for (f}ig bears the same relation to cpiv, that

the first person plural suffix fieg among the verbal endings, does

to the other form /unv. This original ^tg was composed of a

singular 0i and the plural q ; this (pi is now used along with the

plural form cpiv without distinction for singular or plural, at one

time (j)iv and at another ^t ; the latter was, however, originally

singular and the former plural. In the Old Latin bus was used

in the first declension also, and at a later period to distinguish

the genders

—

deabus, filiabus; and seldomer in the second declen-

sion

—

JiUbus, amicibus. Bopp thinks that the newer is of these

declensions has come from alms, ohtis, which, in the first place,

became ibis and then is, by dropping the b. Aufrecht, on the

other hand, believes the is to have arisen from ipis.

GOTHIC. The sign of the dative plural in the Gothic and
O. H. G. was m for all nouns. In the M. H. G. the m is replaced

by n. The endmg m was attached directly to the thema in the

strong declension. In the Goth, and M.H.G. the m of the case

ending took the place of the characteristic n in the weak declen-

sion. In the strong adjectives the thema vowel a becomes ai

in the Goth., and e in the O. H. G. ; in the masc. nouns it is ob-

scured, and in the fern, it becomes 6. The Gothic dative plural

m is connected with the Sanskrit and Latin endings, bhjas, bhis,

and bus, bis, by the corresponding Lithuanian case suffix 77ius in

tnumus= nobis, yumus-rzvobis, which appears in all other words in

the syncopated Ibrm 7iis. The Gothic has accordingly softened

b to ?/i, and dropped the plural s: fiskam for Jiskams =piscibus.

^^ The locative in the Umbrian appears to be formed by the addition of em to

the accusative singular and plural, thus: ace. sing, tutam loc. sing, iutam-em;
ace. plur. tutaf. loc. plur. tutaj-em.

5
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A trace of the original ms remains in the Old Norse forms

iveimr, f^rimr= Lat. duohiis, tribiis.

LITHUANIAN AND SLAVONIAN. In Lithuanian the dative plural is

formed by the addition of the pronominal ending mus or ms
above-mentioned; masc. a-stems end, however, in is. In Old
Slavonian the ending is mfi, which is evidently a weakened and
crippled form of mus. The Lithuanian instrumental plural

ending is mis, which is apparently the singular ending, to which
the plural s is added. In the Old Slavonian we have also this

ending in the crippled form mi—the final consonant being

generally lost in that language. Stems in o form their instru-

mental in w, in which Bopp recognizes the Sanskrit d-is, Zd. d-is

(in which the h has been lost), Lith. a-is; according to this, the

jj was lost and the i produced umlaut of the stem-vowel. Masc.
and neut. yo- {ya-) stems form theu- instrumental in i. The
locative plural is formed in Lithuanian by the endings sa, su, or

se, or, as in the Lettish, more frequently by s only. In Old
Slavonic the locative plural is formed by the pronominal genitive

ending chti.

The annexed paradigm, which contains all the case-endings

mentioned in the preceding pages, may be found useful in com-
paring the relative state of preservation of each case-ending in

the different languages of the family.
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§. 1 . Bopp's view of the aspirations and eclipses in Modern Irish,

and the modifications ivhich it undergoes through the Old Irish

forms.

BOPP'S sagacity has never been, perhaps, so brilliantly proved,

as in the discovery that the whole of the aspirations and eclip-

ses, by which the Modern Irish declension is apparently disfigured,

are nothing else than the relics and results of the after-action

of the old case-endings.^' Zeuss' determination of the old forms

of the article has confirmed this supposition in the most complete
manner, as regards the n and the consonant aspirations; the t

and h before vowels are, however, to be somewhat differently ex-

plained. After what Zeuss remarks (pp. 59 and 63),^^ we cannot
help regarding tlie h as, in the beginning, a useless and arbitrary

-' Die Celtischen Sprachea, etc. S. 22, et seq.
^" (^0 [The passages in Zeuss are as follows :

—

P. 59 : "H is not found as a radical in the Irish ; and if in ancient MSS.^
besides tlie combinations ;jA, th, c/i, the h is also seen alone, which only happens
at the commencement of words, it is nothing more than a breathing prefixed

to the initial vowel, as in the ancient Gaulish names: Hercynia, Helvii. This
/(, neither a radical nor a necessary letter, occurs, without any fixed rule, in
one place, and is not found in another ; as : ui/e, hulle (all), Wb. fq. ; ^ula
(wise), Wb., keulas (wisdom), Sg. 209''; aid, /ia«« (descendants), Sg. 2S''30'';

and so on. The ancient language knows nothing of that regular usage accord-
ing to which the modern dialects, Irish and Gaelic, prefix the h in a hiatus to the
initial vowel of a substantive following the forms of the article na (gen. sing,

fem., and nom. and dat. plur.) or preposition ending in a vowel. We find,

indeed, for example, tnna hirise (of the faith), Sg. 209^ but also inna idbairte

(of the offering), inna indoebale (of the glory), inna anme (of the soul), na
lEcilse (of the Chm-ch), Wb. 22^ 22'^ 25<^ 27*^ na accobra (the desires), Wb. 20=;
la. Atucii (with the men of Attica), Sg. 147'' ; a oentu (from miity;, Wb. 26'"

a albuin (from Scotland), Marian. Scot. ap. Pertz. 7, 481".

P. 63. " The s drops out by ' infection' in the ancient language.* The more
recent language, indeed, which expresses the aspirate in its primary state as a
strong s, almost as s.s, pronounces the same letter when mortified or ' infected' as h

,

but I think this h is of still more recent origin than the A in a liiatus between the
article or a preposition and the initial vowel of a substantive following, of which
.supra. For the ancient Irish MSS. either mark the mortified s, like they, by a
dot [the punctum delens, used commonly in mediaeval MSS. to mark a letter

written by mistake, and to be omitted], or else omit it altogether".]

*[" Infection", or "mortification", as it is called by some grammarians. Dr. O'Donovan
calls it "Aspiration"; wliicli he defines thus: "Aspiration, a grammatical accident, the
general use of which distinguishes the Irish, Gaelic, and other cognate dialects of the Celtic,
from all other modern languages, may be defined as the changing of the radical sounds of the'
consonants from being stops of the breath to a sibilance, or, from a stronger to a weaker
sibilance".—O'D., Gram,, p. 39-40.

6
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addition before vowel anlauts, which, at a later period, perma-
nently fixed itself after vowel auslauts ; for the passage of s into h
appears to be foreign to the Gaedhelic branch of the Celtic ; in

the dative plural, where h likewise appears before vowels, it is not

5, but 6, which has di'opped off; for from donahis-^ the Modem
Irish dona has been first developed through the Old Irish donaib

or do7iah. On the other hand, we also frequently find the t

(Zeuss, 55, 231, etc.)^* after n in Old Irish, where otherwise d
should stand, before eclipsed s. Hence, we cannot look upon the

t in the nominative of the article as a substitute for s, but must
assimie that it had been prefixed to the s in the more ancient

forms of the nominative, and afterwards remained when s dropped
off. The Old Umbrian appears to afford a parallel to this:

it never shows an ns, except instead of nns in Palsans, but

either nz or z (enze^onse) or s [neirhabas). Accordingly, in

the modern form of the language, this t is to be found wherever a

vowel has dropped out from between n and s, equally whether
the s belongs to the article (as in masc. an tiasg, the fish, instead of

{an(t)s iasg), or the noun substantive (as in fern, an tslat, the

rod,^^ instead of an{t) slat).'^^ It is absent when s or another con-

'"
[i. Read *dunnahi) (from "du-sannabo). Ebel's hypothetical donabis is due to

liis theory that the O. Ir. dat. plur. sprang from an instrmnental (Sansk. -bhis).

But this theory is destroyed by the GauUsh inscription of Nismos (Revue Arch^o-
logique, 1858, p. 44), in which Dr. Siegfried lias recognized two datives plur.

—

viz., mdtrebo uamausikuho (matribus nemausicis), which are genuine descendants

of the Indo-European datives plur. in -bhias, Sanskr. -bhyas, the i Q/) being
ejected as in Lat. -bus. In donaib the stem-vowel a has been weakened into ae.]

^* (i) [The passages in Zeuss are as follows:

—

P. 55. "The form NT, also, occurs in forms of pronouns coalescing with
the preposition in, but only when tlie preposition governs the accusative

case: inte (= in earn, fem.) Sg. b* ; infesi (gl. in ipsam) Sg. 199% 209'';

intiu (in eos) Sg. 7% Ml. 21"^. 28". Thence we might expect for the
other persons the forms : inlium {== in me), intiunn (= in nos), intk (=
in te), intib (= in vos), intis (== in eura), which I have not met with in

MSS. The harder form, int, of the article prevails before vowels in the sing,

nom. of the masc. gender, in which, after the usual form of the article, in,

the hard form of the consonants is retained. Therefore the harder form nt seems
to contain in itself the signification of action (motion, in the preposition), of

hardness of form and of the masculine gender ; the softer nd that of the passive

(rest, in the preposition) of softening [of the letter] and of the feminine gender.

it is to be observed in addition, that the form of the article int prevails ahnost

always (the form 'md is very rarely found) before the softened, or, as it is called,

the ' mortified' .s in all the cases of the three genders in which hd occurs before

vowels {e.rj. in the Article) ; this is, however, to be compared with the fact,

tliat even the particle ind in composition (in the ancient Gaulisii aride-) be-

comes int before a softened or mortified ,s- in the following word.]

P. 231. [Gen. sing, of the article, in]. "In, aspirating, before tenues and
niedials; Ind before liquids, mortified consonants, and vowels. *****
Instead of the regular Ind the form INT also prevails before tlie mortified .9, as

before at p. 55 [extract, supra, note (-*)], and here : iHlsec/daif/iha (gloss: "simu-
ationis"), Ml. 31"; fomam iiilso/iniiai (under a rich man's yoke), Ml. 27''.]

'* Tiie difference between an tiasu and an Is/at is only grapliic, as it is pro-
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sonant lias dropped off; consequently, in the gen. and nom. plur.

fom. na slaite, instead of fids slaite, in the nom. sing. masc. a«
sruth, the scholar, instead of an(t)s srnth; in the gen. plur. of both

genders na sruth, na slat, instead of nan sruth, nan slat; in the

dat. plur., dona srotliahh, dona slataihh.

A third point in which Bopp's Aaew undergoes a modification

through the Old Irish forms, is the explanation of the nom. plur.

masc, which in the Modern Irish is formed as in the fem. in na
with A before vowels, and without alteration of the following con-

sonants. Bopp thence concludes that in the Celtic the article, like

the substantive, in the masc. plur. originally ended in as; conse-

quently, that na has been deformed out of anas; but the Old Irish

ind, or m with an aspiration following, together with the fem.masc,
inna or na, show us that here also the masc. originally ended in a

vowel as in almost all the Indo-Eiu'opean languages ; consequently,

that the modern na owes its existence to an inorganic extension

of the accusative form, or fem. plur. form, which we already find

in the Old Irish neutral plural inna, which leaves the consonants

following unaffected.^"

With the exception of these three points, the old forms confirm

throughout Bopp's discovery, according to which the nomin.

sing, masc, the gen. sing., and the nom. pi. fem., from their very

origin ended in s; the gen. plur. in n; the gen. and dat. masc, and
nom. and dat. fem. sing., in vowels.

The finding of the neuter, which has disappeared without

leaving a trace in the New Celtic {an or a in the nominative and
accusative singular, and the plural like the genitive), and of the

accusative (replaced in the Modern Irish by the nominative), in

the Old Irish forms inn (before consonants in) in the masculine and
feminine singular, inna or na in the plural of all three genders,

—

and in which we can still plainly recognize the original ending
-n in the singular, and -s in the plural,—is an important enrich-

ment of Celtic grammar.
I hazard no supposition as to the relation of the old forms with

i, followed by nt, nd, nn, to the new with a and simple n; the

vowels of the endings can only be determined tlrrough a compa-
rison ofthe substantive-declension, to which we shall now proceed.

§. 2. Stems ivhich belong to the several orders and series of Zeuss.

The philologist recognizes at first sight, in the first order

nounced an tiat, as in accurate writing even in tlie Old Irisli .sis provided with a
dot or left out, not only in this case but also after vowels.

—

Zeuss, 63.
-" [ii. The t in the nom. sing. masc. of the Irish article has been since shown

to be due to the law, pursuant to which, in Old Irish, d becomes t before aspi-

rated s, an tinsr/, in O. Ir. »n/fa5c=an Old Celtic san(d)as-]-esra.<i, subsequently
\ndshesc=intiasc.'\

-'' [See infra. §.11. On the Article in Modern Irisli, p. 88.]

() B
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(Ordo Prior) of Zeups (App. I., p. 169), a vocali c(or a conso-

nantal changed into a vocalic) declension, in the second order

i^Ordo Posterior), consonantal stems; among the latter, the mas-

culine and the feminine 7i-stems and nouns, of relationship in

-thir ( = Sanskrit -tar) being especially evident, as had been

already recognized and put forward by Fictet and Bopp. On the

other hand, I cannot, from external and internal groimds, agree

with both these masters in the distribution of the vocalic-stems.

Namely, if we compare the first paradigm or table of Zeuss

Avith the second, his remark, that the first is external, and the

second internal inflexion, is at once seen to be incorrect. We
have only to take, instead of hall, a word with e—as, for example,

fer, man—in order to at once see that the declension of cele (com-

panion) does not at all difler in the main from that of/er, except

that in the former a vowel preceded the dropped ofi" ending, in

the latter a consonant. The vowel of the original penultimate

undergoes in both the same changes: nom. and ace. sing, and

gen. plur. cUe, like fer, gen. and voc. sing, and nom. plur. cell,

&sjir, dat. sing, celiu osfiur, ace. plur. celiu osjiru: it is only in

the dative phu"al that a slight diflerence occurs between celib and

feraib. In short, 1. is only a variety of II., and both are related

to one another, like the Gothic haryis or hairdeis to Jisks. Let

us, therefore, assume for a moment that I. contains ya-stems, II.,

«-stems ; there remain for III. u and i-stems. But a similar

relation to that between I. and II. also occurs in the feminine

between IV. and V., and the differences in the paradigm between

tnare and rainne in the genitive singular, tuari and ranna in

the nom. and ace. plur., are compensated by the secondary forms

of the fifth, which we find under the examples gen. sing, -a

and -0, nom. and ace. plur. -e and -i. We could here also assume

in the fourth ?/((-stems, in the fifth a-stems, and have only to

determine then what has become of the i or ^sterns, in order

to remove the objection which could be raised upon external

grounds against such a division ; for, if feminine w-stems arc

Avanting, there is nothing remarkable in the circumstance. We
shall again find the feminine i-stems under V. ; the ^-stems have,

however, either become ya or i-stems. We find many stems,

originally consonantal, changed into III. (exactly as in Latin in

the i-declension) : e.g., dis, dis (aetas) == Sanskrit dyus, gen. aisso,

oesa.'^^ The feminine wem^" (caelum) = Sanskrit nabhas, gen. nime,

^^ [iii. It is impossible tu equate dis with dyus, final * being never retained in

Irish, not even in the /(.s- stems.]
^^ [iv. Nem (also nlm) was an »-stem—not an a-stem—as we see from the Old

Irish gen. plur. 7umc in Oinfjus Cele D€:—
Sen a Ciirist mo labrad " Bless, Christ, my utterance,

a choimdiu secht nime. Lord of seven heavens !"]
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according to V., reminds us of the Slavic forms mentioned in the

Zeitschrift fiii- vergleichende Sprachforschung, iv. 342 : voda=
Sanskrit udau, gora= opog, ttma= Sanskrit tamas. If, accordingly,

we designate the five series set up by Zeuss as : I. b. masculine and
neutral _ya-stems ; I. a. masculine and neutral a-stems ; II. mascu-

line and neutraH' and w-stems; III. b. feminine _ya-stems; III. a.

feminine a and z'-stems, we shall find that tliis classification will

receive an external confii-mation by a consideration of the words

and suffixes which belong to the several classes.

First, most loan-words harmonize, in the most strikingly accu-

rate manner, with theii" types in the declension. Compare, for

example, the a-stems—^/eZsw^ zzphilosophus, Jr= aurum,^° angel=
angelus, ops^a/^: apostolus, gpsccy:)r:episcopus,yiaZ=: velum, idol

m.= idolmu, ifur)in=in[exvLum., saZ/?i =:psalmus, tem2nd=tem.-

plum, together with the genitive digaim= diga.mmi, metir=
metri; the a-stems—(aZmsm;^^'r=eleemosyna, epistil ? zze-pistoln)

pgrsare=: persona, riagol riagid=TegvlsL, pmw= poena, fedbz=

vidua (no doubt borrowed ?) Z^'fer =:litera, siZ/aZ* =syllaba ; those in

ia and id—the masculine notaire, rectaire, tablaire, the feminine

fellsube ^='philosophi9L; those in i—the masculine /ai'fA= vates

;

in u— the masculine /er5= versus, sens= sensus, spirut (gen.

spirito, spiruto)=&Y^ntM&. Proper names follow the same rule,

such as rdm., fem. = Roma, romdn, mas.= Romanus, ^{^=:titus,

iz'am^Ag= Timotheus, (/rec— Grfficus, althovigh I. a. has here en-

croached rather more, as the dat. aeneus, gen. adim, Socrait,

Aristotil, show.

The forms of the cognate languages afford a further confirma-

tion, and so do now and then also traditional GauHsh words. Fer
{stem. Jird) corresponds to the Sanskrit vlra still more accurately

than the Latin vir and Gothic vaii' (instead of vir stem vira) f^

the adjective fir to the Latin verus (compare r/^**= Latin re.c);

uin 6en to the Latin unus; marb to the Latin mortuus {b-=:tv)f^

fescor fescar, masc. to the Lithuanian vakaras, Latin vesper;

bran, raven, to the Slavonian vrana, Lithuanian varnas (San-

skrit varna); run fern, to the Gothic ritna; dia masc, the ano-

maly of which is only apparent, to the Latin Deus (instead of

Deus =r Sanskrit deva)
; fere fem. probably to the Greek opyij ;

tuafh fem. to the Oscan tovto, Umbrian toto; anhn, fem., from

3" [v. or is even found with the n of the neuter termination in the nom. sing.

or hglan (pure gold), where or ii is exactly the Greek avpov.']

^' [vi. Eecte aliasan : epistilis right—the tin the last syllable being due to pro-

gressive assimilation—a phenomenon which Irish exhibits in common with
Finnish and IMagyar.]

^^ The Lithuanian form wyras, and the rarity of the Latin i, instead of a, before

r, speaks more in favour of rira than of vara.
^'

[vii. Recte /•i=Gaulish rlx, a ^f-stem.]
^* [viii. The 6 in marb, now marbh, is a v. inarb^^*marva, Welsh, marw.'\
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whicli several cases are formed according to III. a. (Zeitsclirift f.

vergl. Sp. vi. 213), and whicli corresponds in these to the Latin

anima; Idn to the Latin plenus (see supra) ; colum, to the Latin

columha;^^ ardd, probably, to the Latin arduus; mi^ to the Latin

7ior?/s= Sanskrit 7iava, on the other hand, nue is related to the

Gothic wM/;is= Sanskrit navya; aile to the Latin alius; conse-

quently we may refer uile to Gothic alls by assimilation from

Ij: the neuter cride represents exactly the Sanskrit hrdaya (less

accurately the Greek icapSta), trede neut. (the Trinity) the San-

skrit tritaya; muir shows itself by the Gaulish moi^i- to be an

z-stem, which, notwithstanding small deviations, the Latin mare,

Slav, more, Gothic marei, confirm; mug (servus) appears to be

identical with the Gothic magus (puer), and consequently an u-

stem
; Jid neut. (arbor) resembles the Old Saxon undu, Anglo-

Saxon wudu, Old High German ivitu (Old Norse masc. vi%7'),

and besides is shown by the Gaulish vidu to be a r^-stem, like cath

(pugna), hith (mimdus) by the Gaulish catu-, hihi-; the fern, set

(dat. seit, pi. seiUt) via =: Gothic si)ij>s, like det {dat. deit z=

Lat. dens), fluctuates between i- and a consonantal declension

;

finally the double forms ben and ban (mulier) may be explained

either from* gvina?^ (= Gothic qvino) and *gvano (= Greek yornj,

Boeot. j3ava) or from *^yrt?w' (z= Sanskrit^anf) and *gvana (exactly

as the Slav, zena can have been formed from ^ana or zina).

But even if we considered these agreements as merely acci-

dental, much more would the identity of the suffixes come out.

The adjectives come almost without exception under the classes L
a. and b. in masc. and neut. III. a. and b. in femin., consequently

to a- and yd-stcms, which in all the Indo-European languages are

the most numerous. The superlatives end in -em, of which I have

found no inflexions in Zeuss, and are probably derived from ima,

or am, certainly from -ama, which is inflected according to I. a.

Of the adjectives the fern, abstracts in -e are very generally

formed according to III. b., which corresponds to the Sanskrit ?/a,

Lat. -ia, Greek -la. Old High Germ. 4, Middle High German -e,

e.g., amprome (improbitas) from amprom, sidbaire (eloquentia)

from sulber, doire (miseria) from doir, soire (nobilitas) from

sdir, firinne (justitia) from jT/naw, luinde, bitterness, from lo7id,

ndibe (sanctitas) from noib, etc. Among the masc. in -e (I.

b.) the words in -ire or -aire, corresponding to the Slav, -art,

as echire, echaire (mulio), and many loan-words (from the Lat.

** [ix. Colum (rect^ colomb), gen. coluimb, is a masc. a-stem, not fern, like

colurnba.~\

^^ [x. Itecto nua. Tlie nom. plur. of s^t (see below) lias the masc. article in

Zeuss, p. 237.]
^' [AH words to which tui asterisk is prelixed are hypulhcticul.]
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-arius) distinguish themselves; among the adjectives tliose in -de

z= Sanskrit -tya, only of larger use, e.g. nemde (coelestis), talmande

(terrestris), colnide (camalis), etc. ; the Sanskrit -taya occurs in

the numeral adjectives dede, trede corresponding also in gender

to the Sanskrit tritaya, catushtaya. We must, therefore, accord-

ingly compare the modern fem. in -mhuin, as produced from the

older -niaine, not with the Sanskrit neuter in -man, but with the

Latin fem. in -monia (seachmuin = sechtmaine, consequently not

accurately corresponding to the Lat. septimano), especially as

even the Old Irish already sometimes exhibits retrenchment, as

testemin, festimin stands by the side of the Lat. testimonium, the

neut. aill by that of the mas. aile-=-alius.

The verbal substantives, wliich take the place of the infini-

tive, are particularly interesting. Those of them that apparently

contain the naked root, as cumang (posse, potentia), fulang (to-

lerare), may be recognized by their declension according to I.

a., as a-stems, to which the Sanskrit gerund in -am, and the

locative m -e, by which the Indian grammarians frequently ex-

plain the roots, are parallel. Pictet (De I'affinite des Langues
Celtiques avec le Sanskrit, p. 161) compares the infinitive in t,

th, d, dh, with the Sanskrit -tmn; Bopp (p. 56) rather with the

Slavonic -ti, especially because of the form tinn; we find among
the suffixes in Pictet, the Irish adh compared with the Sanskrit

-athu. We shall become acquainted with tinn further on under
consonantal declension ; about the other forms the Old Irish sup-

plies us with information. There -ad and -ud follow the second

mode of inflexion, -t the third; we are consequently the more
entitled to presuppose in the former two suffixes «-stems (like

the Lat. -tus, from which the supine, Sanskrit -tu, from which
the infinitive and gerund -turn, 'tva), as, according to the latest

statements of Schleicher (Beitrage, I. 27), even the Slavonic

infinitive in -ti belongs to this formation ; on the other hand, the

feminine forms in -t (according to III. a.) are not to be sepa-

rated from the feminine abstracts in Sanskrit -ti, Greek -tI {ai),

Lat. -ti (si), Gothic -ti, Jji, di. The feminines in -dl (III. a.)

remind us of the peculiar Slavonic participles in -lii; but it

would be difficult to decide whether -a or -i has dropped oft"

in them. The feminine in -em are a-stems, which correspond

to the Greek verbal-nouns in -^rj; the masculine in -am, -om,

-um, remain obscure to me. Finally, -ent, -end, according to 1.

a., I consider to be borrowed, a supposition to which the forms

legend, scribend, already point. The masculines in -id, gen.

-ada, in which Zeuss, p. 766, suspected an original -at, still

deserve to be mentioned ; the proper stem-ending is -ati, "abso-

lutely like the Sanskrit -ti, Greek ti (in fxavng), only differently
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employed, as it appears in the Irish, as a taddliita sviffix.^* The
part. perf. pass, appears to be the only exception to this regular

correspondence with the cognate languages : they do not end in

-th or -d^ according to I. a., as the analogy with the Sanskrit,

Greek, Latin, and Gothic would lead to, but in -the., according

to I. h. ; but the original form still Hes before us in the preterite

passive of the impersonal conjugation (sing, -d, plur. -tha) ; we
have consequently to recognize in the ordinary form an addition

{-7/a or -aya) similar to that in the Old Welsh -etic. On the

other hand, the part. fut. pass, -thi, properly -thi, accurately links

itself to the Sanskrit -tavi/a, Greek -riog (Lat. -tivus).

If, finally, we compare the forms of the article, which, accord-

ing to Bopp's view, also belong to an a-stem, and exactly agree

with the stems in I. a in the distinguishing cases, gen. sing, and
nom. pi. masc, there will be fovmd sufficient external grounds to

justify our division. We shall now pass to the inner character-

istics which exist in the Irish phonetic relations, in order to de-

velope and explain, as far as possible, the individual forms.

§. 3. Test afforded hy Irish Phonology for determining induC'

lively the Primitive Forms of the Celtic Case-Endings.

The Irish vocal system exhibits two very close points of con-

tact with the German, the umlaut or obscuring of an a by i

and w, and the fracture of an i and u by a. In reference to the

first, it is particularly remarkable that the three kinds of assmii-

lation of the a before i and w, which we generally find separated

in different languages and language-periods (complete assimilation

as in the Sanskrit giri and guru, diphthongation as in the Zend,
pairi and pauru, umlaut proper as in the Old Norse hendi and
hund), appear here side by side ; thus the well-known particle ar-

is written air-, ir-, er- [and aur-'\ ; the accvisati\'e plural of ball, at

one time bulla, at another baullu; rolaumur (audeo) also rolomur.

As umlauts of a there consequently occur:—1, ai or i, more
rarely e; 2, au or u, more rarely o; inversely i changes into e, o

into u, vmder the influence of an a following, as in the Old Higli

German ; thus, for example, in the gen. feda, moga from Jid,

onug. We may see how far the last law has extended itself, from

the fact that it has even invaded foreign names, as efa/r:Itaha;

but when Zeuss ascribes the same influence to a succeeding o

and u, it should be considered that o and a often interchange, as

in the gen. etha or etlio from ith, where the e owes its origin

rather to the a than to the o; but, on the other hand, o and e

arise from simple weakening—namely, before double consonants,

'" [So the Indiiin graniuiarians call the secondary suffixes.]
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so probably also in /6'/i'Mi=i:philosoplius.^^ We can just as little

recognize an umlaut of the e into i, for where we have reason to

consider e as primitive, there is produced by a succeeding i or m,

not i or tw, but ei or eu, for example, in the plural geinti (gentes)

in the dat. neurt, from nert (%artus, valor). ^° Zeuss has pro-

ceeded in a one-sided manner, inasmuch as he has everywhere
taken the vowel which appears in the nominative as the primi-

tive one ; while, in cases like nime, giun, it is rather the i

changed into e by a that again appears. On the other hand, it

must be admitted that mnlaut is sometimes produced by an e not
derived from {, as in gen. rainne from rann (pars). According
to tliis, the rule for the Old Irish (we pass over here the vowel
changes in the Modern Irish, and slight deviations, such as oi for

ai, ea, eo, for ao) may be expressed somewhat as follows : under the

influence of a succeeding a, i changes itself into e, u into o; imder
that of a succeeding i (exceptionally also an e), a into i or ai

(or e), e into ei, u into m, o into oi; finally, under that of a suc-

ceeding u, a into u or au (or o), i into iu, e into eu. It is imne-
cessary to observe that the factor very often disappears, and the

fact remains, so that, just as in German, we can determine by
the vowel-changes in the stem the vowel of the ending, a cir-

cumstance of so much the more importance, because it will soon

appear that the Irish, even in its oldest form, is much more
weakened in the auslauts than, for instance, the Gothic.

If we apply the rule just given to determine the vowels of

these endings, we obtain, in the first instance, for the mascuhne
and neuter, according to I., the following endings:

—

Sing. Norn. -{0)3, -(a)n . . Plur. -i, -d

Ace. -(«)« . • . -M, -d
Gen. -i . . . -an
Dat. -u . . . -abis*^

Examples: ball (membrum) ball, baill, baull or bull, baill

ballaib or hallib; fer (vir), fer, fir, fiur, fir, firu, fer, feraib;

^^ [xi. Here (at least as to the breaking of i into e by 0) Zeuss seems right
and Ebel wrong. Thus :

Bretan=Brito (Book of Armagh) ; lenomnaib (Mturis), Zeuss, 739, compare
Lat. lino ; lebor from liber (Zeuss, 744) ; senod (Cormac), from synodus (y^i)
cenel^ceneth(o)l=01d Welsh cen/tol.]

'"' [xii. E seems changed into i by a succeeding i in the following instances:

—

Aristotil (gen. sing.), Zeuss, «S7, magist/r, nom. pi. of magister, Zeuss, 1057,
lieritic (^haeretici) Zeuss, 1055.]

^' [xiii. Regarding the remarks in notes 23 and 39, the hypothetical endings
for the masc. and neut. may be set down as follows:

Sing. nom. . . . os, on Plur. 2, a
ace. ... 071 us, d
dat. . . . u dbo (abo ?)
gen. ... I an

and these agree with the Gaulish endings of the a -declension, so far as they
have been established.]
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neuter, imned (tribulatio), pi. itnnetha inineda. We recognize

here distinctly the a-steni balla., fera instead of Jira, imnetha
instead of imnitha

; fira harmonizes in a remarkably beautiful

manner with the Gothic and Latin stem vh^a (for vair indicates

a previous short i) in opposition to the Sanskrit vii^a. The
feminine a-stems lead back to :

—

Sing. Norn.
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themselves in a sliortened form : (forms such as cele (socius), con-

sequently presuppose either a celias, celeas, with a fallen off end-

syllable, or a cchs with a shortening of the vowel before the

fallen off s; we shall more correctly explain Jini from Jirus

than from firun, as we everywhere [except in the article and
teora ?i] see that the long vowel in the genitive plural lias dis-

appeared along with the n). We could not, in view of such

mutilation of the original endings, ventiu'e to think of anything

like a satisfactory development of the case-endings, were it not

that fortunately the above-mentioned law for the vocalism, and
the changing of the consonants between the article and substan-

tive, puts into our hands a test.

The end-consonants, except m and r, have evidently all dis-

appeared ; m is changed, according to rule, into n, only traces of

which have, still, been preserved ;" s no longer occurs at the end

;

t, which appears in its place in the Old Irish as int, and in the

Modern Irish an t, shows us that it has only disappeared in the

immediately preceding period, only after the dropping out of the

short vowel. Tlie Gaedhelic has, consequently, been harder than

the Gothic, in so far that, besides s and r, it also suffered an n in

its auslaut, probably derived, hoioever, from m, not a primitive

n." Of these three consonants, s was the first which dropped off,

for it does not appear in any declension or conjugation-ending

;

not even in the article, where, however, its former existence is

betrayed by the t in the nom. int ant, and by the conservation

of the original anlaut after the form inna na; the second that

dropped off was the n derived from m, which is still visible at

least in the article in the ace. inn, and in gen. plur. innan nan
(besides here and there also, e.g. in teora ngutte, Zeuss. 310)

;

r has preserved itself to the present day in the nominative athiu
athair (pater).

The mutilations of the auslaut appear to have taken place in

this wise ; in the first place the short vowels in the auslaut and

before consonants were dropped, the long ones in the auslaut

shortened, then (or also contemporaneously, a supposition to

which the Lat. -nm, instead of -lun, would lead us) the long-

vowels before n were shortened, hereupon s dropped, finally the

long vowel was again shortened, and the short vowel together

with n di'opped. From the primitive Gaedhelic to the Gaedhelic

of the oldest monuments, we would have, consequently, to pre-

suppose three or four periods, which may be represented by an

example, somewhat in the following manner :

—

*^ [xiv. See the last mentioned paper.]
** [See on this passage the author's paper referred to iu the last two notes ]
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Primitive period. Pre-historic period. Historic period.

Sing. Nom. . . . ballas, balls, ball.

Ace ballan, balln, ball.

Gen ball!, balli, baill.

Dat ballui, ballu, bauU.
(ballu?)

Plur. Nom. . . . balli, balli, baill.

Ace ballils, ballil, baullu.

Gen ballan, ballan, ball.

Dat ballabis, ball(a)bis, ball(a)ib.

Still later weakenings of the auslaut sometimes occur, as the

Old Gaedhelic shows in nevit. aill from aile (similar to the Old
Latin alid) ; tlie Old Kymric especially distinguishes itself from

the Gaedhelic by greater weakenings, e. g. as all (alius) and oil

(omnis), instead ofthcGacdhehc aile andwtYg. The adjective in the

Welsh exhibits an interesting difference, inasmuch as here the

change of i and u into e and o first takes place in the feminine,

hence a fem. gwen, cron is opposed to the mas. gwyn (albus) crwn
(rotundus). We may consequently presume that m the Welsh
the fracture was only introduced when the short end-vowels were
thrown off, consequently crunnas crunnd were ah'eady become
cru7in(^s) crunna, whilst, in the Gaedhelic, the falling oft" only fol-

lowed the introduction of the fractiure.

§. 4. Declension of corisonantal stems.

Now only are we in a position to attempt an explanation of

the endings ; but, in consequence of the extremely difficult i- and
w-stems, we shall begin with the declension of the consonantal

stems. We find in Zeuss five classes (not exactly in the most
convenient order), of which I. and II. contain w-stems. III. and
V. r-stems, IV. (i-stems ;" of these d appears to have arisen out oit.

The inflexion is most regular in the masculine-feminine n-stems

(II.), and in the masculine tZ-stems (IV.). Both subdivide them-
selves according to the vowel of the genitive into two divisions,

in whicli we recognize, according to the phonetic laws ofthe Irish,

stems with a and with i; those in -man may be compared with

the Sanskrit -man, -i7nan, -van, and with the Greek -^ov (compare

brithem judge and rjyifxcvv) ; those in -tin or -sz'm are, in a similar

way, as in the Umbrian and Oscan, shortened from -tian, which

again appears in the nom. -tiu, and consequently express the Lat.

-tio, -tionis, with, which they also agree in gender ; the infinitive use

of these abstracts (comp. Zeuss, 462) explains the infinitives in

*'' [xv. Zeuss' series V. contains c-stems (in some instances /-stems, which, in

the oblique cases, go over to the c-declension), and under liis fourth series he has
put f/-stems, <-stems, and «n<-stems. Among his irregular nouns he gives ri,

gen. rfy, the sole example of an Irish ^r-stem. Aft: (a month) gen. nifs, is a
Hs-stem. So wore the comparatives in in, Sanskrit ii/dns, though undeclined in

the oldest Irish.]
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-ti7in, -sin7i of the present language, wluch consequently are not

at all directly connected with those in -t and -dh; probably a si-

milar contraction of the stem lies at the basis of those in -id, be-

cause in the nominative along with ogi (hos^cs)
,
jili (poeta), tene

(ignis), the fuller form coimdiu (dominus) shows itself. Analysis

yields the common endings:

—

Sing. Nom. (long vowel) . . . Plur. -is

Ac. -in {-en) ... -as

Gen. -as . . . . -an (-an)

Dat. -i . . . . -abis

Which explain themselves without difficulty. The length in

the accusative plural is remarkable ; it is proved by anmana (ani-

m.as),Jileda (poetas). As a change into the vowel-declension (like

in the Latm -es,-eis, -is) in consequence ofthea, in opposition to

the -u or -i, which alone occurs in masc. vocalic stems, is not to be

thought of, tliis -a must be either an inorganic lengthening, or -as

has been produced from -ans, wliich has been abeady surmised

to be the original ending of the accusative plural (Zeitschrift

f. V. Sprachforschung I. 291, V. 63); the latter is probably the

true explanation. Among the other endings, -as is remarkable

by the peculiar tincture of the Gaedhelic vocalismi;s. For while

the Greek, Latin, and Gothic agree in the weakening of the a

in the genitive -oq, -us, -is, -is, in contrast with this in the Gothic

even the nom. plur. -as remains pure, the Gaedhelic, on the other

hand, in direct antithesis to the Gothic, has retained the genitive

pure,—hence menman, noiden, druad, coimded, instead of men-
manas, noidinas, druadas, coimdidas, and has weakened the nom.
plur. to -is (or -es like Greek -tg?) consequently forming anmiii,

aisndisin, di'uid, jilid. The accusative singular with its -in or

{-en) may be compared with the Lat. -em,—in the Zend, even
with a-stems, em,—hence menmain (for which also menmuin and
menmin), aitntin, torbataid or -tid, coimdid. The genitive j)lural

has, of course, first shortened its -an to an, and then dropped it

;

the dative singular may, probably, be refeiTed as in the Greek
and Gothic to the original locative. By the dropping off of the

endings and the influence of the end-vowels, the gen. sing, and
plur. on the one side, and the ace. and dat. sing, and nom. plur.

on the other, of necessity became alike in sound. The dat. plur.

took up a copulative vowel, as in the Latin and Gothic, an a,

which by the influence of the dropped i has become ai or i;

before this -aib, -ib, syncope frequently occurred as before the -a

of the accusative plural, e. g. in traigthib (pedibus), always as it

appears in the feminines in -tin, the i of which, however, has

acted upon the succeeding vowel ; hence dat. -tnib, ace. -tnea or

tne. Zeuss' supposition oi" an accusative plural *druida, for which
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wo might expect *druada, appears to be erroneous/" We meet
with various forms in the nom. sing, of a?i-stems, e.g.: masc.

vienme (mens), masc. britheni (judex) fem. anim (anima), fem.

talam (terra) ; of the feminine ?n-stems passing into iu, sometimes
weakened into -ii; of the masc. af/-stems as a rule weakened to

-u, and in tenffe (lingua) to e; of -id generally -i, also, however,
-ill in coimdiu (Dominus), -u in duiu (agna), and the adjective

hihdu (guilty), -e in tene (ignis), gen. tened, stem te^nd (instead

of tanid as the Kymric ton shows) ; no ending in traig (pes).

The form druith (druida),*^ from the stem druad, appears to

depend upon the same transition into the i- declension as Lat.

ca72is, juveJiis, from the stem can, juven; for druith points back
to *dr/(adis. According to the analogy of the Sanskrit, the an-

stems should have formed the nom. -a, which first was weakened
to rt, then fell off; brithem, anim, are, consequently, forms per-

fectly in accordance with rule. The preservation of the vowel
in menme, weakened, however, to e, appears to have been caused

by the double consonants (as, perhaps, also in the gen. pi. athre,

from athir, see further on). The -iu of the m-stems has arisen

from the primitive -id (by passing through -ia or iu; the Lat.

-io, Umbrian -iii speaks in favoiu' of the latter), the u having
been retained probably by means of the preceding vowel as in

the dative celiu, as opposed to baull. The d- or ^stems pro-

l)ably took originally, as in the Lat. and Greek, an s, lengthened

the vowel before it as compensation for the t, and retained the

shortened vowel after the dropping off of the s; e. g. *domnats
(domnds) *domnus, *domnu, dommi (profunditas). Or -ad was
originally long, as shortening often takes place in the Gaedhelic,

for example, in the adjectives in -«c/t= Kymric Auc, aioc (i. e.

ftc)? Li coimdid, together with cohndiu, shortening of the base

of the stem may be assumed as the Welsh masc. in -iat {-iad, pi.

-ieid), given by Zeuss (p. 806) come very near. Guiliat (qui

videt) especially appears nearly to correspond to the Gaedhelic

Jilid,**^ the nom. Jili would, consequently, be contracted {"romjiliu,

for which the dative duini together with duiniu affords an ana-

logy/^ Traig shows itself to be a ^-stem by Welsh troet, pi.

'" [xvi. Drulde is the ace. pi. in the Liber Ilyninoruin. This may perhaps

Jiavo arisen, by progressive umlaut, from 'dniudi, if dnd (like hrdthair) have
passed over to the t-decleusion. The ace. pi. brditlire occurs in the epilogue to

the Felire (CO!)).]

" [xvii. Ebel has here been misled by Zeuss : druith is the nom. dual, not the
nom. sin(/ul(ir, wliich nmst have been drui (=*c?r?zrt(r/)-.s).]

" [See " Note on a-, i-, d-, t- and nt- stems", § 9, p. 83.]
^•' Zeuss, 7r)5, considers tiie c/as primitive, and compares tlie Kymric -e.d, -id, p.

803 ; but, in my opinion, tlie masculine in -id ought rather to be compared with
the Gaeiiiielic in -id, -aid, gen. -nd<i, and the Kymric -(/(now -dd); although
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traet; Cornisli troys, pi. troyes, treys; Armoric troad, pi. treid;

but the nom. sing, traig and accus. plur. traigid are difficult to

explain : the best way is, perhaps, by the assumption of a neuter

(Zeuss, 274), by which the want of the ending would be jus-

tified ; bat the i in traigid is remarkable : we should have ex-

pected *traigidd, *traigeda, traiged. Other deviations will be

treated of hereafter; as regards cu (canis), whereof only the

comp. banchu (bitch), and the derivative conde (caninus), occur

in Zeuss, we may ascribe to the Old Irish the forms : ace. cuin,

gen. con, dat. cuin; plur. nom. cuin, ac. cona, gen. con, dat.

conaih.^^ Tlie neutral n-stems (I.) all derived with the suffix

-man deviate from the expected form :

—

Sing. Nom. and Ace. -?« . . Plur. -man (from -mana, mana)
Gen. *-man . . -man
Dat. *-main . . -manaib

Putting aside slight fluctuations between a and e {e.g. nom. plur.

ingramman, gen. ingremmen) in the gen. and dat. sing., the

dative exhibits an exceptional m instead of n: anmim, anmaim
(nomini), which appears to have arisen from assimilation ; the gen.

anma, ari'inae, anme, has dropped the Ji. The remaining forms
ai'e made in a perfectly normal manner, but the nom. sing, ap-

pears to have weakened the a of the original end -ma to i, be-

fore it fell off, because of the continual occurrence of umlauts

:

ainm (nomen), Oeim (plaga), ingreim (persecutio), teidm (pestis),

togairm (vocatio), senim (sonitus).

The norms of relationship in -thar (III.) contain the original

d of the nom. sing, weakened to i, either by the influence of the

liquids (Bopp, p. 7), or, as appears to me more probable, because

the a weakened to a should have dropped out in the third period

(as in balldn, ballan, ball); but this could not take place, in con-

sequence of the unpronounceable double consonant {thr^ thence
residting, and so at least the lightest vowel, was chosen. The
same reason caused, no doubt, the retention of the vowel in the

gen, and dat. sing., the syncope of which was to be expected ac-

cording to the analogy of other languages and of the plural cases

(although a formation atharas, athars, athar, athari, athir, would
not be impossible), and in the gen. plm-. the retention of the end-
ing-vowel in its weakened form e,-*' at least, there is no reason to

assume for the Old Irish a transition into the «-declension, which

aucieut, it is not primitive (^compare Lat. lapid, Greek i\TriS, KopvO, Zeitschr.
f. V. Sp. iv., 325, 3.32).

*° [xviii. Kather tiius : ace. coin h, gen. con, dat. coin ; plur. nom. coiii, aee.
cona, gen. con it, dat. conaib.\

^' [xix. This gen. plur. in e only occurs in athre, hrdithre, and is certainly due
to a passage over to the i-dcclension. Mdthair forms its gen. plur. regularly

—

thus: mdtlinr ".]
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to be sure would easily explain the form athre, but -which even

the Latin patrum spumed. In the dative plural, a, and not i, is

also used as a copulative vowel, as athraib shows, ^'^ and if hraith-

rih occurs beside it, we must either view it as an invasion of

the secondary i, or an indication of the early introduction into

Irish of orthographical confusion. The nom. plur. is not sup-

ported by evidence ; we cannot put it down otherwise than as

athir, as Zeuss does. On the other hand, there is no evidence

to entitle us to assume with Zeuss an ending -u for the masc, as

we have no where detected, except in the nom. druitk, a transi-

tion into the vocalic declension. We accordingly assume the

following genetic development :

—

Primitive period Pre-historic period. Historic period.

Sing. Nom
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the still more apt one of the Greek -k in -yuv?; ywaiKog, like the

opposite employment of the c in Latin, senex, senectus, along

with senis (compare the essay of Curtius on individualizing svif-

fixes in Zeit. f. v. Sp. Bd. iv.) The dative cathir, no donbt,

likewise rests upon a similar mutilation, as is frequently found

among the 7i-stems, and should not have been placed by Zeuss in

the paradigm ; the normal form would be cathrich or oathraich,

in the plm*. ace. cathracha, gen. cathrich, dat. cathracliaib may
be expected.

In its most ancient stage the Gaedhclic, consequently, harmon-
izes with the classic languages by the conservation of the conso-

nant declension of the t-, w-, and 7'-stems ; it even exceeds the

Latin in the conservation of the purity of the nom. ace. and gen.

plur. ; on the other hand it associates itself to the Gothic by the

passage ofthe s-stems intothe vocalic declension, which takes place

as in the Slavonic languages in two ways : by an addition in dis,

disa, contrasting with the Sanskrit dpis; by a loss in neyn (nima)

in contrast to the Sanskrit nabhas, with a change of gender, as

in the Slavonic tima, against the Sanskrit tamas.

§. 5. Declension of masc. (and neut.) a- and lA-stems.

According to what has been said above, the vocalic declension

includes masculine and neutral a-, ^'-, and w-stems, feminine a- and
i- (?-) stems ; feminine ?«-stems are wanting, as in the Lithuanian.

We have abeady carried back the inflexions of the masculine

a-stems to the oldest attainable Celtic forms. Most of them
scarcely require an observation. The nom. sing, -as, -a, -an, in-

stead of -am, gen. plur. -an instead of -dm, agree exactly with the

Sanskrit ; the dative plural -abis presupposes a more ancient pho-

netic condition than we find preserved either in the Sanskrit in-

strumental -dis or in the dative -ebhyas, and which is easiest

explained from the instrmnental (primitive form -abJiis), for

the dative form -abhyas would have led (through -abias -abeas,

or through -abis -abi, tlirough -abes -abe) to -abe or -aibi.^^ (The
-ai in -aib is not a diphthong, but i;mlaut, as the secondary form
-ib shows ; it is, consequently, not comparable with the Sanskrit

-ein -ebhyas). The dat. sing, -ui (or u? imdoubtedly formed out

of -ui) and the ace. plur. -us agree with the Lithuanian and Slavo-

nian, being in the former -ui and -us, and in the latter -u and -y;

the gen. sing, and nom. plur. -/ agree with the Latin (besides

the dat., Latin -6 from -o^= Oscan -ui). In the nominative plural

the pronominal ending (Sanskrit-e =: primitive -a^, Lithuanian -a^,

Gothic -ai, Greek oi, Latin i, older form -ei, Slavonian -i), has,

*' [xxii. See note 23, p. 56.]
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consequently, penetrated into the substantive declension in the

Celtic also, as it does every where except in the Sanskrit, Gothic,

Umbrian, and Oscan, and mf/^r (pronounced indir) from innifiri

corresponds exactly ^vith illi viri; this i has, consequently, been
formed out of -ai or -ei. On the other hand, in the genitive singidar,

the most difficult form, the 4 corresponds to the Latin -?, which, as

is well known, is written not -ei, but -i in Lucilius, and in the Sen.

Cons, de Bacc, an important circumstance for the correct explana-

tion of the Latin form ; as for the rest, the explanation is easier in

the Irish than in the Latin. Of the primitive endings Sanskrit

asya, not only ?/, which has everywhere fallen away, but also

a vowel-flanked s must have disappeared in the Lish (Zeuss, 60,

63); thus arose -U (as in i'^/i= Kymric, iot, c'cc= Kymric iacc)

which of coiu'se coalesced immediately into t; it only remains

doubtful whether this -a also belongs to the Kymric or exclu-

sively to the Gaedhelic.^^ The agreement of both forms with the

Latin is, no doubt, the chief reason why the words borrowed
from the Latin have mostly preserved, in so strikingly faithful a

manner, the declension-type, and that transitions into this declen-

sion have only taken place from the third Latin one ;—a change

which the gen. -is induced, as, for example: socrdit, in conse-

quence o£ socratis (even in the nom. j^'i^eceptoir, ]Au.y. preceptori,

in consequence oi preceptoris), not the reverse, except where it

was necessary to join a word to a known endmg, as in peccad

masc, gen. pectha pectJio from peccatum, in consequence of the

many words in -ad having similar meaning. The words in -e,

sometimes written -a, and ya- {ia- and am-) stems form a subdi-

vision of the a-stems ; in them either -i before -a was changed into

-e, or -ia was contracted into -^, -ii into -?,—these long vowels

being naturally shortened in the auslaut ; all forms admit of being

explained in both these ways in the most perfectly satisfactory

manner. The -u in the dat. sing, remained here in the combina-

tion -iu in the auslaut, for which, however, -u and -i also occur;

in the dat. plur. a shght shortening took place, as iih did not give

-lb, but -ih}^

The neuters exhibit a curious anomaly, inasmuch as the prim-

itive -a of the nom. and ace. plur., shortened to -a in the second

period, should have dropped off" in the third ; if we connect with -a

of this case an analogous singular phenomenon, namely, that the

inna^ na, of the article, as in the feminine, does not affect the suc-

'^^ [xxiii. In the Old Irisli, as in the Latin, the gen. sing, of masc. and neut. a-

stems was originally the locative sing., and has nothing whatever to do with
asi/a. Ebel is now inclined to admit this. See, infra, On the Position of the

Celtic, *§. 11, p. 125.
*' Zeuss erroneously remarks, page 248 : quae -ib dativi non inficiensex -ab de-

fecisse videtur. The observation would have been in place at p. 253.
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ceeding consonants, we shall be able to assume, with great pro-

bability, that in the Gaedhehc the disappearance of the neuter,

which in the Kymric can be no longer detected, had even then

already been prepared in the plural, by the invasion of the femi-

nine form, for the inna of the article does not admit of being ex-

plained otherwise than from innds. The Irish na cenela (nationes)

consequently admits of being compared with the Itahan le arme
instead of ilia arma. Even the accusative plural masculine

inna, na, appears to rest upon an inorganic invasion of the femi-

nine form, because the substantive forms lead us to expect rather

*imiu, *nu [conversely -iu, (-u) = Lat. eos, occurs suffixed to the

prepositions, even as feminine] ; this form has also penetrated

in the Modem Irish, from the accusative even into the nomi-
native, so that a difference of genders is nowhere to be foimd
in the plural. The -ia stems form the plur. nom. regularly in -e,

as in the singular.

The adjectives mostly foUow the rule of the substantives,

only that the la-stems readily shorten the ace. plur. mas. into -i,

and the nom. plur. neuter often shows -i instead of the more
normal -e. The -i, which the a-stems often exhibit in the

neuter plural, is more remarkable, and is hitherto inexplicable

to me.^* A stem sdinia, instead ofsdnia, may probably be assumed
for sain (diversus), in consequence of the ai. Tliis has main-

tained itself in the form of the nom. plur. ; in the others it has

shortened itself like aile into aill. But how are we to explain

isli, dilsi, comaicsi? Of the pronominal a-stems, a form has,

however, been preserved, in spite of the frightful ravages here

occasioned by the phonetic laws, which sets aside the only reason

wliich could probably be still put forward (except the accidental

similarity with the stem-auslaut a in the Sanskrit) in favour of ex-

plaining the gen. -a of the following class by the Sanskrit -asya.

Of the stem a, there have been preserved : gen. sing. masc. and
neut. a, with affection of the succeeding consonants, consequently

prmiitively a vowel-ending stem
;
gen. fem. a without affection,

consequently for as; gen. pi. an, a, consequently produced from

an instead of dm. Bopp therefore believed liimself able to explain

the masc. a by asya, and the fem. d (instead of as) by asyds. But
now di appears as the most ancient form of the gen. sing. masc. and
neut. (in Zeuss, 334, 345), besides ae, e (evidently e) also (Zeuss

347) ; consequently asya modified itself in the first instance into

di, and from thence issued the Gaedhelic fonns a and e like the

^' [xxiv. Adjectival a-stems never exhibit i in the nom. pi. But (as was to

be expected) this is done by adjectival /-stems, such as sain, isil, diUs, coniacuis,

whence sdini, isli, dilsi, comaicsi. The adjectival t-declension exists at the present
day. See the paradigm (geanamhail), O'Donovan's Grammar, p. 112.]

7 B
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Kymric y, e. Tliiis even this form, wliich in consequence of its

shortness must have soimded fuller, differs very little from the

usual genitive ofthe a-stems. The neuter of the article an, which
has weakened itself even to a, rests no doubt on a primitive

form anat,^^ which from the outset must have become ana, an, be-

cause anan (instead of anani) must have always retained an n;

the fundamental -at also explains the more violent shortening in

the neut. aill, as compared with the masc. and fem. aile.^^

§. 6. Declension of masc. i- and u-stems.

The explanation of the case-endings is much more difficult in

the following classes, where the separation of the masculine u-

and i-, and the feminine a- and %-, stems, is abeady difficult.

The i- and w-stems sound in the nom. and ace. sing, perfectly

alike, for -is, -in, -imust drop off like -us, -un, -u; even the vowel
of the stem does not always give us information, although denmid
(factor), for example, proves itself by the genitive denmada to

have been altered from denmad, muir (mare) announces itself by
its ui as an i-stem ; we must, therefore, endeavoiu' to ascertain

the stem from other sources, as, for instance, in hith (mimdus),
from the Gaulish bitu; in fid (arbor), from the Gaulish vidu and
the Saxon widii; in the verbals in -ad, from the analogy of the

Latin in -tiis, etc. The only case which shows the stem clearly,

the accusative plural,^^ the -us and -is of which have changed into

-u and -i, is unfortunately only very weakly represented, so that,

in many cases, no certainty can be attained. In the dative

singular -ui and -i are certainly to be assumed; these should

become -u and -i, and leave behind umlaut, but most words
take no umlaut (no doubt, in consequence of the primitive

length of the stem-vowel). Among the whole of the examples
in Zeuss, hiuth alone shows lunlaut, which he accordingly has

placed in the paradigm. It would appear as if the endings -a,

-0, -e established a difference in the genitive singular ; but this is

by no means the case, as aithrehthado, from the nom. aithrihthid

(possessor), for example, shows a decided i-stem ; we must look

upon -0 rather as an obscuring of the -a, e, exactly as -ea and
-eo are the result of the subsequent action of a preceding soimd,

or of one which had preceded. The explanation apparently

^^ [xxv. More probably the neut. article an (o before a noun beginning with a
tenuis) stands for sa-n—the n being the neut. ending, and the sa the well-known
pronominal stem. The s appears in composition with non-aspirating prepositions.]

^"^ [For confirmation of this hypothesis see, infra, "On the so-called pros-
thetic n", §. 12, p. DO.]

^' [xxvi. The nom. and ace. plur. (-t) and dat. plur. {-ib) of t-stems show
the stem clearly enough. But Ebel here, as elsewhere, sutlers from the incom-
pleteness of Zeuss's collection of examples.]
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nearest at hand, tliat-o is derived from -aus (= Sanskrit -6s), is,

consequently, to be rejected, and we are to assume either that

-aus, as well as -ais, has become -a, or, to start from the funda-

mental form, -aoas and -ajas, which must likewise become -as,

-a; as the dative cannot be explained from- avi, -aji, the first hy-

pothesis is, probably, to be preferred.^'^ According to the analogy

of the consonantal declension (compare also Gothic -yus and -eis),

a fundamental form -avis and -ajis is to be laid down for the

nom. plur. ; -ais must arise from -avis, and this, on the dropping

of the s, could be contracted to -a, -e, or -i; -ajis, in consequence

of the preponderance of the ^-solmd, passed, as it appears, exclu-

sively into -I, certainly at least in the masculine in -ati (nom.

-id, gen. -ada) ; the auslauts were, as everyAvhere, subsequently

shortened, so that, along with -ai, -ae, -a, -e, and -i, also occur,

e.g.: gm'mai, gnimae, gninia, ginme, gnimi, from the stem gniniu

(action). The form mogi, from the stem nmgu, along with mogae,

is interesting, as their common origin from mogai is betrayed by
their o. The ending -e of the gen. plur. is remarkable ; it appears

to announce itself in moge as a degeneration of moga ; on the

other hand, it has produced umlaut in forcitlaide (prsecepto-

rmn) ; either there existed formerly a difference here, as in the

nominative plm-al, so that -avan contracted itself into -an, -ajan

into -ia7i, -en, or, the umlaut in forcitlaide is inorganic, and -e

is in both cases degeneration of -a, from -dn= -avdn and ajd?i,

which forms we take as a starting point according to the ana-

logy of the Gothic -ive and -e instead of -ige. The dative pkmil
shows a remarkable anomaly, the normal -ib of the t-stem in-

deed ajjpears in it, but not the -ub or -nib to be expected in the

w-stem, but, instead of it, -aib (compare aitrebthidib, mogaib)
;

either interchange has here taken place between ui and ai, a cir-

cumstance otherwise without example (id for ai il frequent), or

the generality of the ending -aib introduced it inorganically here

also, in the same manner as in the Greek TroXecrt, tt/jx^"'' ^^^^ e aj)-

pears to have penetrated by means of the false analogy of the other

cases. The neuter plur. in the nom. and ace. rind (constellations)

mind (insignia),/ess (scita), appears, at first sight, to be altogether

anomalous without an ending, wliich is the more striking as even
the a-stems show an ending where one ought not to expect it ; if,

** [xxvii. Surely it is easier to assume that the i-stems (with one or two ex-

ceptions, such as tir, tire) passed over in the gen. sing, to the («-declension.

Hence the -o (-a) = -6s, -aus. The fem. a-stems likewise, in the gen. sing.

—

with five exceptions (Jnna, dena, mnda, cacha, nacha)—have passed over to the
i-declension, and consequently exliibit the ending e = es, of which the e was
probably produced, by a very ancient contraction, from a-i (cf. Goth, anstais).

Here, of course, as also in the Sanskrit and Lithuanian dves, awes, " ewe's",

the stem-vowel has been gunated.]
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however, we start from a fundamental form -vd, -ja, in which the v

and j were dropped, a development -a, -a, may also be conceived

(perhaps we should even take d= ava, aja for a startmg point,

with inorganic gunation, in which case rind would bear the same
relation to gnima, as Ta\ia does to Ta\ihq). In spite of much ob-

scurity in details, it is at least clear from the preceding, that the i-

and w-stems by no means so fully coincided from their origin, as

would appear from the representation of Zeuss. For the sake of

greater clearness, we shall here also attempt to give an idea of the

declension arranged according to the different periods, without

the secondary forms however :

—
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selves by e and o to be (f-stems: ess, iress (fides), 7iem (coelum),

tol'^'' (voluntas), hreth (judicium), crock (crux), ingen (filia),

aimser (tempus), and tlie words in -em, such as moidem (laus),

cretem (tides) ; by ia instead of e—grian (sol), hriathar (ver-

bum), hliadan (annus); by comparison— run (mysterium)=
Gothic runa, fere {ira):=.6gy^], the words in -acht and -edit,

which presuppose a Sanskrit -akatd and -ikatd, and which are

not consequently derived directly from the stem-substantive, but

through a hypothetical adjective in -ach or -ech (= Sanskrit -aZ;a,

-ika), as for example, cUacht (divinitas), which is not obtained

directly from dia, but through *deach (divinus). We must con-

sider as i-stems especially the verbal-nouns in -t, such as epert

(locutio), tabai't, tahairt (datio), and also iarfigid (inquisitio,

qua^stio) ; the secondary forms, as muing, £.z=mung, m. (a mane),
quoted by Pictet, {Op. cit. p. 123), appear to be z-stems (whose
nominative -i, -i, 1, cannot be distinguished in its actual state

from -is, Is, > ). No certain distinctions can be at all recognized

in the case-endings, and nothing can be based upon the secondary

forms. The genitive singular shows, for instance, along with
the dominant -e, also -a and -o; but if we would assign the -a to

the tY-stems, and the -e to the ^-stems, we find our proposition con-

tradicted by the circumstance that -e is the commonest ending,

and appears just in those words the vowels of which point to -a,

as in nime, irisse, ingine, and that -a occurs frequently in charac-

teristic i-stems, as in eperta; if, on the other hand, we would
assign -a to the ?*-stems, from the analogy of the masculine, and -e

to the a-stems from the analogy of the Latin -ce, the feminine of

the adjectives like cacha, nacha, (and even oena, along with amg),
Avill remain imconsidered ; consequently -a is clearly the oldest

form in both classes, it weakened itself into -o and -e, even in the

same words ; e. g., dilile and di'do, from dul (mundus, res, crea-

tura), and the imilaut before e, in spite of its universality, is in-

organic ; the fundamental forms -as and -ajas had also to follow

the same course : -as, -a, -a, or if we prefer starting from -ais in-

In addition to the circumstance that the a-stems in general have their gen. sing,

in -e, whereas the j-stems make it in -o (a), the nom. and ace. pi. of fern, ('-stems

end in -/, but those of the a-stems in -a. Next, the gen pi. of feni. /-stems ends in
ae, -e ; that of fern, a-stems has no ending. Thus 7ilme, dale, cai/le, rigne, injinite,

bliadne, fochraice,Jochide, are the Old Irish genitives pliu". respectively oi nem,
nim (heaven), dud (a thing), caill (a wood), riga'ui (a queen), infinh (an infinitive),

hUadain (a year), (not hliadan as Ebel wrongly gives it)
;
fochricc (a reward),

fochaid (tribulation). Thh-dly, the dat. pi. of fern, t-stems ends in -ib, that of
a-stems in -aib (dirniib, Zeuss, p. G70, probably comes from *diriin : cf. Welsh rhij).']

"" In the Lord's Prayer, as given by O'Donovan, there is, however, bid do toil

(thy wiU be done), which indicates an t'-stem.*

* [xxix. Toil here is the accusative sing., according to the regular Old Irish syntax
(Zeuss, p. 894) : the nom. sing, is (ol, which was anciently a fern, d-stem.]
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stead of -ajas, we have -ais, -ai, -a. The i-stems could form the

dat. sing, in -?, -i (or -aji, i, -i, which is less probable), the a-

stems either in (-«?'), -e, e, or {-ai), 4, i-, as in the nominative
plural of the masculine ; both of them consequently agree, as may
be expected, in the umlaut. An -is, -i, -i might have been ex-

pected in the nominative plural, as in the masculine, from the

fundamental form -ajis; but an ais, -ai, -a, was equally possible;

and ifthe examples give -a, -e, and -i, an -ai, -i, -i is not impossible,

even in the case of a-stems (compare Greek -ai, Latin -ae) : con-

sequently a separation of both classes, according to the ending,

is neither a prioin necessary, nor in the actual state possible (see

the examples in Zeuss, 262, 263) ; although, no doubt, the as-

sumption of a primitive difference between -a (from -as) and -i

(from -ajis) would have much in its favour. Wliat is most striking

is, that no ending whatever is found, not only va.persin h-orcvpersan

(persona), which is treated in Modern Irish altogether as an /t-stem

(nom. pearsa), but also in aimsir; and only in the vowel is there

an indication of -i. Zeuss considers the e and i as secondary forms,

which have resulted from assimilation: litre, epistli, appear to

speak in favour of this view, but not hliadni; for an a has been
here dropped. The following hypothesis appears to me to offer

most advantages: the feminines in -^ formed like the masculines,

the nominative plural in -i (see above), those in -«, contracted -di

(as in the Greek and Latin), into c or /, which, in consequence of

its genesis from -di, yielded somewhat more resistance to re-

trenchment than the -i of the masculine resulting from -ai, and
which therefore maintained itself, in part, in the weakening -e, -i,

and in part actually dropped off; bvit the form -a rests (as in

Slav, -y, -e), on an interchange with the accusative, which already

in some instances took place in the old language, but which has

deformed the whole declension in the modern. This hypothesis

is supported by the nominative plural of the m-stems, which never

contain -e, bvit everywhere -i; a circmnstance which points to an

earlier -i generated from -ie or -ii. The class-distinctions are com-
pletely obliterated in the gen. plur. (without ending), dat. {-aib

and -ib without distinction), and ace. plur.,*^' which often termi-

nates in -a even in undoubted i-stems, e. g., idharta (oblationes)

,

seldom in -i, as duli (res), epistli (epistolas).

If almost everywhere here, an invasion occurred of the most
numerous ((-stems, the reverse appears to have taken place in

the accusative sing., which exhibits, almost without exception,

umlaut or a primitive i; only delh (imaginem) and nem (caelum)

point to an ending -an (an). Even if we were to assume that-a/i

•"'' [See Note 59, p. 7C.]
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was changed, as in tlie Zend, into -en (in the consonantal declen-

sion we were led to an accusative -in or -en), the cause why this

degeneration did befall the primitive -an of the feminine rather

than the -an of the masculine, would still remain unexplained.

The ja-stems partake of the above mentioned deformities in the

accusative singular, which terminates in -i instead of -e, and in

the accusative plural, which likewise ends in -i, on the other

hand the gen. sing, -e leads us back to the primitive -a of this

case ; the nominative plural -i appears to be formed according to

rule, except that all the end syllables are shortened. Accordingly,
instead of the forms to be expected,—which are somewhat as

follows

:

Sing. Nom.
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accusative and nominative. The consonantal n- and ^stcms suffer

likewise a peculiar mutilation in the Old Irish. The secondary

forms of cmim (anima)
;
gen. anme, dat. and ace. anim, admit of

being explained from a vocaHc base : not so the anomaly, which
not unfrequently occurs, that the nominative directly supplants

the dative and accusative. Examples: do foditiu (ad tolera-

tionem), do aurlatu (ad obedientiam), ace. aurlatu (obedientia)

;

compare also Pictet's observations (Beitrage zur vergleichenden

Sprachforschmig, I. 82 sq), where the reverse is hkewise proved.

The circumstance that, in the Modern Irish, there is mostly (ex-

cept in the anlaut) no difference to be found between the nomi-

native and dative singular, agrees with the foregoing; it con-

sequently appears that the accusative first was identified with

the nominative, and then the dative. The language is, therefore,

in a fair way to lose all its inflexions like the Kymric dialects,

and first of all the genitive plural, which now is already mostly

like the nom. sing. ;—properly speaking, only the gen. sing, and
plur. and dat. plur. are yet retained : nay, even the latter has been
aheady deprived of its ending in the article, in the same way as

the adjectives have lost all their inflexions. The decision as to

the origin of the modern forms of the consonantal stems is ren-

dered more difficult by this phenomenon. Only few still corre-

spond to the old form, thus hreitheamh (judex), gen. hreitheamhan,

nom. plur. breitheamhuiti, with brithem, gen. britheman, nom.
plur. BRITHE3IAIN. Daileamh (butler), for example, deviates al-

ready in the gen. daileamhuin, from ddlem (caupo), gen. ddleman.

The majority have affixed -e or -a either in the nom. plur. or in

both cases, and it is difficult to decide whether we are to look upon
this as a simple transition into the vocalic declension (as in New
High German brimnen, instead of hrunn), or whether the nom.
in -a is not really an accusative

;
perhaps the accusative form first

passed into the nominative, and then the genitive singular fol-

lowed the analogy of the nominative plural now appearing vo-

calic. A striking example of this mixture of forms is aftbrded

by cu (canis)
;
gen. con (perfectly normal), or cuin {a- stem)

;

dat. coin (normal) ; nom. plur. cona (accusative form), or con (spu-

riovis formation), or coin (normal); gen. cu (mutilated), or con

(normal) ; dat. conaibh. The nominative plural athara from athair

(father), has assumed the accusative form, and thereby got the ex-

ternal appearance of a vocalic stem, an example in which it was
followed by the gen. sing, athara (in use besides the primitive

atliar); side by side with them forms with -ach have been intro-

duced; e. g.: aithreach (as in Old Irish cathir).*^^ The applica-

^'^ [.\xx. Aithreach is simply due to a passage over to the c-declousion. So
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tion of the suffix -adh (compare denrnid, denmada, or ten<ja, ten-

gad), as an inflexion-copulative, is new ; e. g., in the phiral bo-

gadha (for bogha, bows), considered also by Pictet (Op. cit. 128)

to be a new formation ; but, perhaps, it may help us to an expla-

nation of the Kyraric plural forms.

§. 8. Tlie distinction of the plural in Kymric.

The Kymric, on which we must in conclusion cast a glance,

has preserved notliing more of its whole inflexions, even in the

oldest documents, than the distinction of the plimil, but this it

employs very arbitrarily: compare trirneib (tres filii) with mei-

hion, meihon, and tyreu (turres) with tyroed. Obviously, as in the

New High German, this is of three kinds : either the old plural

form remains, consequently true inflexions, as hriider, gdste,

fische, from the Gothic brothjus, gasteis, fiskos; or the ending

of the stem, dropped in the singular, behind wliich the gramma-
tical ending has disappeared, as in mannen, where the -an of the

Gothic manna (stem mannan), which has vanished in the singidar,

has been preserved, while the proper ending, the s of mannans,

has been dropped; or a suffix (determinative), wholly foreign to

the stem, Hke the German -er in eier, to which true inflexion-

endings were, at an earlier period (Anglo-Saxon dgru), attached,

but wliich, after their loss (as in the Old High German nom.
eigir), exactly occupies the place of the ending, like German
lander instead of lande, except in the dative plural.

To the first kind belong : 1, the Kyiijric plurals without end-

ings, and with umlaut, such as Welsh llygeit= Cornish, legeit

(oculi) ; Welsh se^'n<=Armoricsen^ (sancti) ; Welsh chicaer (soro-

res), from chivior; traet= Coniisli treys, Armoric treid (pedes),

from troet, Cornish troys, Armoric troad,—or without umlaut, as

t7'idyn (tres homines), teir niortvyn (tres puellffi). All these

forms have lost an -i, probably a primitive -i or -is (-is?),

and consequently may be compared to the Gaedlielic forms

such as ynaicc (fihi), to which the Welsh 7neib, or traigid, the

Kymric tract, treys, treid correspond; for instance, the mascu-
line verbals in -iat, -iad, pi. -ieid, such as guiliat, are parallel

to the Gaedhelic in-i, pi. -id (fiUd) (see above). 2. The plurals

in i, such as meini (lapides), from maen. Corn, esely (mem-
bra)= Armoric ysily, from esel, appear to correspond to the

GaedlieHc -i (in ia- and feminine stems) ; but interchanges occur,

however, such as Cornish 7neyn, Armoric mein, alongside of

Welsh meini, and this even in the same dialect, e. g. : Cornish tell,

and also t}jlly (foramina), from tol, which do not allow a strict

in Early Middle Irish we have mabtistlr (from monaateiium), making its gen. sing.

manestreck. Zeuss, xxviii. so altdir, from altare, gen. ult<h-ach.'\
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separation to be effected. As further instances may also be ad-

duced llestri, Cornish, and Armoric, listri, which represent

Gaedhehc *lestir, while on the other hand dyn is the Gaedhelic

ddini. 3. Finally, the plurals in -au and -iau with their different

formations (Zeuss, 290, 122), also belong originally to this

category; e. g. tyreu (tiu'res), Cornish dethijoio^-Axvaorvc diziou

(dies) ; -au appears to have belonged originally to the M-stems,

the verbals in -at (-iat), -ad, pi. -adau also correspond to the

Gaedhehc abstracts (infinitive) in -ad, -iid, which take -a in

plural, so that -au may be very well explained from the Sanskrit

-avas. Pictet's {Op. cit., p. 135) comparison with the Sanskrit

-as, which changes into -o before sonants, although adopted by
Bopp and Kuhn also, is certainly erroneous. But afterwards

confusion came in here likewise, so that we see -au exactly like

the Slavonian -ov and the Greek -eu and other determinatives

appHed to other stems also, and hence even arose -iau. Besides,

all three suffixes occur in both genders, so that perhaps the -i of

the feminine may confu'm the above assumed Gaedhelic funda-

mental form of the nominative plural.

The second kind embraces especially n-stems, such as the ap-

parently anomalous ki (canis), the plural of which is in Welsh,

CUN, cwn, Cornish ken, and which corresponds exactly with the

Gaedhelic cii, plur. cuiji (the Gaedhelic ti is the Kymric i); and
ych=:ox, plur. ychain (ancient, ychen)= oxen;—further, Welsh
brawt, which has lost its final r, plur. hrodyr, (Cornish braud and
broder, while in the Armoric sing, breur, breer, the d has yielded,

plur. breuder).

Kuhn (p. 595) wished also to include vmder the third category

the -an of gen. cluasan (the ears), but in this word it belongs un-

doubtedly to the third, as cluas is evidently the old stem, which,

in the beginning, was treated in the declension hke dis.

To the third kind belong the following : 1. Many plurals in -au,

-iau, in wliich the ending is foreign to the word-stem proper, such

as penneu (capita), stem pinna (or pinda)= Gaedhelic cinna, from

which nom. cenn, dat. ciunn, or breicheu (brachia), stem breich,

instead of brechi ; 2, most words in -ion (or -on), e.g.—deneon,

dynyon (homines), from the stem dini (instead of dinia, as the

Gaedhelic duine shows), or meibion (fihi), along with which appear

likewise after numerals the forms meib, dyn, and all Welsh plural

adjectives, e.g. meirwon, along with rneiriv, from mario (mortuus)

= Gaedhelic marb, plural mairb (moirb). The -w consequently

takes exactly the same place here as in the German adjectives

and many feminines. 3. The endings -et, -ot, -ieit, -eit, and -ed, yd,

oed, which otherwise occur as derivatives, and in this respect have

been already compared above with the Gaedhelic -ad, -id, likewise
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join many stems as determinatives, in which respect they are

parallel with the -ad, in Irish bogadha, already compared, if I am
not mistaken, by Kuhn. (Both forms are related to one another,

as x^P'''' ^^ ^^ eXiriS in the Greek.) Compare the following

words in -^; merchet (filise), from merch (is this identical with

Lithuanian, nierga? cf. p.), Cornish denys (homines), Armoric
hretonet (Britanni) with those in -ed : Welsh, hydoed (mundi)
from i^^zr Irish hith, Cornish g/e^7i= Armoric aelez (angeli).

On the other hand, the favoiirite suffix of the Gaedhelic -adh is

not employed as a determinative in Kymric.

In the representation of my results, I have altogether followed

the same analytical way which I had gone in the investigation

itself, m order to render the verification easier to the reader.

Some points will require completion and correction. On the

Avhole, I hope that the results obtained will be found correct.

§. 9. Note on ^-, /-, d-, t-, and nt- Sterns.

According to a communication of Mr. Stokes, that has reached

me through Professor Kuhn,**^ the a-stems show in the Old Ogam
inscriptions not only the gen. in i—MAQVI*^* (a form which ex-

plains by its qv not only the Kymric 77iap, but also the Gaed-
helic mace without aspiration),—but also the nominative in -as

(CORPIIMAQVAS—Cormac). This highly interesting form
may accordingly be placed by the side of juapicav, Pausanias, x. 19,

11, in which we are now justified in recognizing the true Gaulish
accusative of marcas* (=rgen. marc, w. 3, march, plur. meirch').

The Ogam secondary forms in -as, show us at what a remote
period the obscuration of the a to o was abeady common. I

would not, with Stokes,''^ deduce the length of the dat. plur. from
the single form sceldih, as even feminine ti-stems fluctuate between
-ah, -ib, nib, which indicates a short vowel; and the w?-stems

invariably show '-z7>, instead of the -tb to be expected.

That the neutral aill rests on a vocahc fimdamental form, the t

or d being dropped (like Greek ItXXo), as was already suspected (p.

90), is confii-med by the mortification of the s in alaill sain, Z. 364.

According to an observation kindly communicated to me,
Mr. Stokes now recognizes in Zeuss' Ordo Posterior Ser. 4.,

three kinds of stems, in -d, -t, and -nt. The latter, to which dinu,

fiadii, cara, ncima {ndmae), belong, correspond acciuately with
the participles in -ant,^^ as, for instance, caj^a (from cairim, amo),

fiadu {=vedant,—Stokes) ; diim appears to be connected with the

^^ [Published in the Beitriige z. v. Sp. i. 448]
^* [Given in Mr. L-tokes' paper, "Bemerkuugeu iiber die irischen declina-

tionen"—Beitr. z. v. Sp. i. 333.]
" [Idem, 336.] «** Also, Stokes' view, Beitr. i. 457.
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Sanskrit root dhe ("suckling"); cava and ?iama likewise occur in

the nom. in Zeuss, who has mistaken the true relation, and led

me astray: imcara fa aescare (sive amicus, sive inimicus), 674,

831, and bannamae (inimica), together with the ace. hannainit

(hostem), 820, the ace. carit, 1055, 1062, escarit, 1056. These
stems appear to be of the common gender like the Latin participles.

On the other hand, the -it in nehcongahthetit stands no doubt er-

roneously for -ith (as generally in all abstracts). That traig is a

neuter appears to be confirmed by ti^aig cetharyarait, 1018 (Gl.

proceleusmaticum, consequently an ace.) ; it looks Hke a participle

(^rpt'xov), but inflects the dat. plm*. t7xagthib, ace. plur. traigid;

traigthech (pedes, pedester), and traichtechdae, instead of triag-

thechdae (pedester), are derivations ; the neuters have, therefore,

perhaps thrown out the n, and taken a weak form (traigthib =
tragitabis). The Kymric troet, plm\ traet, appears to rest on stem-

extension,—compare Welsh, 2. cilid, 3. cili/d, with Gaedhelic

cele; at least, a Kymric car, tan, stands parallel with the Gaedhelic

cara, tene, so that we have to recognize in the Kymric forms

rather the nominative, than, as in the Romance languages, the

accusative (see further on). The comparison made in the article

on declension (page 68) between the Kymric guiliat and the

Gaedhelic Jiled falls to the ground with the explanation of Zeuss

;

see the corrections to pages 149 and 806, at the end of tlie

Grammatica Celtica.

I cannot as yet make up my mind to give vip my former view
respecting the feminines in the Ordo Prior, Ser. 5 of Zeuss,

namely, that an almost complete fusion of the i- and «-steras took

place, and that only few relics of a stricter separation of the

forms have been preserv^ed. Along with the ace. plm-. in -i, to

which suli Z. 339, likewise belongs, there occur, however, forms

with -a from undoubted i-stems, as gabdla ; along * with the

dative in -aib, forms occur in ib from a-stems, as airmib from

dram, slebib from sliab; so that niniib also does not prove a stem

*nami (the nom. 7iim along with 7iem, ace. nem, the adjective

nemde=*nimaiya seems to point to *nimd, as also the Kymric

nef, which perfectly corresponds to the feminine of the adjective in

the Welsli, while i, w, disappear without umlaut in tlic Kymric;
further, that nem- never occurs before the endings Avith e, i, but

always nim-; the gen. plur. tiiryie is however remarkable). But I

cannot adopt Mr. Stokes' view about the gen. sing, in -<?, -a; for,

in the first place we should not start from Sanskrit -cs, but from

the fundamental form -ais (or ayas?), out of wliich -a (o), and -e

could be developed in the masculine stems ; but -yds is a special

Sanskrit form, which does not again occur in any Eiu-opean

language (for that -rroXewQ is not to be explained from it, but
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from *7r6\eyo(;, is proved by the Homeric ttoXijoc, the unjustly

attacked masc. juavrrjoc, and the neuter acTTeivg, which, aUhough
qixestioncd, is a well-attested form with the Tragic Poets); se-

condly, because umlaut is as little known before a (o) among i-

stcms as a-stems: com^axc Jlatha,Jlatho, or even focheda, fochodo

;

a occurs even before -e in ergabale; we could not consequently

lay down as a basis any such form as -yas, and must, as I believe,

assume that the umlaut in both classes has only been introduced

inorganically with the change of the a into e.^'' The analogy of

the gen. plur., especially the invaluable rtrtnc^w^a,''® appears even to

speak in favour of our starting, both here and in the masculine of

Ser. III., from -ajas (not from -ais^.

As regards the i-stems, it appears to me more and more pro-

bable, that they have almost throughout passed, as in the Greek,
into the m-class (Tr6Tvia=patm, etc.)

I have found the umlaut in the dative of the ?<-stems, in

immognom, Z. 984.

§. 10. On the Celtic Dual.

Agreeably to the wish of Mr. Stokes, I here give my views

about the Celtic Dual. It appears to me that the answering of

two preliminary questions is in the first place needful: 1. has

the Celtic a dual to show? 2. how much of it is preserved?

As regards the first question, there can be no doubt that the

declension of the numeral two presents us with true dual-forms

;

for the nom. and ace. masc. da (as it stands written in all ex-

amples, more correctly however dd^ compare ddii, Zeuss 369,
and Welsh 1. 2. dou, 3. deu, now dau) exactly represents the

Sanski-it dvdu, Latin duo, Greek Svo for the older Suw (Sfw in

Sut^eKo), and the primitive vocalic ending is proved by eter da
son. Z. 197. The nom. and ace. fem f7i=Welsh 2. dui, 3. divij, also

agrees exactly with the Sanskrit dve, Slavonic diive, Lithuanian
dvi; the dative deib ndillih evidently points back, according to

the correct observations of Stokes, to a *dvdbhim weakened
from dvdhhi/dm (or rather *dvahhim, cf SuoTv instead of Suo^tv).

We have consequently also to refer the genitive dd to *dvaaus=
Skr. dvayos, at all events the aspiration in dd chaiyat is erro-

neous f^ the n in the nom. and ace. neut. is however difficult to ex-

plain. But that dual-forms are likewise preserved in the declen-

sion of substantives, is proved by the peculiarity of the Kymric

" [See notes 58, 59, pp. 75, 76.]
•^^ [xxxiv. Biila is, unfortunately, only found in a IVIiddle Irish MS. : in Old

Irish MSS. it is always either dtile or duile.']

^^ [It is possible that the aspiration after the genitive dual is correct, as this

case ends only in Sanskrit in s, but in a vowel in Zend, Lithuanian, Slavonic]
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dialects to put, after the numeral 2, the same forms as in the

singular. The Welsh uah instead of inab in (W. 3) deu uab,—
the Gaedhelic mace in da mace, is evidently as little a true sin-

gular form as the Gaedh. fer after cet and mile is a true nom.
sing. ; but the form of the nom. sing comes just as well where it

distinguishes itself from the only conceivable genitive plural, as

here, where the greatest similarity exists between the genitive

plural and the nominative singular; in deu uab=:da mace a true

dual has consequently been preserved (as the primitive form of

substantives has generally been preserved in the Kymric after nu-

merals, e.g. trimeib= Gaedh. tritnaicc, that it is *tris maqvi, instead

of the usual meibion), and the agreement of the nom. dual with

the nom. sing, in most cases, cavised by the Celtic phonetic laws,

has led in other cases to an unwarranted extension of the singular

form. The Celtic with its dual in the nom. of substantives stands

therefore in an interesting contrast to the Teutonic languages,

which had already lost the dual in the substantive in its earliest

stage, but have preserved it in the Gothic verb.

But the detection of the nom. dual leaves the second question

still vmanswered. Even in the Greek the genitive-locative is

lost, and replaced by the form of the instrumental-dative-abla-

tive ; duo and ambo in the Latin have not remained in vmdis-

turbed possession of the accusative, indeed the nom. is replaced

in the feminine by duae; nay even the Lithuanian, not\vithstand-

ing its close affinity to the Slavonian (the only Eiu'opean lan-

guage which has completely preserved the dual in all forms), has

undoubtedly lost the locative, and very probably replaced the

genitive by the genitive plural (in spite of Bopp's opposite view,

compare Gram. I. 2 Ed. 442; Schleicher, Litli. Gram. 171;

—

according to Schleicher Beitrage, L 115, s is not dropped in

Lithuanian). It need not therefore at all STirprise us, if all the

dual cases have not been preserved in Irish, and the less so, as

the Gaedhelic, like the K^^mric adjective, always appears in the

plural : Gaedh. da druith aegeptacdi, da ngruad corcra, da nainm
cosmaili; W. (3) deu urns ieueinc. In fact it may be proved,

that even the substantives of the ordo prior (see Appendix I.)

series 2 and 5, consequently a-stems and feminines, and all con-

sonant stems [o7'do posterior), have lost the genitive dual, and

replaced it by the genitive plural. The primitive ending of

this case -aMS=:Skr. -6s, could scarcely ever (if the phonetic

laws laid down in Gram. Celt. L, 165 s(2q. are correct; and that

they are, the almost transparent clearness in which the greater

part of the case-endings appear according to them, is a guaran-

tee) so wholly disappear as that, in Old Irish at least, an -a as

a contraction of -a or -an Avoidd not have remained ; but as we
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find not alone from consonantal stems da arad, but also from

a-stems da-tarh, da 7nacc, del charpat (instead of carpai), da
lethcend (no doubt more correctly lethchend, as a vowel (i) has

di'opped out in the composition, stem lethizzhat. latus, Gr.

TrAaroc, lethchenn is i^fxiKpaipa)^ da caracJitar, nay even from

a-steras (indarann) without endings, we must look upon them as

genitive plurals, which, as in the Lithuanian, have taken the

place of the genitive dual. (To the preceding examples may be

fm-ther added a da'syl. Z. 369, that is a da sillah, with a wrong
mortification point ; I am in doubt about the stem of da og, whe-
ther it is ogi or oga?) The form of the article in, also, which
even as arising from innan is very strange, does not admit of

being at all explained from ijinds (innaus). The dd in inddd

aimserda is probably only a sign that dd should not be aspirated.

In the same way we shall consequently have also to explain the

forms of the m-stems

—

dagutae, indd gutae fem. ; z'-stems

—

inda

leithesin {n. or m.) ; tt-stems

—

inddd aimserda, da lino, which
might admit of being explained perhaps otherwise also as real

dual forms. It is evidently an accident that we should find just

here a form in -o among M-stems, while the genitive plural other-

wise generally ends in -e, and only once in -a (Stokes, Beitr. I.

346) ; and least of all should it have misled Zeuss to place even

in series 1 and 2 the form of the genitive singular in the para-

digma. The dative remains doubtful, as the whole of the forms

may be explained as well from -bin as from -his, and the Greek
and Lithuanian have just preserved this case: indibmaigih, dih

cetaih Z. 311, 313, deih hdillib, dondib dligedih renieperthib, dib

rannaib, dih consonaih 194, indih nuarih deac, dimutaih, deih

traigthib; I would, however, almost prefer, here also, the expla-

nation as dative plural, because the Celtic has retained so very

much less of the dual than the Greek and Lithuanian, no verbal

and no adjectival forms.

Of undoubted dual-forms we accordingly have only the nom.
and ace. of substantives, and the whole of the cases of the numeral

two. The mascuHne a-stems, with the exception of the one-

syllabled dd, da, have thrown off the ending -a, shortened from

-a, (zzVed. Slav, -d, Gr. -w, Lat. o) or -au (= Skr. -dzi), hence

nom. da mace, da mod, da son, ace. indamer (?), inda articnl, eter

da son, Z. 197; the ar II. canoin (pro duobus canonicis) kindly

communicated by Mr. Stokes, is consequently to be completed

dd canoinech (more correctly chanoinech.). The neuters, in de-

viating from the Sanskrit and Slavonian, connect themselves with

the Greek and Latin, inasmuch as they likewise presuppose an
ending -a, older -d (or -au)—da ngruad corcra, addnimechtar, da
cenSl; hence from la-stems

—

danorpe, da llae, indagnS, ace. masc.
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or neut. da sale (dat. sig. dit sailiu Incant. Sg. in Zeuss). A neuter

da g (two g's) also appears, 710. The feminine (/-stems agree on
the other hand with the Skr. -c, Slav, -e, Lith. -i, for they show
the after-action of -^, 4 (still preserved in di =dve, Welsh dui):

nom. difiisc {sing.flesc. = *Jlisca), di hndir, ace. di rainn, di drim,

di persin, indibrethirso ; from w?-stems nom. digutai, diguttai,

di mill, Z. 315, ace. indiguthaighthi airdixi, 966. The i- and u-

stems appear to have simply lengthened the end-vowel. This was
of course followed by a subsequent shortening, and then a drop-

ping ofthe lengthened vowel : hence nom, mascda preceptoir from
-dri, -ori, da atarcnd from -idn, -ida (gen. sing, attaircedo, nom.
attdrcud like spirnt, gen. spirito, spirto, sjnruio), ace. masc. dandg,

dunog from *7idgu, masc. or neut. indarecht from *rechtu, ace.

neut. indd errend from -randl ?

The in of the article consequently arises in the nom. and ace.

masc. and neut. from *inna, *i7tnd; in the fern, from *inm,
*inni. It appears to have penetrated in the other cases in the

same way that in the Greek -oiv has done in the genitive, or rw
in feminines ; the frequent interchange, in the Irish, of the dat.

and ace. after prepositions, is also to be taken into account, as

well as the dying out of the cases which has been observed in

Modern Irish (p. 80). The in cannot -be well explained, organi-

ically, at least, in the gen., in the dative not at all.

Very few dual forms of consonantal stems have been unfortu-

nately preserved. Of these the nom. da druith, and ace. da sUgid,

agree best with the Greek -e, for a Sanskrit -du, or a Vedic -a,

would have led rather to druad and sliged. Nom. da thene, ace.

da are, nom. ace. da ainm, da hainm appears to be decidedly

inorganic. The frequent coincidence of the form with that

of the nom. sing, has here, no doubt, brought about the invasion

of the singular forms.

In conclusion, it should not be forgotten, that in the Kymric
not only are the commencing consonants in the substantives

softened in the dual, but likewise in the following adjective,

which is a proof that here also the nom. and ace. dual ended
primitively in a vowel.

§. 11. On the Article in Modern Irish.

In the modern Irish article an, about the relation of which
to the old hit, ind, I could not hitherto come to a satisfactory

conclusion, I now recognize, with certainty, an intrusion of the

neutral form, as the most colourless and weakest, precisely as the
Middle High German had formed to its neuter daz a masculine
and feminine der, diu, and the Lithuanian and Slavonian (to

to) its tas, ta, tu, ta. The Enghsh use of that (pronoun) and
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the (article) for all genders is especially important in tliis re-

spect.""

It is a fact worthy of attention, but one hitherto scarcely

noticed, that, besides the coarser, I may say the material, action

of languages upon one another, which shows itself in the evi-

dent borrowing of words and forms, a finer, a more spiritual

influence is exerted. Thus, certain words, without being bor-

rowed, are preserved living and active, by the neighbourhood of

other languages, and some forms of thought and sound, words,

expressions, conversational plirases, are so to say, indigenous in

the soil. A comparative syntax would bring many examples of

this kind to light, especially in the languages wliicli have gi'own

up on Celtic ground, and might determine how much may be
ascribed to accident, and how much to intellectual influences. In

the Phonology, for example, the Kyraric ui, oi, representing the

Gaedhelic e (even in loan-words like cera, W. 2. kuy7\ 3. kwyr,

Cornish V. coir, Ai*moric coar^ is parallel with the French o^,

representing the Latin ^ (avoirs habere) ; again, the Celtic action

of the final sound on the following word has a parallel in the

transporting of the final s to the next word in les amis, etc.

Among the words and word-forms which have been preserved on
Celtic ground, we may mention: English, roi7ness= Gaedhelic

jiadnisse (testimonium), and the English names in -ton, along

with the Gaulish in -ddnum. Of importance in Syntax are : the

French intercalation of the pronoun in je faime, je ne faime pas,

as in both branches of the Celtic ; the French cest moi and the

English it is me= Gaedhelic is7ne; the English leaving out of the

relative in, the man (whom) 1 saw, as in the Gaedhehc.'' Now,
in this respect the English that, the, for all genders, are not

without importance for the Celtic also, and permit us to conclude,

that in the Modern Irish an fear for the Old Irish mi fer, an
analogous process has taken place.—The relative aw (a, no, n)

appears to belong to the same stem ; we may compare the fluctua-

tion between the relative and the demonstrative in the Homeric
language, the peculiar use of the Old Persian hya, which Bopp
also,'^ as I myself did," now looks upon as an article, and the

German antiquated relative so.

^° [xxxi. This is an ingenious error. The neut. article is quite lost in

Middle Irish, and the Modern Irish article an (an t before a vocalic anlaut),

bears the same relation to the Old Irish in (int) that the Modern Irish preposition

an (written a n-) does to the Old Irish in ; or the Modern Irish interrogative par-
ticle an does to the same particle in the Old Irish, viz., in. But here, as elsewhere,
more is to be gained from Ebel's mistakes than from many another man's truths.

The relative an, a, is doubtless identical in form with the neut. article =^*sa-n.
Ebel has since corrected this error. See, infra, On Plionology in Irish, §. 2. p. 138.]

^' [But the two last named constructions are found also in the Scandinavian
languages, where no Celtic influence is possible.]

" Vergl. Gram. I. 473. 2nd Ed. " Zeitschrift f. Vergl. Sp. v. 305.
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§. 12. On the So-called Prosthetic n.

[The term Prosthetic n, used by Zeuss, is what Irish grammarians erro-
neously call an eclipsing n. Mr. Stokes in the papers above quoted, and Dr.
Ebel here show tliat this «, in the majority of cases, belonged to the word imme-
diately preceding that to which it seems prefixed.]

Mr. Stokes, in his valuable observations on the Irish declen-

sion, has agreed with my remark, that the n of the inflexion has

been preserved in teora nguttae, and here and there also be-

sides the 11 of the article, and has connnunicated several examples.

Zeuss, curiously enough, has altogether misunderstood this w,^*

and everywhere looked upon it either as a superfluous addition

or as a shorter form of the article, e. g., before aile, although

there it appears only in the nom. neut. and ace. sing, and gen.

plur. of all of the three genders,—often in combinations where
no article is possible. As a relic of the article I have met with

this n, only in very few places, and then as the remains of the

shortest forms: an (a-n-) in tresngn£, Z. Gil, where the E of

TRES still indicates an a dropped out, and Ni epur nisin (non

dico hoc, instead of anisin) 352; in (ace. dual) in etarndi-

RAiNN 278, 614, probably as gen. dual in cechtarnai, nech-
NARNAi 369 (compare the plur. innan ai). The n in lasin

NGUTAi (instead of lasinn gutai) (519, 1017. The most of the

other examples are clear enough. I shall give here some proofs,

which may easily be increased. Nom. and ace. neut. folad nkiLL,

OLCC ?IAILL, DES.(l. <?., DESIMRECHt) ?iAILL, PRONOMEN IlklLL 363,

imb:6lre waill 580, m6r wamri 596, 889, grad »epscuip 1048,

AM. NACH ANNSE j^uiB (ut non difficile vobis) 703, huare
ISDILMAIN TiDOCHECHTAR 369, AND^DE ?;isiU 319, 704, ANUA-
THATH ?aSIU 353, ANDLIGED WISIU 353, MOOR ?aMNITH 21, MOR
TiDiLE 609, 889, dligeth ^hmmognama 984, cach msELRE 489,

FRi cach«ae 319, mind »abstalacte 229, rad nj)t 55, ata
DECHOR 71AIMSIRE 1037, ATA DECHOR ?/ETARRU 374, ISSAIN CACH-

wae (previously, ilsenman) 367, dered mBETHO 985, is-fuath

WEPERTA 985, SAINRETH «ANMMAE 1025, ARACUMACTTE «ANGID

nI i.R3iiS0M ARCHUMACTTE ([nam] potcstatcm nequam non niune-

rat ipse pro potestate) 247, nifail nach ^jaiccidit (non est

ullum accidens) 1016, nicumscaichthi cumacht^ wairi (non

mutanda potestas proptcrea) 1015, Ni fitir imorro olc wetir

(nescit autem malum omnino) 1003, laa ?>iBRATHA 479, allaithe

tidedenachdiud [no doubt allaithen d^denach DiuD=:die

extremo (ace. temp.) in fine] 316, isnoichtech ^t ?iiuiL (est

undetricenale spatium JuHi) 1075, isgnAth gAo et fIr nxNH
359. So also—arindi atreba toxal wand 359 ? Ace. masc. co rIg

''* [xxxii. Not so. See Zeuss G. C, page 263, where he conjectures that

the very form cited here by Ebel, teora h, may stand for teoruti.']
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h ILAINGLECH Colman's hymn—Lib. Hymn. 10 (to the many
angel'd king), according to a friendly communication of Mr.
Stokes, COFER WAILE Z. 884, MARUDBAITSIUS NACHWAILE 434,
INBITH nUILE 366, TRESINNOED^CDE nUILE 1074, FOCHOSMUILIUS
WADARC^ 481, INFOGUR ?iisiN 1014; without the article, besta-
TiDnisiN 611, AES nESCi 1074 (three times), nifail chumscugdd
nnUIRDD AND 369, tar RECHT nAICNID 613 RECHT ^^IMBIDI 229,
LETH JiGOTHO 1013 (consequently leth is also masc. like eecht),
CONROIGSKT DIA ?iAIRIUIBSI 1076, AIRTHECH. CACHGUT^E AGUTH
WINDI ^QQ, TODDIUSGAT GUTH WINTIU 1017, CEN RIAN WETROM
616. So also no doubt: nach ?iAiLE 368, toiniud ?;iressach 229,
NERT wainmnedo 975, ATTLUGUD mBUiDE 1048 (the ace. instead

of the dat.?), cach?ioen crann 999? I am not quite certain of
the gender in, fri cumtach jiecolso 260, cumtach wirisse

1045, Ecosc wABSTAL 585, taibrith ateichte /iDOiB (no doubt
neuter) 56. Ace. fem. fricach waimsir 367, cech waidche
(instead of aidchi) 888, isarnach ?iiNDOCBAiL moir 262, hi
CACH ?iDEiLB 7 HI CACH TARMORCENN 367 (translated by Zeuss
as the dat.), i persin waili 363, frirainn nAiLi 608, cen
GUTAi wETARRU 1017; also doubtless, roscarsam frib denus
mBEicc 310, HIRES nABARCHE 229, serc y'^DEE 55 (just as

nem, delb occur in the ace), cen alpai wetarru 616,'^ frial-

PAi wDESiu 595. Gen. plur. masc. innamball waile 229 ; fem.

NA LITER nAILE 1012, LITER nAILE 1012 ; ncut. ANMAN WADIECHT
433.

Some spurious prepositions, it would appear, may be recognized

as accusative forms by the w, most distinctly taresi in—u. tar-
HESi ni (u for i) 1012, olcc taresi wuilcc 617, but indegaid
also in

—

indegaid imt 619, indegaid wgutt^ 1013, and do-
CHUM in—DOCHUM ?<d£e 620, DOCHUM «iRissE 461 (bis).

The n of ainm-n belongs to the stem in

—

ainm wafstil 229,
AINM WHETHA 255, AINM WGNUSO 975, AINM TiDILES 1025,
DOBERR AINM »D0IB 457.'''^ According to this my observation

(p. 65), "probably derived, however, from m, and not a primi-

tive n\ must consequently be cancelled, and the single example
with an aspiration ainm thrIuin Z. 249, considered as an iiTe-

gidarity." As yet I have failed in finding for the masculine
and feminine w-stems an example of the aspiration, or of a morti-

fied s, // I have also, however, nowhere found an n ; it conse-

^* According to Stokes (Beitrage zur vergleichenden Sprachforschung I. 468)
the n of ALPAi-N and inrindide-n belongs to the stem.

'^ See last note.
^^ [xxxiii. The n in ainm wapstil does not belong to the stem, but (as in

pronomen «aill cited by Dr. Ebel himself, supra) is simply an example of the
natural tendency to prefix after all neuters in the nom. and ace. sing, an n (vi

before 6) to the following adjective, if this begin with a vowel or a medial.]
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quently appears as if the neuter only preserved the N as in the

Latin and Sla^^c,

—

*anmen like nomen and ime, while the mascu-

line and feminine dropped it,

—

*brithema like homo and kamy.
The n is much less clear in cechtarnAi, nechtarnai Z. 369

(which I consider to be a relic of the gen. dual of the article in,

on account of dochechtar nhAi, evidently the dative, and of the

genitive plural innan Ai), sliab nossa 888 (perhaps ace.?), sirid

inrindide nuile (see note 75) 366, 586, arbertar as noen
TARMOIRCIUNN 592, FAR NOENDEILB 670, AM. INLOCHAIRNN
naffracdai 676, where it appears to be in part actually er-

roneous; cotIr nerend 74, appears to indicate a change of

gender (comp. recht, leth, nert) ; even there, however, Zeuss

also gives fir nerend (viri Hibemia?) with an enigmatical n.

There is perhaps a threefold preposition do-air-in contained

in TAIRNGIRE, DURAIRNGERT, DORAINGRED Z. 56, 868; in the

same way that con became mutilated in frecndirc £cndirc.

But, very strange, the n appears very often after verbal forms

;

mostly, perhaps exclusively, in dependent sentences, frequently

after the so-called relative

—

as/^oindae inspirut 360, aswed
675, AM. ASHi; ASSPLENDOR 333, AS^IRESS 456, ASWOIPRED 476,

am. As/ilNDEDUR 580, ORE ASnDIUL 703, CEIN BAS?nB£o INFER

230, 675, hOre as?iamairessach 705, lasse bas nuAiN (nuAir ?)

do 229, ASnDIRRUIDIG[THE] ANAINMSIN 265, AMMI J2EULIG 252,

consechat wulcu 457, ata hanman sidi 894, ni cumcat ca-

MAIPH ILLE 7 ISTE BETA WAITHFOILSIGTHECHA DONDI AS IPSE

667, INTAIN BES WINUN ACCOBOR LENN 603.'*

Notwithstanding that, several examples still remain imex-

plained, the vast majority show quite clearly, nevertheless, that

the n is prosthetic, if at all, only in exceedingly few cases ; espe-

cially the forms assumed by Zeuss, naill, naile, naili, nisin,

Nisiu, and nand for and decidedly fall to the ground.

13. §. On the Degrees of Comparison.

Among the consonantal stems we have not mentioned the

interesting -ns stems, the comparative, because no declensional

forms of them are any longer to be recognized, with the excep-

tion of adverbial dative forms, which offer nothing peculiar

(iinmou, magis, indoa, minus indlaigiu, minus, intserhu amarius,

indluindia commotius). As in the accusative plural, the

primitive -ans has split itself into -a (consonantal stems, fcmi-

nines, and the article) and -u (masc. a-stems), so here also we
find both forms, the -a in the more ancient, the -u in the newer
secondary formations. Of the former mda with its parallel forms,

'* May it be, that ae in Greek, an v IfiKKvariKov existed ? Stokes also compares
amtui-h witli tofiev.
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corresponds to the Lat. major., Goth, mais, maiza; the Kymric
form, W. mioy, Corn, moy, Armor, muy, which deviates somewhat
in the vowel, has still preserved the j, i, and like all similar

forms, has thrown off the final vowel, together with the s. Oa
(minor) appears to have been formed after the superlative oam=
Skr. avama, instead of Skr. avara, therefore properly : inferior,

deterior; nessa=zW. nes has been already several times com-
pared with the Gothic neliv nehvis, its superlative with the Osc.

Umbr. nesimo, and the dropping of a guttural surmised; tressa

(fortior)—cf. W. traha (audax, fortis)—exliibits the (in Sanskrit)

regular throwing off of the suffix before the comparative ending,

in opposition to tren, instead of tresn? (just as 7ndo along with
mar); messa (pejor) appears to find its positive in the prefix mi-

{Z. 833) z= Goth, missa, although the latter aspirates the follow-

ing consonants; in this respect, however, it has a companion
in du-, which certainly represents the Skr. dus-, Gr. dvg-. The
ss of the last examples appears to have arisen from sj, just

as 7'r in ferr (melior)= Kymr. guell, givell, whose Oscan and
Teutonic affinities are compared in the Zeitschr. f v. Sp. VI.
421, does from rj, (compare also Skr. variyas, Gr. apdojv?).

Lia (plus) has been elsewhere compared"'* with the Greek
TrXEtojr, and ire shown to be a comparative.^" The only compa-
rative of that kind, which has joined itself to the second forma-

tion in the Gacdhelic, laigiu or lugu (minor)—W. llei, has re-

mained true to the first—places itself alongside the Skr. lagMyas
= Lat. levior but Gr. iXacrcrojv; the substantive lagait (parvitas)

is derived from this adjective. In the same manner the Gaedh.
siniii= Lat. senior, and the Welsh hjn, deviate from one another.

Among the Kymric forms hioy (longior), is (Immilior), uclt (al-

tior), ieu (junior) = Skr. yaviyas which exhibit the rejection of

the suffixes of /iW'=: Gaedh. sir, isel, uchel= Gaedh.. uasal, are

particularly interesting.

The second form u- is evidently only a contraction from -iu,

in the same way as daltu occurs in the dative of the m- stems
instead of daltiu, maccidondu in the ace. plur. of the same stems

instead of macciddndiu, and ditu, tichtu, epeltu in the nom. sing,

of the ^iw-stems instead of ditiu, tichtiu, epeltiu; for the same
reason laigitt, and lugu, uilliu and oillu (plus), toisigiu and
toisecJm (prior) appear side by side. The majority of stems

follow this formation, namely all derivative ones, hence tsliu,

huaisliu instead of the Welch is, uch. In the Kymric -ach corre-

sponds to it (with retention of the s as ch), while the Gaedlielic

-a has fallen off in the Kymric. The superlative in the Gaedhelic

^^ [See his paper, infra, " On the Loss of/) in Celtic", p. 161.]
•"^ [See the paper referred to in note 79.]
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separated into -am and -em, does not distinguish itself in the

Kymric -am. How are these different forms to be explained ?

In the first place let us recollect the double formation in the

Teutonic and Slavonic, which have been already compared with

one another in the Zeitschr. f v. Sp. v. 309 sqq.; as Goth. -iza.

Church-Slav, -ii, so does the Gaedh. -a belong almost exclusively

to the defective comparatives, as the Goth, -oza, Ch.-Slav. -ei, so

does the Gaedh. -iu attach itselfto all secondary formations. We
know further that j disappears in every position in the GaedlaeHc

and at least in the middle m the Kymric, except where it is

preserved as the vowel ^. Finally, we found (p. 54), that the

ending -e (dat. -iu) not only represented the Skr. -i/a, but also

frequently -aya, an origin which is still sometimes marked by
the writing -ae (gen. -ai). Now as the Kymric forms (and also

the single Gaedh. form ferr), as well as the analogy of the

Teutonic and Slavonic, compel us to assume a shorter form

than the Gaedh. -iu as the basis of the Gaedh. -a, the following

hypothesis may best recommend itself:—The Celtic formed two
kinds of comparatives, an older one in -jajis, a newer one in -ajans

(-aijansf-djans?) ; the -ns fell off in both in the Gaedhelic, as in

the ace. plur., and left behind a long vowel, wliich was afterwards

shortened ; the^ dropped out in the first form, but left beliind some
traces in Gaedh. messa, tres&a,ferr (.?), in W. mwy, llei, hwy (.?);

in the second, -aja contracted itself to -a in the Kymric, and -aj

to -e, i in the Gaedhelic ; in the Kymric, the s remained as ch

after the (primitively long?) a, as in chivech six= Gaedhelic sS,

but fell off with the vowel in the shorter form. If this hypothesis

be correct, the e (^) of the Gaedhelic superlative (stem -una, nom.
-em, gen. -im) must have been shortened from S or i.

In Modem Irish, -iu has become e (passing through i?) as in

the nominatives ofthe w-stems, e.g. laige from laigiu, like naoidhe,

from ndidiu (compare Pictet, Beitrage I. SS).*'

" [The following is the passage referred to. '^Ei-iu, as it appears, is a still

more ancient form of the nominative and accusative. It is so in two quotations
by O'Connor from Eochaid's poems (belonging to the ninth century—Proleg.
II., 40, 42).

II Erin oil ordnitt Gaedil,—Hiberniam totam ordinavit Gadelius ; II Eriu
con huail con idnaih,—Hibernia cum gloria, cum armis (probably the accusative

which cannot be determined, as the continuation is wanting). For this ending
tu instead of the later e, compare in Zeuss (Gram. Celt., 208), nuidiu, infans,

frescsiu, spes, deicsiu, visio, ermititt, reverentia, etc. (later and now naoidhe,

Jresce, deicse, airmidhe), all of them having n, 7in in the oblique case, where how-
ever the M has disappeared, noiden, infantis, deicsen, visionis, etc., as in Erenn,
Eireunn. The proper name Fridriu or Friyriu (Ordnance Survey of Ireland),

poem of Aileach, 1. 40, 43), whose genitive is Fridrenn (39), Frigrinn (1), Frigrind

(2, 53) is another example".]
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§. 1. Views regarding the special affinities of the Celtic, and
loords borrowed from the Latin.

THE European members of tlie Aryan family of languages

form a chain, both ends of wliich reach over into Asia. The
Greek undoubtedly shows the most numerous points of contact

with the Asiatic tongues. On the other hand, however, the

Slavonian exhibits the greatest number of special agreements

with the Iranian.*^ So in like manner the neighbouring links,

within the chain itself, are universally acknowledged to be the

most closely connected with one another, Greek and Italian,

Slavonian and Lithuanian, Lito-Slavonian and Teutonic. Very
naturally, therefore, in the Celtic also, which lies nearly in the

middle between the others, most points of contact will be found

with the Italic on the one side and the Teutonic on the other,

and tlu-ough both with the other abeady estabHshed branches of

the European division. It is, of course, very difficult to decide

to which of the two it stands nearest, perhaps even impossible

at present, when, as regards the question of the separation of

languages, so much is still debateable, and when a comparative

syntax is still quite wanting.

Lottner has pronounced in favour of the " Northern" ; Schlei-

cher for the Pelasgian languages; both, notwithstanding the

divergence of their views in other respects, agree in placing the

Latin nearer to the Celtic than to the Greek. I look upon so

much only as proved, that the Celtic stands closer to the Latin

than to the Greek. The circumstance that feminines in -og, -its,

only occm" in the Classic languages appears to me to prove con-

clusively a nearer connection of those languages with each other

than with any other. In other respects also I have not adopted

Lottner's view in so wholly unconditional a way as Schleicher

appears to assiune ; but, on the contrary, I have often expressly

*- To this category belongs, besides many other points that Schleicher has
brought forward, also the frequent occurrence of the suf&x -ka where it is foreign

to other tongues, e. g., Slav, sladuku (dulcis) =; Lith. saldus, like Old Persian
vuzarka (magnus)= Skr. vrhat.
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indicated, in general as well as in particular, the points of

contact of the Celtic with the Classic languages. This shall

not, however, deter me from exposing the points of agreement
of the Celtic with the northern tongues, in accordance with his

request. Only I shall take the liberty of beginning with a

point which Schleicher designedly left aside, namely, with the

vocabulary of the Celtic, partly in consequence of the accidental

direction of my studies, partly in order to at once meet a fore-

gone conclusion, that many (although certainly not Schleicher)

might draw from this very source in favour of a closer relation-

ship with the Latin.

Indeed, it appears at first sight as if the Celtic languages had
an especially large number of words in common with the Latin.

If, however, one looks closer, by far the greatest number (even

in Old Gaedhelic, but still more in the Kymric dialects) are

seen to be foreign or loan-words, often so deceptively assimi-

lated, that when one is about to take off the mask, he involim-

tarily draws back his hand. So says, for example, Zeuss

(p. 80) : Non tanguntur certe tenues in vocibus peregrinis re-

ceptis. But words like accidit {t=nt), etliemlagas {th=t) which
yet, unquestionably do not belong to the earHest loans, show
what Httle claim this rule can have to general vahdity. At
most, we can only judge thereby of the greater or lesser perfec-

tion of the appropriation and mastery of the foreign material, and
in this respect the Kymric surpasses almost the GaedheHc.

I have constructed two glossaries from the Grammatica Celtica,

of which the Old Gaedhelic one may be considered to be pretty

complete ; the Kymric one may, however, undergo considerable

enlargement. From these I give the following lists, as the foun-

dation of further glossarial researches. In order to supply in

some degree at least the want of an organic orthography, 1 have
retained here also the method of denoting the Kymric dialects

which I adopted on a former occasion;*^ unmarked words are

Old Gaedhelic. I did not like to pass over the Kymric, because

the peculiar phonetic relations of the two branches of the Celtic

family necessitate a mutual supplementing and explanation;

besides, loan-words are often accidentally wanting in the old

documents of the one or other dialect in Zeuss. In the case

of the loan-words, a peculiar difficulty occurs in the Kymric
dialects, as it is often scarcely possible to decide whether a word
has been introduced directly from the Latin, or through the

French, Anglo-Norman, or even the English. The decision

8' Beitr., 1. 427. [See Appendix II., p. 184, for an explanation of the abbre-
viations used in the following lists.]
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is the more difficult because the Kymric vowel-changes mostly
agree with the French (especially in the treatment of e) ; and
because in the case of the dialects with regard to which the
idea of such a medium would first arise, Cornish and Armoric,
oui- sources are too modern to help us to answer the question from
the chronological side. In order to avoid, as much as possible,

mistakes in this respect, I have only indicated the medium
where it appeared to me certain. The Old Gaedlielic, especially,

contains a great number of Latin words (or of Greek ones bor-

rowed through the Latin) from the domain of the Church and of
science ; but others also are not wanting.

LATIN LOAN-WORDS IN OLD CELTIC,

abbas^[a6], V. abut, W. 2. pi. ah-

badcu,

[abecedarium, aibgiter, W. eyivyddor.']

abstinentia=a6A'tonU.

accentus^aicce?i< aiccend, d. aicciund;

[W. 3 aceyi.']

SLCciAeiis^accidk aiccidit n.

[acer, aicher, W. 3 effr.']

acetum : dctegiin (aceo).

[actualis, achtail^

acutus=ac!<t< ; noacuitigjide (acuenda
esset).

adjectivum=af/('ec^, adieckt.

adorare : adras (qui adorat), adrorsat
(adoraverunt), adrad (adoratio).

adulter-ium=rtf/a/<?--fls.

[adversarius Mid. Ir. aibhersedirJ]

aitare^aMr f., V. altor ; [W. 3.

allor.-]

altum=W. 2 cdt allt all, 3. aUt (collis,

acclivitas, scopulus), V. ah (litus).

anaclioreta=V. ancar.

ancora=t«5'or, V. ancar, [W. 3. angor'],

(the i as in ind- {avri) and imh- {dfi<pi)

and g lilce d in ind- (Gaul, ande-) njalke

the borrowing a little doubtful ; the
borrowing of the same word in other

European languages (compare for in-

stance Lith. utkaras), and of other

naval expressions in the Celtic, speak
however for it).

angelus==/:?n^e/ aingel, V. ail, P. egtl el,

Arm. uel el liel.

animal=W. 3. uniued,^ pi. W. 2. anj/-

ueilyeit, 3. anniueileit aniueileit anni-

ueilet. Arm. aneualet.

apostolus^o/jA'to/, V. Arm. apostol, P.

pi. uheslely.

appUcare : Arm. em em applicquet.

(apphcate vos).

[aratrum, arathur W. 3. aradr.']

argentum=[aiV5re<, argat],'W. 2. ariant,

3. aryant, V. organs, P. arghans.
Arm. argant. (External evidence of
the borrowing is no doubt wanting,
the evident borrowing of the name
of gold, as well as physico-geographi-
cal reasons, speak however in its fa-

vour). [? cf. Gauhsh Argentora-
tum.'\

(?) arma=«r?H, arma, d. isind-airimn

(in armatura), W. 2. 3. arueu arfeu,
P. arvoiv,

armilla=W. 1. armel.

[ars, art.']

articulus^arftco/, geu. sing.^n. pi.

articuil, d. artucol,

asinus^[«srtrt], W. 3 assen, V. P. asen
(Tiie grounds for the borrowing are
elsewhere given).

atomum=(,'to//;, in the plu-ase 7 unga
7 atom (et uncia et atomum), not
recognized by Zeuss, 312, 1076.

auctoritas:=fl ugtortds.

[Augusti (mensis), augaist, W. awst.']

aurum=o'r (gen. dir), W. 2. 3. V. eur,

P. owr, Arm. aour. (The r undoubt-
edly indicates borrowing, cf Sabin.
ausum and Lith. duksas. Grimm con-
sequently errs in his Geschichte d. d.

Sprache 1027).

[baculum, bachall, W. 3. bagl.']

[balbus, balb.]

[baptista, bauptaist.']

ha,Tptizo=baitsim ; ace. baithis, dat.
baithius, W. 3. bedyd m., Arm. badez
(baptisma).

barba=W. 3. baraf, baryf; V. barf
baref. (The borrowing is no doubt
remarkable, I cannot however ex-
plain otherwise /'in contradistinction
to Lith. barzda, Slav, brada, O.H.G.
bart.)

[barca, bare, W. barg.]
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M. Lat. baro=W. 3. harwn.
[basilica, baislic']

[basium, bay, P.]

battuere : V. bat (numisma), W. 2. V.
bathor (numularius, trapezita), P.
bataks (proeliari).

[beatus=jVIid. Ir. biat.']

benedico: benduc/tce (benedicis),«o66en-

dachat (salutant vos), indatbenda-

chub (benedicam te) ; bendacht, W.
3. bendtth, Arm. bennuez (benedictio)

;

W. 2. bendicetic, P. beneyis, Arm.
ben(»)ir/uet (benedictus).

bestia:=W. 3. bw//st-ui/ (appears to be
compounded with mil like the Ger-
man Maulthier, etc.), O. Gaedh.
beistl f. pi

blasphemare (Fr. bldmer)=V. blamye.

[Med. Lat. brace, braich, W. 8. and V.
brae/.']

[brachium, brace, V. brech, W. 3.

breic/i.']

hTiissica,^=braisech.

brevis ('syllaba)^6/-ei6.

broccus brocchus (see Diez), Fr. brorhe

=V. broche (spinther). [Mid. Ir.

proiste.^

[buUa, boll, W. bwl.-]

buxus^=V. box.

calamus^[W. 1. caInmennou'\,\Y. 3.ke-

hu-yn m. (singulative); V. kalagueli

(stramentum).
M. Lat. caldaria=W. 1. callaur, V.

editor. [Arm. kaoter.']

[callidus, callnid.']

calix^[cai7ec/i], V. kehgel.

[camisia, caimse.']

[cancella, caingel.']

cancellarius^=:W. 2. kaghellaur, kyghel-

cancer-=W. 1., V. cancher.

candela=V. cantuil, W. 3. canmcyU

;

candelarius=c«/«f//o'»-, Z. 744 ; can-
delabrum : V. cuntid-bren.

canon=;icc. randin.

[capellanus. Mid. Ir. cabeUanacht.\

capistrum=W. 1. cepkter, 2. kebyster,

pi. kebi/streu kebestei-yeu.

[capitulus, cnipte.l.']

[captus, caclit, W. 3. caeth.^

[caput, caut.']

carbunculus=can«ocoZ Z. 1103. [W. 3.

r(irbwncl.'\

carcer=frt /-cor (gen. pi. carere, dat
tarcuir) ; W. 3. karchur.

(?) caritas (cf. charite)=K. * cardaut
(benoficium) in \V. 3. curdottn (men-
dicare). The ending -taut (~tut)
occurs especially in loan-words.

car(o)enum instead of car(o)enaria

=V. ceroin (cupa), [W. 1. ceroenhou,

gl. dolea.] W. 3. kerwyn (lacus, le-

bes).

[carpentum, carpat.']

caseus=[catse], W. 2. kaus, 3. caws,
V. caws COS.

castellum^[cawer], pi. W. 2. cestill, 2.

cestyll.

[castus, cast; castitas, castoit.']

catena=W. 3. cadwyn.
cathedra=W. 3. cadeir (sella), Arm.

cador.

[catholicus, cathlac.']

[Med. Lat. cattus=V. kat, W.3. calh.']

[caucus, ciiach, W. 3. cawg.^
caules=V. caul (olera).

causa=dat. cdis.

[cedria, cedir.'\

[cella, cell, V. tal-^eZ gl. cellarium.]

census=cjs (census, fiscus, vectigal).

cera^[ceiiV], W. 2. kuyr, 3. kwyr,V. coir,

Arm. edar.

[cervical, ce'rchaill.']

[cervisia, ceirbsire, " brewer".]

character=cflracA<a?- n. (littera).

chorda=P. pi. kerdyn (funes), V. cor-

den (fidis).

christianus=[creseM], W. 3. cr-uitaiun.

Arm. cJiristen.

[chrisma, crismal.']

[cilicium, cilic.']

circare (see Diez)=W. 3. kyrchu. Arm.
querchat, querchit (quasrere, per-

gere, intrare).

[circinus, cercenn, W. 1. circhinn.']

circulus^acc. cercol.

circumflexus=cjrc(/??!/?cx.

civitas=W. 3. kiwtawt; kiwtawtwyr
(cives).

clarus=P. clear. Arm. scler (with pre-

fixed s).

[chassis, dais.']

[claustrum, V. clauster, cloister.]

clericus= [c/eVecA], V. cloireg, Arm.
cloarec.

[clima. climata, pi.]

M. Lat. clocca^[c/occ,],V.c/ocA; clechir

(tintinnabulum), clechti (cloccarium),

rlorhmuer (campana).
coccus: W. 3. coch (ruber), pi. cocli-

yon.

coioni= W. 3. kalaned pi. (habita-

tores).

(?) columba:=co/Mm, V. colorn. Arm.
cuiilm, (cf. Slav, gol^bi in Schleicher,

lOG).

colunina:=W. 2. kolonen (i.e. columina,

with an intercalated vowel ),0. Gaedh.
[colomna, n. pL], columnut (columel-

la).
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"cominitiare, Fr. conimeiicer ; Arm. [culcita, colcaid.']

comancc (initium), m==mm. cuItellus^W. 1. cultel (" artuum"),
commatres=Arm. coiiia(e)zreset. celeell ("'culter"), 3. cylldl, pi. cyl-

commodum^com«(/-as,- comudasogod leili ki///eil (sica) ; V. collell (" cul-

(accommodatio). tellus"), heUillk (" artavus").

[communio, Mid. Ir. command., W. 3. culter^W. 1. cultir., [W. 3. cwlltor'], V.
cymun.'] colter.

[Med. Lat., coiupanium, cotnpanacht.'] cuprum=:V. cobei:

[conipar, W. 3. ci/mhar.^ [cymbalum, cimbal.']

comparativus=co///joa?-('<, pi. -iti, gen. [cypressus, cttpris.']

-ite. daemon^gen. denndn, gen. pi. demne.

com-patres^Arm. compizrien. damnare=P. dampni/e, Arm. daffhy

;

concedere : Arm. concedis (consensi). P. duinpnijs, Arm. dafnet, duffnet
confessio^[coi6se], Arm. coffes. (damnatus).

confligere : conflechtuigthi (congredi- [debilis, diblide, gl. senium.]
endum). decedere^Arm. decedi/.

confortare=P. comfortye; dyscomfortys decima^W. 2. decum, degum.
(debilitatus, tm-batus). defendere=Arm. difen ; [W. 3. diffenu],

[eonsecratio, coisecrad; consecravit, V. f/i/fe?!«or (" excusator").

cusecai:^ denarius^c?«noiV, Arm. diner.

consilium=[c?/tser|, Arm., V. cusul, P. [deprecatio, diprecoit.']

cussyl cusyll cusill. descendere^W. 3. disgynnu, P. dys-

consona = conson, gen. consine. [W. kynna, Arm. disquennet.

cyson.'\ desiderabat^P. deserya.

[conucula (Med. liat.), aiigel, V. kiget, despectus^P. dyspyth, Arm. despez.

W. cogail.'] diabolus:=c/(rt6((/, Arm. diaotd, P. pi.

conventus^W. 3. koveint m. (monas- dyiuolow dewolow.
terium, fr. convent). diaconus=V. dlogon; 0. Gaedh. pi.

[coquina, c?«'cen?i.] bandec/niin (diaconissae).

coquus=[to;r], W. 1. coc (pistor), V. dictator^c//r^oto'(>.

kog (coquus); coquina:=VV. 3. kegin, [dies Jovis, deyotv, P.]

V./ceg/iin (the k proves the borrowing, [dies solis, detv suU, P.]
the true Kymric forms have p.• V. digammsi^digaim.
popei (pistrinum), peber (pistor), W. dignus=Arm. din (French or di-

2. popurycs, pophuryes, f.). rectly ?).

corona=[Mid. Ir., coroin^Y. curun ; W. [diluvium, diliu.']

3. coronawc (coronatus). discere=P. dysfcy, Arm disqtdf; W. 2.

corrigia=W. 1. corruui, 3. carrei. desko (didicerit) ; P. dyskas (doc-
(?)corylus=co//,- W. 2. coll (coryle- trina).

tura);co/eHMf.=V.co/-?;jc?eH(corylus). discipulus:=rfesct/»«/, V. discebel, Arm.
craticula=:W. 1. gratell. desquebl, pi. P. dyscyplys dyscyblon,

creator=V. creador, Arm. croeer Arm. disguiblion.

croiier ; creatura=V. croadurQO, [discretus, discreit.']

Arm. croeadur.—W. 1. creaticaul discus = \_tesc}, W. 3. dyscyl disgyl

(geniaHs). (discus, lanx). [W. 1. discl'f\

[credulus, credal.'] divinator^Arm. diuiner.

[crepusculum, crepscuil.'] doctus=W. 3. doeih (prudens^, pi. 2.

[creta, cri'adl doythion (sapientes^, 3. doethon
[cribrura, ribar.'] (docti). Also Arm. doetaf{M\o) ?

crudeUs=Arm. cruel (French, or di- dolor=W. 3. dolur.

rectly V). [dominica (dies), domnach.']

crux^^croch, V. crois, P. crou-s. draco^[f//<u], W. 3. dreic, pi. dreigeu.

crystallus [Mid. Ir., crisdal], trans- dubitare=Arm. douetaf; doiiet (du-
formed in W. 3. krissant m. bius) ; doetanc (dubitantia).

(?)cucullus (first in Martial and Juve- (?) durus=:[rf«/-], W. 1. dur (dirus), 3.

na.r)^[^cochuir],'V . ciigol.—According dyrys Cdurus}.

to Diefenbach (n. Jahrb. f. Phil. u. ecclesia.:=dat. abl. aeclis, gen. ecolso
Piid. Ixxvii. p. 75G) ; the Latin word ecibe, etc. ; W. 2. eccluis, 3. eglwys,
had been already borrowed from the V.P. eglos, Arm. ylis.

Celtic. eleemosyna^=a/?«sa«., ace. almsin (erro-
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neously given as a nominative at

p. 59).

elephantus=W. 3. eliffeint, V. oUphans.
emendare : W. 2. emendassant (emen-

darunt).

episcopus^/jscop, V. escop, pi. W. 2.

epscip, 3. escyb; archiepiscopus^V.
archescop, Arm. archescob, pi. W. 3.

archescyb.

epistola^e;ois<i7.

eremita=V. ermit.

esculus : escal-chaUl (esculetum).

(?) esox=[iac/i], W. 3. ehawc, V. ehoc

;

the Latin was perhaps borrowed from
the Celtic).

French, estonner, ^tonner=^Arm. esto-

naff.

etymolog-ia^=ethemlaff-as.

excommunicatus^W. 2. yskumunetic,

according to Z. also;=es^-e?««H ; 3.

y^gynt tin n (maledictus).

evangelium=V. (/eaweil, Arm. nuiel'?

f:ib<i=.seib, (cf. frenum, flagellum).

facies, Engl. ia,ce=F.fethfyth.
fagus=W. 3.ffa,ffa-wyd. [0. Iv.fagde,

faginus, Z. 765.]

[falco=^V.y«//i«M, Arm. falc'hoim.']

fallere: P. fa/l (deiectns), fy11 (deest),

fallens (deficiunt, peccant), Arm. fuJl

(malus), V. guin fellet (acetum, i. e.

vinum corruptum).
favere (faustus): Y. Jodie (felix).

fcmininum=/e?Hm.
fenestra^V.ye?<eA-<er. [Mid. Ir. sinistir.']

fibula=W.l./Ma/.
^c\xs=^Y . Jic-bren ; 0. Gaedh. yjcaWae

(ficulnus).

fides:=P. fethfyth, Arm. fezfeiz.

iiguTix^=!nd-Ji'gor (figuratio).

fiuis=^W. 2. /in, P. Jin-weth, Arm. Jin-

uez ; finire=Arm.yi;H'ssa/'(Romance,
finisco).

firmamentum^[M. I. Jirmamint.'\, V.
Jirmamettt.

flageliuni=A7-07e//, W. S.ffrowyll.

flamma=W. 'd.J/lam f., Y.Jlam.
[flecto, s/echlaim.]

foeniculum = V. Jenochel. [W. 3.

ffenigl.]

M. Lat. foUis (cf. DiezWorterbuch,
where, however, the perfectly analo-

gous German Windbeutel is forgot-

ten)=W. Z.ffol, V.fol, V.folfoll,
Arm. foil (stultus).

M. Lat. fontana=W. 2.Jinnaun f., 3.

ffynnawn ; V.ftinten; F.JyntenJynteon;
Arm. JeiaiteunJ'eimten, pi. feuntenyou.

M. Lat. forestis foresta=W. 3. fforesi

m., Arm. forest.

forma=V. /wr/. [W. S.ffurJ.^

fossa=W. 2. Arm. Jos,fOSS.

fragrare (with dissimilation): Y . flair

(odor), Arm. //ems (foetidus).

frenum^A-rj'an, W. 1. fruinn, 2. fruyn,
3. ffrwyn.

fructus:=Arm. fruez; W. 3. diffrwyth
(sine fructu).

fugere=W. 3. Jfo ; P. Jo (fuga).—V.
fudic (profugus).

fulgur, French foudre=Arm.you/<r.
funis^W. 1. pi. /(/n/o« (vittae), 2. pi.

Junenneu (ligamenta).

i\ir=y.fur (soUers, prudens), Arm. fur
(sapiens).

furca:=W. S.Jforck.

furnus=V. Jorn (clibanus). [0. Ir.

surnn.^

fustis=W. S.ffust (flagellum) ; ffustawd
(pulsavit). [sM('i<.]

geminantur^e?«««/ar.
gentes=^eft^j geind (m. as in French)

;

gentlide (gentilis); gen. f. geinilecte

(gentilitatis) 1059.

gemtivus:=ge?iitiu f.

[gens, pi. geinti; gentilis, geintlide.']

gerund'mm^gerind.
[glossa, ghiais.']

[gradale, Mid. Jr., greddil.']

gradus=^rac? n. (gen. grdid), V. grat.

Ypd<pu) : W. 2. gref (liber, chirogra-

phum), W. 1. grejiat (notarius).

gratia=P. gras.

[gratias agimus, grazacham.']

gravari:=P. grevye.

gravis (accentus)^,(7ra(/.

M. Lat. gridare (quiritare)=:W. 3. gryd
(clamor), grydiaw (vociferari), gndu-
an (vociferatio).

[habilis, W. 3. ai/.]

iiaeresis = ace. imierese ; haeretici^
heritic pi.

[Med. Lat. hanapus=:V. hanaj'.']

(Fr. haster, hater=Arm. hastomp, fes-

tinemus).

[hastula, asdul.']

[historia, Mid. Ir. sdair.']

[honor, onoir.']

(? \\or&=^uar, P. or, "W. awr?)
hospes=W. 3. pi. ysp.

humilis^[;/H(((/], V. /muel; humilitas=
{h)uwtilddit {li)omalddit, V. Iiuueldot.

[hymnus, yiimn.^

idolum^^/jci/ m.
[idus, id.']

[imago, V. auain.']

(impedicare?) Fr. erapecher = Arm.
anipeig (impedimentum).

imperator^W. 3. amherawdyr, f. aw-
herudres; Y.empcrur, f. empcriz; W.
3. ainherodraeth f. (imperiuni).
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incensum (cf. Fr. encens)=V. encois

(thus), incoidester (thuribulum).
infaniis=Arm. iff'am.

iafernum^i/"«;««, gen. ifirnn; "W. 2.

itfern, 3. iijfeni, P. yffarn yfforn.

infiiiitivus^!«/7/»';.

[initium, init, W. ynijd, "Shrovetide".]

[instrumentum, Mid. Ir. instrumint.']

[iuterjectio, interiec/tt.']

iuterrare=Arm. enterraj.

[?jejunium, a»?e.]

judex: iitg-'suide {trihwial).

[jusculum^V. iskel.^

justitia=:ATm. iusticc.

[kaleudar, calarin.^

laicusr=[/aecA],V./ejc, pl.W. 2. lleycyon.

[W. 1. leeces, gl. maritae.]

[latex=V. lad.']

latro=V. lader ; P. lader ladar, pi.

ladron laddron ; W. 3. Ueidr Ihidyr.

[lector, legtoir.']

[lectus, lecht.']

legalitas=^\j-m. Jeahet.

\e.ge:V&=legend ; airhch (recita), inrole'g

(num legit ?) etc.

legio : W. 3. kaer-lUon (castra legio-

num).
leo=W. 3. Hew, V. leu.

\iheT=zlibur lebor, V. liuer ; pi. P.

luffrow, Arm. Itiffriou.

[ligb, W. 1., pi. liuou.']

lilium^V. I'die.

(?) linum^/«'« (rete), K. lin (linum).

liquida=/ec/(f/rtc/i.

littera (not litera)=/iVer ; W. 3. lly-

thyr-en, Y. lither-en (singulative).

loculus=V. logel.

locus^/oc. Arm. lech, W. 3. lie (in no
case primitively related, as the O.
Lat. stlocus shows).

[locusta=V. legest, W. 3. llegest ' lob-

ster'.]

longa (syllaba)^/oi"»7.

(navis) longa^W. 3 Hong f. (navis),

pi. 2. loggeu loggou, 3. llongeu; W. 3.

llyghes llynghes (classis) ; O. Gaedh.
[long'] ,forlongis (navigatione),Z. 1129.

[lorica, luirech.]

lucerna =; luacharnn, V. lugarn. [W.
llygorn.]

lunaris=Z;/«a(r.

raagister=nom. pi. magistir, ace. pi.

magistru ; V. maister, P. Arm. mesier.

(?) major=r[maer,7ftoV-7naer],W. 1. 2. V.
mail-, W. 3. viaer.

maledicis= maldachae ; maledictio =^
malddcht; maledic ^ Arm. nnllic

;

maledictus=rW. 2. meUdicetic.

malitia : Arm. dimalicc, diuulkc.
[malva=:V. malou.]

[mancus^V. mans (leg. inane?), Arm.
inane.]

manere : Arm. mancn (manebam).
[manna, mainn.]

[mantellum^?«a^a/, V. 7nanlel.]

[mauu*, man.]
margaritae^W. 3. mererit.

martulus (martellus)=W. 1. morthol

(seta), 3. myrthw (malleus).

martyrium=/«a/<re f. pi. martri; Arm.
martir.

masculinum=mflsc»/.
medicus=V. medhec, W. 3. inedic

;

W. 2. medhecynyaet f.=V. medhec-
naid (medicina); W. 3. medeginy-
aefku (mederi).

memhva.=rine>nbur, pi.

memoria=me6(«V.
meudicus : mindechu mindcMchihiu

(tenuior, properly mendicior), mind-
c/iigitir (emendicant).

mensa=[7nj'as], V. 7nuw, W. 3. inwys (?)
cf. Goth, mes, O.H.G. mias.

mensura

—

Arm. mi(siir,(ct'.'W. 1. doguo-
misuram ? Z. 1076).

meretrix

—

mertrech, meirddrech.
metrum : gen. metair metir.—W. 3.

metrut (cogitabas).

miles = mil, W. 3. milwr; militia
milte.

(?)niille=?)»7e f., K. mil (from milia ?).

[millefolium, V. minfel.]

ministrare: Arm. m'lnistren (ministrem),
V. meuistror (pincerna).

(minus facere Diez) Fr. mesfaire, me-
faire : Arm. mesjectouryen (malefac-
tores).

M. Lat. mirare : Arm. 7nir (serva), miro
(videbit), miret=-'P. meras (servare,
videre).

mirus: P. marth (miraculum); Arm.
maruaill (mirabile):=Fr. merveille.

modus^wo(/ (gen. mind, dat. mud).
(?)molina^m((/e«K (pistrinum), K. me-

lin, pi. W. 3. melineu.

monachus^[01d Ir.and] V. manach, pi.

W. 2. meneich; f. W. 3. manaches,
V. manaes.

monasterium^gen. pi. inonistre.

moralis : dat. moral-us (praecepto).
[morticinium, nm'irtchenn.]

morus^V. muyr-bren.

[Med. Lat. m\i\to=^molt V. viols.]

(?)mulus=^icc. pi. mulu.
murus:=[wi/7], W. 3. mur, pi. muroed.
muta=w7«7,- mutU8=W. 3. mut.
myrias=W. 3. myrd.
rayrtus: mirt-chaill (myrtetum).
natalicia^W. 2. nodolyc, 3. nadolic

(nativitas). [0. Ir., notlaic]

9
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[nates, ndt.']

natio^Arm. nation.

negotium=\V. 3. neges i.

neutT\xm=7ieutor, neutrdlde.

[nimbus, nimb.]

nota^no< pi. 1011, nofa, 1016; nota-
Tius=nofaire notire. Arm. noter.

[novellus, W. 1. nouel.']

numerus^W. 1. ?iimer, W. 3. Arm.
7nuer nifer, P. nevor.

(? uuptise : W. 3. neithawr ?).

obediens^Arra. ohediant.

[oblatio, oblann.']

oiferre : W. 2. ofrum. Arm. oferen, pi.

offerennou (oblatio). {oiffrenn.']

olea: olu-chrann (oliva), o/a-cA««7/ (oli-

vetum) ; V. oleu-bren (oliva),—oleima

=W. l.V. oleu.

[operarius, V. oberor.']

optativus^optait optit.

opus [operaPJ^oia/-? (saib''s i)ioba?;g\.

inanem fallaciam Z. lOiO) usually

oipred, gen. oipretho ; P. ober ; Arm.
ober miber, pi. oberou eiijfrou ; P.

oberor (operarius) ; V. drochoberor

(maleficus).

oraculum: [airecal], oirchch (flamen=
oraculicus).

[orate, orait, W. 1. araut.']

[oratio, ace. s. ortha{7i.']

ordo=o/-c? ordd ort urt, Arm. vrz; or-

dmo=oirdnmm ; Arm. ordren (ordi-

natio), ordrenhut (ordinare).

[ostiarius, oist>-eoir.']

ostreum=V. estren. [W. 3. hi^tr, Arm.
histre)i.'\

[paganus, paffdn.']

pagus=^P. paw, O. Armoric (of the year

833) pou. [W. pau.]

[pallium, caille, W. 3. palL^
[palma=V. AV. 3. pal/.']

piUus=W. 3. paud. pi. pohjon.

(palus) M. Lat. padulis (?)=W. 2. pull

(fossa, lacana), V. pol (puteus) ; AV. 3.

pylUiwr (lacunosus, paluster).

[panis, ])ubi.~\

l)apa=/><//)r/, W. 2. ;)«;), pi. papeu.

l)i\pi\io^=j/iipa/l, W. 3. pehi/ll (tentorium,

Fr. pavilion),

[papyrus, /i«(/jer.]

paradisus = [partus'], Arm. paradis,

paradoes.
parare=W. 3. peri (facere, jubere)?

paries=V. poruit (ui=e instead of S as

in the French parol),

[parochia, puirche, Mid. Ir. fairche.]

l)ars=W. l.partparth pcird f., V.part/i,

Armoric parz perz. [Irish pairt.]

pascha:=W. 2. 3. pasc, O. Gaedh. ace.

caisc. f.

[passio, pais.]

patella;=[AV. 1. patel,] W. 2. padell f..

Y.padel-hoern (" sartago") i. e. patella

ferrea.

pauper=:Arm. pi. peoryen.

pausa (?)=.W. 1. kxm.poues (quies), P.
powesouyh (quescite) ; but W. 2. po-

ffuis-ma, etc. (a place of rest).

pavo=:W. 3. pawiii, V. paiin.

pax==Arm. peuch.

peccatum=/)eccac/ m., W. 3. peckaut,

Arm. pechet, pi. pechedou.

pedester=\V. 3. pedestyr (pedes).

[TTE/XeK-ycj AV. 1. pelechi g\. clavae.]

[pelliceus, pellec]

pensus (Romance peso):=[/^^'';s], AV. 3.

pwys, P. pays (gravis, ponderosus).

[pentecoste, cingddis.]

penultima=/>e«ei</^

peregriniis= V. pirgirin. \W. 3. pe-
rerin.]

perfectus, Fr. parfait: Arm. parfetaff
(perficere).

[pergaminum, V. parchemin.]

persona=/>ersa7i, AV. 3. person.

petere=P. ptsy. Arm. pidij pidiff";

Arm. pcden, pi. pedennou (oratio

precatio) ; P. pi. pesadow—appetere,

^Arm. appetuff.

phiala=AV. 'd.ffiol, V.JioL
plulosophus=/e/sM6 ;

phUosophia^=/c//-

sube.

pethedic (minutus) AV. 3. appears to be
from the same stem as French petit

;

its tk points back to tt or ct. [Ir. pit,

W.peth.]
[pinuaculum, penahjU, P.]

pinus=V. pin-bren.

piper : [scipar.], AV. 3. pebreid, pybi eid

(piperosus).

.

pirus^V. per-bren.

[piscis=V. pise, AV. 3. pysg.]

\^isc3itOT='V. piscadur^"^ :6.pysgadwr.]

[lilaga, plug.]

plaugere (properly planctare) =^ P.

plentye (accusaix').

plenus : Arm. plen (omnino).

p]ebs=0. Arm. (year 8t;2) phi phte,

phieu ; Sp. ploe j>loue, pi. ploueou ; Y.
plui (vicus, parocliia); Arm. plocys

(plebani).

(?) plicare^AV. S.plycca; Arm. pliga-

dur (voluntas, beneplacitum).

lAuma=i\_clut>i], V. plmten (penna) ; AV.

1. plunuiuc, V. phifoe (piilvinar)

poena=/j<*'?/ pian; Arm. ponn (angustia),

pi. poanyvn; P. peyiiys (dolores).

—

Aim. penedour (aftiictione gravatus),

W . 3.;^e?;^c?^a26'(poeuitcre), 0. Gaedh.
]>eti»it (poenitentia).
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pommaille (Fr.)=Arm. pomell.

I)ondo=W. i. punt m.
pons=\V. 2. pont, V. pons.

l)opulus=/jojo/</, V.;jo/oe/, pobel, V.pobyll.

(?) porcellus=W. 3. parchdl, V. por-
chel. [Ir. orc=porcus.^

porta, portus=:/)ori m. (domus), Beitr.

I. 334; W. P. porth m. pi. VV. 3.

pyrth, P. porthow (porta).

portare^W. 3. portid (perferre), por-

thes ; P. porthas (nutrivit) ; Arm. 2.

porz (quaere, adjuva), porzit (subve-

nite, sublevate); W. '.i. portkant (pro-

visio, nutritio), porthmun (hospes,

caupo).

positivus=:/iosiV.

postilena^=-W. 1. postoloin.

postis=:W. 2. post (columna).

praebendarius^V. prounder, [pi. pron-

teryon P.]

praeceptura=:/)recep< f.
;

praeceptoi'^=-

preceptulr.

praedico =predcliim, predach, predag ;

Arm. prezec (praedicare).

praelatus=[/jre/ai«], Arm. prelat.

praeservare: Arm.preseryo(pr3eservet).

praestare : Arm. prestis (praestitit).

prandium=::joroiM(? (prandere).

[presbyter, cruimther ?]

pretiare : P. praysys (celebratus).

primus=/)rt'w, W. 3. prij-.

princeps^P. prlns, pryns, pi. princis.

[prior, Mid. Ir., ha.n-prioir.^

prison (French) : Arm. diprisonet (ex-

carceratus).

probus: amprom (improbus), amprome
(improbitas), rondpronisom (q. id pro-

bavit ipse), promjidir (probabitur)

;

Arm. projfe, prouffe (probaret) ; P.
previs, pre/is (probatus).

[prologus, prolach.'}

pronomen^/j/-owome« n.

[propositus, propost.~]

propheta^V. projuit, pi. P. projusy.

prudens=W. 3. prud.

psalmus=5a/m, pi. sailm, ace. salmu;
psalterium^dat.sa/^jV, Arm. psaidter.

[psalteriura, saJtair, gen. saltrach.']

{^WTga.ioxmTa, purgatoir.']

purpura^corc?«-, W. 2. porffor.

purus=^[f((«-], W. 3. pur, purdu,pur(joch,

purivynn.

putana (Rom.)=W. 3. pntein.

(?) puteus=cM<e, Beitr.1. 334 (strikingly

reminds us of the Low German kauie,

kute, a pit),

[quadragesima, corgais, W. grawys.']

[quaestio, ceist.^

[quinquagesima, cingices.']

[rastrum, rastal, W. 1. i-asc/.]

reeommendare (Fr.)=Arm. recommant.

? regnare^Arm. re««^^—but compare
Arm. roen (rex)—

?

regula;=ringul, riagol ; Arm. reol.

[reliquiae, reiUc.']

remus^rdm (cf. Fr. rame), V. ruif'.

rendere for reddere (Rom.) : Arm. rento

(reddet).

rete=V. ruid, Arm. roed. [W. 3. rhwyd.']

rosa : ros-chuili, ros-tdn (rosetum),

rostae (rosarium).

[ruta, V. rute.^

[sabbatum, saboit, pi. sapatLI
sa.ceTdos=^sacardd.

[sacrificium, sacorbaic.']

sacrilegium=Arm. sacrileig.

saccus=[sacfi], V. sack.

[saeculum, saigul.']

[saliva, W. halvw, 0. Ir. saile.']

[salicastrum, sailestar, W. eleslr.']

saltus=srt/?, gen. salto (astronom.).

salutare:=Arm. sahtdomp (salutemus).

salvare. Fr. sauver (with the old diph-

thongal Norman pronunciation, see

Diez. Rom. Gramm. P, 425)=P. saw
(salva), sawye (salvabat), sawye (sal-

vatus).

sanctus=[.sa?io/i<], W. Arm. sant, pi. "W.

2. 3. seint, Arm. sent.

[Med. Lat., sappetus, V. sibuit.']

scabellum:=V. scauel.

scala^W. 3. yscawl, pi. ysgolyon.

(?) scandere=W. 3. yscynnu ; W. 2.

eskenho, eskynho (scanderit).

schola;=[sco/, gen. scule'], V. scol; V.
scolheic='W . 3. yscolheic (scholasti-

cus), pi. W. 2. escoleycyon, pi. ysco-

Itigyon ; W. 2. escolectaut (status

scholaris).

sciens : V. skientoc ; P. skentyll, skyntyll

(sapiens) ; Arm. squient (spiritus, in-

telUgentia); V. diskient (insipiens),

guan ascient (" energuminus").
scr'ihere^scribend ; V. scriuit, scriuen

(scriptura), scriuiniut (scriptor) ; P.

screfe (scribere).

scrinium=scrj'n m.
scripulus=W. 1. scribl; O. Gaedh.

lethscripul (dimidio scripulo).

scutella=V. scudel, P. scudeil (discus,

lanx).

[sebum, V. su//, W. 3. swyf, Arm. soav.']

securus=^P. sur.

senator^seHffCo'/;-.

[senior, seins('r.~\

sensus=6-c«s, dat. pi. siansib.

sepelire=Arm. sebeliaf. [sepultura, sa-

baltair.']

(? septimana= secA<maHie). [V. sei-

t/ium.']

9b
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[septuaginta, septien.']

sermonarius^Arm. sarmoner.
[serus, W. Inryr.']

sextarius^W. 1. hestaur, pi. hestoriou,

3. hestawr f., (the h in the loan word
is remarkable).

[Med. Lat. sicera, V. sicer.']

signum^[.se'«], Arm. sin.

[situla, [Mid. Ir. sitheal.']

solarium=[iIid. Ir. soiVe?-,] V. soler.

solitarius=Arm. soliter.

lMed.L,nt.so\ta,Y.sols,W.sivnt,'FT.sou.']

(somniari) Ft. songer=Arm. soingaf
(credo),

[sophista, IMid. Ir. soifist.']

(sors) Fr. sorte=Axm. sceurt, i.e. sort

(modus),
soutenir (Fr.)=Arm. soutenet (susten-

tatus).

spatium='W. 3. yspeit.

sperare : Arm. esper (spes).

[spina, Mid. Ir. spin.']

[spiraculum, spiracul.']

spiritus=s/JiVe<;, V. spirit, Arm. speret.

spoliare=^W. 3. yspeilaw ; dispeilaw

(denudare, gladium).
[spougia, sponge.']

[sponsa, Mid. Ir. pilsta, W. picysj

yspwi/s.]

stabulum=[W. 1. stebill, pi.], W. 3.

ystabyl.— V. steuel, W. 2. estaiiell, 3.

yslauell f. (triclinium, cubiculum)
appears to belong also to this place

;

but compare also Fr. estaminet.

stagnum=:.s;tt?i.

[stannum, Mid. Ir. stanamhail.]

status=Arm. stat.

stendardo (Romance), W. 3. ystun-

durd f.

stimulus=W. 1. siimpl.

stola=V. stol.

stragulum^V. strail (tapeta), strail

elester (matta).

strata=W. 2. strut istrat, 3. ystrat

(vallis aperta, planities).

stratura (M. 'La.t)=[srath(ir], W. 1.

strotur. (stravi^W. \. strouis'l).

strigiUs=V. streU.

superlativus =^ suyoer/fu'i supcrlit, pi.

suptrlati.

sj\hiba^rsil/al).

synodus=[Mid. Ir. seiiad/i], V. scned.

tabellarius=^(i/aiVe.

[taberna. Mid. Ir. taibhernv.]

[tabes, tiim.]

X&\Qntvim=taUand (facultas, ingenium,
Fr. talent).

tardare^^Arm. tardomp (tardemus),
tardet (tardate).

[tellus, teduir, gen. tel/rach.]

tempero=:W. 1 . temperam (condio).

tQmyA\m\=tempid, Arm. P. temped. [W.
3. tend.]

temptare=P. temptye.

(?) tendere=W. 3. tynnu; Arm. emten-

net (se recipere), ienijf (pergam) ; V.
tensons (tetenderunt).

terminus=P. termyn (terminus,tempus).

[tertia (bora), teirt. ]

testis=<es<, V. tist. Arm. test, pi. W. 2.

testion ; testimonium=?es/(//H'n, V. tis-

tuin, P. tustunny ; W. 2. testu (testari).

[theca, tiach.]

[theoria, teoir.]

[thesis, teis.]

thronus=Arm. tron.

thus : tus-kstar (turibulum).

[Titan, Mid. Ir. tital.]

titulus-=^^(V((/ titol, ace. pi. titlu.

[Fr. tonueau, V. tonncL]

torueamentum (M.Lat.)=W. 3. twrnei-

meint.

torques=JMMin- <orc, W. 3. torch.

toxiSi=[tort], W. 1. 3. torth (panis).

tractus=[^mc/i<], W. 3 tractli (sabulum
maris), V. trait (arena),

[totus, tot-mael gl. Totus Calvus.]

traditio (Fr. trahison)^=P. treason.

tribmius : trebun-kiide (tribunal).

trinitas=<ri«£/o(7, [W. 1. trintaut], Arm.
trindet.

[tripus, W. 3. tribedd, V. tribet.]

tristis : [W. 1. trist, P. trest], W. 3.

tristit tristyt tristwch (tristitia), tristau

(tristem esse).

tructa=V. triid.

[truncus, W. 3. truck, V. irech.]

(?) tuba=gen. tuib.

[tunica, tuinech.]

(?) turba^W. 3. twryftwrwf.
turris=r[^Mir], AV. twr. m., pi. 3. tyreu,

tyroed, V. tur.

[tympanum, timpan.]

ultima=«/<, ace. inlt.

Vincia.= unyae unga (see above: ato-

muni).

unguere, unetare=P. untye.

[unicornis V. uncorn.]

ursus=:V. ors.

(?) vagina=[yt/(V/e«], W. 3. gwain, V.
guein, P. goyn.

ve'lum=/i«/ (velamen), [V. guil]

venenum^AV. 3. gwennwyn ; (jwenwynic

(venenosus), V. guenoinreiat (vene-

ticus).

[versatile? Mid. Ir. fersaid, W. 3.

gwerthyd.]

versus=/ers, gen./ersaferso.

? verus=/5V, V. Arm. ginr, W. 3.

givir, P. gwyr.- ?
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vetus : Jetar-laice fetarlite feinrlicce viperae=W. 3. pi. (jiviberot.

(vetustas). virtus=:P. vertu ; 6. Gaedh. gen. ferto

[? vidua =fedl>, V. guedeu, W. 3. ferte, nom.iA. Jcrte, ace. Jirtii (virtus,

qioeddw.] prodigium).

[vigil, X'/'V.] [visio, Jis.]

villani=\V. 2. pi. lyijleijivjeyt. vitium=Arm. vice, (Fr. vice),

[vinea, fine.'] [vocula, Jocul.']

vinuva.=finfmru, K. guin.

To tliese are to be added a number of French words in the

Armoric. Even from this list, which woukl, of course, be
greatly enlarged if we were to include the more modern words,

and in which, no doubt, many old loan-words are certainly only

accidentally wanting, we can see what numerous borrowings took

place already in ancient times, from the Latin, Middle Latin,

and Romance. And even though the borromng be doubtful

in the case of some words (certainly not many), nevertheless

the majority of the apparently exclusive correspondences of

Celtic and Latin have been thereby removed.

The Latin has taken other words from the Gaulish, partly

already in the classical period ; and later also from the British

(as covinus) ; in any case, however, their number is not very

great ; in regard to some of them there exist, too, doubts, which
at present we are vmable to solve. Those are especially impor-

tant, which, although taken at a late period, have nevertheless

passed into the Romance languages (as vertragus= lt., veltro,

etc., from this again V. guilter, molossus) ; but for our present

object we may here fitly pass over these.

§. 2. Glossarial ajjinities of the Celtic and Classic languages.

The Celtic has about the following words and roots, in com-
mon exclusively with one or both of the classical languages (or at

all events, with such peculiarities of form or meaning as only
recur in them).

WORDS AND ROOTS EXCLUSIVELY COMMON TO THE CELTIC AND CLASSIC
LANGDAGES.

ae'r diar m., W. 3. mvp-=df]p, aura (or ardd=Lia,t. arduus (Gr. 6p66c appears
derived from aer perhaps itself bor- to have been FopOog), not a loan-

rowed?) word as the Gaulish Arduenna
ag (root): atomaig (impellit me)^Lat. ("heights", Ccbenna " ridges") shows.

adigit;—fiyw, ctgo. as (rt, es)=^t^, ex.

ailigim (muto)=d\Xa(T(Tw. V. uuhel, Arm. anel (aura), W. 3.

*amm, W. 3. enio, P. (/i)anow. Arm. mvel (flatus).—V. anauliel (procella),

hanu='6voixa (in the form). =^at\\a ?

\_aH=L3X. artus.] V. W. 3. auon f. (flumen), pi. W. 3.

W. 3. alarch m., V. c/c;7(c=Lat. olor? ai<oni/d='Lat. amnis?
anim, V. Arm. enef^^ Lat. anii/ia \_!>aU=<paXX6g.']

(Zeitschr. VI. 213). V. ber, W. 3. bereu (veru)—0. Gaedh.
\_arba (read arvu), W. 3. erw, V. erv, berach, birdae ("verutus")—= Lat.

ere«=:Lat. arvum.'] veru (Umbr. berva, berus ?).
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? bethe ("buxus"), [W . bedeii'], V. bed-
even (" jiopulus'') = betnia betidla ?

(according to Pliny, Gaulish).
*boH; O. Gaedh. buclwill, V. bur/el

(bubulcus, pastor), W. 1. boutiff (sta-

bulum); also W. 1 and 2. V. buck
(vacca) ?=/3oi''c, bos (in the form

;

the other languages preserve the
guttural).

V. Arm. brech, W. 3. breich=^rachium,

fipaxiiov.

[bmde ' yellow'=?;aAMs, Fr. bai bay.]
can (root) : W. 3. kanu, P. cane (canere),

W. 3. datkanu (recitare, revelare),

(). Gaedh. forckunforcammforchanhn
(praecipio), foircthe (eruditus), Jor-
dial forceial (doctrina), forci//(a)id

forcet/id (praeceptor), terckal (va-
ticinium), doaurc/ianaim (sagio),

cetJaid (cantor), also ce'l (augurium)^*
and gen. ciidl (instrumenti musici)?

;

—V. cheniat (cantor), canores (can-
trix),—Lat. cano.

W. cann, V, can (albus)^Lat. cand-
idus (cjf. the loan-words under can-
dela).

car (root) (widely ramified in both
languages, no doubt also the source
of the, so far as I know, exclusively

French form cherir)—Lat. cams ?

W. 3. kario, V. co/ia/=Lat. cervus (if

it be not borrowed ?—the O.H.G.
hiriiz shows another suffix).

cat/dr (civitas), K. rutr cuer (oppidum)
=:Lat. castrum ?^* (compare as to the
phonetic relations setkar siur, W. 3.

c^wio/-=Goth. svistar).

claideb, W. 2. cledif, 3. cledyf, Arm.
clezef, P. clethe (fundamental form
*c/ac?(6as)=Lat. gladius.

cldi, W. 2. cloeu pl.=Lat. clavi. [a loan-

word ?]

cnd7n {os)=KV'niiT) ?

corp, K. co?y=Lat. corpus, [a loan-
word ?]

cos (pes)=Lat. coxa ? \_costa ?]

cretim (rel. cretes creties creites, pi.

cretUe), W. 3. crei (fides), Arm. cridif

=Lat. credo, (see Stokes Beitr. I.

458). [loan word.]

lc?-intr\Y. 1. v.], V. croi't/e?- (perhaps
also O. Gaedh. criathar, gl. cere-

brum ?)=Lat. cribrum.

W. 3. cwyduio, P. cnthe^-luOX. cadere?
(in the form rather=ceo?ere).

ciil (tergum)=Lat. cidus.

di, W. 1. Arm. di, P. (he, W. 3. i/=
Lat. de.

du- (do-)=Svc-, Skr. dits-.

[W. 3. ffer=(T<pvp6v.']

[,/z'=Lat. virus, log, Skr. vlsha.']

V. gura/i, W. 3. givrach (anus)—ypoi'c;?

\jbim, Lat. bibo, Yedic pihami.']

has gen. inse, W. 2. inis, 3. yjiys f.,

Arm. e??es;=:Lat. insida ? (if perha})s

this be a diminutive formation, not
as Pott would make ii=Hva\oQ).

itir etir etar, P. intre yntre. Arm. tntre

(foreign to the Welsh)=Lat. inter.

[Skr. antar.']

ith gen. ethn (frumentum), V. yd
seges); Lat. ador (interchange be-

tween d and t in itlnm likewise).

V. yorch (caprea)= ^opt, ^opS ?

W. 3. keissaiv (instead of 'kessiaiv,

*kassiau) scarcely=Lat. qnaerere ?

(Gauhsh XayKia Diod. Sic. V. 30. pro-

bably an erroneous supposition, other-

wise=A;ncea, Xoyx?;)-

[lac/it], V, lait (lac), W. 1. lai^vcr

(" lacocula"), W. 2. laethauc (lac

praebens)^Lat. /oc.

*/eYc (sine), feVci (sinit); general, but
in the form exactly^/jHgj/i^.

Aflc, W. 3. Ikch f ; lapis, XiQoQ, Xaiy? ?

Zo6!/?- [W. Z/w/?-] (infirmus) ; Lat. labor,

labo, labes ?

Zo</i gen. loithe (palus, coenum), W. 3.

lludedic (coenosusj ; Gaul. Luteva,
Lutetia—Lat. lutimi.

matin, V. metin, W. 3. yr meitin (mane)
—Lat. matuti)nis (borrowed ?).

[?;»'/], V. niel=^vu'l, jasXi.

inidiur-sa (puto), W. 3. medwl medol
(cogitatio), medylyaw (cogitare)

—

fi(Soj.iai, meditor.

W. 3. nnpiyd, V. menit, P. meneth=
Lat. nions ; emineo ?

naue (gen.), noe=navis, vavg. [Skr.

nuv, ««!/.]

n<'zaJfATm.(z=dh)^=VT]9siv,vi.etv,nere?

nert, K.nertli (virtus) ; avijp, Osc. Umbr.
ner, Sab. Lat. nei-io, Nero.

W. 2. 3. oet. (aetas), 3. hoedel hoedyl

(vita), oetaivc oedawc (aetate provec-

tu8)^Lat. aetas i (v could have
dropped out as well in Celtic as in

Latin, but compare also the still un-
explained ui, oe in the verbal substan-

tives).

[saiget'] ,W. 3 sacth,V, seili^=La.t. sagitta

[borrowed ?]

"• [Compare with this rather Old Norse /leUl, omen.]
^'•' [Castrinii is probably for cad-trwn, and cannot be connected with caihair,

gen. catltrach^^an Old Celtic *ca(ura.r, cfr. cataraclon.']
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sa(=Lat. saqum. su- [W. /(e-]=Skr. s«-, Gr.

*sai/Uni=a\Xofiat, salio (Goth, salta a tar, W. 2. trus, 3. dros, P. dris dri/s

(Ann. dreki)=La.t. trans, Umbr. iraf.

*sa7naU; W. 1. tarater, 2. taradi/)-=^Tipsrpov,

terebra.

tarvos (Gaulish), 0. Gaedh. tarb, W. 2.

tarUjP. taroiv=taurus, ravpoQ^COnse-

quently to be separated from Slav.

iuru, O. Norse bior, Goth, sttitr).

tir, K. tir (terra) nearest affinity^Osc.

teerum (possibly Lat. terra).

\_uan, W. 3. oen, Y. oin^=agnus, for

avignus, " ewe-born" ?]

different form)
samail samal (similitudo):

amail amal (=dat. loc. *samair) W.
2. mal, P. avel, Arm. eiiel (ut); cos-

mail cosrnuil cosmil (==*consamali), W.
3. hiffeli/p kyffelyb (consimilis)—Lat.

similis.

W. 3. sarff=Skx. sarpa, Lat. serpens

(epTTiTOv).

sciatk (0. Arm. scoit-, scoet-)='Lat.

scutian ? (the vowel is different).

seek (praeter, extra, supra), K. hep heb urde, W. 3. gwyrd, V. gmrt
(sine)^ec«s, E/cac. viridis.

W. 2. helic, V. Ae%e«=Lat. safe. Jditk=La,t. vates (borrowed?).

§. 3. Glossarial a.ffinities of the Celtic, Classic, Teutonic, and
Lito-Slavonian languages.

Otliers may no doubt be placed side bj side witli Latin ones,

but are not the less Teutonic, Slavonian, and Lithuanian. The
following occur more or less generally, for instance:

—

WORDS AND ROOTS COMJION TO THE CELTIC AXD CLASSIC LANGUAGES, BUT
ALSO FODXD IN THE TEUTONIC, SLAVONIAN, AND LITHUANIAN.

accus ocus (vicinus), comacus (vicinus), ar (root) (arare)
;
general in all Euro-

comaicsiu f. (vicinia), "W. 3. agos, P. pean languages.

ogas (vicinus), W. 2. kauacus, 3. athlr (K. tat, like Gr. TSTTa)=pater

kyfngos (propinquitas, vicinitas), V.
carogos (aninis, consanguineus)

—

first in the Greek iyyvQ, ayx^, but

also Lat. angustus, O.H.G. angi;

Slav, aza jqza, qzu vazti (vinculum),

Jjiih. anksztas ankszta (N.H.G. e?i9e).

The conjunction acus ocus ocuis (et)

appears to be a dat. loc, as it has the

power of aspiratmg. From the same
root comes orte oclde (necessitudo).

Tra-t'ip, Goth, fadur ; is wanting in the

Slav, and Lith., which again differ

from each otlier.

ben, ban (mulier), V. benen (sponsa),

beneimd (iemmn), benenuat (matrona),

P. bengn (muUer), pi benynas^yvvi^,

Boeot. jiava, Slav, zena, Goth, qvens

qvino, O.H G. chona ; is wanting in

the Latin and Lithuanian (however
there is Prus. ^ganna).

compare Lat. angor, angiistia, Slav, bar, ber (root), (ferre) general.

jeza (morbus). Interchange be- brdthair brdthir,W. l.braut,3. bratctT^l.

tween cc and ng occurs elsewhere

likewise, e. g. in cumacc, cumang,
cumacht.

oile,K. an=^aUus, dWog, Goth, alls alja-

(O.H.G. ali- in some few words,

among which may be mentioned

brodyr, V. brand broder, Arm. pi.

hreuder^frater, (por]T)]p (Zeitschr.

VII. 436), Goth. bro\>ar, Slav, bratru

bratu, Lith. brolis.

bou (see supra)= O.H.G. chuo, Slav.

govedo, Lettish gows
elithioiic, as was already observed by biu be'o (vivus), bethu beothu (vita), heod

Graff= W. 2. nlldut, pi. alltudion)

in this form (with /) it is wanting in

the Slav, and Lith.

ainm (see supra)=Gotli. namo, Slav.

ime, Prussian emnes.

dis dis, Gen. disa aisso, o'lssa desa (aetas),

W. 1. ois (seculum), 3. oe,'; (vita). V

(vivus), biud (victus, esca), beoigidii

(vivificat) ; W. 3. byw. Arm. beo, P.

beu (vivus), V. biu (vita), W. 3. byivyt

m., Arm. buez hultez, P. beicnas beiu-

nans (vita). Arm. beuaj (vivam), P.
iewe(vivere) ; vivus, jiioc, Goth, qi.us,

Lith. gyvas Slav, zivu, etc.

/»h's (seculum), P.
0J/.9

(aetas) ; nearest cride n. ^Kapcia, cor, Goth, hairto,

affinity=Skr. dyus, but then also aiu}v, Lith. szirdis, Slav, sriidice.

aevum, Goth, aivs, O.H.G. ewa ; is canun (curvus, obhquus), dat. pi. ca7n-

wanting in the Slav, and Lith. maib, cammderc (strabo), camthuisil
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(casus obliqui), W. 2. 3. Arm. V.
cnm. (ciirvus), V. camfiinsir (injus-

tus), Gaul. Camha, Camhodininm,

MoptKafifSi} ; Gr. KafiiTTiu, Lith. Pam-
pas a corner, kumpas crooked.

\_cmi, Lat. nux for cniix, knot, Eng. 7m1.'\

crmm f., Y.prif, ^Y. 3. pri/f(yenms)=
vermin, Goth, vmtrms, Lith. (ktrmis),

kmnele', klrminas, Slav. czruvt,czrivi

(but cz)-um7nu),—Gr. 'iX/iivg?).

cu; K. d^^Kvwv, canis, Goth, hunch,

Lith. szu (Slav, suka, sobaka).

W. 3. ciidyaw (abscondere, celare), P.

cuthe, Arm. cuzet (occultare)=/c£ir0w,

further Lat. cutis, O.H.G. hiit f.,

hutta f.

"W. 3. keffyl (equus vilis)=Lat. cahallus

(KofidWtjs probably borrowed), Slav.

kohjjla, kobylica, koni, Lith. kume'le,

kumefukas, (kmnas, probably bor-

rowed).

[_d&'], W. 1. dacr-Ion (uvidus), pi. W. 3.

dagreu, P. dagrow (lacrimae)=5aKpj^,

la'cr-ima, Goth, tacjr, Lith. aszara;

is wanting in Slav.

daui- (quercus), daurauch (quercetum),

daurde doirde (quernus), derucc

(glans), W. 3. V. dar, pi. deri, Sg.

W. 3. derwen^^ (quercus) ; Sopv, ^qiiq,

Goth, triu, Slav, drevo (arbor), druva

(ligua), Lith. derva ; is wanting in

the Latin. [? Dr. Siegfried compares
laurus from daunts, as lingua from
dingua, lacrima from dacrbna,

etc.]

dam (root) (in the Celtic, with a pecu-

liar application of meaning) : fodai-

mim-se (patior, tolero), W. l.guodeim-

isauch (sustulistis), P. gotheff gothe-

vell, Arm. gouzaf gouzaff {iolevave)

=:^domo, Sajxa^ii), Goth, tiinun, tamjan.

da, K. dant m. (V. dans, pi. W. 3.

danned)^=dens, oSoic, Goth, tuiipus,

O. Norse tonn, O.H.G. zand zan,

Lith. danfts ; is wanting in Slav.

dess, W. 2. dehou, 3. deheu, P. di/ghou:=

St^wQ, dexter, Goth, taihsvx, Slav.

rfesiHM ; Lith. deszine (dextra).

dia (dies), W. 2. diu dihu, 3. dyw along

with </yrf, V. det, P. c(y</i c/e^^, pi.

dethiow. Arm. rfe/a, pi. diziou=LaX.

dies, Slav. (/(Hi, Lith. dend ; it is

wanting with this meaning in Ger-
man and Greek.

dia (deus), W. 2. din dyu dyuu dyhu
du/m duo, 3. duw, V. dug. Arm. doe

—W. 2. duyunul (divinus)=f/fi(/.v,

Gfof (?), Lith. divas, Lettish dews;

is wanting in German and Slavonian.

[But cf. O.N. tivar " gods".]

dorus, W. 1. [drus'\, dor, j)!. 3. doreu,

W. 3. drws, V. darat^Gvpa, fores,

Goth, daur dauro, Lith. diirys, pi.

Slav. rfyM.

ec/i, K. ep^egttus, 'iirvoQ, O. Sax. e/»/,

0. Norse. ?or; Lith, dszva (eqna);

is wanting in Slavonian.

W. 3. V. Arm. elin, (ulna)=Goth.
aleina, uXiin], Lat. ulna ; in the

Lith. Slav, there is another suffix,

where it is not wholly different.

gaim-red, W. 1. gaenu 2. 3. gayaf, V.
goyf. Arm, gouaff—W. 3. kynnhaeaf,

V. kyniaj (auctumnus, i.e. forewinter)

=^hiems, xtaiv %f(/ifc)j', Lith. zema,

Slav, zima ; is wanting in German.

1, gen (root Skr. Jan)—in gigno (g)nas-

cor, yiyvofiai, yevvaw, Goth, kuni,

N.H.G. kind, Slav, zentt (gener),

Lith. gmti; appears in Celtic partly

with g : vogigned (nascebatur), ro-

gen(a)ir (mitus est), doge'ntar gentar

gtfnthir (fiet), dogniu (facio), fogni

(servit), gm'm (factum), fogndm
(servitus), congnam (contributio),

gne'tliid (operarius), gein (ortus) Z.

466, gen. geine Z. 1043, geinddae,

(genitalis), W. 3. Arm. ganet, P.

genys (natus), W. 2. guneyr (fit), 3.

gwnaf{{ado, iaciam')='P.gwraff,graj,

Arm. groaff graf gruif griff, etc.

;

partly with c ; ceiiel (natio, gens,

genus), cene'Iae (genus), cene'lach

(generalis), cena^htgud (generatio)=

W. 1. ce?i/<o/ (generatio), cenitolaidou

(natales), 2. kenedel, 3. kenedl kcnedyl

(genus), V. kinethel (generatio)=

ykvtOXov.

2 gen. (root—Skr. jtia')—in yiyviixsKW,

{g)nosco, Goth, kan, Lith. iindu, Slav.

znaj(i. ; 0. Gaedh. adgc^n-sa adgeuin

(cognosce), etargeiuin (noscit), gn€
(ratio), aithgne (sapiens, n. cognitio),

irgnae, etargne, etarcne (cognitio),

itargninim (sapio prudentia), nom-

etargnigedar (me commemorat).
ithim (mando), estar (edit), W. 3. ryt

yssu (comesum esse); the primitive

d in W. 2. kenedac (comessatio,

epulae) ; the root ad is general. (The
derivational ith (puis), W. 1. iot

"pulsum" appears to correspond to

the Greek dSap).

W. 3. ieuanr, pi. ieueinc, V. iouenc

j'ouonc, P. yunk, sup. W. 2.3. ieuhaf;

O. Gaedii. dclachdi (juvenilia),

^^ Erroneously explained in Zeitschr. VII. 211 i—cn is singulativ.
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6c7nil (tiro) =juvems (juvencus),

Goth, jtiggs compar. juhiza, Lith.

jdunas, Slav, j'unu (Servian jmiak
hero), (Gr. »;/?»; ?).

AV. 1. ion, V. ieu=jii(jiini, ?vyoe, Goth.
juk, Slav. «^o (/. e.- j?(/o instead of

jurio), Lith. jimgas.

lagait (parvitas), la'u/'m Iikjh (minor),

lugimem (minimam), W. 3. llei (minor)—iXaaawv; Lat. levix, Slav, ligukii,

Lith. lenrjvas, Goth. /ei7«^s.

/a«, W. 3. /A7(t'w, P. Arm. (en leiin (ple-

nus), O. Gaedh. lane Idine (impletio),

/««//(«//(impleti), h'nmaire (plenitudo)

=j)lenus, Slav, plunu, Lith. jnlitas^

Goth, ./(///.s (i. e. fufus), the Greek
has only the root, not the same deri-

vatives; Goth. (fuUjan) and Celtic

have verbs derived from it : W. 3.

llanw (implere), O. Gaedh. forlun
(abundavit), rolin (implevit), comal-
vadar (implet), linud (explere).

il, compar. Uu, etc. See Beitr., I.

340.

leth led (latus, dimidium), ^ latus,

Tr\aroi\ O.H.G. licit plat.

leihan, W. I. litati (latus)

—

TrXarvg,

Lith. pldtus, Goth, bruids.^^

iiijini (lingo)^\£t'xw! Ungo, Goth, laigo,

Lith. laizau, Slav. fc^.

malg (root); Mod. Irish meUgm]ik, old

gloss do omalgg mulxi, Z. 71 ; every-

where.
wi««(root): rommunus rommunns (scio,

didici), domuinur-sa domoiniur dome'-

nar-sa (puto, spero), admuinur (volo),

ni citman liiii (nescio) and many deri-

vatives ; W. 2. menoent (voluerint), 3.

mynych mynnych (vis, voles), inynnlr,

(placet), P. mynny (vis), Arm. menaf
metmaf minif (volo, posco, cogito),

W. 3. gofyn, P. govynny (interrogare);

memini, nkfiova, Goth, man, Slav.

pameti (memoria) &c.

mar (ro'ot) : inarb (mortuus), W. 2. Arm.
maru (niori)

;
general (German and

Greek only in derivatives).

mdtfiir, suppressed in Kymric by the

endearing word mam (=*mamma),
preserved however in V. ?nodereb, W.
1. pi. modreped (matertera),^=maYc;-,

fiijTtjp, O.H.G. muotar, Slav, mad;
Lith. mote' (mulier).

meddn, W. 2. meun, 3. mywn (medius,

medium) : cognate words everywhere
even tliough nowliere with this suffix.

meliin (molo), dainll-si (ecUs)
;
general

(Gr. i^ivXt] along with dXeio).

wij" (Beitr. 1. 4G1), \_!7iistae menstruus],
W. 2. mis, 3. 7nys, V. mis^=ni)v, Ion.

fisig, moisis, Lith. menu (instead of
mines), Slav, ineseci; deviating some-
what Goth, mena (luna), me)iu\>s

(mensis).

7nuir, K. moi- (mare); general (Gr.

irXrjfiixvpig).

masc (root—otherwise ??tisc) : cummasc
gen. ciannusc (commutatio), commes-
catar (miscentur), V. conwiisc, W.
3. cymysc (mixtio), P. kemeskis,

kemyskis (commixtio), Arm. kei7i-

meski (misceo) ; 0. Gaedh. cumsciget

(mutant), rochiunscigther (immuta-
tum est), 7iicumscaichthi (non mutan-
dum est), do not appear to belong
to this root, because of co7wsciget

(mutant), co/iroscaigissiu (summe-
visti), conoscaige-siu (admoveto)

;

misceo, niayw, Lith. 77iaiszyti, Slav.

7nesiti, O.H.G. 7niscjan.

in niuhi (in nubibus) =^ vecpEXr), nebula,

O.H.G. ni/jul; Slav. Lith. another
suffix, and partly another significa-

tion.

noct ; O. Gaedh. i/i7ioc(h)t (hac nocte),

[W. L he7iuid], K. 7ios (nox)
;
general.

ml, [recte nua'] nue nuae, niiide (novus,
novicius)

;
general in forms which

partly correspond to the Skr. 7iava,

and partly 7iavya.

V. o»(=Lat. ag7ius, Ch. Slav. ag7iica,

agnici jagnici, ag/ie jagne.

din den, K. ?»t=Lat. unus (0. Lat.
oe/ios), Goth, ains, Lith. venas, Lett.

we7is. [Prus. ains.']

V. palfi.^pahiia, TraXdur], Aug. Sax.
O.H.G. >//««.

W. 3. V. rud (ruber) ; general.

roth=LsLt. 7-ota, O.H.G. 7-ad, Lith.
ratas.

sahmn, V. haloin halein (sal)=sa^, uXq,
Slav, soil; Goth. salt.

[swan], W. 3. V. Arm. hun=somnus,
v-TTvoQ, Slav, simii (Lith. sdpnas, Lett.
sapnis a dream), O. Norse srefn.

sriith (rivus, fluvius, torrens), W. 2.

frut f., 3. frivt., Y.f)-ot=8kT. srotas
;

Gr. pea; (ffpepu)), Slav, struja struga,

O.H.G. stroum, Thracian ^rpvfiMv,
Lith. sraiime.

V. hveger (socrus), hvigeren (socer)=:
tKvpog tKvpd, socer socrus, Slav.
svekru, svekry svekruvi, Goth, svaihra,
svaihro.

W. 3. sych = siccus (O.H.G. Useh,
bisihan Graff VI, 133?), Gr. guvkoq

[Much nearer is Old Norsey?a/r=English^a^]
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(ffavxfioc, o-anffapof, but also aiixfiog, Arm. ti t)j, V. ti—from which tigerne,

avxi-itipog), Lith. saiisas, Ch. Slav. dat. tigerni (dominus), AV. l.tigern;

suchu. cf. Lat. tug-urinm; Gr. rkyog, O.
sethar siur (also siar, fiar according to Norse JjctA-, O.H.G. dach, Lith. stogas

Stokes), W. 3. chwior, pi. chwaer (roof). [Ir. a-staig.']

chwioryd, V. piur [recte huir'] := temel m. (obscuritas), W. 3. tyivyll (ob-

Goth. sijfs^ar, Slav, ses^ra, Lith. sesiV, scurus, obscm-itas), V. tivulgou, P.
Lat. soror ; it is wanting in Greek, tevolgoiv (teuebrae)=Slav. tuna, Lith.

unless perhaps 'irapoQ sraipoc-belougs ia/nsa, Lat. tenehrae, temere (blindly),

to it. O.H.G. demar (crepusculum) ; it is

1 sak (root—to follow) : sechem (sequi), wanting in Greek.

saigim (adeo), doseick (persequitur), Itana], W. 3. teneu (tenuis), P. tenewen
saichdetu (consequentia), sechbntid (latus) ; tenuis, ravabq raw-, O.H.G.
(sectator)^se7!<o?-, 'iiroiJiai, Goth. sa~ dinini, Slav, tiniku.

kan, sokjan, Lith. sekli. tiiath, K. tut (populus)^Lith. Lett.

2 sak (root—to say) : saigid (loqui, Prus. tauta, Osc. tuvtu, Umbr. toto,

disputare), saiged (dicit), dosaig Goth. \>iuda ; it is wanting in Slav,

(dicit), saiges (g. dicit), insce (sermo), and Gr. (as in Lat.).

W. 3. heb (inquit)=t«sece, 'ivvtirt, og, V. uy, W. 2. pi. uyeu=ovmn, t^ov,

Lith. sakaii, O.H.G. sagen. O.H.G. ei, Pol. j'ajc, Ch. Wav. ai-ce

sad (root—to sit) : insddaim (jacio), jaice ; it is wanting in Lithuanian.^^

dordsat, doforsat (condidit, consti- fich (municipium, ^a.gns)^=vicus, oIkoq,

tuit), adsaitis (residebant), sosad Goth, vei/is ve/is, Slav, insi (prae-

sossad (turris, positio), sinde (sessio), dium), Lith. vcsz-pats lord, v'dse'ti to

suidiguth siudigud (positio) ; W. 3. be a guest.

gor-sed-ua (sedes sublimis), P. set-va fer, V. gur, W. 3. gwr (ground form
(sedes), settyas (posuit)=(tw, sedeo, * v/m)^Lat. vir, Goth, voir, O.H.G.
Goth, sitan, Slav, shti, Lith. s'e'sti. u-'dr (icernlt honiinum aetas, seculum,

W. 3. /leuf, V. heuul, P. houl (sol)
;
per- generatio), Lith. vyrus, Lett, icirs

;

haps, also, O. Gaedh. soillse f. (lu- it is wanting in Slav, and Gr.
men) ?:^Goth. sa»(7, Lith. saM^t, Lat. _/ec?6, V. fir«,e(/eM=Goth. induvo, SI.

sol (doubtful Gr. ii\ioQ=^afk\ioQ, it vXdova, Prus. uiddeicii, Lat. vidua

;

Avould be much better to consider it it is wanting in Greek ; i^iOeoc is

with Curtius^awsiY?); Slav, sluntce scarcely connected,

(deviates). fescor, W. 3. urher, V. gurthuper, P.
[Gaulish <S'ewo-magus] , sen, K. Aen=Lat. givesper, Arm. gousper^vesper, finre-

sen-ex (Gr. 'ivt]), Jjith. sdnas old, senis poQ, luith. vdkaras, Slav, veczeru; it

an old man, Goth, sin-eigs sintsta, is wanting in German.
O.H.G. siniscalc; it is wanting in W. 1. gulan, V. gluan, Arm. gloan=^
Slavonian. Goth, vulla, Lith. vMna, Slav, vluna,

teg tech (domus), gen. idul-taigce (fani), Lat. lana ? ; Gr. tpiov is another
dat. taig (the fundamental form is, form,

consequently, *tagi), "W. 3. ty, pi. tei,

To tliese are to be added the generally recurring roots Skr.

as, bJiu, dhd (O. Gaedh denim (facio), Ann. doen doan, P. doyn
(facere), and in the British compounds W. 3. hydaf, P. hethaff^

Arm. hezaff, hizif), vid, gru (in all European tongues klu)

and the numerals below 1000. If some of them are wanting

in individual languages, it does not signify much for our pre-

sent object, as here also we find everywhere agreements between
the north and south. For example, dmni [?] and the root

sru are wanting in the Latin, vasJcara, ghaima in the Teutonic,

*" [The Teutonic words are scarcely coimt'cted with tlie Greek and Latin :

O.H.G. ei, O.N. egg, A. Sax. Ugy ; Crimean Gothic uda, point to original

ADDIA, compare Skr. aiidn, egg.]
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svastar, tamas, vidhavd in the Greek, dvja in tlie Lithuanian,

nkva, dacru, dant, sdna, and the root sah in the Slavonian.

Even the absence ofwords from two languages (eg. Lat. and Lith.

gand, Teut. and Gr. diva, Slav, and Gr. sduala, tcmtd, vira,

aina, Teut. and Slav, daiva) becomes for vis of higher significa-

tion, only when these are the two nearest related languages, say

Latin and Greek, or Slavonian and Lithuanian.

§. 4. Glossarial ajjinities of the Celtic, Classic, and Teutonic

languages.

Of words which are wanting in the Lithuanian and Slavonian,

the Celtic has the following in common with the two Classic

languages and Teutonic : aile, athir, elin, palf, nnde ( ?) With
the Greek and Teutonic it has, for example

:

-^ORDS AND ROOTS COMJION TO CELTIC, GREEK, AND TEUTONIC.

dark- (root—Skr. drg) : ^\j-m. derch (as-

pectus), 0. Gaedh. airdircc erdirc

irdircc, pi. erdarcai (conspicuus^
irepiCtpKtfs ?), erdaircigidir (conce-

lebrat)^^£|OK:(u, O.H.G. zorht zoraht,

zorft.
* K. garan^yspavog, O.H.G. chran-vh

(in the form) in opposition to Lat.

grus, Lith. gerv'e f., Slav, zeravlt

(* geravjas) in.

lang (root) : loingtech (acceptus, gratus),

fidang (tolorare), immefoihgai imme-

Jolngai i>n?noIhgni (ef&cit), immeJorVmg
imforling (efficit)^this form shows
the composition, contrary to Zeuss

756, notwithstanding nrafuham (tole-

remus)

—

indlung (findo), iiid/nck (dis-

ceptatio), cinmlenguithi (congredien-

dum) ; cf. Xayxdvo) ? O. H. G. ga-
tingan.

trag (root) : Gaul, ver-tragus ; O. Gaedh.
traig, K. troit (pes) ; rp6x<^) Goth.
\ragja.

ban ben (root): dofmbnitnm (succido),

elirdibnet (perimunt), imdibeyiar (ab-

sciditur), immerindhed (circumcisus

est), b^men pi. (vulnera, plagae), [P.

bom,bum'],tdbe (decisio), nebthdbe neph-

thobe (praeputium), imdibe (circum-

cisio), etardibe (iuterritus), ia.* (mors),

bathacli (moribundus) ; secondary root

balm : epU (interit), atbela (morietur)

=(p(v in (povog, Tr'i<pvov, Treipi'iffo/iai,

6cvvi](pa-oc, Goth, barija a wound,
O.H.G. bana f. (homicidium), bano
m.(occisor),6o?w« (quatere, exercere),

O. Norse bana to kill, 6a?»' m. (occisor,

homicidium).

(?) borg (borcc, borggde),T.burges(huT-

gensis)^Goth. baurgs, also Gr. -Kvp-

yoQ (cpovoKOQ)"} — (may have been
borrowed from the German).

gen, dat. giun (os, oris)—compare xaivw,

O.H.G. ginen ginvn ? ; the Latin
hiare has different forms.

\_scatli^, Y. scod (umbra)^Goth. ska-

dus, Gr. ffKoroc?

sid, W. 3. hedwch (pax)=Goth. sidus,

Gr. iBoc, ii9oQ?

The following are Celtic, Latin (or Italic), Teutonic:

WORDS AND ROOTS COMMON TO CELTIC, LATIN (OR ITALIc), AND TEUTONIC.

ad- 0. Gaedh. only in combinations, as

already in Gaulish, Kymric ad- and
at (difficult 1 o be distinguished from
aitk=*atisee Beitr. L 312)=Lat.
ad, Goth. at. [But also Lith. at.']

asit, K. esel (membrum)^Lat. ala,

axUla, O.H.G. ahsaja ?

al (root): notail (qui te alit), altram

(nutritio)—Lat. alo, Goth, alan,

aljan, O.Norse ala.

[caecli], V. cuic (luscus, monophthal-
mus)=Goth. liaihs ; Lat. caeciis.

W.S. crgck (Gaul. Crixus'i), O. Gaedh.
crichaih (sulcis), W. 1 . cricked (ruga)

=Lat. crispus ; O.H.G. hrus.

Gaulish, Kapvov rr,v adXTTiyya, Hcsych.
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((capwS, Schol, U. (T, 219), Kym. corn W. 1. taguel, 2. taicel (silens), W. 3.

=Lat. cormi, Goth, haurn. tewi (tacere), W. 3. P. tmv (tace)=
gabor (caper), W. 2. V. gaimr, W. 3. Lat. tacere, Goth. \)ahan ?

gafar (capra) = Lat. caper, capra, rect recht (lex), W. 2. reith reyth reis

O. N. hafr, Ang. Sax. hdfer, (lex). Arm. reiz rez (rectus, Justus)

gab (root), Kymr. cav (i. e. cabh')= ^Lat. rectus, Goth, railits, O.H.G.,
Lat. capio, Goth, hafja. O. Sax. reht n.

b',W. 3. Uiw, P. lyio (splendor, color, tenge, gen. sing. pi. tengad=^Got\\.

gloria)—V. Uuor (pictor), disUu (de- tuggo, Lat. lingua (dingua), although

formis)—Lat. liveo Vwor Uvidus, with a different suffix in each lan-

O.H.G. pli pliwes lead (Stokes). guage.

nat/iir, V. nader=^l>at. natrix, Goth. dro(/ droch,W.B. drwCj'P. drok (mains),

}>adr, O.H.G. natra natara. (The W. 3. dnjcket (malitia), 0. Gaedh.
0. Gaedh. with its declension, stands drochgnim, ace. pi. drochgnimu

as it were midway between Teutonic (malefactum), V. drocger (infamia),

and Latin). drocgeriit (infamis), drochoberor

nessa, superl. nesfl7«=0sc. Umbr. ne- (maleficus)—cf. Lat. trux, O. H. G.
simo, Goth, nehv-, already alluded to. triugan — Skr. root druh. [cf.

[ni'ae], V. noi=Lat. nepos, O.H.G. nefo, rpvx^ <*]

A. Sax. nefa, and V. guins, P. gwyns, Arm. guent (i.e.

necht, V. no(V:=Lat. neptk, O.N., A. Kymr. *gtiint)=La.t. ventus, Goth.
Sax., O.H.G. mft, O.H.G. niftila. vinds. [Skr. vdta.-]

[nid'], V. ?ie/£/=Lat. nidus, A. Sax., caille (velamen)—cf. Lat. occido, celo,

O.H.G., nest. (The Slav, gnezdo is O.H.G. /lehin, heli f. (amictus, vela-

obscure.) mentum), Goth. fiu/Jan, O.H.G.
V. pwc=Lat. piscis, Goth.^A-^s. /ni/hi (hiille)

;
[caille is probably bor-

[n, gen.] rig,Y. ruy=Jjat. rex, Goth. rowed from /;a//n/w.]

reiks (O.H.G. ric/d).

§. 5. Glossarial affi.nities of the Celtic, Teutonic, and Lito-

Slavonian languages.

Amonoj the words tlie Celtic has in common with the Teu-
tonic, Lithuanian, and Slavonian, besides those above quoted,

which recur in Latin or Greek, we must no doubt remove
many more which have come into all or several of these

languages in the same way, by borrowing from the Latin, as for

example: angelus=.\A\h.. cmgelas, Ch. Slav, anigelu, O.H.G.
a7igil, engil (Got. aggilus from the Greek), O. Gaedh. angel

aingel; or apostolus— \a\\\. apdsztalas, Ch. Slav, apostolu (Goth.

apaustaulus), O.H.G. postul, Arm., Corn, apostol, O. Gaedh.

apstal. Mutual borrowing among the other languages did not

take place to anything like the same extent, and we run

much less risk of mistaking the apparent relationships due to

borrowing for primitive relationships, in this case, than in the

comparison of the Celtic and Latin. The Cornish has borrowed

the most from the Teutonic languages (especially from the

English), like the Armoric from tlie Romance (Frencli), next

to them the Welsh ; the mutual influence between Gaedhelic and
the Teutonic tongues may be considered as evenly balanced.

The following are certainly borrowed: V. mesclen N.H.G.
muschel, redior=Kng. reader, hering Eng. herring, hot (capu-

tium)=:Eng. hat, roche (fannus), streing (fibula)= Eng. string,
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P. streh (radius sanguinis), strehis (plagae)=5/r<Xt', V. strifor

(contentiosus), P. sfr^^ (contentio), strevye (altercari)=:sfni-e;

W. 3. helym helm, iarll (comes) = O.N. iarl, A. Sax. eorl,

ysl{e)ipanu, to draw or tie (a bow), ysicein pi. ysiveinieit:=0. N.
sioei7i (Eng. swai7i), ysmio(j (vapom-) = Engl, smoke. On the

other hand, W. 2. 3. talu (solvere) and the German zahlen have,

perhaps, come from a common source.

The agreements of the Celtic -u^th all three languages, or, at

all events, with the Teutonic and Slavonian, at the same time,

are certainly not exceedingly numerous, but for the most part

all the more significant. Thus we again meet in Celtic with

certainly a part, and very probably others, of those very words
and forms which Schleicher has pointed out as exclusively

common to the Teutonic and Slavonian.

SVORDS AND KOOTS COMJION TO CELTIC, LITHUANIAN, SLAVONIAN, AND
TEUTONIC.

a6o// (malus), W. 2. aball (mali), abal-

len, 2. 3. V. auallen f. malus), P.

ai;e//(pomum), W. 3. aun/, pi. ou ileii

aueleu (poraa), /uvi/lbre7mi {maWy^A.
Sax. dppel, Frisian appel, O.H.G.
aphid aphol, 0. Norse eplin. (malum);
Lith. obdh f. (malus), dbu/as^Lett.
dbols (malum); S\b,v. jaLIilko jabluka
(pomum), abluni abhnl jabluni (ma-
lus).

crocann, crocenn (receptaculum), W. 3.

crocluiim (vas, oUa), V. crogen (con-

cha)—cf. O.H.G. kruog (lagena,

amphora); Ch. Slav, kruczagu (vas

fictile), kruczimlidca a drinking house,

kruczivlinku host ; Lith. karczama
a drinking house (N.H.G. krug)—
Lett. krCgs borrowed.—

?

crauell f. W. 2. (pala fornacea), V.
grauior (sculptor)—Goth, graban,

SI. grebq, (fodio), groba (sepulcrum),
Lith. grabas; the root is also no
doubt Gr. (ypd^w), but with this sig-

nification it is, according to Schlei-

cher, Teutonic and Slavonian.

doddUiit (fundo)./of/a7/ (distinguit),/o«-

drodil (qui id divisit),Jbdlaidi (divi-

dendus), fodail /odd (divisio)—also

dd (gratus), dilin, ddem ; ddes (pro-

prius, certus, lidelis)?—W. 1. didaid

(expers)^Gotb. dndjan (dividere),

SI. dlUti, Lith. dahjti, Lett, dallit to

share, Prus. deUieis imper. share with;

Goth, dads, Lith. dahs f. a share.

W. 1. drogn (coetus), drag (factionem),

i.e. no doubt drogg drong— cf. the

perhaps Gaulish, '<?r(/??y«s (a troop)

with its im-Latin aidant [c?r]—Goth.

driugan to perform military service,

gadiauhts a warrior, O.H.G. truhtiu

(dominus), tnditinc (paranymphus),
O. Norse drott f., pi. drottir a troop,

servants, drottinn lord, drottning

queen ; Lith. draiigas, dratigalas a
companion, partner, SI. drugii (socius,

alter, amicus), Lett, draudse {i.e.

* drai/gia) a community.
dii do, K. do dy di ?y^Goth. du, A. Sax.

to, O.H.G. zazizuo, Slav, do, Lith.

da-, is wanting in 0. Norse.
Ir. droighean, "Welsh draen has been
compared by Grimm (Gesch. d. d.

Spr. 1028) with Slav, trum'i, Goth.
\iaiirnus ; this comparison is, how-
ever, only right if a guttural be sup-
posed to have fallen out in the Skr.
trna, Goth, and Slav., so that Lat.
tnincus and Gr. ripx^^S might also be
connected therewith. 0. Gaedh. drai-

gen (" pirus") and V. drain (spina), pi.

V. Arm. drein, P. dregn, are found in

Zeuss along with 0. Gaedh. driss

(vepres), dristenach (dumetum), W.
3. drgssien f. (frutex)—

?

V. er (aquila)^Goth. ara, Lith. eris

(Beitr. I. 234), ere'Iis,' Lett, erglis,

Slav. ordu.

[ffe'cQ, V. guit {a,uca),i.e. *gidd (anser)=^
N.H.G. ^e;(<e?-, A. Sax.(/««f//-«, O.H.G.
ganzo, Phny gantu ; also Lith. ghi-
dras (a stork) ?

marig mace (root) (already spoken of in

the Zeitschr. VI. 238 in the significa-

tion augere, also in existence in deri-

vatives mar (magnus), jnacc (fihus)

—

the Goth, mag (possum)=Sl. mogq:,
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Lith. muL-H mokc'ti (to be able, to un-

derstand, to count, pay), etc., are spe-

cially represented by O. Gaedh. cu-

maing cumuing (valet), cuinang (i^O-

testas, posse), cumacc (potens),c«wac/(<

ciimacht(a)e n. (potentia)=VV. 3. ki/-

foeth kyuoeth (potestas), 0. Gaedh.
cumaclitach (potens), comp. cumacht-

chu (potior)=W. 3. hjuoethaivc (po-

tens), V. chcjuidoc (" omnipotens").

Especially the Lithuanian tenuis

agrees in a wonderful manner with

the Celtic forms.

imnicc inenic, W. 3. mynych,^. menotigh

(frequens)=Goth. manags, Slav.

mnogu (raultus) ; 0. Gaedh. meince

(abundantia)=;Goth. manugei, N. H.G.
vienge ; mencain (penus).

nocht-chenn (nudus capite), P. noytli.

Arm. noaz = Goth. naqva\>s, O.
Norse naktr (nakinn), O.H.G. nachat;

Slav, nagu, Lith. niigus.—The Lat.

nudus is a different form ; it is want-
ing in Gr.

W. 3. printvf, V. gur priot (sponsus).

Arm. j>riet (maritus)=O.H.G.y;')'M(/(/

///(///, I\LH.G. vriedel (amasius), also

used for the husband)—Lith. /;/•<'-

telius, SI. prijdteli (amicus). Either

priawt is to be compared with brawt

(frater), therefore almost exactly^
O.ll.G. friudil, &c. (with Z for r),or a
participle (amatus), to which the

Welsh per. pass. W. 3. -at, -ef, -it,

-wyt, -awt), and Arm. part, {-et) ac-

curately agree ; in the latter case the

a.d^.priaiot (proprius),—from whence
also W. 2. umpriodaur (non possi-

dens),—represents the Homeric (piKoq

and N.H.G. " wertk'" (cf. yny pr'uiwt

person, in (his) proper person). It is

in any case one of the most interest-

ing agreements between the Celtic,

German, Slavonian, and Lithua-
nian.

sil (semen), W. 3. heu (serere), heivyt

(satuni est)—connects itself to a root

form, which, according to Schleicher,

is exclusively Germano - Slavonian

:

Goth, saian, SI. sejati, Lith. se'ti,

sekla, se'mens.

The root rdd, no doubt general, but
in certain significations only Celtic,

Teutonic, Litho- Slavonian (cf. Beitr.

I. 426 seq.)

snecJiti (nives)—the root is general
(fundamental form *siugh), but the
i- has only been preserved in the
northern languages: Lith. s/iegas,

Slav, sntgu, Goth, snaivs (=*s)>aigas,

*snaigvas) ; in the Gr. ayavvKftoQ
there is still a trace {==*ayacvixf^og);
in the Lat. nix nivis (==*nihvis, nigvis)

it has wholly vanished.

Jiait/i i., gen. flaffia Jiatho (imperium),
Jjit{i')thcinnacht f. (gloria, dignitas,

gradus), flnithenmas (gloria), W. 3.

gwlat (regio), pi. gwlndoed girledyd,

V. gulat (patria), P. gii-las (terra)

—

fundamental form *r/iiti with the
same transposition of tlie medial to

the tenuis as in ithim (edo)—V. vu-

ludoc (dives), W. I. guktic (potens),

3. gwledic (imperans, princeps)

—

Goth, valdan, SI. vladiti vlasti vladi^

(imperare), Lith. valdau valdyti,

Lett, louldit (N.H.G. walten, to

govern).

W. 3. gwerth (pretiima), gicerthawr

(pretiosus), P. giverthe (vendere),

gorthye (venerari)—Goth. vair])s,

Lith. vertas, Pruss. wcrts (the latter

was perhaps borrowed, as the Polish
wart certainly was?).

§. 6. Glossarial affinities of the Celtic and Teutonic.

The correspondences witli tlie Teutonic are most nmnerous

;

some of tlicm are no doubt the result of borrowing, Avhile

in the case of others, the relation is not clear; many, how-
ever, give no occasion for such a supposition. Compare for

instance

:

WORDS AND ROOTS COMMON TO CELTIC AND TEUTONIC,

agathur (timet), aiditlii (timendus)=
Gotli. 6g, ogun.

aithirge, ithirge (poenitentia), aidrech

(poi-nitensj, taidirge i. e. do-aithirge

(niisiiricordia), P. eddrek, edrege,

poenitentia):=Goth. idreiga.

arbae orpe n.:=Goth. arJn; orpnm m.,

pi. horpamin=Goih. arUju, ronuirjte

=gnarhja; comarbus (cohered itas)
;

nomerpimm (trado me, confido), 7io-

birpaid (tradite vos, confidite), 7iac/n-

berpidsi (ne conf.), rocrbad (com-
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missum est) pi. roairptha ; innarbar cath, K. cat (pugna)—Gaul. Catiiriges,

(abigitur, reiiiovetur), arcnindarbe Catuslogi—O.H.G. hudu (only in

(ut abigat), narliliiirind(irj>ai-se (quod names), A. Sax. hea^o, M.H.G.,
non me repulit), iirnachitn'ndarj/i- N.H.G. hader.

ther (ue sis exheredatus) represents (?) W. 1. carr, 2. car, Gaul, carriis

exactly N.G.H. enterben. (Caesar). — O.H.G. karra tjarra

baga (contentiones), bagini (glorior), charra f., 0. Norse kerra (appears to

bdgul (praeda)—O.H.G. bcigan biug have come into German through
(contendere, objurgare), bagen (con- borrowing).

tendere), buga f. (conteutio), O. W, 3. craff (firmus), P. cryff, cref
Norse baga (obstare, resistere), baeg- (fortis, gravis), Arm. cref crejf (fir-

jask (vexare, molestare), bugi m. mus, tenax), criff (fortis), craf (ava-

(difficultas), baqr (molestus). rus), W. 3. kyngryfet (aqua fortis),

bidil bind biuii/.W'. l.bidie.II, 2. biajall (se- craffu (f^rtiter incedere), crefft (ars)

curls). 1. lanbiud (handbill)=O.H.G. —cf. O.H.G. clirajt (not in Tatian),

bi/ialjd/,ul bigd j)igi/,M.H.(J,.bU—still A. Sax. craff, 0. Norse fcreftr, and
unexplained in both languages. kramfdi.—

?

bolg bole (uter), Gaul. bidga^^Goih. cruim (curvus)=:O.H.G. chrump, A.
halgs, 0. H. G. pale, O. Norse belgr Sax. crumb (remoter and doubtful

(foilis, uter). Lat. curvus, Lith. krcivas, Slov. krivu).

io/Y/^Goth. baurgs (see supra). W. 2. cussan, V. cussin (osculum)—O.

(?)'V. boe7i=^O.H.G. bocli poe/i, 0. Norse, A. Sax. coss, O.H.G. c/««s.

Norse bokki, A. Sax. bucca—cf. O. dorcfie f. pi. (tenebrae)=A. Sax. deorc,

Gaedh. cidlennbocc ("cynyps'")

—

Eng. dark, O.H.G. tareh, O. Norse
borrowed from the German, accord- dijckr (obscurus).

iug to Grimm. dun (arx), W. 2. 3. din (castellum)=
W. 3. bwa (arcus)—O. Gaedh. fdbocc 0. Norse, 0. Sax. A. Sax. tun, O.H.G.

(arcus ligneus)=0. Norse bogi, A. zun, Engl, town (on the names of

Sax. 6090, O.H.G. bogo poco. jjlaces see Beitr. II., part 1).

W. 3. bwrd bord m., pi. byrdeu (mensa) gabid (furca, patibiilum)^ O.H.G.
=Goth. haiird a board, fotubaurd gabala.

a footstool, O. Norse 6o/<5 n. a board, gaide (pilo praeditus), Gaul. Gaesati,

table, ship, 0. H. G. bort borti borio y«esM7«=0.H.G. ger, A. Sax. gar.

m. (ora, navis, mensa). ge'll (pignus)=;Goth. gild (tributum) ?

W. 3. blodeti, V. blodon (flos)=O.H.G. (see giall).

bluot{ ,M.iI.G. bliiotm.f., j)l. bliiete. V. g/iel (sanguisuga)=O.H.G. egala,

—the Lat.y?os has a different suffix. ecala.

brden (pluvia)=Goth. rign. The root W. 3. gei-thi (virga), V. garthou (sti-

also in /Spsxw, Lat. rigo, the special mulus) may, no doubt, be compared
word-formation only recurring in the with the O.H.G. gartja (switch),

Teutonic. but the Goth. gazds^O.Yi.G. gart,

budid f. {victoria, hTa,dmm),bidds boide, N.H.G. f/erte (goad, switch, whip),

Z. 611 gratiae), /jfu'rfec/i (gratus, con- points to a borrowing into Celtic

tentus), Jio-lmidnib (copiis) ; W. 1. 3. from the Teutonic.

Arm. bud (bradium, victoria, for- giall (obses) (gell (pignus) Z. 64, see

tuna), W. 1. budicaul, 3. budugaivl supra), V. guistel (obses), W. 3.

(victoriosus, feUx), W. 1= bodin (tur- gwystyl (obses, pignus), P. gustle

ma), pi. bodiniou, 3. bydin f.— the (spondere), Arm. ^roesi/a*' (spopondit)

root is the same as in Goth, ana- =0.li.G. gisal?

biudan, faurbiudan (jubere, mandare), Q)glass glas (glaucus), Arm. glisi (Uvor,

the fundamental signification was pro- aegritudo)—O. Norse, O.H.G. glas,

bably to announce^Skr. bodliaydmi A. Sax. gldn (vitrum).

(denimtiare) ; cf. N.H.G. aufgebot Y. grou (arena)— O. ^orse griot (la-

with bodin.—The signification is dif- pides, saxa), A. Sax. great (scobs),

ferent in Slavo-Lithuanian. O.H.G. grioz (glarea).

(?) W. iof/m., pi. 3. 6a£/e;< (scaphae)— (V. lios (ocrea), W. 3. hos(s)an, pi.

cf. O. Gaedh. 6ac/!/rf (naufragium)= fiossaneu (braccae)= O.H.G. fiosa

boot, not High German, 0. Norse (caUga), A. Sax. /ws (calcaneum),
bdtr, A. Sax. but—borrowed from the Iiosa (caligae). Evidently borrowed,
Celtic, according to Grimm. but by whom ?
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(W. 2. hucc (sus), V. hoch (porcus)=
Engl, hog ; thS latter appears to have
been borrowed from the Celtic (/^=5,

therefore related to sus). According
to Grimm, it was the Celtic which
borrowed from the German, N.H.G.
huksch (verres)— ?)

iani (gen. hialrn. Inc. Sg.),W. 3. lieyrn,

V. hoirn (0. Arm. haiarn-,hoiarn-)=^

Goth, elsarn, O.H.G. isarn, 0. Norse
Viarn lam.

[eo], V. hluen (taxus)=O.H.G. iica f.
;

A. Sax. It', (.). Norse ^/-m. (cf. Zacher
das Goth. Alph. p. 10. seq.)

[/a>], W. 1. laur, 3. llawr (solum), V.
lor, P. ler leur (pa\'imentum, solum)
—with the dropping of p^/lur,
M.H.G. vluor? (Grimra 307 also

compares A. Sax.y/o*-, Engl. y?oor).

V. Arm. lagat, P. lagas, W. 3. Ihjgat

(oculus)—^A. Sax. locian, O.H.G.
liiogen, N.H.G. higen—Skr. root lax'?

land: dat. isind- ithlaind (in area), W.
3. lann (area, ecclesia), O. Arm. lann,

Ital. Fr. Proven9al lunda, lunde^=

Goth. land.

V. loven (pediculus)=^O.H.G. A. Sax.

O.N. /«*'(?)

Mm (saltus), W. 1. lammam (salio),

lemenic (salax), W. 3. Uemhidyd (sal-

tator)=;M.H.G. Umpfen to limp (Jam
N.H.G. luhm, Engl, lume) ? Thence
also W. llamp:^Goth lamb (the hop-
ping) ?

loathar (pellis)=O.H.G. ledar, O.N.
ledr; A. Sax. lii^er (funis)?—The
meaning would answer, yet the

Gaedh oa and the O.H.G. e differ.

marc, K. march (Gaul. acc. fiapKai>)=^

O.H.G. marach, f, imriha, M.H.G.
' march {marc).

mi- (is wanting as a prefix in Kymric)
=Goth. ?///.s-.sf/, N.H.G. was-. To this

is to be added the comp. messa (pe-

jor) ; further W. 3. gormes f., pi.

gormesseii gormessoed (miseria, affic-

tio, infortunium).

mong, W. mwng, pi. W. 1. mogou
(read moggou i.e. mongoii)=-mdhne,

O.H.G. mana, once mardia, M.H.G.
man (?).

mucc, W. 3. moch (sus), according to

Grimm. N.H.G. mxicke (?).

W. 3. ychen pi, O. Arm. ohen=^Goi\i.

auhsans (the Latin vacca deviates).

OS, lias, uch, Corn, ugh, Arm. ms (supra),

gen. uasul, K. uchell (altus)—cf.

Gaul. Uxellodunum, Brit. ovKfXKov,
ov^iWa—Goth, uuhunia, auliumists

(supremus). The Picenian Auximum

has a different meaning (Zeitschl

III. 248).

labar, Kymr. lavar (loqui), O. Gaedh.
amlnbar, V. aflauar (mutus), mab
afluuar (infans)=N.H.G. plappein
{blappcn, blappern) ?—Bopp com-
pares Skr. lap, the / appears however
to be old.

run, K. r/H=Goth. runa, 0. H. G. run

(mysterium).
sum {sol), W. 1. ham, 2, 3. V. haf. Arm.

haff {ae&tixs)—0. N., 0. H. G. sumar,

A. Sax. sumor sumer.—Also Goth.
sunna, sunno, A. Sax., O.N. sunna,

O.H.G. sunna sumna ? Pictet and Leo
Meyer (Zeitschr. IV.) have explained

differently.

scoloca (servi [scholastici?]), banscala

(servae)—Goth, skalks ?

seol sdol (velum, carbasus), W. 1. huil,

V. guil (velum)=0. N. segl, 0. H. G-
segal, A. Sax. segel.

set (via), dat. se'it, pi. senit seuit ; s^tche

(uxor), dat. seitchi (properly a female
fellow-traveller, Gefdhrtin; a word
from the nomadic time?) ; W. 1. hint,

.iVrm. hent (via), thence V. camhinsic

(injustus), eunhinsic (justus)^Goth.
sin]>s ; O. H. G. sind m.

slid m. pi. (ostreae), Sg. slice (lanx)=
0. H. G. snecco (limax), A. Sax. sne-

gel (limax, cochlea, testudo), 0. N.
snigil(\ima.\), more especially M.N.L.
slecke (limax).

sndfhe m. (filum), dat. sndthiu; V. snod
(vitta), V. W. 3. s7ioden (filum), W.
3. ysnoden (vitta) cf. O.N. snara

(laqueus), 0. H. G. smior f. (filum)

from the same root.

[such and] W. 1 . suh (vomer) according

to Haupt in Z.=O.H.G. sech(?).

tre', tri, Kym. <r«i=Goth. ]pairh (Beitr.

1. 312).

uile, K. o/^=Goth. alls.

{h)uathalh {h)iia/liad hwtthad hothad
(singularis, singularitas), gen. uathid

hodid, dat. othud uathuth, acc. hua-
thath ; tiaithed (singularis, solus, soli-

tarius); f. acc. pi. huathati (singu-

lares), dat. pi. uathataih (t=thth);

dthatnaf (pauculus)—of one stem with
da (minor) from Skr. ava ; but also

comparable with Goth. (iu]}('is (de-

sertus) N.H.G. o(/t=Skr. 'avatya.

[?Lat. pau-CMs].

fen (plaustrum), Brit. Belg. covinus=

O. N. vagn, O.H.G. wagan, A. Sax.

vdgen. (The Greek and Slavonian
have different suffixes).

Jiadnisse (testimonium)=^O.n.G. giwiz-
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nesi f., (jlwiznes n., A Sax. yevitnesse, folcaim folcalmin (humecto, lavo), AV
gevitnes, Engl, luitness. 2. 3. (jolc.hi, Arm. </velchi, V. (jolliij

Jidn.,K. fjmd,Ga.vX.vidu-=0.'S.vi^r (lavare)—A. Sax. "w/ce», O. Sax.

ra.,0. Sax. r/(/», A. Sax. ?;««/«, O.H.G. wolc.an, O.H.G. wokhun (nubes) as

tvitu n. (Beitr. I., 1(30), with an equal moist or moistening ?

change of moaning, thence, for ex- W. 3. gwi/lU, V. guill, P. <jwijh=-Goi\\.

ample, V. colciden (corylus), with vil\}eis.

the singulative suffix.

§. 7. Glossarial affinities of the Celtic and Lito-Slavonian.

The exclusive agreements between the Celtic and the Lito-

Slavonian are very much less numerous. To these belong, for

example :

—

WORDS AND ROOTS COMMON TO CELTIC, LITHUANIAN, AND SLAVONIAN.

Gaedh. K. bran (corvus)^Slav. vranie, W. Arm. merch (Mia,,-puella.),Y. morvin,

Lith. vdrnax (corvus), vurna (cornix). W. 3. morwyn (puella) [O. Ir. moru\

W. 3. ^Vrm. (jullaf, P. gallof ({)ossum, ])erhaps^Lith. inerga, merge'/e?

potero)^==Lith. galiii gale'fi. W. 1. 2. melin, 3 ?ncli/n (flavus, lividus),

Gaedh. }ieni^ K. ucf, SI. nebo n., Lett. f. 1. melen, pi. 1. milinon, 3. melynijon,

debbes f. with the signification hea- V. ?)tiJin (fulvus, llavus)=Lith. rue'-

ven (contrary to Lat., Gr., Lith., and /i/nas blue? according to Diofenbacli

Germ.). (Beitr. I. 483) from M. Lat. mclinus

caire f. (accusatio, nota, culpa), cairigud = jil)\ivoq, in this case, however,
m. (reprehensio), [W. L cared, gl. ne- -we ought to expect Kymr. muilin,

quitiae,] W. 3. keryd m. (reprehen- moilin.

sio)—Ch. Slav, karati (rixari), Lith. (7) g/ihi, W. 3. Arm. glin m. (genu)

—

koravdii (punire). perhaps=Sl. kolhio (genu), Lith.

Gaedh. cruim in the form=Lith. k\rmis kidnis, heel, kelys knee? (g instead of

(the Lat., Gr., and Germ, have lost kin gabor, gabimm also).

the ^0-

Finally, the Celtic also is of course not wanting in words
which heretofore have not been found in any primitively related

tongues, or, at least, in any European language. Of the first

kind is, for example, te)ie, K. tan, in contradistinction to the

Skr. ag7ii, Lat. ignis, Lith. iigms, SI. ogiii, as Avell as to the

Greek rrvp, Umbr. pz>, O.H.G. jiiir: among the special agree-

ments with the Sanskrit, the similar nomenclature of the points of

the compass (Z. 67. 566) is particularly remarkable.

All these glossarial agreements and deviations would of course,

taken by themselves, prove very little, as we find even between the

most nearly related idioms, striking differences, such as between
Slav, and Lith. in the case of the name of God, between Lat. and
Umbr. in the appellation of fire. Where, however, the same or

nearly related words recur in great numbers, there we have at

least every inducement to further investigate whether special

agreements may not be found in the grammar also, and in this

expectation we are rarely disappointed. Among the words and
forms quoted in the preceding pages (and I beUeve I have been
perfectly impartial in their selection), there recur exclusively

10
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about fifty undoubtedly in the Teutonic tongues, not quite

forty certainly in the Latin ; if to these we add about twenty
which certainly recur in Latin and Teutonic, about a dozen in

Latin and Greek, at least as many in Teutonic and Lito-

Slavonian, it follows that the degree of relationship between
the Celtic and Teutonic on the one hand, and the Celtic and
the Latin on the other, is pretty nearly the same, with however
some preponderance to the side of the Teutonic, which is still

further somewhat strengthened by the few Teutonic-Greek agree-

ments. The Lithuanian and Slavonian on the one hand, and the

Greek on the other, are decidedly further removed as regards

glossarial resemblances, being as compared with each other about

equal. With the Celtic they are chiefly connected by the Teutonic

and the Italic tongues. Tlie Celtic prepositions also show that a

similar proportion is to be expected in the grammar ; among them,

for instance, ad is again found in Teutonic and Latin only, di and
tar only in Latin, ire only in Teutonic, and du in Teutonic and
Slavonian.^' The prefixes du- and su-, which otherwise are every-

where wanting, lead nearer to the Greek, while the privative an-

is again found in Greek, Teutonic, and Latin (the SI. Lith. u- in,

for example, icbagas, uhogu, appears to correspond rather to the

Skr. ava-).

§. 8. Phonological affinities;— Vocalismiis.

In Phonology, the principles according to which we might
judge of an earlier or a later separation of tongues, are as yet

by no means finally established, and agreements between unre-

lated languages, and differences between the nearest related ones

here present themselves often so strikingly, that we should avoid

deciding about their relationships according to such data.

Thus, for example, the treatment of the mutes in O. Gaedh,

agrees in the most wonderful way with that in the Hebrew

(%, ^t^-, ^=;!, "?.'l, even TP. instead of Iv!'.:), while the PoHsh

wholly departs from the Slavonian rules (as in ivilk= \Aih.

vilkas, in opposition to O. Slav, vlaku). I think that a geo-

graphy of sounds is chiefly wanting to arrive at a conclusion as

to how far the phonetic laws of languages are affected by phy-

sical, genealogical, or social influences;^" in this the vocaHsmus

^^ [Du occurs in composition in 0. Lat. : in-t/w-pcrator, in-f/u-pedio.]
'•*o

[I am glad to find that so competent a pldlologist as Ebel has come upon this

idea of a geography of sounds, which, so far as I am awaa-e, I was the' first to put

forward, thougli crudely, in Vol. II. of the Atlantis. If such a man as Dr. Ebel

were to turn liis attention to this subject, the foundation of an iniixirtant branch
of science might be laid. Briicke's attempt to classify all the artieuhite sounds

which coulil possibly be produced by the tongue (Griimhiige der /'/i//siolo(jte und
Systematik der Sprachhtnte. Wien, 185G), afl'ords a basis to begin upon, for if we
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as well as the consonantisraiis, and the relations of both to one
another, should be taken into account. The above-mentioned
phonetic similarity of the Gaedhelic and Hebrew, for instance,

appears to be due to similar physical conditions; the spora-

dically occui-ring one of the PoHsh with the Lithuanian to social

(liistorical) circvunstances. The agreement already pointed out
by Lottner of the Goth, mikils with the Gr. and Lat. fxtyag

magnus, in contrast to the Skr. mahat, appears to point to a closer

relationship between the European tongues ; so in like manner the
Goth, dain' with Gr. and Lat. Ovpa, fores, in contrast to Skr.

dvdra. One of the most important points in connection with,

and most conclusive evidence of, earlier or later separation of
the individual languages, namely, the elementary develope-

ment of the vocahsmus, can be followed out with clearness

unfortunately only in a single language, the Gothic. Tlie

Gothic triad of the short vowels a, i. u (as in Ski-, and O. Per-

sian), speaks unanswerably for a proportionably early separation

of the Teutonic from the other European tongues, at a time
when none of the then united languages had developed an e and
o; in like manner the Lithuanian must have separated from the

Slavonian before the latter had developed an o; the Lithuanian
from the Lettish before the long a was changed into o. The
Latin and Greek, on the other hand, admit of the assmnption

of S and d before theii- separation. The sign no doubt only, and
not the sound of o, was wanting to the older Umbrian and the

Oscan. The Latin and Greek afford a marked contrast to the

Teutonic in the circumstance, that perhaps everywhere in them,
certainly at least as the rule, the a has been changed into i, only
through e; in the Latin also through o into ti; in Teutonic, on
the other hand, it is the reverse, a being changed into e through

^, and into o through u. The Celtic takes in this respect so far

a middle place, inasmuch as a direct passage of a into o (and e)

cannot be denied abeady in Gaulish nominatives hke Scyo/zapoc,

and accusatives as ve/xriTov, as also in the (primitively long)

Old Gaedlielic genitive endings -o (I. 177, 180) ; it places itself,

however, by the side of the Teutonic by the circumstance that

in both living branches u has passed into o, i into e (not o, e

into M, i), and just as in Teutonic partly by breaking (fe7\'

*jiras= O.Ii.G icolf: Goth, vulfs), partly by simple weakening
(Arm. ed: Welsh and Cornish ?/cZ— O.N. son: Goth, sunus

;

compare also Slav, snocha, deni for older snucha dinf), and the

u and i appear here also for Sanskrit a, without the middle stages

knew all possible sounds, and could classify them, we would merely have to

determine in what part of the world each sound occurred. I hope to return to
this subject at another time.—W.K.S.]

10 b
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and e, as in Teutonic and Slavonian: ccHc, Kym. pimp= Goth.

fimf=S]s.i\ jjanca; Gaul, dida {TrefnridovXa probably Graecised)

'=:Skr. dala; didue Kymr. dpi, den (liomo), perhaps from a root

dnn= ^av in 3-vjjroc? Decide, therefore, as we may regarding

the interesting agreement spoken of in Beitr. I. 163, of the

Celtic and Teutonic in breaking and umlaut, whether we recog-

nize herein with Lottner (Zeitschr. VII. 27. cf. Schleicher KSl.

Formenlehre p. 11) a certain family likeness, or in consequence

of its later origin, leave it with Schleicher (Beitr. I. 442) vmno-

ticed, the direct passage of a into o and e (odd, ech= octo, equus)

should not, at all events, be looked upon as a proof of a closer

relationship to the Latin, especially as it also occurs in Slavonian,

the of which nevertheless was evidently originated only after its

separation from the Lithuanian. Vowel-changes analogous to

those in Teutonic and Slavonian are besides also found in the

Celtic roots: guidimm (precor), where ui is umlaut from m, along

with ro-gdd (rogavi), foddli (distinguit), along with fo-ro-dil

(divisit), Idnad, along with Unad (complere), brdth, along with

breth (judicium). 1 will not, however, lay much stress upon
all these agreements, in consequence of the uncertainty which
still generally prevails in such questions. But in the diphthongal

system the Celtic comes decidedly nearest to the Teutonic, and

at least much nearer to the Lito-Slavonian than to the Latin or

Greek. The Teutonic starts from four diphthongs : ai, ei, au, in,

and after all the changes has returned in New High German to

four : ai, ei, au, eu. The Celtic most distinctly leads back to fom-

diphthongs : ai, oi, au, in. The Lito-Slavonian appears also to

have had only four diphthongs before it divided, to which the

Slav, e, i, va, u, and the Lith. ai, ei, and S (both= Prus. ei) axi,

u, point back ; the Lith. id and Slav, y appear to be of later

origin. In the Latin and Greek, on the contrary, six diphthongs

evidently lie at the base of their system : ai, ei, oi, au, eu, ou. An
interesting analogy, although of later origin, occurs between

Gaedh. ia, ua, along with e, 6, O.H.G. ia, va (ie, no), along with

Goth. i,.6 (Grimm. Gesch. d. d. Spr. 844), and LitR. e, u, Slav.

e, va for the guna diphthongs ; on the other hand the Kym. u

= Gaedh. oi (oe) agrees with the Lat. u for the older oi (oe).

§. 9. Phonological affinities;— Consonantismus.

In its consonantismus the Celtic connects itself with the

Lithuanian and Slavonian in this, that in its older phonetic

stage it had no aspirate. The Kymric ch is throughout only a

sharpening of the spirant h for s, as in Slavonian, and of similar

origin, only that it has not attained the extension of the Slavonic

ch; the Gaedhelic/ is a hardening of the initial v, the Kymric/
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{ff) is nowhere, as Zeuss thought, a primitive aspirate, but has

arisen from s or belongs to loan-words (see Beitrage, 11. 82),

only the Gaulish / is still obscure. In this respect the Celtic

stands in marked contrast to the Greek, with its three aspirates,

somewhat less so to the Latin, which to be sure has no aspirates,

but whose spii-ants / and h rest upon old aspirates. It deviates

from the Teutonic inasmuch as the latter has preserved dia-

lectically to the present day an aspirate th, and has also ch

in the Frankish, but it agrees with it therein that, in both

languages the aspirates which do occur are all hysterogens, and
rest upon older tenues. Gaedhelic and Teutonic exhibit some
agreement in this also, though it is of later origin, that the

secondary aspirates have also frequently changed themselves

into medials (or medial-aspirates). The change of the old

aspirates into medials is common to all European languages,

in the Greek occasionally, chiefly after nasals; in the Latin

pretty regulai'ly in inlaut; in the others almost without ex-

ception ; here the Celtic and Teutonic agree best, because sibi-

lants often take the place of old aspirates in the Slavonian

and Lithuanian. The Celtic exhibits a remarkable approach to

the Teutonic in the occasionally occurring hardening of the

medials, as for instance in the root gen., where even the Gauhsh
affords the combinations Ojrpianicnos, Totitissicnos,^^ in tenge

(along with Goth, tuggo., therefore, for * denge), in inlaut in

ithini, ith, cumacc along with cumang (here likewise in accord

Lith. m6ku, as opposed to Slav, moga), rofetar (scio) along with
Goth. vait=: Ski', veda. This looks almost like a beginning
of the German provection of sounds; but on the other hand
medials occur instead of tenues in gabo7\ Kymr. gavar='LQ.t.

caper capra, Teut. * hafar, in Gaedli. gahdil = Cym. cavael,

Lat. capere, Teut. hafjan, in Gaul, ande-, Gaedli. ind- com-
pared with Gr. avri, Goth, and-., with which the Lith. gelbeti=

Goth, hilpan agrees. The Gaedhelic thickening of the n [rather

tDi] into nd in certain positions, Z. 54, is decidedly of later

origin; it has peculiar analogy to the Goth, hunds, N.H.G. je-

7nand, O.H.G. 2)ha7it (= Fr. pan). Considering the ignorance

which for the moment exists, as to how far phonetic relations

may be taken as a measure of relationship, I have meanwhile
thought it would be useful to also bring forward such agreements

as are of demonstrably later origin, or which might appear in

the present discussion of inconsiderable importance.

§. 10. AJinities of ivord-formation.

In word-formation, the suffix -tion appears to be exclusively

^' See rictet's recently published Essai sur quelques inscriptions en laugue
Gauloise.
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Italo-Celtic (the contraction to -tin only in Oscan, Urabrian, and

Celtic), not much exclusively northern can be opposed to it; the

use of -li as an infinitive suffix is akin no doubt to the Slavonian

-lit in the participle ; it is confined, however, to the single gabdil

and its compounds. Other suffixes are generally, or pretty gene-

rally diffused, such as -id in the feminine abstracts in e, -ti in the

infinitives,"- the latter seldomest in Latin. The following seem

to have been borrowed: -aire -ire= (jo\k. -areis, Slav, -art, Lith.

-oinus (from the Latin -arius, which appears to have arisen

from *-asius); and -d6it=W. 2. -taut -daut, 3. -daiot, Arm. det

(from Lat. tos), both chiefly in loan-words (likewise the Kymr. -es

of the fem. = Romance issa from the Greek -laaa, and -ids xn.

= Romance -esis from the Latin -ensis). The suffix-combination

*-antat, [rather *-a7itdt] in O. Gaedh. -atii, -etu (Z. 272) is quite

peculiar to the Celtic. The Celtic word-formation, however, so

far as it is known to us, bears a modern character like that of

the Romance ; such a heaping-up of suffixes, as is the rule in the

known Celtic languages, is a very rare occurrence in the Latin

especially. The use of the suffixes has especially much more
widely extended itself in composition; while, for instance, an

I'lOTrXog avoirXog sufficed for a Greek, and an inermus, at most

changed into inermis (instead of Hiierinius?) for a Roman, the

O. Irish, like the Kymric, could scarcely attain in the Greek

way (Xoyoc, aXojog, aXojia) to an amlahar (mutus) = V.

afiaiiar, or W. 2. anuah {areKvog), but mostly had recourse to

suffixes: cretem, ancretem, ancretmech (zz belief, unbelief, unbe-

lieving). In general k especially has attained a much wider ex-

tension than in the Classic languages : already in the Gaedhelic

-acJi plays as a determinative suffix a much more important part

than in the Latin {senex) and Greek (ywaLKog), and numerous
forms such as apstallac{Ji)t, brithemnac{h)t may be opposed to

the single senectits; but in the Welsh participles in -etic the -ic

places itself completely by the side of the Slav, sladukii, etc.

The Celtic agrees with the Teutonic, especially in the deri-

vation of the verbs in -aighnm and -igur; while cuinachtagimm,

cumachtaigim still connects itself with cumachtach, like the

N.H.G. bemdchtige with mdchtig; asmecnugur (eradico), nomis-

ligur (humilio me) go quite as far beyond the limits as tlie

N.H.G. peinige, reinige (In Graffi IV. 3, there are only three

such verbs without adjectives: hhnunigon, chruzigdn, tiligon).

§. 11. Affinities of declension.

As regards the declension, the circumstance wliich I have

»'^ See «n^e, pp. CO, 01.
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abeady touched upon in the mtroduction, namely, that the

so-called Pelasgic tongues only have feminine a-stems (-oc, -«s),

appears to me of importance ; the Celtic here agrees with the

northern languages. Masculine a-stems, which, beside the Latin

and Greek, occur also in the Slavonian and Lithuanian, appear

to be just as foreign to the Celtic as to the Teutonic: com-
pare, however, Stokes.^' The Celtic has just as few feminine

w-stems as the Lithuanian,'* and at bottom also the Slavonian,

whose -y (tit) is transformed into -uvi, -vi and -va (Schleicher

K. Slav. Formenlehre, 214). On the other hand, it ap-

proaches to the Classic languages at least nearer than the Teu-
tonic and Lito-Slavonian in this respect, that it has preserved

pure more consonantal stems ; it, however, again separates itself

from them by the treatment of s-stems, and lastly the passage

of vocalic stems into consonantal ones seems to be found in

Europe exclusively in the Classic languages. The preservation

of the ablative, if it were established, would certainly speak

strongly for the connection of the Celtic with the Latin ; that has,

however, as yet by no means been done, and least of all by forms

Kke inmirid,^^ whose d could not possibly represent a primitive

final ablative -d or -t. (In the opposite case the construction of

prepositions with the dative would bring the Celtic close to Teu-
tonic). I cannot lay the same weight as Schleicher does upon
the preservation of the h in the dative plural ; the absence of any
contraction in this case rather indeed places the Celtic nearest to

Teutonic. But then it approaches the Greek and Latin by
the total want of the peculiar pronominal declension, which no
doubt, on the other hand, has left evident traces in the

LTmbrian pus3iE and esme, esmei. The agreement between the

genitive singular and nominative plural of the masculine a-stems

in Old Gaedhelic and Latin, appeared to me from the very
first extremely remarkable; the deviation of the Oscan and
Umbrian from the Latin in both cases on the one hand, and
the reappearance of the fundamental form -ai in the nominative

plural of the Lithuanian and Slavonian, as also the Greek, had,

however, hindered me from drawing fiu-ther conclusions from it,

especially as I could never thoroughly convince myself of the

correctness of Rosen's interpretation of the Latin genitive -i

adopted by Bopp. The communication of the old locative

forms by Stokes^*^ now to be sure throws a new Hght upon
this genitive also, and makes me more favourable to Bopp's

\aew. To draw further conclusions from so wonderfidly exclu-

sive an agreement as that which the Latin exhibits to the

9=5 Beitr. I, 4G4. ^* See ante, p. 58.
" Beitr. I. 454. ^^ Beitr. I. 334.
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Celtic, in opposition to its nearest relatives, remains, however,

always attended with uncertainty, because the other agreements

in the case-forms (dat. -iu -u, voc. -e, ace, pi. -i^is) recur every-

where except in Teutonic. In the consonantal declension the

gen. sing, -as, nom. pi. -is or -es, by the side of the Greek -og,

-eg (Old Lat. gen. -os -us), and in opposition to the Gothic -is,

-as, bring the Celtic phonetically close to the " Pelasgic" ; but

similar points of contact are also found between very remotely

related tongues.

§. 12. Affinities of Gradation.

In the gradation or comparison, the Greek isolates itself from

the analogy of the other languages by its superlative suffix -rarog

(simple -Tog, and arog is also, except in numerals, foreign to the

others), the Latin by its -issimus {=:is-\-timus); the Celtic -ai7i,

-em (*-amas, *imas) likewise occur only sporadically elsewhere

(in prepositional derivatives), its -imem nowhere. The Sanskrit,

Greek, and Teutonic -ista, is wanting in the Latin and Celtic,

and every proper superlative suffix in the Lithuanian and Sla-

vonian (except remains like Lith. p''irmas= Goth, fruma). The
superlative forms in the Gaedhelic particle-composition iarni-,

remi-, tairm-, tremi-, correspond to the Lithuanian pirm, Goth.

fram (both used as prepositions and prefixes) ; C07n~ before

(vowels and) aspirated consonants, Z. 842, is no doubt a form
of the same kind. I have already^^ mentioned a very significant

analogy between the Celtic, Teutonic, and Slavonian, and at-

tempted to explain the Celtic forms,—the double formation of

the comparative in Old Gaedhelic -a and -iu (-ti), Goth, -iza and
dza, Slav, -ii (-Tszi) and -ei: a similar relationship appears to

exist in the Lithuanian between the comparative (-esnis, adv.

-jaus) and the superlative {-jdusias, adv. jdiisei).

§. 13. Affinities of the Pronouns.

The Celtic differs from all its relatives in the pronoun in the

giving up of the nominative singular of the first and second per-

son ; for mS, me (cf Fr. moi) is either originally the accusative,

or formed from the stem of the oblique cases, and tii, tu, appears

aspirated as a true vocative only in the combination athnsu (o

tu), otherwise it resists aspiration, and has accordingly been
explained by Stokes as the accusative. But the pronoun of the

third jDcrson exhibits in the noun e, si, ed, whose feminine we
again find in the Kymr. hi, an extremely sti'iking similarity with
the Teutonic; this exactly resembles the Gothic is, si, ita, and
tlic retention of d in primary auslaut even appears to indicate a

''" See ante, p. 'Jl.
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form *ita. The accusative feminine -se (as the t instead of d in

inte, intesi, shows) and the accusative plural -stt, -siu, (cf. intiu

and the ahnost constant double r in airriu, erriu, erru, and
constantly in etarru and form) correspond to the Old High
German sia and sie, sio, siu; perhaps indeed the Old Latin forms
like sum, sos., may like"\vise be here compared, but not in the

nom. sing. fem. We only find in the Sanskrit forms corres-

ponding to the genitive di, a pi. ah;^^ so Kkewise to the dative

Y>\uva\ -aib, -ib= *ahis [rather -a^o] (compare duib, doib, doaib-

sem along -with 2. duib, duibsi, foraib, forib, along with 2. foirib

fuirib, indib is, on the contrary, common to 2. and 3). The
pronoim ta, the use of which in its isolated form is foreign to the

Latin, otherwise preserved everywhere, appears to be preserved

in the dative ^lad, ood, f tiadi, plm-. tiadib, uaidib, the d of wliich

cannot be easily explained otherwise, so likewise in indid. The
pronoun ana, which is foreign to the Classic languages, and on
the other hand is preserved pure in the Lithuanian a?is, Slavonic

onu, in the Gothic jains with a (hardly merely phonetic) addition,

is evidently again found in the Celtic article, although it ap-

pears there are in the Gaedlielic forms with a prefixed s also

(from sa ?)

§. 14. AJinities of Conjugation.

But, most remarkable of all is the position of the Celtic with
respect to all the cognate languages in the conjugation. Very
pecuhar combinations and new formations have occurred here,

to such an extent that, for instance, the old ending of the first

person singular present -n (=:Lat. -o, Gr. w, Lith. -u, Goth, -a,

O.H.G. "U, Slav, -o for primitive -*ami) has been preserved pure
only in extremely few Old Irish forms: but (simi), tdu (sum),

dogniu (facio), deccu (video), tiagu (venio), tucu, tuccu (intelHgo),

roiccu (indigeo), togu (ehgo), and is to be recognized in some
others, at least by the umlaut, e. g. forchun (praecipio). Again,
striking agreements with the Latin occur in the formation of the

tenses and the passive. Notwithstanding these circumstances, a

wonderful analogy with the Teutonic and Slavonian is found to

exist, which points to a most special connection of these lan-

guages, the result either of long continued imity, or of a very
special relationship of the mind of the peoples. The Old Gaedli-

elic paradigm completely connects itself with the Lithuanian in

this respect, that the present and the praeterite have quite the

same endings, not even deviating in the singular, as in the Greek

;

compare, for instance

—

^^ See ante, p. 73.
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by special tense-forms, by separate verbs, the composition with
prepositions playing therein a great part. Thus, for instance,

almost the whole of stem verbs are imperfect in the Polish, but

become perfect by composition. What appears strangest to a

Ibreigner is, that the present is wanting in perfect verbs, because

the fonn of the present has assmned a future signification ; but

we again find the same phenomenon, because it is founded in

the idea of the verb, in the Greek ilfxi, whose present has

future, whose moods and imperfect, have aoristic signification.

That tliis phenomenon does not, as it at first seems, stand

isolated without any analogy in other languages, was shown by
Grimm in his introduction to the translation of Wuk's Servian

Grammar (1. seq.^ and he expressly pointed to a similar dis-

tinction in German (" starV and " 'verstarV, " ich reise" and
" ich verreise morgeif), and also indicated that a still more accu-

rate agreement with the Slavonic might be found in Old
German."" Schleicher"'- has worked this out farther and more
accurately, in the first mstance only in relation to the future

in the Gothic and Slavonian, glancing however at other forms
which characterize the Gothic compositum as verbum perfectum.

An extremely interesting point with regard to this has been
overlooked, namely, the translation of the Greek part. aor. by
the part, praes. of compound verbs : usstandands avatrrag Math,
c. ix. V. 9 ;

gastandands arag Mark, c. x. v. 49 ;
gahausjands

iiKOvaag c. X. v. 41. 47; ushlcmpaiids avawn^rjaag, afvairpands

ciTToftaXdJv V 50, andhafjands inroKpiOeic, v. 51, andhindandans
XxxravTEg, c. xi. v. 2, gataujandan KaTtpyarraiuiivov I. Corinth,

c. V, V. 3; sama]) gagaggandam izvis avvaxOivrivv v/xiov, c. v.

V. 4 (where Massmann, altogether wrongly, and entirely misun-
derstanding this peculiarity, prints, contrary to the manuscript,

gaggandarii). The whole power to alter the sense here resides

in the particle, which, when no other is present, is ga-. In New
High Gennan, such distinctions as also occur in the passage of
Tatian, already qvioted by Grimm: thaz siu bdri, inti gihar (ut

pareret, et peperit) have for the most part been obliterated,

but sometimes petrified also: thus in the ge- of the part, praes.,

the prototype of which may likewise be found in Gothic, e. g.

fulan gahundanana ttwAov tt^^fxivov, Mark, c. xi. v. 2. 4.

What herein especially separates the Teutonic and Slavonian
from other tongues wliich have sometliing analogous, is the great
force of the particle in composition, and we meet with a perfectly

"" The verbs with a double theme in Greek and Sanskrit offer a somewhat
analogous phenomenon, e.g., Xafi(3dvw imperfect, iXajiov perfect; compare also
the future use of the conj. \a/3u> in Homer.

'"2 Zeitschr. IV. 187 seq.
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analogous order of things in the Celtic languages also. In the

old languages, wherever another particle (O. Gaedli. ni, W. 2.

ed, 3. yd) has not effected its suppression, we also always find

the idea of the perfect denoted by a particle, and as in Teutonic

by ga-, by a special one: rii- {ro, ra, W. 2. P. re, W. 3. ri/,

Arm. ra), wherein I have already (infra, p. 103, with Stokes's

concurrence, Beitr. I. 459) conjectui'ally traced the Sanskrit pra.

This particle denotes exactly, as in Gothic and Slavonian, the

perfect as well as the future, and, just as in German, its use in

the modem language is limited and fixed for certain cases. The
Celtic deviates in its grammatical form from the Teutonic in

this, that its rii- remains before or (like the Greek augment)
after other prepositions : ni roimdihed (non est circumcisus), im-

meruidbed (circumcisus est), while the German ge- does not

enter into true composition. The reason of. this after-position

of the ru- in Old Irish is obviously this, that here, as in the

oldest Greek and Sanskrit, the prepositions remain in perpetual

tmesis (sit venia verbo !) as the treatment of the so-called infixed

pronouns shows: imm-wn-ru-idhed (circumcisus sum properly:

me circumcisum est) ; forms like asrobrad (dictum est) therefore

agree perfectly with German ones, such as aiisgesj^rochen (in

separable composition). The Kymric, which does not actually

affix its pronouns after other prepositions, also does not put the

rit- in the middle, but the Cornish and Armoric deviate therein

from the Welsh, that the two former put the pronouns also before

ru-, the latter allows them to follow.

At the other side of the Channel we find tliis particle—Firstly

before the praiteritum along with the usual sign of the tense

:

O. Ir. rorclus (manifestavi), W. 1. ro-gulipias (" olivavit"), 2.

re-briuasei (vvdneraverit), P. re-werthys (vendidi), re-toresse (fe-

cerat), so also in the passive before the original participle, in

order to denote the perfect: O. Gaedh. ro-noibad (sanctificatus

est), P. re thyskas (instituti sunt), "W. 3. ry echewit (relicti sunt).

Secondly, before the present and the future (like Gothic ga-

before the present participle), which are thereby changed into

the perfect future exactum: O. Gaedh. ro-comalnitlier (com-

pletum est), ro-aimnnichte (denominatum sit), arnacldt-r-indar-

jnther (ne sis exheredatus), ro-beimmis (fuissemus), ra-n-glana

(emundaverit se) ; the treatment of the infinitive in Welsh is

extremely interesting in this respect: 2. e-re hafael (se invenisse,

properly: suum invenisse), 3. ry-gaffel (accepisse), which accu-

rately corresponds to that of the participle in Gothic.

Thirdly, before present forms, especially the conjunctive and
secondary present, which acquire thereby a future signification,

as robia, rubbia, rojna (erit), or, what is analogous to it, conjunc-
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tive signification (cf, Gr. ottwc Troajrrti, also jui) \aj3\iQ, along with

/Hi) Aa|uj3av£, like Latin ne dixeris), therefore coro- corro- conro-

(ut), e.g. conrochra (iit amet), conrogbaid (ut sumatis), conroham
(ut simus). We only find the second and third methods in

Armoric, but here the custom of the language has gradually

decided for the use in the conjimctive, which connects itself

more especially with the third way. Tlie Gothic also shows all

three uses.

The Gaedhelic has only so far passed beyond the Hmits of

the Slavonian and German as to have also given a particle to

the tenses of incomplete action, nn-, no- (explained by Stokes

as the Skr. ami., Beitr. I. 470), only in simple verbs however,
mostly also only to the secondary tenses, seldom to the prunary
present, and future. I will not even venture to make a sm-mise

as to what the Kymric yd (W. 2. ed, P. t/, Arm. ez), which
occm's before all tense-forms, signifies, and what may be its

origin;'"^ the GaedheHc du (do), which we find instead of the

ru (ro)^ does not differ, probably, from the preposition du; mu
(mo) instead of nu {no) is obscure to me.
The use of the particle before the future and for the future,

was perhaps much more extensive in Celtic in ancient times,

and has thus probably in part become the cause why the future

has disappeared, in Gaedhelic in so many instances, in Kymric
almost wholly; at all events, the Celtic is in most beautiful

harmony ^vith the Slavonian, and above all with the Gothic,

as regards its use of the verbal particles.

At least equally significant analogies of the Celtic to the Teu-
tonic (and in a secondary degree to the Lito-SlaA-onian) as to

the ItaHc (and further on to the Greek) have then everywhere
presented themselves ; a kind of middle position will accordingly

scarcely be denied to it. It appears, however, as if the pheno-
mena which it has in common with the Teutonic were precisely

those which chiefly indicate the intellectual life, the internal

character of the language. In this category I include, besides

the great extension of the composition with independent words,
as well as with suffixes, the twofold formation of the degrees of

comparison, and the importance of the verbal particles.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that a comparative sjmtax
might bring to Hght many pecuhar points of contact between
the Celtic and Teutonic, such as the use of the infinitive with
do, the government of the accusative by cen (sine) ; *nd that in

general, the Celtic, so far as it is known to us, bears in its syntax
so decidely modern a stamp that, to me at least, it is very difii-

'»3 [The Gaulish a<e- ?]
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cult to imagine its connection witli the Latin to be so intimate

as Schleicher does. In this respect, the Latin evidently bears

the most antique stamp, the Greek a much more modern one

(for instance, by the freedom in the use of the infinitive and by

the use of the article) ; again, the Lithuanian and Slavonian a

much more antique one than the Teutonic ; but the most modern
of all is the Celtic ; so that many things in the Romance lan-

guages appear to rest upon Celtic peculiarity. Of this, perhaps,

another time.
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§. 1. Necessity of estahllsliing an organic Orthography,- and
great importance of a comparison of the Modern Irish forms
for the purpose.

SCHLEICHER has justly remarked, that an organic ortho-

graphy is, above all things, necessary to enable us to get a

right knowledge of the Old Irish language. This aim will, no
doubt, be only to some extent satisfactorily attained when more
extensive and more connected linguistic monuments shall be in

our hands than we have at our service on the Continent, and
when the editors will strive to attain a greater Hteral accuracy

in their pubHcation, than unfortunately appears to have been
hitherto mostly done. Take a few examples in order to show
how little, on the whole, one can'trust to the literal accuracy of

citations:—Zeuss quotes the same word from the same place

three times differently spelled, 2G3 beisti^ 1009 bessti, 1059
hessti; O'Donovan gives the following from Cormac's Glossary in

two different ways, 292 tibradaibh, 360 tipradaibh, so hkewise
151 carput, 252 carbat, as dative singular. Fortunately we see,

at least in the first case (nlthough we may remain in doubt as to

the reading of the codex), by the Middle Irish ocht m-biasta,

and na ri-ocht m-biast (Visio Adamnani in O'Donovan 440, 441),
as well as from W. 3. bivystuil, that the e is long, and conse-

quently that bessti is wrong, and in both the other examples the

tiprait of the Leabhar Breac (O'D. 249) and carpat in Cor-
mac's Glossary (O'D. 3), as also the Latin loan-word carpentum,
prove that the true O. Ir. form required two tenues p and t,

which smik to medire only in Middle and Modern Irish,

—

tobar

(Keating in O'D. 394) and carbad. In tipra (or tipru?)^ gen.

tijyrat, an w^stem (Stokes Beitr. I. 457), thep appears, however,
to have arisen from b, by means of the hardening action of an ori-

ginal preceding mute, as in idpart, aedpiarthi, and in the examples
in Zeuss 80, consequently ti- instead of tid- as taith-, taid- (Z.

852) derived from doaith,'''—Cl tid-barid (oflferte) Z. 253.

But we have not everywhere at our disposal similar sources

'"' Solikev\ise probablv in tiuuie n. (mandatUQi, prseceptum) from do- aitk-mne

11
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from wliicli to obtain aid in determining the true old form, and
wliere a new and imknown word presents itself to us, we are at

present almost helpless. The necessity is then the more press-

ing for Celtologists to use every available means for fixing the

phonetic laws, and estabhshing an organic orthography. For
this purpose the most important of all is the comparison of the

]\liddle and Modern Irish forms, where this is possible ; the com-
parison of the scanty remains of the Gaulish language, which
are almost confined to proper names, and the Kymric dialects, are

only of secondary importance, and last in order is that of the

other Aryan languages.

The Modern Irish is often so strangely disfigured, even in

comparison with the Old Irish, and from want of Hterary cultiva-

tion has (like vulgar languages generally) become so very irre-

gular that a direct comparison of its words and forms with those

of Sanskrit and the kindred languages would be very daring,

and hazardous, in a still higher degree, for instance, than if we
were to directly compare the New High German with the

Sanskrit. Most of the errors in the first comparative investiga-

tion of the Celtic by Pictet and Bopp were due to this cause, and
it was only by the pubUcation of old L'ish forms in Zeuss' Gram-
matica Celtica that a firm ground was gained and a solid foimda-

tion laid for Celtic philology ; everything correct that had been
found before that time, we must consider as the especially lucky

result of a wonderful divmatory faculty."'^ Who could, for in-

stance, recognize the root gah (capere) in the imperatives fagh
(find) fag (leave), t(kj (raise), the first of which has even a pre-

sent faghaim, without such forms as the infinitives dfaghhdil,

dydghhdil, do thdghhdil, which have still preserved the ending
consonants. The O. Ir. forms fagehtis (haberent, caperent)

—

together with foghaidetu (usura)— ,
fodchat (gl. deponant, i. e.

relinquant) Z. 1072, foracah (reHquit), fotrdchusm (reliqui te),

fdcah (he left) Tir. in O'D. 437, lastly cotaucbat Z. 1072, and
cotaocbat (attollunt se, surgunt) supply the explanation, and the

Middle Irish faghbait, faglibat (they obtain, find) O'D. 241, fo-

ghebha (thou wilt get) 242, and, on tlie other hand, fagbas,

fagbus (he leaves), 155, tdgbhaulh (raise), 180, show the pas-

(root man). Cf. taithminedar, taidminedar, taidmenader (significat, memorat)
in Z. and Mid. Ir. timnais (he bids), in O'D. 155 ; damnae (Tirecban in O'D.
430) appcai-s==f/o-?«He.

'"^ Unfortunately M. Pictet has again lately (Beitrage, II. 84 sq.) trodden the
same dangerous path. I cannot, according to what has been said above, recog-
nize as conclusive, nor yet disprove, tlie examples which are there to prove the
passage ot'p into/, so long as the corresponding older forms shall not have been
pointed out, and only regret that so higldy deserving a scholar docs not deter-
mine to forsake a way which, I am firmly convinced, is an erroneous one.
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sage. The first form contains consequently, one preposition yb-,

after which the media was aspirated, the other several preposi-

tions fo- ad- and do- fo- od, whilst d dropped, after it had
changed the following media into tenuis, which however again

sunk to a media in Middle Irish ; the gh in fagh is, according to

this, mere root anlaut, the g in fag and tdg, in which the fusion

of several prepositions is also indicated by the length, is the

softening of the c which has arisen from dg. The form glieihhim

(I find), given as a parallel form to faghaim, shows by the

aspirated anlaut, which clearly distinguishes it from gabhaim
(I take), O. Ir. gahinim-se (accipio, sumo), the loss of a preposi-

tion ending with a vowel, perhaps fo-, for do- in an-doroghid (gl.

donantes), in Z. 1042, produces a different meaning; on the other

hand, in hheirim (I give), parallel form of tabhrabii, likewise

plamly distinguished from heirim (I bear), by the anlaut, do-

appears to have fallen off, for already O. Ir. dohiur along with

tahiir, i. e., do- fo- bur (do) exists. In deirim (I say), also, just

as in the above-mentioned forms, a bli has been dropped, which
is still retained in the perfect dubhras (Keating

—

dtibhart), and
is confirmed by the O. Ir. do-m-ber-som (quae dicit ille) ; the

imperative abair (Mid. Ir. still apair O'D. 239), and the so-

called conjuctive go-n-abraim, on the other hand, contain the

same root be7'^°^ combined with another preposition (aifh- Z. 80)
cf. ejnur epur (dico), apir (dicis) atbeir adbeir epeir ep>ir (dicit),

also dianaiper (de quo dicit), Z. 1068, dian-eprem (de quo dici-

nius), and many other forms in Z. to which nadipru, nadipro

(who would not speak), Tir. in O'D. 436, instead oi nad-idbrit,

appear also to connect themselves. Less striking disfigurations,

but still sufficiently great to warn us of the necessity of extreme
caution and moderation in the use of Modern Irish, are, for

example, the softening of tenues to mediae almost everywhere
in the inlaut, but even in the anlaut in gd (what), gibe (whoever),

gach (each, every), gan (without), go (to, with), and go (that),

with the part. \evh. gur, instead of ct'a (quid?), cij) e, cib e (qui-

cunque), each (omnis), cen (sine), co (ad, cum), co (donee, ut)

and coro; the loss of the initial/in ri (with), and ar (upon), forfri

(irpog) and for (super)'"^, which is probably only a continuation

and repetition of an older phonetic process, so that a change into

'"^ Cf. Skr. bni, Zend mri'i, Gr. psp and ppe (spEw, prjrwp), Lat. ver~bum, Goth.
vaur-d.

"*'' In the Modern Irish ar, the two prepositions ar audyir are so mixed up that

it is difficult in each particular case to determine which of them we have to deal

with ; the forms with suffixed pronouns undoubtedly contain /or, and not ar : orm,
ort, air, uirre or uirri, orrainn, orraibh, orra, or ortha, as evidently results from a

comparison of the Old lns\\—form (more correctly formm), Jbrt,foir, fair, ftiin',

i'urnn (Z. 1005) fornnforrn, foirib fuirib furih, form (c. d. Joraibforib), on the
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f immediately preceded the frequent loss of tlie p, thus for ex-

ample patar may have first changed into fatar^ and then into

athir; loss of a vowel in da ("of which", also "which" and "if")

for dian (from do-an, cf Z. 892), the auslaut of Avhich may still

be recognized in the eclipse foUoAving ; consonantal metathesis in

hearla, heurla for helre (hngua, sermo), for which herli is once

found in Z. 9, in haistim for haitsimm (baptize), eistini for eitsimm

(ausculto), eashog (jNIid. Irish easpog) for epscoj), Cornish, escojy

(episcopus).

However necessary in such cases we may find the Old Irish

in the elucidation of the ]\Iodern Irish forms, and however
clearly we may thereby discern the error into which the dii-ect

comparison of the latter with those of the other languages might
lead us, the comparison of the newer forms is not less instructive

and important for correctly understanding the older ones, nay, is

often indispensably necessary, and a closer attention to those

forms would have saved Zeuss from many errors. As sufiicient

preliminary investigations have not yet been made to render it

possible to give a systematic representation of Irish phonology,

I shall only touch in the following pages upon a lew points to

which my studies have led me.

§. 2. VocaUsmus.

The most difficvilt part of the Irish phonetic system to bring

to a fixed standard, is the Irish vocalismus, because three kinds of

e and o appear to exist, which do not always admit of being dis-

tinguished with certainty, and further, because even the question

of the priority of a or o, a or e, u or o, i or e in individual cases

is oiten beset with insuperable difiSculties (at least for the pre-

sent). In order to indicate graphically the threefold genesis of

the e and o without the use of new type, I propose, fii'stly, to

leave the e and o, which have arisen du-ectly from a without the

action of another vowel, unmarked, equally whether they

sounded e and o in Gaulish, or came into existence later by the

simple weakening of a (perhaps in the auslaut from e and 6?) ;

secondly, to mark the umlaut caused by i and u with the sign of

shortness, by which we gain at once a sign for original and
secondary i and u^ for ai and az<'"* diphthongal and such as arises

from umlaut; and lastly, to denote the breaking by «, especially

one hand, and dirium, eriU-su, airi (the feminine does not occur), erunn, dirib

(drhulj-si, airriu erriu crru on the other. For the only deviating form O'Dono-
van adduces Middle IvisXxforrnind, with which orrainn accurately agrees.

'"* Perhaps the mo?t convenient way would be just to write this umlaut every-

wlicre ni, au. This mode of marking appears to me to be very convenient for

Zend also, in order to distinguish the Tand u in gairi, taiiriDid, from the original

in ydus.
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weakenings from i and u by e and o, tlie former to be under-

stood completely in the sense of the M. H. G. i', the latter, how-
ever, in the opposite sense of o in O. Norse.

Examples: 1. O. Celtic e in ech (eqmis), Gaul, epo-, W. 3.

ehaiol, V. ebol (pullus) ; hretli (judicium), Gaul, vergo-hretus; nert

(virtus), Gaul. Nerto-marus, Esn-nertus, W. C. nei'th, Aim. nerz;

nemed i. e. neniedh (sacellum), Gaul. vifiriTov i. e. vifx^Tov, Ver-

nemetis, W. 2. neuat, 3. neuad (aula) ; O. Celtic o in orcaid (occi-

dit), oi'cas (qui occidit), ^. e. org-, Gaul. Orgeto-rix, W. 1. orgiat

(caesor) ; ocht (octo), Gaul. Octo-durus, W. 2. uitJi, 3. ivgth;—2,

umlaut by i— atth-, cud-, cd-, ith-, id-, Gaul, ate-, Kymr. at-, et-

(perhaps also W. 2 ed-, e-, 3. yd-, y-, P. y-, Arm. ez-, e-, the

verbal particle, = Skr. ati ?) ; air-, er-, %r-, Gaul, are-, Kymr
ar-; erhaid (committit), erhid (tradite), root arh; umlaut by u—
rolaunmr, rolumor (audeo)—more frequently aX (oi) and au—
haill, hotU, haall, haidlu, hullu; 3. breaking of i

—

etha, betha, iital,

cenn, tuisel; breaking of u—moga, loth (lutum), cruchad; simple

weakening perhaps in felsuh, crock, domun (Gaul, dum^io-)? In
order to distinguish ia-=e and uazzo from contracted ia and ua,

I mark the former with the grave accent on a— e. g., hiacl, (victus,

csca) from *bivatha (/Storoc), hence gen. biiih biid. Mod. Ir. bidh,

on the other hand, dm (deus), from *deva,- gen. dei^, de, so also

uathath, uathad (singixlaris)=: o^/tafZ.

Even though it be established that the a in Mid. Irish mara
(maris), mavnistrech (monasterii) is corrupted from the o of

O. Irish mora, monXstre (monasteriorum), and the same observa-

tion very probably applies to the Mid and Mod. Ir. a of many
endings {e.g., part. pass, in -ta, O. Ir. te) as compared with O.
Ir. e, we cannot thence by any means conclude that this is every-

wliere the case ; thus, for instance, that in the gen. sing, betlio

(mvmdi), we have an older form than betha^"^, in aecatllse, an older

form than aecolsa (ecclesiae). The Mod. Ir. affords us little help
in this investigation, because the uncertainty of the O. Ir. ortho-

graphy (which, for example, leaves the umlaut of the a by i at

one time unmarked, and at other times writes it ai, oi, ui, e, i,

and even ae and oi) is not only in great part retained here

(leaving out of consideration the action of the well known rule—caol le caol, leathan le leathan—a rule which, however, in its

turn acts disturbingly), but also by arbitrarily confounding the

simple vowels, has reached so great an extension that almost any
short vowel may stand for every other. Thus a is found for u
in chugam for cuccumm (ad me) in the ace. pi. chuca for cuccu (ad

eos) as in Middle Irish ah'cady ; a for i especially before n (ana-

""* Although Mr. Stokes, in his valuable Irish Glosses, p. 159, appeals for it to

the ogamic gen. Atiloydo or Apiluydo.
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logons to the French pronunciation of eyi= Lat. in, in danszz.

cle intus, sa^Jt/fer^rsingularis even written), in the article anz=.

ind, ant= int^^'^, in the preposition a(n)=iii, in the interrogative

particle an{n)= in, while the prefix in- or ion- has preserved the

i of the old ind- in colann (a hodij) =colinn (caro); even u for

i in the preposition iim-=hnin (also with suffixes umam, etc.);

o for e in romam, etc., roim]De-=zremi. In spite of this confusion

in the elements, which for the eye is considerably increased by
the well known rule according to Avhich fear is written for fer
(granien), fear for fi'r (vir), fedrr for ferr (melior), even neoch,

rioch for neck (qui, properly afiquis), the Modem Irish comes to

om- aid even in the vocalismus, whenever we have to do with

the explanation and origin of true or apparent diphthongs. The
O. Ir. ai has, for example, a threefold meaning, as a true diph-

thong, as vnnlaut from «, and as mnlaut from a; the usual mode
of marking these in INISS. is not suflacient to properly separate

these three sounds according to their difierent origin, the diph-

thong appearing at one time with, and at another without, an

accent, being consequently not sufficiently distinguished from
either the short or the long umlaut. (In the marking of the

umlaut by afand di above proposed, the accent for the diphthong

ai may be dispensed with). The parallel forms also {pi, ae, oH,

for the diphthong, C, t for the miilaut af, a without umlaut for cix)

do not give full security, for ae is sometimes found for e, namely
in anlauts and auslauts, and di and oi sometimes for the umlaut

af, especially before liquids (Zeuss, 32). But if we compare Mod.
Irish, the diphthong ai, aii appears transformed into ao (or its

umlaut aoi) : caora =. caira (ovis), caoin = cdin (bonus), gaotli

(already Mid. lY.)=gdith gdid (ventus), maoin (wealth)= 0. Ir.

pi. maim (opes, pretiosa, dona), saohh (bad, evil)= S(«'i, sdeh,

soil) soeh (falsus), saoghal (world) =sa^^^<^, maor (stewai-d) = Mid.

Ir. 'Diaer; the umlauts, on the other hand, have remained un-

changed, maith (bonus), ainm-=.ammni (nomen), aimsear=:aimser

(tempus), cailleach (a hixg)= catll('ch (anus, monacha), gahhdil

=gabdU (sumptio), except that, as already in O. Irish, oi fre-

quently occurs for af, and seldomer ei—coill (wood)= caill (sil-

va), cloinne= clainne (prolis), anoirzzanalr (easterly), eile oile=
ciile (alius). The Modern Irish does not suffice, however, to

distinguish ai and oi, for it expresses both by ao (aoi) e. g., aon

(unus)=:ot;n oin, caol= c6il (macer), coaga= cdica (quinquaginta)
—cuig=c6ic (quinque), is remarkable. The Kymric dialects

which have retained the ai, ai;, as for instance the "Welsh, but

change oi, oii into u (^vith few, perhaps, apparent exceptions),

"" The explanation of the newer form wliich I have attempted at p. 88, is

incorrect, because tliis phonetic peculiarity of the Modern Irit-h had escaped me.
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e.g., un= h:h\\ ofn, may be here ajDpealed to. Umlaut ati and
diphthong cat (du, ou, do, 6) appear to be less sharply distin-

guished, as the former is replaced by ti or o, and the latter by
or t1, which is sometimes shortened, or its length is not

marked, cf. atce (nepos) and o ua, augtortds (auctoritas), and
ughdar, pronounced ildar (auctor); the inorganic aw instead of

ai'vQ. aUd-, atir- (Z. 7. 8) does not occur at all in Modern Irish.

§. 3. Consonantismus—xispiration of Medice after Vowels.

The comparison of the newer forms yields us much more impor-

tant service in the consonants. Thus, for instance, at p. 119, a

formsg (already proposed by Stokes, Beitnige I. 450) for the ace.

fern, sill for the ace. pi. was deduced from intc (in cam), intiu

(in eos), airriu (propter eos) ; etarru (inter eos), /orr«« (super

eos), and the Modern Irish which has only preserved the dative

after di and do {diohh, ddibh), but otherwise puts the accusative

everywhere, offers proofs in abundance which confirm this con-

clusion. The s of se and sin, su is preserved in thdirse, thdirsi

(over her) and tlidrsa (over them) ; it has changed into t after s

in the secondary form thdrsta and in aiste, -ti (out of her), asta

(out of them), likewise in iiaiste, -ti (above her), ziasta (above

them), in which consequently s or st is to be considered as origi-

nally ss (the original auslaut of tar(s) is perhaps still to be recog-

nized in the ?•?' of thorrainn, tliorraihli, -orrainn, orraibh from

/or occur also, however, and the O. Ir. torunn has single r) ; th

for s after vocalic auslaut in fuithe, -thi (under her) and futha
(under them), xiaithe, -thi (from her), and uatha (from them),

trithe, thi (through her) and triotha ^^through them), similarly

after r in the secondary form ortha; rr for rs in uirre, -ri (on

her), orra (on them), eatorra (between them) where at the same
time the depressed tenuis in eidir is preserved; original tenuis

preserved by s in aice, -i (with her) and aca (with them), chiice,

-i (unto her), and chuca (imto them), while edge (with him) and
chnige (unto him), prove vocal anlaut by the media; tenuis after

nasals derived from an original media in uimpe, -i (about her),

timjxi about them, from a secondary one ( ?) in innte, -i (m her),

ionnta (in them), directly intercalated in roimpe, -i (before her)

and rompa (before them), on the other hand 7vime (before him).

All these examples are in the highest degree important and
interesting by the constancy with which the s, which has else-

where generally disappeared, makes its influence still left in the

latest language period, and most strikingly of all in roimpe (for

roimsi the p) as in Lat. denipsi, demptum) along with roime with

aspirated m.

But we especially want very often the Modern Irish to deter-
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mine Avliether tenuis or media is to be read aspirated or not.

As is well knoAvn, the oldest documents do not always very accu-

rately mark the aspiration even in tenues, still less in the case of

/ and s, and not at all as a rule in the case of mediae and m, or

at most mark the unaspirated pronmiciation by duplication, and
in the MSS. of Zeuss, wherever the aspiration is indicated, the

aspirated tenuis is found for the media. Thence arises a double

ambiguity, inasmvich as we may fluctuate equally between d and
dh as between dh and th; but this ambiguity is still fiu-ther in

creased by the circumstance that tenuis not only occurs for double

media, but also inversely media here and there for pure tenuis.

As the Middle Irish MSS. also do not always accurately mark
the aspiration of the media, it is often only the Modern Irish

wdrich can here help us, for the latter, in spite of the above men-
tioned conniption, has, by completely di'opping aspirated conso-

nants, and a wide spread lowering of pure as well as aspirated

tenues, fortunately maintained accurately, on the wdiole, the

limits between aspiration and pure pronimciation, with the excep-

tion of some verbal forms before which particles have dropped,

and some particles wdiose anlaut is aspirated as, cheana (already),

bheos^ fos (yet) for cene (jam), beos (adhuc), co and tar in the

formulae chuga7n, thorm (cf. above.)

The simple m which in O. Irish is not protected by consonants,

becomes always aspirated in Modern Irish; *domam iwfudumain,
fudomain (profundus) becomes doimin (although the second

vowel was probably intercalated here merely to ease the pronun-

ciation on the dropping of the O. Irish ending), and this m has

likewise (even in Middle Irish) frequently taken the place of an

original hh as in naom instead of noib (sanctus), neam-, neim- in-

stead of neh- (negative prefix), claidherh instead of claideh (gla-

dius), fealsam instead o£ felsub, which has in consequence fol-

lowed the false analogy of brithem. We may, therefore, with
perfect security deduce from m in inlaut in Modern Irish, m or

mm (mb) in Old Irish, which to be sure we are not as yet always
able to explain; thus anam points back to animm (anima) Z,

1059, aimn to ainWi (nomen), iiaim to uaimm (a me), etc., as im,

uim, um, does to im7n (wi^)'" while dom has become dam (to

me), rem roirh (before).

An original media after voAvels is always aspirated in Modern

'" As in iiiwi from mb, so may the m—itt in Cormac (for oganiic Corpimarjuas,
where the vowel dropped should produce aspiration) have been assimilated from
pm, in anijiii (sunms) from sm ; in anhmn, ainm, naimm it is just as unsatisfac-

torily explained as in 1 sg. and pi. of tlie verb; and singularly enough the Kymric
shows just here a softemng, V. enef Arm. enej\ tneff, (anima), W. 3. emv. P.
(Ji)unoic, Arm. Itanu (nomen), W. 3. ohonaj, alianajf' (a me, de me), just as in
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Irish, adharc, hrar/ha, huidhe, croidhe, a n-deaghcddh, foghlaini,

adhradh, gen. adhartha; tliereforc, no doubt, to be thus re-

presented in Old Irish: adarc (cornu), brdge (cervix), huidii

(flavus), crule (cor), indegatd-h (post), foglaim (comprehensio),

adrad (adoratio). The change between aspirated tcnues and
media also points in the same direction ; the final med. asp. is a

softening from ten. asp. in adrad (probably also in indegaid) as fre-

quently happens, of cailleach, Old Ir. catllcch, gen. caillighe. After

consonants the mediae in Modern Irish also remain without aspi-

ration, except where a vowel has dropped out, dixl, feeing, bolg,

borb, O. Ir.

—

ardd (aitws), fere forfergg (ira), bolc= bolgg (bulga),

6orp, i.e. borb (stultus) ; Stokes (Beitriige II. 102) has, therefore,

rightly looked upon such forms as dealbh, marbh., tarbh., where
the mediae appear aspirated after liquids, as proving bh= v.'^^'^

On the other hand, the mediae are often assimilated after

liquids, especially after m and 7i [as partly already in O. Irish,

udll (superbia), gen. umlbe'], thus in agallcmi= acaldam, accal-

dajn, acaltam, i. e., accalddam (allocutio), iomad Conn. Glos.

{m.Siny)=z imbed (copia, ops), ionam= indiumm (in me), binn

(melodious) =: ^mc^, clann= eland (proles), cunradh, Mid. Ir. cun-

dradh (a covenant), O. Ir. cundixid (merx), connarcas (I saw),

for cond. (root dare in SipKw, etc.), coinneal (a candle), cf cam-
dloir (candelarius), even Middle Irish bennaeht, bennachadhz=
bendaclit, bendaehad (benedictio) likewise mallaeht=7naldaeht
(maledictio).

The so-called eclipse also depends upon the assimilation, so

far as it aifects mediae, inasmuch as na-m-ball (membrorum) is

pronounced nammall. I suspect, therefore, that in O. Irish also

the dot over ii and Wt before mediae had more to do with the

media than wilji the nasal, and consequently that rad nde is to

be pronounced o-ad ne (notwithstanding the apparently contra-

dictory mode of writing /recf/aw-c, dofoirde), because nasals other-

wise regularly drop out before tenues, but not before media?, or

rather remain when tenuis becomes media, as in ind- (Gaul.

ande-), ingor (Lat. ancora). Another assimilation according to

which eodhladh (sleep), eeadna (the same), colna (of the flesh),

are pronounced eolladh, ceana, eolla, is not indicated in writing.

§. 4. Consonantismus—Aspiration of Tenues after Vowels.

The original tenues (and the hard spirants s, /) like the

mediae, are always aspirated in true Celtic words after vowels, if

1 sg. -af, -while although an Arm. dif, (//^corresponds to the Irish dom, dam, we
have on the other hand W. 3. iin, ym, P. thijm. From this it appears that the mm
in these cases is exactly comparable with the nn of the article, and was perhaps
produced under the influence of the original accent.

"- Derbh (certus) along with dearbh is very curious, so likewise is easbha
(defect), pi. gen. easbkadh, cf. ace. tesbaid (defectum), dat. tesbaiih.
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a vowel or liquid follows, but not before mutes, except in the

combination ct, which is sometimes written clit, also, as it ap-

pears, not before (dropped) v; and in this the Modem Irish has

altered nothing, except that it has logically carried out the cht;

with oscillation in Old Irish of aspirated tenues to medire, especi-

ally in til, less so in ch, in which latter in Modern Irish it has

much more extensively spread. After consonants (as before

mutes) tenuis remains without aspiration, also after those which
have dropped out, hence t, c, instead of nt, nc (likewise /, s,

instead of?//", ?ks); but Modern Irish has here frequently lowered

the tenuis to media, both original and secondary.

The old Irish has changed organic media3 into tenues in two
ways: 1. before dropped vowels, by which the media has to a

certain extent passed into auslaut, and thus become hardened to

tenuis, for example in tdirci (efficit) from clo-carci, in the com-
pound prefixes int- from in-do-, tair- from do-air- (d'air-) taitli-

from do-attli-, tes- from do-es-, tiar- from do-iar-, timm- from
do-imm-, tin- from do-in-, tind- from do-ind-, the same with the

dropping of an / in tii-, to- from do-fu-, do-fo-, in tor-, to?'- (tuar-,

tur-, ter-) from do-for, with the dropping of an h in intsamdtl,

intsliacht, in the article iiit- from ind-s-, and in the abovemen-
tioned prepositions with sufl&xed pronouns ; 2. by the collision

of two mutes, in which the first, if it was a media, became
on that account hardened, and then induced the hardening of the

second, just as if it was an original tenuis or aspirate, atomaig

from ad-dom-cng , cotondelcfam from cot-don-delcfam (cot- accord-

ing to Stokes, Beitrage II. lOGzr Welsh cant-), fritammiurat
from frith-damm-iurat, and others given by Zeuss, 336, edpart,

Xdpart from aith-hart, but has then generally been dropped,

or more correctly has assimilated itself (for gemination often

remains unexpressed in O. Irish, and in the case of consonants

capable of aspiration, always in Modern Irish, only II, nn, rr

are written), thus in acaldam acccddam (allocutio) from ad-gal-

dam^^^ (pronoimced cdgaldam, atcaldam), epil (perit) along with

athail Z. 1012 (pronounced atpcul) from aith-hml, ecne (cognita)

along with aulgne aUh-gne, freere, (responsum) from frith-g{a)re,

conuchad (ut attolleret) from conuad-gabad, doopir (privat, aufert)

from do-od-hir.

In the first case the Modern Irish preserves the tenuis which
is thus produced, e.g. in tim-, in the article ant and in the above

examples of prepositions with pronouns ; in the second it allows

"' Cf. adglddur (Trpoaayopivoj'), adgldchtthar (appellatur) ; so also comalnad
(impletio) along with lun (plenus). The abovcmeiitioned hardening is also, no
doubt, the reason for the mode of writingy^, dd, bh, for c, t, p.
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the same tenuis (the second mute) to again sink to a media, but

does not aspirate it, e.g., iodhhairt (an offering)= zc/pa?ri5, agallam

(a dialogue) = acaZ(:/a>yi, ei-hliia (I die), hkewise ^'ephmm., eagna

(wisdom)= t^c>?e (sapientia), admuim (I confess) cf. atmmvt (profi-

tentur) from ad-daimet; both united show themselves in tlie

abovementioned toghhaim, where the t of tdcbaimm from do-fo-

od-g) has remained, but the c has sunk to g. It has likewise

changed the origmal tenues, to which (n)t and t(v) consequently

belong, everywhere into medias after vowels: codladh (sleep)=
cotlad (somnus) dat. cotliid, Z., S2'2, fad=Jot (longitude), cead-=.

06'^ (centum), ceadna (the same)= ce'^wt; (primus), creidim= cretim

(credo), sometimes even geminated ones as, for instance, clog=
clocc (clocca), heag (little)= 6ecc hec (parvus, paucum), along with

these there are however mac^-niacc (filius), cnoc (a hill) =rc?iOcc

(gibber, ulcus), also cruit (a harp) =: c?'o;f , i. e., crott (crotta), hreac

(a trout), gen. Iric, which points to *hrecc (cf N.H.G. hricke);

troccure (misercordia) from trog-catrc (amor miseri) also remains

unchanged. Fluctuations occur here after consonants; after s

generally softening ; less frequently and more properlyIn Gaehc
after ch (after gh,—ughdar, O. Irish augtorids); after I and r the

tenuis is preserved

—

ok, marc, neart, fait, corp; but p often

passes into h after Z"* [Alpa, gen. Alpan Cormac's Gloss, in

O'Don. 3. 354 (Scotland), ace. Alpai-n (Alpes) Z. 616, from
wliich ceyialpande (cisalpinus), therefore properly "higliland", has

become Alba, abeady Middle Irish gen. Alhan in O'Don. 83, dat.

Albain 251], less frequently after r (yet carhad=.caypa£), t re-

mains also after n in muintir, imiintear, but c passes into g—
rdngas (I reached), thdngas (I came), in Middle Irish still rdnca-

tar (they reached), O'Don. 246, tdncamar (we have come), 252.

It is evident that the so-called eclipse of the tenuis, and
of /, which sinks to hh under similar conditions, (strictly speak-

ing no echpse can be spoken of in the case of s, as the t before it

belongs to the article, otherwise we would be obliged to consider

the p of mnpa to belong to the eclipse) also depends upon this

sinking to mediae, and has properly nothing whatever to do with
the nasal, which is generally dropped before it. Just as in the

middle the tenuis has changed into a media indifferently, whether
a nasal has fallen out before it or not, as cet, i'tar become cead,

eidir, exactly as hec becomes heag, the former is, however, acci-

dentally the more frequent, so in the anlaut, under certain con-

ditions, every tenuis not protected by consonants also passes into

a media, and it is a simple accident that in most cases a nasal

originally preceded, and that consequently, as a rule, the fiuida-

"* Probably the bh in dearbh, easbka may be thence explained ; see note 112,

p. 142.

.
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mentally diftercnt eclipses of the tenues and medire go hand in

hand; that this is not a necessary condition is shown by the

eclipse after m-, ei- (O. Ir. e- along with es-, like Lat. e along

with ex), which only occurs with teniies, eagcdir (injustice) rr

ccotr (incongruus) , Sadtrom (light) =:t^^r^<m (levis), not with me-
diae, eadoimin (shallow), because no nasal is present.

From what has been said above, we may consequently con-

clude with perfect safety that Modern Irish tenuis corresponds to

O. Irish tenuis, Modem Irish dura to O. Irish dura, on the other

hand aspirates to aspirates with exceptions, Modern Irish mediai

to Old Irish mediae only if aspirated, or in the combinations rd,

Ig, rg {Id and nd have been assimilated to II, nn), while after

vowels, s and ch every pure media points to an old tenuis, after

I and r at least h is of uncertain origin. We may therefore in-

fer from drd ardd (sublimis)—written ardd, art, ard, ixom. fear

g

fergg—written /ere, from holg holgg—also written hole, likewise

from agallam accalddam—written acaldam and acaltam, from
hinn hindd; on the other hand horh would not lead with cer-

tainty to horhh, if we did not find hurhe written along with
hurpe. The circumstance that dura point back to dura will,

however, be of especial use to us in the case of dentals, for the

purpose of getting rid of some errors into which Zeuss has fallen

in several passages of his grammar, in consequence of having ne-

glected the newer forms.

§. 5. Cousonantismus— Cases loldch afford occasion for Aspira-

tion after a jweserved or lost Vowel: (I.) in Inlaut; (II.) in

Anlaut; (III.) in Syntax.

As is well known, the same laws which govern aspirations

after vowels, apply in general to those cases also where vowels
had originally existed, but dropped out, so that we may infer

from the appearance of aspiration the former presence of a vowel
in inlaut as in anlaut ; if, therefore, for example, s before mutes,

(according to O'Don., also before tn, cf. fosmaclitu, Z. 666, con-

se(|uently before consonants capable of aspiration generally) be

not infected by preceding vowels, as the mode of writing tesst

shows, a doinscann-som, intinnscana (incipit) from do-incV-sc, in-

do-ind'-sc, will stand opposed perfectly according to rule to the

intsamuil, intsliucht from ind's. The aspiration rule is, how-
ever, subject to so many exceptions in this case, inasmuch as it

also depends upon the nature of the preceding consonants, that

in the uncertainty of the ancient orthography we can only attain

safe results by a comparison of all individual cases with constant

reference to Modern Irish.

Such cases as afford occasion for aspiration by a presen'cd
or lost vowel, belong essentially to three categories

:
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(T.) In Lihnit. In the iulaut of a word before, and in the

derivative or flexional endings, especially in the word-forming

suffixes -ath, -i'th, -uth, -id, -ach, -i'ch, -ttM {-ule), and before the

-t (th, d) of different conjugational endings. In all these cases

occasion also often occurs for the dropping of a vowel in

inflexion and derivation, and Zeuss (page 84, with which the

examples 762 seq. may be compared) has correctly remarked
that " the t of the ending is not aspirated after /, >i, s, and that

a tt (or t) arises from i-<, th-f.

The following examples are from the conjugation: con-festa

(ut scias), 7narufeste marrufeste (si sciretis), condigente (faceretis),

m'gette (Z. 2^A, "non faceretis"?) conrochretesi (concrederetis),

conndruchretesi (ne crederetis)—with t for tt—along with nis-

cartha (non abesses), nongabtlie (q. sumebatis), fut. secund. yb^
nihthe 7i. 454; deponentials

—

rofestar (scit) nifiastar (nescit),

miastar (judical) and the preterites in -astar, -istir, -estar; pas-

sive forms

—

arna furastar (ne fuscetur). samaltir (comparatur),

adcomaltar (conjungitm-), donelltar (q. dechnatur), manireltar

(nisi manifestatm'), frisddntar (obstridtm-), asagnintar (signifi-

catur), gentar, do-gentar (fit, fiet), nomglantar (,,emungor") non-

lintarni (implemur), nonnertarni (q. confortamur) for tt, con-

intorgditar (ut non circumveniamur) and lioniintogaitarni (ex

quo fraudamiu-), slutntir (significatur) with t for dt, on the other

hand derhthair, scrihthar dinaicJithir, cah'igthir, lobrigthir, sui-

digthir, intoichther, indtulgther, arosailcther, a-carthar, itarscar-

thar, anasherthar, asrirther, fristaeuirther , herthir (differently

nomiliCichtar („angor") and genthir, Z. 470
!) ;

preterites—
dordnta (facta simt), asrulenta (inquinata sunt) along with cZorm*-

gahtha (prolata sunt) ; secondary tenses — nolintae (solebat

repleri), conuUntae (ut compleretur) along with arna eperthe,

doberrthe, roherrthe, nocrochthe, na ructhae; past participles

—

accornallte acomoltae (conjimctus), comchlante (conseminatus)
with t for dt, remfoiti (praemissi) so also dlutai ace. pi. (fixa)

1015 for tlit.,foTbanda (secta) 845 with d after n. On the other
hand; remepertlie, sidbairichthe, atdchiiTmthe, loiscthe, aurgabtha,

{timmorte is curious with the c dropped as in the preterite

dobimchomartt, further imdibthe (circumcisus) and /orrc^Ae (erudi-

tus)"* where, after the loss of the n of beyi- and can-, we should
expect uninfected t, forngarti (jussi) appears like timmorte to be
formed Avithout a copulative vowel) ; fvitiu'e participle

—

eclustai,

sastai, imcasti, avrillti, denti, forcanti, cocarti, for cocartti (emen-
dandum), in opposition to eperthi, imcabtJd, (aicJdi is curious!).

The whole of the examples, with the exception of the evidently

"* Tmdibthe and foircihe may be compared with Sanskrit and Greek forms,
such as hata, (parog, from hmi, 0tv.
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corvu^t genthir, confirms throughout the observation of Zeuss ; the

omission of the aspiration takes place only after /, w, s, d, t, th, in

opposition with crochtJie, among others, except in the case o( nom-

thacthar and aichti {thnmorte and forhgarti may be explained in

this way, that these verbs go in accordance with series III. of

Zeuss) ; it is therefore singular that O'Donovan, in the rule for the

Modern Irish passive and participles, puts tenuis after all aspirates

ch., gh, ih, dh (others do not here occur), except in the verbs in

-ighim, as well as after /, II, n, nn, s, while, on the other hand, he

puts the aspirate after d and t. He at the same time admits, how-
ever, that the sound remains the same after d and t, whether we
write t or th. This rule also receives no confirmation otherwise,

inasmuch as t is everywhere found in derivation and flexion both

in Old and Modern Irish after I, n, s, t, d, th, dh (only with

softening in d after n, seldomer after I), on the other hand th

appears equally constant after ch, gh, as after all other mutes.

The suffix -tu masc, -atu, -itu (cf. Beitr. II. 81), seldomer -ti,

especially affords us examples from the declension, as it is usually

affixed without a copulative (hence tahairt, epert): gen. pectha

pectho, nom. plur. pecthi, pecthe, pectha, gen. pecthe, dat. pecthib,

%cc.pecthu (pectha Z. 1003) from j^eccac? (i.e. peccdth)
,
gen. crOchtho

from crdchad, ttarscartha from etarscarad, cursagtha from cursa-

gad, dumgthea from ddivigud, foilsichtho indfoils'igthe from fotl-

sigud, incholnichtho incholnigthea from incholntgud, intsechtatgtha

(resid ints.) f)vm sechtaifgud, sidbamchthe Z. 618 from sulhaXr-

tgiid; gen. iarfatchtheo iarfaigtho, dat. pi. iarfalgthib Z. 1070
from iarfaigtd, iarftgul f., dat. pi., debthib from debutth; on the

other hand, gen. relto from relath, relad (manifestatio) , ind-

aerchoilti'a from erchoUiud (definitio), cesta chto from cesath

cesad (passio), nerta from nertad (exhortatio) , tal^'mchrutto from

*taXrmchruthad (transformatio)
,

gen. dag-iinrdta, drog-imrdto

(it is to be read thus), nom. pi. imbrdti imrdti, ace. imrdtiu,

(Z. 1068), from imbrddud imrddud (cogitatio).^"^ Here also t

remains after I, n, s, and dental mutes, but is aspirated after all

other consonants, and the Modern Irish confirms this by the

plurals sgealta, sedlta, ceolta, nSalta, bailte, coillte, aitheanta,

leinte, teinnte, linnte, cluainte, mdinte, tdinte, cointe, brdinte, and

the genitives ionganta, tionnsganta, cosanta, cleanta from sgeal (a

story), seol (a sail), ceol (music), neal (a cloud), baile (a town),

coill (a wood), aithne (a commandment), leine (a shirt), teinne

(fii'o), lin7i (a pool), cluain (a meadow), mi'yin (a bog), tain

(a flock), cu (a greyhound), bro (a quern), iongnadh (wonder),

"® Zeuss, 851, erroneously assumes a nominative dagimrat. Stokes (Beitriige

I. 450^ also is in error respecting tairmchrutto (crochta appears to be careless

writing).
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tionnsgnadli (beginning), cosnadh (defence), dtkmadh (doing), in

opposition to tlie pkirals inilrtha, cogtlia, toirthe, teangtha, the

genitives daortha, adhartha, cunnartha from mur (a wall),

cogadh (war), toradh (fruit), teanga (a tongue), daoradh (con-

demning), adhradli (adoration), cunnradli (a covenant), in which
it makes no difference whether the sufl&x -at is originally word-

forming as in teinne, or determinative as in C2i.

Derivatives in -te (i. e. -tia or -iaja) after s, I, n, in wliich, how-
ever, d appears generally after / and always after n (evidently

pure d and not dh), see in Zeuss 763 seq.; whether, however,

nmtae (menstruus), conde (caninus), anmande (animalis), tal-

mande (terrestris), eiscsende („intensivus"), cenalpande, aniendae,

which are evidently derived from consonantal stems, have
actually lost a vowel before the suffix, remains doubtful ; the d is

to be read aspirated after r and other consonants as after vowels,

bithgatrddi (perpetvio breves), has been wrongly explained, like

cethargarait, it belongs to an i- stem, and is to be further carried

back to an nt- stem. To the examples for it, t from tt^ dH,

tilt, am-hrotte (momentaneum)
,
gutte gutae (vocalis) — from

which angutas 750 (vocalitatem suam) — , aicnete (naturalis),

scote scotae („violarium") from scotli (a flower), are e\ddently

to be added uathate (singularis) from uathath, from which ace.

pi. fern, huathati, dat. pi. uathatcdb, and slahratae (the gloss

catinensis being erroneous) from slahrad (catena), which Zeuss,

769, erroneously places under -ant, so also, most probably, du-

nattae (castrensis) from *dihiad, cf a righduinte (theii- royal

forts), Cormac's Glossary in O'Don. 233, arsate (antiquarius),

cf. arsid (a genitive as it appears) Zeuss, 581, plur. tdati (gen-

tiles) 1043, from tuath (populus), perhaps also tecnate (domes-

ticus) ; in the consonantel stems with the nom. -atu, -etu Ave may
assume *-ntat, but they could also have arisen from *-tvat (cf.

Skr. -tva n., Lith. -tiiva m., Slav, -stvo n., but especially Lat.

-tilt f in juventus, virtus, servitus, senectus), which is sufficient

reason for their retaining the tenuis -i"^ as in the pronouns of the

second person. Mod. Irish examples : saoghalta (worldly), gallda

(exotic), fi'reanta (righteous), grianda (sunny), handa (teminme),

also with assunilation daonna (human) = do hide; on the other

hand, niordha (majestic), feardha (mascvdine), urdlia (golden).

Derivation with various suffixes : ecinti'ch (infinitus), from cm-
niud (definitio) huaiigitir (rarescunt), from uiithad, holtigetar

(olent), from bolad, muntUli (institutor), from iniiniid; ingrentid

(persecutor), Imiidi (fartorcs), rrchotltith (maledicus), from trchol-

lud—esartaid (capsor) is remarkable, exactly like timmorte!—
"' Nehmarhtu, -tath are at all events correct forms, and unjustly doubted by

Zeuss, 763.
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muntar (fainilia) is also, no doubt, to be placed under this category,

and not to be compared with Gaulish KOjuovroptoc ; centat (capi-

tulum), from cenn, srdthatatli, read -toi (aculeus), from srdthath;

on the other hand, epertitJi, berrthaid, dotlbthrd, dehthach, and

deidhthigim, tirthat, from tir, etc.—Compare the Modern Irish in-

finitive, do chantain, but d'fearthain.—In diltiith, for example,

the stem-vowel has been ejected, and because / precedes, we do

not on this account know whether a mere vowel, or w, or a

dental mute dropped with it.

(II.) In Anlaut. In the anlaut of the second member of a

compound, whether the first member be a noun, a numeral,

or a particle, the second a nou^n or a verb. Neither here

nor in the syntax has Zeuss brought together the exceptions

to the aspiration rule ; but we may assume a priori, that the

well ascertained law, according to which the dentals are not

aspirated after I, n, s, t, d, th, dh, has in the main come into

play also in composition and syntax, because it has a pure

phonetic reason in the homorganeity of these consonants.

Grimm (Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, 375) observes about

Modern Irish " the Unguals t and d suifer, however, no aspira-

tion after liqiuds, but remain unchanged"; but this is taken at

once in too wide and too narrow a sense, for m and r do not

hinder the aspiration,"* and the mutes hinder it as well as n;

what he further says, " I find also mactire, son of the land, as the

poets call the wolf, not inacthire", may be very simply ex-

plained in this way, that this is not true composition, but merely

juxta-position of the substantive with the governed genitive (=
maqvas tirais), where there exists no reason for aspiration. Ac-
cording to O'Donovan, 336 seq., aspuation docs not occur (except

in the case of s with a mute following, to which, according to p.

54, we must also add m) with d, t after ?i, d, t; finally, in

some cases not specially stated; /, s and the aspirated th, dh

are not tliere mentioned, but it is scarcely to be doubted that

they exert the same influence on d, t following, as we even find

dall-ciach (a blinding fog) given without aspiration, so likewise

aththaoiseach (a deposed chieftain), and aithdheanam (remaking)

;

but, however, aitldeidhte (re-heated), athduidhte (reburnt). Now,
if even the Mod. Irish, in whicli aspiration is so widely spread,

that it has come in after every particle in composition, with

few exceptions"'' (ea- or ei-, eas-, con-, or coin-) has, nevertheless,

"* Compare imdliiden (shelter, defence), urdhairc eardhairc (illustrious, re-

nowned).
' '" The eclipse after di is perfectly enigmatical in diombuidheac/i (unthankful),

diombuun (perishable), analogous to diomu/aiin (I dispraise) on the other hand,
M'ith aspiration, dioinur (very great), diclnHinnaiin (I bcliead), diuthoghluidhe

( mipregnable).
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preserved in the above position the d and I pure ; with much
greater certainty may Ave look for the same thing in Old Irish,

where the original limits of aspiration are exceeded only in very

few instances (in dit- and mi- for *dus- and *mis-). Accord-

ingly, we find ^ preserved before mutes in banscala (servae), cdin-

scel (bonus nuntius), drogscela (males nunties), soscele (evange-

lium), athscribend (rescriptiun), incomscrib'ndmth (syngi-aphum),

doscmlaim (experiov), doinscannsom (incipit), after the verbal

participle in roscarsam (recessimus) ; t after n in

—

baiiterismYd

(obstetrix), grimtairissl'm (solstituim), meduntcurisnnd (medias-

tinus)—compare JNIid. Ir. baintigerna (domina), in Stokes' Irish

Glosses,—fintan (vinetum), cdintetst (bonmn testimonium), cdin-

tountiu (bona cogitatio), cdintol (bona voluntas), caintatdlech

(satisfactio), sentinni pi. (anus), intonnaigim (inundo), intursitib

(irriguis), tintiith (interpretatio), fointreb (supellex) ;'^'* after I in

ind-idultatgae (fani), iltoimddiin {dd=t, multarum opiniommi),

after s in rostdn (rosarium), after t in rechttdircid (legislator),

after th in frithtasgat (adversantur), frithtaidechtae (contradic-

tionis), for vfh.ich.fritt',frit- is also written ; we have, consequently,

to consider d after w in banddlem (hospita), bandea (dea), ban-

dechutn (diaconissae), bandacJdach (leno)—cf Mid. Ir. baindea in

Stokes' Op. cit.—cdinduthmcht (bona volvmtas), sendinne (vetus

homo), and after I in ilddni (multae artes), as dura, a hardening

to t occurs after t, th, d, (see supra), biddixnugud, i.e., bithd.,

however occm-s, Zeuss, 781. For some other exceptions, such as

the above mentioned atbdtl for athbcul, idpart for idhbhavt, where

the hardening comes into play, at the same time (leaving out of

consideration faulty spelling), I have not been able as yet to find

any fixed rule ; only we must not take for an exception what is not

one, as for instance the name Diinpeleder, Zeuss, 821, in which
the p has remained pure, because this is no more a case of true

composition than the above mactire, or the family names with O
and Mac, which for the same reason are not aspirated, e. g.,

O'Briain (gen. I Bhriain, dat. d'Ua Bhriain, ace. ar O'Mbriain,

according to O'Molloy, in O'Donovan, 369).

(III.) In Syntax. In Syntax, the Modern Irish should be iised

only with the greatest caution for determining the laws of anlaut

(which were not very clearly or completely developed by Zeuss),

because it has here given Avay still more to the tendency to use

this, originally a purely mechanical phonetic change, as a dyna-

'-•' Zeuss indeed assumes (195,848), after in- also in composition unchanged an-

laut, as, however, the n does not drop out anywhere, we must presuppose a
fundamental form, like Greek ivl, consequently aspiration which is supported by
inchosc (significatio), etc.

12
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mic agent, a tendency that was already visible in tlie particle

composition, and arbitrary rules of scribes and grammarians, wlio,

as a rule, bad no idea of the nature of aspiration and eclipse, have
bad their share in still further disturbing and confusing the

original nde; nevertheless it may be here also of real service to

us, if we consider perfectly unbiassed each grammatical form as

that which it is, and not what it pretends to be, and bestow the

necessary attention on the actual or apparent exceptions.

The phonetic changes are dependent in Syntax on two con-

ditions : not merely on the nature of the sounds which come
together, but also on the greater or lesser logical correlation of

the words, a condition which did not at all come into consideration

as an independent one in inlaut and composition ; as in French,

the pronimciation of the final consonant of the first word, even
if it be capable of becoming sonant, docs not take place between
every two words, so in Irish, also, the auslaut does not exert in

every position its influence upon the following anlaut. The
closest combination is formed by the substantive with the pre-

ceding article and pronominal genitive, the preposition with its

case, the verb with particles and pronouns, which, in writing,

are either enchtic or proclitic ; the substantive is less closely con-

nected with a succeeding adjective (as a rule, a preceding one
enters into composition) still less with a dependent genitive,

the connection of the verb with a substantive, as subject or

object, is the loosest. Next to this, the very unequal action of

the auslaut is of importance : original s- auslaut does not appa-

rently lose its protecting action in any position in Old Irish,

upon succeeding initial consonants; final n also occurs often,

where the combination is by no means so particularly close, as

in guidtmse dia nerutau; there are even phenomena which appeal

to point to an v f^tXKvariKov (cf p. DO); on the other hand,

the aspiration required by vocalic auslaut often does not occur

even in the anlaut of the adjective, still more freqi;ently in that

of a dependent genitive. IVIany instances of omission are, of

course, only a consequence of careless and imperfect writing, as,

for instance, s and / often appear without a dot ; but others arc

due to perfectly determinate phonetic laws, especially to the two
frequently mentioned above; this is especially seen after the

article, by comparing the older and newer form.

(1.) The article originally ended in s in the nom. sing, masc,

gen. sing., and nom. plur. fem., dat. and ace. plur. of all genders

(the neuter appears to have early passed over into feminine in

the plural) ; in n in the nom. sing, ncut., the ace. sing, and gen.

plur. of all genders; in vowels in the gen. sing. masc. and
ncut., nom. plur. masc, dat. sing, and nom., and ace. dual of all
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£fcnders ; according to this wc have to expect in the ace. sing,

(and nom. plur. neut.) and gen. plur. n (in) before vowels and
mediae, assimilation before liquids, and pure anlaut in the case

of tenuis, s and/; in the gen. sing, masc, neut., nom. plur. masc.

and dat. sing, aspiration, which is not written for medias, and in

other instances pure anlaut of the following substantive or

adjective. Most examples, also, agree with these observations,

leaving out of consideration neglected aspiration, especially of s

and/, which, however, in the case of s is generally made observ-

able by a preceding t for d; gen. insjnrto, intesa, etc., should not,

however, be reckoned among negligences of writing, they are to

be looked upon rather as actual exceptions, according to deter-

minate laws. The s, in inspwto., cannot be aspirated on account of

the following mute, hence the article is not written here either hit-

or ind-i because the t is hardened out of d or intercalated only

before s (for which of the two explanations is the correct one, re-

mains for the present still doubtful, as even in Modern Irish, roiwpe,

from rowi si also appears along with uiinpe, from uiml) si) ; on this

account insenduine does not get a t in the nom., but it does in the

gen. intsenduini, inaccurately written vidsenduini, and the pro-

nouns sa {so, se) and sin, which are not aspirated, no doubt, be-

cause a double consonant originally existed in anlaut, form every-

where with the article inso insin (Zeuss, 275, 353, seq). That
the dental has also been preserved pure in intcsa by the preced-

ing sound {n or d), conseqiiently that an aspirate is not to be pro-

nounced here any more than in induini, and tliat Zeuss, 231,
232, 236, with all the observations appertaining thereto, is

decidedly in error, is shown, besides, by tire constancy in the

examples (nom. fern, indtogas, gen. masc. neut. intairmchrutto,

intesa, intaidlich, dat. ontechtatriu, dontorud, isintuisiulsin,

ontrediu, dindirediu, iarsintairgiriu, hisintorunt, hontecnatatii

,

dintecnatatu, issintodochidiu, isintumchli, nom. masc. pi. inhi-

isil), also by the Modern Irish, which has maintahied the same
rule.

The laws of anlaut after the article look, to be sure, on first

sight, and as represented by the grammarians, wonderful enough

;

that the nom. fem. and gen. masc. cause aspiration, and the gen.

pi. eclipse agrees with the old rule; but that eclipse should
occur in the dat. sing, after all prepositions, except do in West
Munster, as O'Donovan gives at p. 63,— and except do and de, as

is stated at p. 393,—that s suffers the so-called eclipse only after

do, de, is with the article, consequently aspiration with an inter-

calated t before it, p. 70,—that t and d, as a rule, suffer in the sin-

gular as little eclipse as aspiration, while in the genitive plural,

on the other hand, they are regularly eclipsed,—appears enigma-

12 B
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tical, and the contradictoiy rules of the grammarians respecting

the anlaut of adjectives (p. 110-117), appear to make the matter

completely inexplicable. But if we examine this phenomenon
closer, and compare the use of the prepositions and the examples
from Keating (p. 394, seq.), light will be thrown upon this pecu-

liarity, in which the confusion of speech among the people, and
the foolish caprice of grammarians, have gone hand in hand, and
immediately the exceptions become satisfactorily explicable. At
p. 78 seq. (ante) attention has been before directed to the confu-

sion in the case-endings, which had partially begun already in Old
Irish, and which has been carried to an extreme in the Middle and
Modern Irish ; we can now complete and correct what has been
there said. In the first place, almost every distinction between
nom. and ace. has disappeared, in the singular, the nominatiA^e

form, in the plural at one time the latter, at another time the

former, has alone been preserved, and even where in an isolated

instance both forms occur, they appear to be promiscuously used

;

the accusative form has verv early replaced the nominative in

the plural of the article ; in the singvilar, on the other hand, tlie

nominative has replaced the accusative, of Avhich the Middle
Irish already affords examples (cf. cler in the Allemannian dialect

of German). The syntactical peculiarity of the Old Irish of

putting the accusative in many instances in place of the nomina-
tive, especially in the passive, and the complete similarity of

both cases in the plural, which often originally existed or arose

at an early period, as well as the slight difference in the singular

masculine, which completely disappeared before tenuis, and s,

f, facilitated this intermixture ; in addition to this, in the article,

both were from the beginning alike in tlie feminine plural ; and
in the noun, the accusative and vocative jDlural Avere the same,

the latter being the only true accusative form, which is still pre-

served, and which may also be recognized as such by the unal-

tered anlaut of a following adjective. The confusion has gone
so far in the spoken language, that this form occurs for the dative

in the plural even after prepositions, one says, indeed, do na
fearaibh (to the men), but also do na capitil (to the horses),

O'Donovan, 83 seq. = 7rpog rovg (rote) 'iTnroi; O'DonoA^an directs

the supposed accusative to be put after ga7i (without), and idir

(between), in the singular, in reality, therefore, the nominative.

The true accusative form is to be found, on the other hand, in

the so-called dative singular, for o'nm-bdrd is as little a time

dative as the French au poete (irad ilium poctam). Even in

Old Irish the dative distinguished itself fi-om tlie accusative in

the vowel only in the a- (ia-) and rt-stems, which were capable
of an u umlaut, and this distinction must have ceased in Modern
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Irisli with the loss of this umlaut ; all feminine and consonantal

stems formed both cases alike, from the beginning with /-um-

laut; there only remained, consequently, the difterence of the

auslaut towards the anlauts following. But we have already

seen in the case of the pronominal suffixes, that the dative has

only maintained itself after de and do in diobh and doibh; on
the other hand, the accusative has come in after all other pre-

positions, as the pecuhar phonetic phenomena in aea^ etc., show;
consequently in that which the grammarians call the dative sin-

gular, a true dative is only to be recognized after de and do;

after other prepositions, on the other hand, the accusative ; and
we should not wonder that in Keating, and in the North Minister

dialect, the article gives rise to aspiration only in these cases

(both prepositions, except in the County of Kilkenny, sound alike

do), while everywhere else it produces eclipse. Here, also, then,

similarity of form has gone hand in hand with syntactical cor-

ruption ; the INIodern Irish is surpassed in the latter respect by
the Modern Greek, which has wholly lost the dative, and even
combines airo and fii (jx^to) with the accusative. The occur-

rence of the dative after all prepositions (even gan and idir) in

the plural of substantives, is, no doubt, due to an efibit to gain a

prominent distmction, which was not given here by the form of

the article {na without change of sound). Hence there have
been preserved pure in the written language, the dative plural,

only that already in the earhest times the article had begun to

become truncated to na, the genitive singular and plural, and
the nominative singular, in all instances; the dative singular,

on the other hand, only after de, do, the acccusative singular

after the other prepositions {gan and idir excepted), never as

objective case, the nominative and accusative plm-al only where
they have sounded ahke as in the vocalic feminine stems, other-

Avise they are always confounded. If we now study the treat-

ment of the anlaut after the article, everything may be satisfac-

torily explained conformably to the old rule, e. a.:—
m. n.
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When, therefore, .s suffers the so-called eclipse after is (in) as

in Keating

—

is in t-saoghal (in the world), the dative fomi is

there exceptionally preserved, while 'san seancJms (in the history)

contains the usual accusative form ; it is perfectly according to

rvde that t and d should remain pure after do'n (den, isin) for

they are withdrawn by the ;* from the aspiration which should

occur here ; after other prepositions the strict rule requires, how-
ever, eclipse as well as in the genitive plural. But even the

most abnormal modes of treatment of anlauts (as in Kilkenny
and Tipperary, where b, f, g, suffer eclipse, c and p aspiration

after all prepositions, and s is eclipsed, that is, aspirated by t; a

real dative is preserved here, as the aspiration of the c, p, s

shows, but h and g are assimilated with the nasal to m and ng,

the softening of the / to hli is curious) agree, however, in

this, that t and d, after the article, are nowhere aspirated
;
proof

enough that in the Old Irish, also, we have to deal with a dis-

tinct law, and not "with a negligence of writing. If individual

writers have also changed the anlaut of substantives without the

article, e. g., have ecHpscd in the genitive plural, it is because

they have totally misapprehended the cause of the phenomena,
it is, tlierefore, AvhoUy unjustifiable.

That the adjective after the article is subject to the same laws

of anlaut as the noun substantive, may be concluded a priori; but

in general the case occurs very seldom, as the adjective comes
mostly after the substantive, in the opposite case composition

takes place, although they are sometimes separately written, as in

arnoib hriathrmb, Zeuss, 926 (read arnoibbriathraib, as the ab-

sence of the ending requires). In Modern Irish such combina-

tions are, to be sure, mostly wi'ittcn separate, but the adjective

remains unchanged, and the anlaut of the substantive is aspirated

(except in instances like seanduine) so that the composition is

readily recognizable (O'Donovan, 347, 349).—Besides the pro-

nouns each, cech, nach, cdatle, and the cardinal numerals which

regularly precede (indala appears to be compound, the ordinary

numerals besides cetne and tdnatse always precede the substan-

tive) sain occurs now and again inflected before the substan-

tive (saini persin in the nom. fern, plur., but hipersonaib sainib),

mostly, however, compounded ; uile fluctuates, cetne, also, mostly

precedes, but sometimes comes after the substantive; aile and

tdnaise are, on the other hand, always placed after it.

(2.) The same influence of the auslaut on the following anlaut

occurs, of com-se, between adjective (adjectival numeral and pro-

noun) and substantive, whenever the adjective has attributive

value, whether it goes before or after ; the examples in Zeuss are,

however, few, as the aspiration is never noticed in the case of 6, d,
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g, m, and very irregularly in the case of s and /, and for the

reasons above given must often be suppressed in the case of t

(d). Examples for the aspiration of the adjective: in the nom.

fem., mo tJiol cJiolnide, each thiiare; in the gen. neut., indfolatd

chetnai; in the dat. neut. isindanmairil chetmdiii, hi togarmim

frechdatrc;^'^^ in the dat.fem., dingutai thmsig, iar riagoil chenelatg,

for IdXm chli; in dual fem., diguttai fodlatdi. The aspiration

is suppressed according to determinate rules in: gen. masc, in-

chruTnn toirthich, toTrthig; in the dat. neut
,
fardiiill tan. (tdn-

aTsiu); in the dat. fem., do persm tanaisi, hi persTn tchiaisi, isin-

depistil toisich; from neghgence in the dat., huandhitthi seim,

etc. Examples of the transvected nasal are given at p. 90.

That the principle has not lost its force, we see in the Modern
Irish, where we again find in the adjective placed after the sub-

stantive aspiration and eclipse, under the same conditions (and

also the same confusion in the dat. sing.) as in the case of the

substantives ; aspiration occui's in the voc. sing., only after con-

sonants in the nom. plur., not after vowels, na fir threana, but

treasa mora, because in the former -i was the original auslaut,

and in the latter s; in Uke manner, the voc. plur. preserves the

original anlaut

—

a feara treana.

Examples for the aspiration of the substantive: in the gen.

masc, alaXli thriuTn (I have not as yet found nom. fem. sing.);

in the dat. masc, re each thuisiul, onach fochun ailiii, isinoinchorp,

in den sosuth sill-, 1017, neut., icachthir,^Qxa., 6n chetni jyhersXn;

in the nom. plur., (inchamthuisil appears to be a compound),
itchethir chet; the aspiration is prevented in the dative (f.) ondd-

entnisrinn ; left ou.t from negligence in con alailiu fogoir, 6 din

sil., don chetni persin, hi cetni persin, in den sill., 1017, and re-

markably enough in almost all cases which I have yet found,

after each—gen., caTch ceneiul, dat., do cech cenelu, do each eeneoll,

do each ceneolu, ocech cenelu, hi each eeniul, do each ceniul, do each

eathrur, do each corp, hi cech eaingmm, icach sens (does a similar

euphonic law rule here, except in the last instance, as in the case

of ^ after dentals ? Nepliplandxtu maybe regular). The curious

caehnden ehrann, 999 (the subject in the ace like eeeh consain,

1017), maybe explained as composition, as in the nom., denchotm-

diu, oinehorp, 587, ace in denehorp, 580, tri den pheccad (op the

other hand each den ereitfess, gen. fem., inna oena mate), and is

therefore to be read, caeh-n denchrann; aon is always to be looked

upon as in composition with its substantive in Modern Irish, for it

'^' These two formulas show that of the two attempted explanations given in
Beitrage, I., 451 (Stokes' " Observations on the Irish Declension") only the
second is possible : anmanbi, anmambi, anihammi, anmaimm.
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aspirates tlic anlaut of the substantive, e.g., aon chinas (one ear),

£, aon cliraun masc. If the masc. follows da (which in Mod. Irish

has also replaced the fern. <//), in the same form as in tlie nom. sing.,

the fera. in the same form as in the dative singular, hut both being

aspirated, da chrann, da cJduais, and that the adjective in the

plural occurs with aspiration, we have an exact correspondence

with the little we know of the dual in Old Irish (see p. 86 seq.),

and even the n of the old neutral form dan, is still to be recognized

in the eclipse in da d-trian (two thirds) ; O'Molloy had also sus-

pected relics of the dual in it, and O'Donovan's argument against

this view, as well as in respect of the form after cmd, mile and the

decades, is only in part true ; that is, the apparent similarity of

form which as a rule occurs between the nom. sing, and plur. of

both genders, and between the nom. sing, and dual masc, has

gradually led to the use of the nom. sing, after these numerals

even Avhere the gen. pi. (or nom. dual masc.) had preserved the

original difference. The occurrence of eclipse after seaclit, oclit,

noi, deicli, is easily explained, and was abeady founded in the

Old Irish by the n after these words. The explanation is more
difficult of the pure anlaut after cuig and mile, where we should,

certainly, have expected primitive vocalic avislavit ; in the former,

according to the analogy of irifiTre, quinque, in the latter, in con-

sequence of the Old Irish di mili, Avhich points to a feminine

;

the consonantal auslaut which we must assmne in cead (perhaps

already O. Ir. masc, compare the above cetJiircJict) and sS (for

ses-=.sex), as in the plural forms, tri and ceithre, is easily under-

stood; we have ?i^stems in Jiche, and the remaining names of the

decades, whose nom. sing, are pronounced Jiche, tricha triocha,

gen., fichi't Jichead, *trichat triochad, and nom. plur. (like the

dat. and ace. sing.) *Jichit ficMd, trichtt trochaid, etc.'"

(3.) The combination between the substantive and a succeed-

ing genitive is much weaker. Examples of the nasal preserved in

the accusative, (frislond nilfolad, 1029), nominative neuter (torbe

nimdihi), and the genitive plural, are numerous enough (compai'e

On the so-called prosthetic n, p. 90) ; but, as has been already

above remarked, no very particularly close combination is neces-

sary for this ; on the other hand, aspiration occurs rather seldom.

The nom. fern., trehatre chollno, toll chollno, ciall chesto, ciall

chesta (the neut., amm thrimn is singular, beside the ahim-n of

the examples in p. 91), dat., hitosug sum, 1011, do immfolung

/ml, 1016, in oen sosuth sill., 1017, do thaidhse siiperlan, 6 thoil

'22 The doubt expressed at p. 433, vol. I., of the Beitriige is removed by this

;

ficM, tricha, for primitive vicint, *tricant, now approach much, closer to the

Sanskrit trimi^nt, and arc a mean between the latter and tlie Latin vrginii, Iri-

ginta; in meaning they express the Greek i'ikuq, TQiaKa<^.
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cholno, do Idni chetlnitho, are opposed, for example, in great num-
ber, besides the regular ond des tumthe, dothahatrt toirse, by the

nom. fem., bandea criathnecJita, bandea tened, hires creitme, ciall

cech mind (tir tcurngiri may, Kke tir-n-erend, depend upon a

change of gender) ; by the gen., eisseirgi cr., the dat., do hi'cc catch,

illestur ferce, fomdin pectho, a rainn pectha, di red pectho, do de-

chrugud persine, isdiri ceneuil, hi claar cridi, di tnuntir cessair, do

each ceneolu serbe, oc ascnam tire tairngiri, hi foisite cesto, so that

it would appear the fluctuation could scarcely have been here

confined merely to writing. According to O'Donovan, 368, seq.^

aspiration in Modern Irish, also, is generally only usual in proper

names, akhough Keating used it also in other cases ; but it has

here inorganically extended itself to cases like Airdeasbog Chaisil

(the Archbishop of Cashel), and consequently is used as a purely

dynamic agent ; on the other hand, the above mentioned excep-

tion, which the family names with and Mac make, rests fully

upon the Old Irish anlaut laws.

(4.) The pronouns stand in such intimate combination, as well

with the substantive as with the verb, that many depend upon
both parts of speech, not merely as enclitic or procUtic, but even

penetrate between the preposition (verbal particle) and the verb.

Thus the anlaut of the noun is tmder the influence of the so-

called possessive pronouns, i.e., the genitive of the personal pro-

nouns, whether the latter appear in their complete form (absoluta

of Zeuss), or in a shortened form (infixa of Zeuss) ; mo, do, 3.

masc. a end in vowels, 3. fem. a., originally in s, the plurals, arh,

farii or bai'ii, i.e., bharii and ah, in nasals, hence :

—

mothol, moch-

land, imchuiniriug, domthoschid; thual-=idofual, itchdimthecht (in-

accurately, dosenmdthar, itsenmdthir, cutseitchi); achesta (inaccu-

rately apectha); aggnim; arnet, arndiis, armbrethre, arloure-ni,

arsdire-ni;farnintliucht,farcluu,forserce;ananman, ambes, accur-

sagad. This influence is even now still felt in :

—

mo mil, rnfuil,

do chos; a cheann; a ceann, a h-inghean; dr g-cinn; bhar g-cosa;

a g-cinn. The anlaut of the verb is dependent upon the pre-

ceding personal pronoun (infixa of Zeuss), but the decision as to

their original auslaut is rendered more difficult by the contra-

dictory ways in which they are written, and also by the circum-

stance that ISIodern Irish has not this kind of combination. Vo-
cahc auslaut appears to be certain in 1. and 2. sing.

—

ni ni

charatsa, nomthachtar, nimtha, nimptha, fomchridichjider-sa,

nudamchrocha, cofordumthesid-se, fritumthiagar, fordomchoinai-
ther, rotchechladar ; we find, however, condumfel, aromfoimfea,
immiimforling, fomfirjidersa, romsoirsa, coatomsiiassar ; rodchiir-

sach, to be sure, is found in 3. sing. ; but, on the other hand, we
have iinniidforling, cenodjil, rondpromsoni (with rel. n.), n- and
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S-, appear never to aspirate

—

ronsoir, nistahur, there is, however,
nonchretid-si (ut in eum credatis); we read in 1. '^\\xv., fonsegar,

nunsluTnfem-7d, nojisoii'fea, ronsoirni cininftl, ronjitid-ni, ninfor-

teit-ni {conintorguitar, honuntogaitarni, nintd are indifferent in

consequence of the n-t), in 2. plm'. atobci, nobcarad, fordubcech-

na, forndobcanar, rondobcarsam-ni, robcar-si, nondubcairim-se,

robclandad, 7iibtd, dobtromma, atobsegatsi, cotobsechfider, nondob-

sommigetar, nobsdirfa-si, nacliibfSl, condibfeil, manudidjfeil, rob-

fotlugiid, and yet nidan chumachtig and atdubelliub (i. e., atdud-

felliub) appear to point to aspiration ; in 3. plur. da-, as well as

s)i-, seem to be without aspirating power

—

nodascara, randasaib-

set, nondasoirfea, nosiiguid-som, dosmbera, m'sjitir, nosmoidet, nis-

Jitemmar, rospredach, roscomcd. The combination between the

verb and relative pronoun is equally close

—

an (tinasbiursa, ar-

rocar, acarthar, apredchimme) and no (iiocrethn, nopredcliim-se,

correctly or negligently written ?) ; it is curious that in Modern
Irish the noni. a aspirates and eclipses only after prepositions, or

as absolute neuter (what, all that).

Enclitic pronouns and pronominal adverbs are, for their part, in

respect to the anlaut, under the influence of the preceding word,

the suffixed pronoun sa {se, so, su), even in respect to the vowel.

We must, consequently, conclude from the circumstances that the

s remains uninfected, that an original double consonant existed in

anlaut, not only for som {sein) as Stokes has correctly remarked
(Bcitriige, I. 469), but also for su, sa^ so (se, siu, sin), espe-

cially as intithall, w^th aspiration, stands opposed to intisiu, and
messe, tussu are found, whilst with the article we have, as was
mentioned above, not intso or indso, but inse, insin; only it re-

jiiains doubtful whether all these pronouns belong to the same
stem (say sva-n), or whether the -sa after pronouns is to be sepa-

rated from the (as it appears) adverbial -sa, -sin, after substan-

tives. Simple anlaut, on the other hand, is betrayed by the dative

siu, and the compound pronouns side (saide, nom. plur saulai,

Z., 9), sodain by the aspiration in de'siu, Z., 595, and omidi, dat.

fern., olsuide, am. sodaXn, ar'sodatn, olsodatn, olsodXn, fosodin.

(5.) I have nothing to add to what Zeuss has said on the treat-

ment of the anlaut after prepositions and other particles ; that

the s after reii, con, in, iarii, for, tri (and in part also after la, a,

fri) belongs to the article, is now, I believe, generally admitted.

I know no explanation for the hardening of mediae in the verb

substantive (also ni tenat, Z., 585, for ni denat) after ro and
in, which, nevertheless, otherwise produce aspiration ; trithemel,

trichretim, along witli tresinfuil, among others, is equally striking.

The diis (duus) before in- in the indirect interrogative is, no

doubt, contracted from do-Jius, dn-fms (ad sciendum). Com-
pare English to icit.
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(6.) The action of the verbs on the object as regards anhxut

must have been ah'eady in Old Irish very weak. Zeuss gives

only two examples, and O'Donovan has nothing about it in

Modern Irish ; on the other hand, the aspiration of the anlaut

after bn, hudh is given by him, also, as a rule, while in the docu-

ments in Zeuss, more examples without aspiration after the root

hd may be found than with it.

§. 6. Loss of P in Celtic.

One of the most interesting phonetic peculiarities of Gaedhelic

is a certain aversion to j^, which is manifested in different ways.

Firstly, the Gaedhelic, as was long since remarked, has very

frequently preserved the gutturalwhere other languages, especially

the Greek and the Kymric, have allowed the labial to replace it

:

thus, in accordance with the Latin, as opposed to the Greek and
the Italic dialects, in the interrogative pronoun and all deriva-

tives, Ir. cdch=:Kjmr. paup, quivis, Gaedh. nach nech = 'K.jvi\x.

nep aliquis; in the numerals Gaedh. ce^/nV ir Kymr. petgiuw

four, and Gaedh. co/c= Kymr. jyimj) five; further, for example,

in Gaedh. macc= Kjmr. map filius, Gaedh. eland z=:\\.ym.r. plant

proles, Gaedh. erari?i-=Kymr. pren arbor, Gaedli. cre;i= Kynir.

prenu emere, Gaedh. e(.7t=:Kymr. *ep equus (Gaul, epo-., Welsh
ebawl a foal), Gaedh. sech praeter z= Kymr. hep sine, also, no
doubt, Gaedh. ce/<n = Kymr. penn caput, although Pictet (Bei-

trage 86) considers penn =:/)«/ r/a older. Compare, also, Gaedh.
sechim sequor, sechitir sequuntur, in opposition to wliich the

defective Welsh heh inquit may be equated with the Greek

Secondly, even c or ch has sometimes replaced primitive p'-^

even in loan-words, as caisc (pascha), corcur (pm-pura);'-^ the

circumstance is somewhat different with cuingeis, which, like

O.H.G. jimfchusti is only half borrowing, half imitation of pente-

cost ; I cannot, however, look upon fescor or fescar vesper, as bor-

rowed, for the Welsh ucher, as opposed to Corn, gwesper, Arm.
gousper, Hkewise betrays a guttural (ch=sc) like Lith. vakaras,

Slav, veceru. Cht is found for p)t (as in Low German, nichte for

nifte) in secht septem, sechtmaine septimana, necht neptis.

But in anlaut an aversion to p shows itself in an especial

'^^ To this category I also reckon the first guttural in cdic, as in Lat. quinque
and coquo, which I attribute to assimilation (as in pan the second labial in nkfiiTi

and TTETciMv).

'-* Pott, Hallesche Litcrarische Zeitung, 1844, S. 289, Anmerkung.
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manner, not only in inconvenient combinations like ps, where, for

instance, Gaedh. s((lm agrees with O.H.G. salnio for psalmo, but

in the most convenient pi and pr, nay even before vowels, and not

merely in Gaedhehc only, where perhaps the majority of cases

of ^:>- anlant is due to borrowing (as in German, cf. pteccad pecca-

tnm.,persan persona, p?'gcgp^ praeceptmn, amprom improbus,p/im
primus, for the true Celtic cetne), but frequently also in Kymric,
which is otherwise, however, as little averse to p as, perhaps, the

Greek. It especially strikes one that, at first sight, we cannot

discover, in both branches of the Celtic family, a single one of the

many prepositions in Sanskrit and the other cognate languages

with
J?-

anlaut {para, pari, pra, prrxdi, and their relatives). Pictet

and Bopp have assumed that the p in these words has passed

either into h or /, and very little of importance can be objected

against the examples of the h for p in Pictet (De laffinite, etc.,

p. 49), isolated examples also occur in all languages of an irre-

gular change between tenues and mediae, in Celtic, for example

—

Gaedh. gabar, Kymr. gafar= \j2X. caper, O. Norse hafr, A. Sax,

liafer; Gaedh. gahal— ^^xnx. kafaei, Lat. capere, Goth, hafjan,

conversely, Gaedh. tenge= Got\i. tuggo; Gaedh. i7/t«?i= Skr. admi,

Lat. edo, Goth, ita; but the pretended change o£p into /is there-

fore the more doubtful. Scarcely one of the examples quoted

has direct evidence in its favom-, but certainly the parallel

Kymric, gu, gw, does not admit of the assumption of the dii'ect

passage of p into /', at most, of one through the mediation of r,

from which the Gaedhelic /, and the Kymric gu, were then

evolved according to their special phonetic laws. So, for example,

Gaedh. frith, Kymr. gurth, certainly admit of being connected

with the Sanskrit prati by a Celtic fundamental form *vrith,

*verth {= *vrati, *varti), by which the aspirates would be deve-

loped in both languages perfectly according to rule, in the Gaed-
helic between the vowels, in the Kymric in the position rt. The
end vowel in isolated use must then, however, have dropped off

very early, as the Gaedlielic has there only the form fri, which

does not infect the following consonants ; for the o before the ar-

ticle belongs as little to the preposition an in this case as in re, iar,

in, tri. But the transformation of the Sansla'it pra to Gaedh. for,

Kymr. giior, appears altogether improbable to me ; for the Celtic

preposition (with which the intensive guor-, Gaul, ver- appears to

be identical) is obviously related to Gaedh. /o, Kymr. (/wo, in form

and meaning exactly like super to sub, inrtp to inro, Goth, iifar

to uf (which also agree in the double construction), therefore,

also, as Skr. iqyari to iipa. Only a doubt can, therefore, exist

as to whether the Celtic had perhaps (like the Slavonian in na=
ava and 2^oz=ypa) dropped the initial vowel, and then change^
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|7 into t', or wlicthcr it liad softened and suppressed the p after

tlie ?i, so tliat the fundamental forms *va and *vari from ?/(p)« and
n(p)ari, common to the Gaedhelic and Kymric, had developed

themselves; the latter is my subjective conviction. If the i,

dropped in /o>', guor, no longer exerts, almost anywhere,'"^ an

action upon the following consonant, it shows that the Celtic

agrees with the Latin, Greek, and Gothic in the early rejection

of that vow^el ; but perhaps a trace of the i may be recognized

(as in O. Norse yjir in opposition to Gothic ufar) in the Gaulish

intensive prefix ver-, the e of which may have arisen either di-

rectly, or through the intermediate stage of i fi'om a by the in-»

Huence of i in auslaut.

The Sanskrit 2yra and 2^<^^i 'H'l' rather to be found in a fourth

class, among words which have wholly lost the p in anlaut, as

in the Gaedhelic iasg= Kymv. jyisc, pysg piscis, athir pater,

which includes in both languages the root Skr. par (pr), which
always appears here, as in German, Greek, and Latin, with I for

f. To this category belong, with a preceding liquid, Gaedh. km
= Kymr. laim (Welsh llawn, Corn, len leun, Arm. leun) plenus,

id.ne, plenitudo, lanad and h'nad implore, rolm implevit, Welsh
lleioni implere, lloneit plenitudo (quantum implet) ; with a pre-

ceding vowel, Gaedh. comalnad impletio, comalnadar implet,

comalnaniar implemus, comallnithe impletus. From the same
root descends further ^paru much= Skr. puru, Gr. ttoXv, Goth.

filii, which the Gaedh. il (for
J)^7)

very accurately represents,

whence ilar multitude, tide, plm-alis; the Gaedh. comparative

Ha agrees with the Greek TrXti'wv, Lat. plus; compare further

Welsh liaus, Uiaics, laws, multus, multitude =: Corn, liias, leas,

W. Z/azt'erir Corn. ^Zeifgr multus, Gaedh. law, loiirz=. Covn. loar

sufficiens, satis and loure sufficientia, W. lluossyd multitude.

Similarly Gaedh. lethan, Kymr. litan, llydan broad, Welsh
lledann to spread out {llet) lied and llyd latitudo, connect them-
selves with Skr. prthu for pratliu, Gr. TrXarwc; the Kymric
adjectives in -lit, -llyd, fern, -lied with the meaning " full of some-
thing", if they are really compound, belong in their second part

either to the root in question, or to the preceding one.

I now likewise recognize the Skr. pra in the prefix ro, which
appears in inseparable combination as an intensive particle, and
in separable combination, as nota praeteriti especially; to the

'-^ We find, nevertheless, in O. Ir., the secondary forms forclianim forclnm
praecipio, forckain])Ta,ecii)it,forthdt adjuYSit, forchonr/ri?ii maudo jxiheo, fo7xhon-
gair mandat, along w'lih Jorcanim (forcetal doctrinsi), forfeit, forcongrim for-
congur, forcongair, m Modern \v\s\\, foircheann for the old forcenn finis ; the rarer

form Joir- owes its i, no doubt, to the influence of the vowel of the following
syllable (as in foirbthe for forbidde). Zeuss, p. 212, also mentions eclipse in

Kymric along with aspiration, which likewise proves vocalic genesis.
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same stem belong Gaedli. vv', ?'6'», remi (sviperlative form as

primum?) and Kymr. rac (=rSkr. prac?) I suspect tlie Skr.

pari [but compare the next section] in the Gauh are, whose
fundamental form appeal's to be *ain; compare Gacdh. ar, air,

er, ir, Kymr. ar, er, yr, Avhicli may be very well compared with

the Gr. Trtpt', in the meaning generally, and in the shades of

meaning Avhich it expresses ; thus the intensive er agrees with

the Gr. iripi, Trtp, Lat. per in permagnus. If a separation could

be carried out between ar and air, 1 would prefer comparing ar

with the Gr. Trapa ; Caesar's Armorica might then be justified as

TrapaXia ; Aremorica (jriQi'^aXaaaioq) may, however, be also ex-

plained. The Corn, and Arm. loar contains, perhaps, an indica-

tion of the lost labial ; the form am- also, which the primitive

an assumes in Gaedh. amires (unbelief), amiressach (unbeHeving),

may owe its origin to the subsequently dropped p of ir-es.

Finally, the Gaedh. ire ulterior (erroneously described by
Zeuss as a comparative, for ireiu is the comparative), may be

referred to the stem Skr. para, and compared with its nearest

akin the Greek Trtpofoc-

§. 7. Loss of P in Celtic, continued.

Since the preceding w^as written, I have found an interesting

example of the loss of p in anlaut in Sn (avis)= *ethn, V. hethen

(volatile), W. 1, aetinet plur., (volucres),—with the derivatives V.
idne (auceps), ydnic (pullus), the compositum, W. 1, etncoilhaam

(augoror),—and the related words, W. 3, adaned, plur., (pennae),

W. 1, atar, 2, 3, adar, (coll. aves), sing. W. 1, eterinn masc, 2, 3,

ederyn (avis, volucris), evidently from the root pai {iriTOfiai),—
compare Skr., patatra, patra, A. Sax. fe'Ser, O.H.G.fidara, Gr.

TTTfpov, and Lat. penna, from *2yetna. Pictct (Beitriige, II. 90),

like Pott (Etymologische Forsclumgen, I. 2te Aiifl., 699 seq.),

equates Gaul, are-, with the Vedic dra; I cannot, however, con-

vince myself that this, in descent as in meaning, still very ambi-

guous Avord has been preserved as a preposition in European lan-

guages,'^® and therefore, I still assume the loss of a p in this pre-

position ; but I entirely give up the equation with ^w?"?, Tripl, to

which I was even then persuaded with difficidty by the form

aTr-. Many j)repositions appear in Old Irish just as in Lithuanian

(Schleicher's Lit, Gram., p. 133), in a double, nay, even in a

treble form, a circumstance which I did not formerly observe, the

shortest mostly occurring in independent use, the stronger in com-

'26 Also I do not see why (notwithstanding Pott's energetic protest against it)

Lat. ad and a?; which only ajipear before labials, could not have coexisted

during a long period as dialectically different forms, just as well as N.ll.G.

scm/t and sacht, as the transition of d into r is proved by tnei idles.
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position, and before pronominal suffixes, with wliicli tlie pecu-

liar intercalated syllables in Kymric may be compared. Exam-
ples: in (ingiiin, itosmch) in (inchosc) incV (indiumm), coii c. d.

[condiuiti, coseitchi) com {comchesad) rarely coii (cosmil), cos

(?) c. a. (co osnada) cue (cucci), ren (rencdrite, recach) rent

(remib) rani (i^emiepur, remthechtas), iaim {iarmbaUhius, iar

iimnii) iarma {iarmafoich, iarm(s)uidigthe) once iarii (iarfaigul);

as (abas, asind-) ass (esib) as (asoirc), tars {tar crich, tarsin-,

o. tarals) tarmi (tairmthecht), tris {triiJteinel ? tresin-, 3. triit)

trpnii (tremdirgedai-), fri's (fricach, frissin-, '6. friss) frith'

(frithcheist) seldomer fris (frisbiur); 6 (Jukhoil) uad {iiad-

faUchthi); even fortlicit along with forteit points to for.
Thus ar' (archiiinn, archenn) also represents undoubtedly a

fundamental *ara (therefore, perhaps, *para), air (au-chinn) and
mri (airiumm) on the other hand, very probably a strengthened

form *ai'S from *(j))arai, and Ausonius' measurement Aremoricae
need not be at all looked upon as forced by the hexameter ; hence
*ara= ar is to jrapa as *are= aTr is to Trapai =:Tuith. pre {pry-.,

pr/-)=:Slav.^:)r/, and Gaul, aremoricos would be VapfnOoXacrcrtoc,

as the modem Breton arvorek irapaOaXaacnog. But the funda-

mental meaning of ar- appears to be N.H. G. vor [JLngl. fore]

{pro and prae) from which fllr., with all its shades of meaning,
was developed, which the Enghsh for and French pour might
denote : archiunn {vor dem angesicht, before the face), archiinn

{vor das angesicht), arse {pour cela, for that), arnaib uilib

ciimactib (prae omnibus potestatibus), aTri {therefoi^e, c'est

pourquoi), doatirclianim (portendo), argur (Goth faiirbiuda.,

N.H.G. verbiete), araii {pour que); even the conjunction ar
is to be found in the English for; again anair is properly
N.H.G. von vorn [Engl./ro?n before], aT7'thtr= 7rapoiT£pog (Trpo-

TEpoc), O.H.G. fordoro, aire and airi'ch represent the Skr. pnrva
and the N.H.G. vorig. Now how does all this agree Avith para,
which the Gr. vapa is svipposed to represent? At the risk of
being considered a very great heretic in etymology, I answer,
certainly not with Skr. ^^f/m to which Greek and Latin forms in £

and e correspond {-n-apa either not at all, or only in certain combi-
nations), and which is itself only weakened from *apard; but no
doubt with the *pard of the primitive Indo-Em-opean language,
which appears again in Skr. purd, but is preserved in Gr. irapa,

as is *paras, Skr. jmras, in the Gr. Trapoc ; for notwithstanding
the Gothic faura, the Sanskrit pu7\l has no more preserved the
primitive vowel \\-iKn. puras, because Goth./a?^r may be equated
with it, hence not only Zend p)aoarva, but also Old Persian p)a-

ruva represent Skr. piirva, and the Goth, fairnja {fairneis)
with the more modern derivative, represents the Skr. purdna,
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all being relatives of the Lat. prae, pro, po?'-, the Gr. irapa,

Trapai, TTpo, the Lith. j^^a, J^^'^i Slav. p>ra, pro, pri, as well as of

the O. Ir. ar and cur, and as vor ethically modifies its meaning
to fiir, so it also weakens itself in meaning to an (compare

praebere=Traplxeiv). I have already spoken above of Modern
Irish ar, to which the supposition of Pictet respecting Old Irish

for applies.
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APPENDIX

I.—ZEUSS ON THE INFLEXIONS OF NOUNS IN IRISH.
[The following pages contain a translation of the part of the second chapter

of the Grammatica Celtica of Zeuss, concerning the inflexions of the noun, to

which reference is so frequently made in the Celtic studies of Dr. Ebel. One
of the most remarkable features of Zeuss' work is the large number of examples
taken from ]MSS. which he has brought forward as the basis upon which his

grammatical canons are founded. Thus the examples given in the part of the
chapter here translated fill considerably more than thirty pages. All these
examples not being necessary for the purposes for which this translation was
made, only a small selection of them has accordingly been given.

(A) Declension.

In the Old Irish language, the noims of which have preserved a
great variety of forms—in this respect far surpassing the "Welsh even
of the same period—we find two orders of declension, of which the

first, on account of the prevalence of vowels in the inflections, may be
called the " vocalic", and the second, for a similar reason, the " con-

sonantal order". To the former belong the adjectives, which do not,

as in other languages su.ch as the German and Sclavonic, possess pe-

culiar forms of their owm ; substantives alone are found in the latter,

though in less number than in the first. In both orders the flexional

vowels are either exterior, applied to the end of the Avord, or inte-

rior, placed immediately before the final consonant, whether it be a
radical or derivative one. There are, moreover, some anomalous
nouns diflfering from the usual forms of declension, and exhibiting

others peculiar to themselves.

FIRST ORDER.

Substantives and adjectives of the masculine and neuter genders

agree in their declensions. Those of the feminine gender have forms
of their ovm. I shall give first a table of all the forms of declension,

which I call series, with a paradigm of each ; and then substantives

and adjectives from the codices confirming the forms of all the

series here exhibited, or even such as present any slight varieties.

DECLENSION OF NOUNS MascuUne and Neuter.

Paradigms : I.

—

Cele (a companion). It has not appeared so neces-

13 b
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sary to give an example of a derivative of this first series, snch as

echire (a horseman, a muleteer ?), tectire (an envoy), as of the follow-

ing, on account of the internal voAvels inflected : II. hall (a member),
primitive, tuisel (a case), derivative example. III. hith (the world),

primitive, dilgud (forgiveness), derivative.

The neuter differs so far only from the masculine, that the ac-

cusative and vocative are formed like the nominative ; and, in the

plural number, the same three cases take peculiar inflexions, dif-

ferent from the masculine, as will be rendered evident by the

examples which follow :
—
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Adjectives. Masculine, ceetnefer (first man), Wb. 7*"; intaihir nemde (the Hea-
venly Father), Wb. i^; derivative adj. in de, te, the, are of frequent occurrence.

Adjectives. Neut. amtt/e (all), anuilese (all this), Wb. IG*" ; ni mtae iido aiiairubsin

(this possession is not new to liim), ]\I1. 1 7^.

Genitive.—Subst. Masc. corp i»duinl (the man's body), Wb. 12*.

Subst. Neut. claar cridi (table of the heart), Wb. 15* ; comalnad sosceli (fulfil-

ment of the Gospel).

Adj. Mas. comalnad indhidli recto (fulfilment of all the law), Wb. 20*.

Adj. Neut. di/isid cei>u did {accusative of the first declension), Sg. 91''.

Dative.— -m occurs frequently instead of -iti.

Subst. Masc. do dinniu (to the man). Ml. 20'' ; donduini (to the man), Wb. 4''.

Subst. Neut. dondediusin (to these two), Wb. 9''; hi farcridiii (in your heart),

Wb. 5''; In esseirgu, in heseirgiu (in resurrection), Wb. ^^ IS*"; iarnesseiryia

(after resurrection), Wb. 3"=.

Adj. Masc. donchoimdid nemdti (to the Heavenly Lord), Wb. 27".

Adj. Neut./«/- cetnit din// (in the first declensiouj, Sg. 90*".

AcccsATn'E.—Subst. Masc. imfo/nyi indidnefirian. imfolngi induine s/an (facit

hominem justum, salvuui), Wb. 4"*.

Subst. Neut. ni dilgaid anancride (you forgive not the spite), Wb. 9*^; pred-

chimmi sosce/e (we preach the Gospel), Wb. 1-4 '^.

Adj. Masc. lasinnathir nemde (with the Heavenly Father), Wb. 19''.

Adj. Neut. cen imdibe stdride (without bodily circumcision"), Wb. 2'',

VocATn-E.—Subst. and Adj. Mas. a iudidi (0 Jew !), WTb, I'' ; a mar thormachtai

(gl. macte, magis aucte) Sg. 76*.

PLURAL.

NoMiNATi%'E.— Subst. Masc. comarpi (co-heirs), Wb. 19".

Subst. Neut. -e in Nom. and Ace, ataat ilchenile (there are many kinds),

Wb. 12d.

Adj. Masc. de'nemdai (heavenly gods), Sg. 39*.

Adj. neut., na accobra colnidi (the carnal desires), Wb. 20".

Genitive.—budid innam m'ded talmande (victory of the worldly soldiers), Wb.
lis
Dative.—donab huilib doinib (to all men), Sg. 189''.

AcccrsATn^E.—Subs. Masc. friarceiliu (against our companions ; i. e. against

others), "Wb. 33" ; eter doini (amongst men)'^ Wb. 28".

Subst. Neut. same as Nom. ; ruchualatar ilbclre (they heard many tongues),

Wb. 12".

Adj. Masc. farnuili baullu (all yovir limbs), Wb. 3".

Adj. Neut. na hull dorigniussa (all that I have done), Wb. 24".

Vocative.—No instances occur for tliis series in the MSS. Elsewhere, bow-
ever, the Voc. plural agrees with the Ace. ; and here it may be fixed for the

masc. -iu, and for the neut. -e, -i.

II. Series.—Internal inflection, whereby in several cases, especially

the Gen. Dat. sing, and Nom. phiral, the signs of the cases

—

i and u—
either accompany or suppress the final radical or derivative vowel. The
vowels which are most frequently so affected are a and e. A in those

cases either becomes ai (oi, ui) and au, or disappearing leaves the i

and M. But e Avith i and u becomes i and iu. The vowels o, o, a, of

more rare occurrence, and sometimes a in position, never admit of u

by thek side, but vdth. i they become oi (ui) oi, di.; e, for which eu is

sometimes found, with i becomes eiui, mi, eoi ; with u iu ; oi and di

are nowhere changed. Substantives and adjectives neuter take a

in the nom. ace. voc. pliu-al.

SINGULAR.

Nominative.—Subs. Masc. j/i6a// (the limb), Wb. 12"; inmacc (the son),Wb.
Sg. infer (the man), passim.
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Subst. Neut. anaccohor (the will, desire), Wb. S'' ; anderbad (the certaintyj),

Sg. dO\
Adj. Masc. inspirut noib (the Holy Ghost), Wb. -l*; derivatives in ach, eck are

very frequent.

Adj. Neut. atir romanach (the Roman land).

Genith'e.—Subs. Masc. uimn thrluin (a hero's name), Sg. 96*; di muntir

Cessalr (of the famUy of Cffisar), Wb. 24".

Subst. Neut. imchloud diill (change of declension), Sg. SI*"; recht haicnid (law

of nature), Sg. 217".

Adj. Masc. isinamnim inspiruto noib (in the name of the Holy Ghost), Wh. O"".

Adj. Neut. asainreth indanma dills (that is peculiar to a proper name).

Dative.—Subs. Masc. dondaum (to the oxj, Wb. lO** ; dofiur, donfiur, do ben

fiur (to the man, to one man), Wb. 10", 11<=, 21^
Subst. Neut. /or cetna diull (in the first declension; diall), Sg. 90".

Adj. Masc. on spirut noib (from the Holy Ghost^, Wb. ii"". Adjectives in ach

are not changed : donbrdthir hiressach (to the faithful brother), Wb. 10".

Adj. Neut. ar anmmaimm dilius (for a proper name), Sg. 27*.

Accusative.—Subst. and Adj. Masc. ar Sen fer (for one man), Wb. 4".

Subst. and Adj. Neut. ataidlech (the satisfaction), Ml. 23" ; cen sdithur (without

labour), Wb. 27".

Vocative.— a_/zr (oh man !), Wb. 10*.

Nominative.—Subst. Mas. adimmaicc (you are sons), Wb. 9*. Itcorp

inboilhin (these limbs are a body), Wb. 3";

e is changed, as in gen. sing. : asberat mo beiuil (my lips say), Wb. 12*^.

Adj. Masc. slain (saved, slan), Wb. 28"; ac?i6 iressich (you are faithful),Wb. 12''.

Subst. and Adj. Neut. diflfer by the termination a : dtercitla (their prophecies
;

tercital) Ml. 19".

Adj. Neut. cecha dethidnea domundi (all vrorldly cares), Wb. 3''.

Final i is also met, especially in derivatives : itsaini inna rinn (there are dif-

ferent stars). Ml. ; isli (gl. sunk, stars) Cr. 18" ; isli doibsom infechtsa innahi rup-

tar ardda dunnai (those [stars] are now low for them, which were high for us),

Cr. 18".

Genitive.—Subst. Masc. irchre flatho romdn (the decUne of the Roman
Empire), Wb. 26*. Riagoil sengrec ([the] rule of the old Greeks ), Sg. 1*.

Subst. Neut. : airitiu na forcetalsin (the reception of these doctrines), Wb. 16*.

Adj. Masc. esseirge innanuih marb (the resurrection of all the dead), Wb. IS*"

;

indorbul inna noib innim (the glory of the saints in Heaven), Wb. 13''.

Adj. "Neut.Joragab diiaidinnu an/nan adiectu cen tabairt anman trenfriu (David
assigned to them nouns adjective, without the addition of appellatives). Ml. 30*.

Dative.—Dunuib balluib ailib (to the other members), Wb. 12".

Accusative.—Subst. ]\Inse. fni-nniH baullu (all your members), Wb. 3".

Adj. Masc. la marbn (with llie dead), Wb. 25".

Subst. and Adj. Neut., same as in the nom.fodaimimse imnetha (I suffer tribu-

lations), Wb. 23".

Vocative.—Subst. and Adj. Masc. a RCmanu (oh Romans!), Sig. 41"; a

Galatti binpu (oh foolish Galatians), Wb. 19*^
; a Judeu et geinti l^irescliu (oh

Jews and faithful Gentiles), Wb. 3*.

Adj. Neut. inna annum udiecta (the nouns adjective), iill. 30*.

III. Series.—Of nouns externally inflected, except the dat. sing., in

which the internal u occasionally appears. Endings peculiar to this

series, besides the u just mentioned, ib dat. plural, and u ace. and voc.

plural, are : -o gen. sing, for which a is of frequent, and e of rare

occurrence ; -a nom. pi., for which -e and -i are also met with ; -e

gen. pi. : neuter substantives do not take an ending in those cases

of the plural which dilFer from the masculine, but present their
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naked form. I have met with no adjectives of this series, unless it

happens that tualang, pi. tuailnge (gnari)'^^, be one, Wb, IT*".

SINGULAR.

Nominative.—Sub. Masc. bith (the world); mug (a slave), Wb. And deri-

vatives in as, chas, ad, id, thid, ud, igud.

Subst. Neut. atir (the Earth), Sg.'SS".

Genitive—Masc., imnetha inbetho (tribulations of the world), Wb. 14*' ; morad
daggnimo (magnifying of a good deed), Wb. 6^.

Neut., aiiim rendu (name of a constellation), Sg. 73^.
,

Dative.—Masc., isinUuthso (in this world), Wb. 12^^ ; do morad da (to the

magnifying of God), Wb. 15*^.

Neut., di thir (of the Earth), Wb. 9'=.

Accusative.—Masc, tri den pheccad (through one sin), Wb. 3*.

Neut., crenas tiir (who purchases land), Wb. 29"*.

Vocative.—I do not know an example of the vocative of this series.

Nominative.—Masc. adib moga (you are slaves), mogi sidi uili (these are all

slaves), Wb. S^. 7'^. The ending i is only found in sub. masc. in -id, -thid:

fogUnithidi (disciples) 13*.

Neut., itsaini inna rinn (there are different stars), Ml.
Genitive.—log apecthe (the reward of their sins), Wb. 1"^.

Dative diamogaib (to his slaves), Wb. 22<i.

Accusative.—Mas., na ddnu diadi (the divine gifts), Wb. 28'^.

Neut., inna mind (gl. insignia, celebramus nostra3 redemtionis), Cr. 41'^.

Vocative.—Does not occur ; by analogy, bithu^ gnimu, etc.

IV. Series,—Of nouns fern, externally inflected, ending in -e and

-?, and, therefore, corresponding to mas. and neut. nouns of the first

series in -e, -i, and -u.

SINGULAR.

NoBnNATlVE.—Masc. : lane, lance (fulness), Wb. 26<*, 27*
;
firinne, (truth)

Wb. 21.

Adj.yjrmne rectide (righteousness of the law) Wb. 24*.

Genittve.—Maicc soilse (sons of light), Wb. 25°.

Adj. hi foirciunn na cetnae rainne (at the end of the first part), Sg. IS*".

Dative.—Subst. cofailti (with joy), Wb. 24''.

Adj. icomairbirt nuidi (in understanding the [New Testament]), Wb. 3*^.

Accusative.—Subst.: cenfirinni (without truth), Wb. 2*.

Adj. tresinfuil spirtaldi (through the spiritual blood), Wb. 20'*.

plural.

NoMrNATivE.—Subst. cit sochudi (though there be many), Wb. 4''.

Adj. inna ranna aili (the other parts), Sg. 22*.

Genitive.—Subst. do airbirt biiith inna tiiaresin (to enjoy this food), Wb- lO"".

Adj. etarcne naruun diade (knowledge of the divine mysteries), Wb. 26^
Dative.—Ibartolaib [Inbartolaib ?] marbdih (in your mortal wills), Wb. 3^

Accusative.—Subst. inna lobri (the infirmities), Wb. 6".

Adj. adciamni na runa diadi (we perceive the divine mysteries), Wb. 12''.

V. Series.—Of nouns fern, inflected both externally and internally,

and corresponding at once to Series II. and III. mas. and neut. Special

vowel endings are : -e in gen. sing., -a in nom. and ace. pi. ; besides

internal -i in dat. and ace. sing., if the last syllable admit of the in-

sertion.

'" [Tualaing properly means able, competent.]
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SINGULAR.

Nominative.—Subst. (of frequent occurrence in'the codices): ess, iress (faith),

nem (Heaven), Idm (the hand), etc.

Adj. also numerous : sere mor (great love).

GENiTrvTE.—Subst. tiiacj nime (rainbow), Sg., 107''.

Adj., airde serce more insin (this is a sign of great love), Wb. 24"^.

Instead of -e, the regular case-ending, -o and -a occur (or vice versa -e for -o,

-a in Series III. mas. and neut.), whether by aflBnity or dialectical variety; luct

inna cccoha (those who are of the church), Wb. 12''.

Dative.—Subst., isindinducbdilsin (in this glory), Wb. 4"^
; isinhlladinsin (in

tills year), Cr. 32".

Adj., o laim deiss (on the right hand), Sg. IT".

Accusative.—Subst., tri hiris (through faith), Wb. 2"
; prldchossn hiris (I

preached the faith), Wb. 7^/r^ toil dc (against the will of God), Wb. 4"= ,fri etdil

(against Italy), Wb. G^.

Adj., isarnach nindochail moir (it is for every great glory), Wb. 23''.

Vocative.—J. ndib ingen (oh holy virgin ! gl. marg.), Sg. 112*.

PLURAL.

Nominative.—Subst., Idma et cossa (hands and feet), Wb. 12''; na hretlia (the

(judgments), Wb. 17^ inna ranna (the parts), Sg. 22*, 26'' ; na briathrasa (these

words), Wb. 28"^. -e and -i also occur in many, as the result of assimilation

:

octiidelbcB andsorn (gl. sunt formaj octo), Sg. 166*; na litre (the letters), Sg. 10*;

inbertar epistli udin (shall the letters be sent from us ?), Wb. 15* ; atkissi (gl. con-

flictiones ; sing. nom. aithiss, Wb. 13'', compos, ut iress ?) Wb. 29'' ; teora bliadni

(three years), Cr. 32''.

Adj. in -n: beisti oka (evil monsters, or reptiles), Wb. 3 P. Adj. in -i: itne-

phchumscaichti na teora litreso (these three letters are unchangeable), Sg. 10*.

Genitive.—Subst., etarcne naruun (knowledge of the mysteries), Wb. 26''.

Adj., iima teora liter (®f the three letters) Sg.

Datfv'e.—Ho' Idmaib (from hands), Wb. 9* ; donaib ieoraib personaib uathataib

(of the three persons singular), Sg. 186*.

Accusative.—Subst., adciamni na rujia (we perceive the mysteries), Wb. 12"^;

fri tola inbetho (against worldly desires) Wb. 29*.

Adj., nigette \_nigentel'\ na brithemnachta becca (you would not form slight

judginentsj, Wb. 9'^.

Subst. and Adj. in -i: acosmiligiiier dvli ecsamli{we compare tilings dissimilar)

Sg. 211*.

Vocative.— ni riccim forless a chossa (I require not your aid, oh feet!),

Wb. 12*.

SECOND ORDER.

Nouns of tliis class end for the most part in consonants, or rather

have in some cases consonantal endings which, being originally, no

doubt, derivative, show traces of an internal derivative inflection,

with the mutable vowels a, e, and i preceding the final consonant.

The final consonants are the liquids m, n, r, and the mutes d, ch,

which with the internal vowels ibrm a series of terminations

—

it; ar,

ir; in, an, in; id, ad, id, etc. The one series of the substantives in

-m and -im, which I place first, developes certain special forms. If e

appears instead of a, two divisions arise : (a) an, in, ad, id; (b) en,

in, ed, id. Which discrepancy of vowels can scarcely be ascrilwd to

assimilation, in the face of such forms as senman, memnan, foirhthetad,

orpamin, and others.

Examples of the liquid series (I.) (II.) (III.) : ainm (a name), be'im

(a stroke), menme (the mind), ditu ditiu (a roof), athir (a father).

Examiilesof the mute series (IV.) (V.) druid (a Druid), cathir (a town).
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only), to the second belong derivative nouns in -in which in the same
manner in the nom. becomes -iu, -u. In the oblique cases singular,

likemse, especially the dative, other curtailed forms are found by the

side of the fuller. These fuller forms of derivatives appear in the

case of secondary derivatives : menmnihi (gl. dissensiones, from the

sing, menmniche; menme), Wb. IS"^; brithemnacht, brithemnact (judge-

ship), Wb. 6''; brithemandu (gl. judicial!, from the nom. brithemande—
brithe7n), Ml. 26" ; anmande (pertaining to the soul

—

anim), Wb. 13''

;

talmande (pertaining to the earth

—

talam), AVb. S"* ; noidenacht (in -

fancy

—

noidiu, an infant), Wb. 24** ; camtoimtenach (well-thinking

—

toimtiu), Ml. SP; ermitnech (gl. reverens

—

ermitiu), Ml. 32^ For the

vowels a, e, I add brdtharde, brotherly, from brdthir.

To the second division (b) of this series belong numerous feminine

nouns in tu, derived from verbs (tu for tiu, not to be confounded

with masculines in -tu, gen. -tad, of the fourth series, and derived

from adjectives). There are other feminines of the second class in

-tiu, and in siu, derived also from verbs. In the first division are

met both masculines, as, brithem, and feminines, as, talam, anim.

SINGULAR.

Nom.—(a) isbeo indanim (the soul is living) Wb. 4*.

(b) toimtiu (supposition), Wb. 23*.

Gen.—(a) roscfornanme (eye of your soul), Wb. 21*.

(b) dliyed remcaissen, dUged remdeicsen, (law of Providence), Ml. lO**, 27''.

Dat.—(a) inim et talam, wim et italam (in Heaven and Earth), Wb. 21-''.

(b) oc tuiste dui/e (at the creation of the elements, i.e., of the world), Wb. 5".

Ace.—(a) accohor himinenniuin (desire in the mind), Wb. '6^.

(b) nertid arfrescsimd (he strengthens our hope), Wb. 5"*.

The final /;/, u of the nom. seems to have disappeai-ed from some nouns in t,

as, fortacht (help) Ml. 1* ; bendacht (benediction), Sg.

PLURAL.

NoM.—(a) matuhe ata horpamin (if these be heirs), Wb. 2''.

(6) derbaisridisin (the very pronunciations), Sg. 3''.

Gen.—(a) do ice anmayi sochuide (for the salvation of many souls), Wb. 2-1''.

(6) dedliguth innan iltoimddensin (in right of these many opinions), Sg. 26''.

Dat.—(a) diarnanmanaib (for ova souls), Wb. 24'*.

(J)) huafuisitnih (from confessions), Sg. 33*.

Ace.—(a) aforcital iccas corpu et anmana (the doctrine which heals bodies and
souls), Wb. 30".

(6) for genitne (by genitives), Sg. 45*.

III. Series.—Of nouns of relationship, mas. and fern, in -ir, there

is but one class, as e never occurs for a in the interior.

SINGULAR.

Nom.—Athir (father), mathir (mother), brdthir (brother), Wb. Sg. passim.
G^s.—Brdthir uihar (gl. father's brother), Sg. 56".

'DA.T.—Dondathir (to the father), Wb. 13*'.

Ace.

—

Lasinnathir iiemde (with the Heavenly Father), Wb. ID*".

PLURAL.

Nom.—No instances in the codices, afhir by analogy.
Gen.—Maic inder/aid aiiathre (sons after their fathers), Wb. 30''.

Dat.— Lfayjibraithrib (from their brothers), Wb. 33''.

Ace.—Does not occur. I supply mas. uthru, brdthru—fern, mdthra.
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IV. Series.—Of derivatives in -id, forming in the oblique cases by
the variation of the internal vowels two divisions (a) ad, id; (b) ed, id.

To the first belong very frequent nouns in -u, shortened from -id, as

above, -u, -in, from -in. The ending id, has been preserved only in

the word dndd, in the others becoming -e, as : tenge (a tongue), ume
(brass). The terminations of the second class have also become in

the nom. -iu, -i, or -e. The full form of the derivatives here also, as

in the second series, is apparent from nouns and adj. of secondary

derivation: filedacht (poetry; fili, gen, filed), Sg. 213"'; oigedaeht

(hospitality, oyi) Wb. 26''; to which I add, Tenedon {tene, tened), a

Gaulish topographical name. Further traigthech (gl. pedester ; trai-

gid, Wb.) Sg. 38^ 50".

The nouns of both divisions are masculine.

SINGULAR.

NoM.—(f/). Abstract Nouns in u from adjectives are very frequent. The end-
ing is either -u simple, or the fuller -atu, -etii.

Adj. of different form taking -a: artii (height), = arddu, ardu (from art,

ardd, ard); domnu (depth, from domun) Incant. Sg. So also -atu, -etu: danatu

daring) Sg. 90'^.

Adj. in -ide, -de, -te, taking -u: oentu (unity, adj. oente, 6ende,Wh. 7"); corpdu

(corporality, adj., corpde),Wh. So also, -atu, -etu: fiiuchaidaiu (humidity,

adj., fliuchaide), Cr. 18''
;
foirbthetu (firmness), Wb. passim.

(6) coimdiu (Lord), Wb. ; tcne (fire), Sg., GO*-.

Gen.—(a) tech nebmarbtath (house of immortality), Wb. 15".

(6) bandea tened (goddess of fire, Vesta), Sg. 53".

Dat.—(a) ondnephpiandatu (from the impunity). Ml. 28''.

(6) dofilid (to a poet), Sg., U\
Ace—(a) cen torbatid (without utility), Wb. 12"*.

(6) lassincoimdid (with the Lord), Wb. 25^.

PLURAL.

NoM.—(a) dorigensat dndd (druids made), Wb. 26".

(/>) intan labratar indfilid (when the poets speak), Sg. 162*.

Gen.—(a) from the Irish Annals : Muiredac na tengad (Muiredach [professor]

of the languages) Tigern. ap. O'Con. 2, 275.

(6) dolbudfiled (poetic fiction), Sg. 71''.

Dat.—sechdupthib (to the agents), W^. 19''.

Ace.—(a) lasna filedasiu (with these poets), Sg. 63''.

V. Series.—Of certain feminine nouns in -r, to which are added tlie

suffixes -ach, -ich, -ig. The cases, though not all, of the noun cathir

(a town), are met with in the codices, and the same declension is

followed by nathir (a serpent) with the article in Sg. : indnathirsin (gl.

natrix, i. e. serpens hie) 69''. and doubtlessly by others in ir. Vestiges

of this formation appear to have been preserved in the modern
Irish: caora (a sheep, old form: cciir, cder?) Gen. caorach, pi. nom.
caoirigh. gen. caorach, dat. caorchaihh, voc. (ace.) caorcha. It is cer-

tainly preserved in some others in ir, as : lair (Old Irish lair, a mare,

Sg. 49''=/rt-^V), lasair (a flame), gen. Idrach, lasrach, pi. Idracha, las-

racha. Here, also, the derivative ch, appears in the adj. cdirchuide,

Sg. 37 (ovine) ; compare the Gaulish name Caeracates in Tacitus,

and perhaps also Caracalla, the name of a Gaulish robe, (for eaera-

callaf), it is wanting, however, in trechatharde (gl. tripolites), Sg. 38*".
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SINGULAR.

NoM.

—

Cr. dim [din] iss'i inchathir (therefore Christ himself is the city),

Wb. 21=.

Gen.—aitrihtheid inna cathrach ash. tibur (gl. Tiburs : an inhabitant of the
towTi which is called Tibur), Sg. 124^.

Dat.—One would expect -ich, -ig, by analogy, but the contracted form of the
nom. obtains in Wb. 13K : robot issinchaithir (he was in the city).

Ace.

—

Romuil doforsat incathraig (Romulus founded the city), Sg. 31^

Nom.—ilchathraig (vasmy cities), Sg. IS*".

The other cases must be supplied : Gen. cathrach, Dat. cathrichib (or cathrib?)

Ace. and Voc. cathracha.

TJie Dual Number.

After the twofold formation of the Irish declension, we may here

add a few words concerning this number, on acconnt of the small

number of examples furnished by the codices for all the series given

above. It does not, of itself, denote two persons or things, as for

instance in Greek, but constructed with the numerals da, di, dib, it

presents in the language of our codices mixed sing, and pi. forms,

relics no doubt of more ancient forms peculiar to tliis number.
The only form of the article in any case or gender, is, in before d,

the initial letter of the numeral, which in one of the following

examples is -WTitten dd, hard.

We shall give, first, paradigms of the series of the first order, and
then such examples as occur in the codices. The forms enclosed in

brackets are hypothetical, or formed by analogy.

MASC. AND NECT.

I. Series. II. Series. III. Series.

Nom. cele (i?) ball bith

Gen. cell (baill)'-'* betho

Dat. ceUb (ballib) bithib

Ace. cele ball bith

V. Series.

rainn
rann
rannib
rainn

NoM.—The Nom. Masc. appears to occur in the adj. dadruith cegeptacdi (two
Egyptian Druids) Wb. 30^

Neut. indogni' {tht' two forms), Sg. 1G8\
Gen. and Dat.—Gen. and dat. are not met.

'*9 [xxxv. Eecte baU, which aspirates,* must, therefore, have had a vocalic

auslaut (-0 -au?) and so cannot possibly be (as Ebel supposes, On Decl. in

Irish, §. 10 On the Celtic Dual, p. 85) identical with the gen. plur.]

• We say (e.j.), alhair an da macfhionn (father of the two fair sons), cailkach an dd adharc
fhionn (hag of the two white horns).
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Ace.—Masc. or Neut. : dobir dasale. dabir imduda are (Jiira^ Xeyofitva)

Incant. Sg.'^"

II. SERIES.

NoM.—Masc. : da mod, (two moods) Sg. 138''.

Neut. : comescatar da ceiu'l indib (gl. two genders are mixed up in them), Sg. 61".

Gen.— Of the gen. no instances.

Dat.—Neut. : frisc/air liitegfimiuse dohdib dlujedib remeperthib (this testa-

ment answers to the two previous laws), Sg. 193'^.

Ace.

—

imbir indamer (ply the two fingers), Incant. Sg.

III. SERIES.

NoM.

—

biet da atarcud and (there will be two relations there), Sg. IDS'*.

Gen Cechtar da lino (either of the two parts), Sg. 162^.

Dat.— Corns. 6 dib nogaib (composed of two parts), Sg. 98"^.

Ace.

—

Andiallfoadanoy (the declension in both its parts), 98". Sg.

Neut. : indd &rend (gl. Stigmata, porto), Wb. 20''.

IV. SERIES.

NoM It dlgutai bite indeog. (there are two vowels in a diphthong), Sg. 18*.

Gen.—Fogor dagutm indeog. (the sound of two vowels in a diphthong), Sg. 18",

Dat.—Evidently do dib guttib.^^'^

Ace— Adj. in Sg. Tib, indi rainn iiigraidi (into two intelligible parts).

V. SERIES.

NoM Di huair (two hours), Cr. 31'^.

Gen— Cechtar indarann (either of the two parts), Sg. 74''.

Dat.—Ni chen dliged anephdiall 6 dib rannaib (gl. alteruter, alterutrius non
absque ratione non dechnatur ; i. o. non declinatur e duabus partibus), Sg. 75*.

Ace.— Coitchenaso etir di drim (common to two numbers,), Sg. 72".

Duals of the second order are very rare. The following are in-

stances :

—

Tuicsom in(/a ?iflz/«mso (he understands these two names), Wb. 21"^; da druith

ageptacdi (two ^Egyptian Druids), Wb. SOi^.

Anomalous Substantives.

Which do not follow a fixed rule and form like all those above
enmiierated, but have peculiar and shifting forms of their own.
Of this kind are : dia (God), dia (a day), duine (a man), ben (a

woman), rig (a king). Id (a day).

I. Dia (God): sing. gen. etargne «6?£e (knowledge of God), Wb. 21"; dat.

6 dia (from God) ; ace. fri dia (with God), Wb. 20'^ ; voc. a due (oh God),
Wb. 5''; plur. nom. de nemdai son (Heavenly Gods), Sg. 39"; dat. do deib (to the
Gods), Sg. 39''; ace. tarsna deo (by the Gods), Sg. 217''; Fem. sing, dea,—in
composition bandea (goddess), Sg. 60"

;
plur. bandoe (goddesses), Sg. 53''.

II. Dia (day) : each dia (daily), Wb. 13'^ ; indixi, hindiu (to day), Wb.
;
fride,

fridei (by day); dia brdtha (in the day of judgment), Wb. 23<^.

III. Duine (man)—the radical ui becomes oi in the plur. ; sing. gen. corp duini (a
man's body), Wb. 12" ; dat. donduini (to the man), Wb. 4''; ace. imfolngi induine
sldn (he saves man), Wb. 4'' ; voc. a duini (0 man), Wb. 1=

;
plur. nom. indoini

•30 [xxxvi. Da sale is salivam tuam (da for du, do); im du da are, "around
thy two temples" ; are (tempus capitis) gen. arach, is a c-stem. These examples
are, therefore, improper.l

'^' [xxxvii. Rather do dib iiguttib, where dib n=the Sansk. dwdbhydm, Greek
Svolv (from £vo(l>iv).'\
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hi (the living men), Sg. 39"
;
gen. ice in(^eneU ddine (the salvation of the race of

men), Wb. 26''; ace. corafri dia et ddini (peace towards God and men), Wb. 20"^.

IV. JBen (woman)—interchanges with the forms ba7i, mnd: iccfe inmndi (thou
wilt heal the woman), Wb. 10^.

V. Rig (king) : sing. gen. ilaig rig (in the king's house), Wb. 23''; dat. ainlh

diarig (gl. Lar rex Vejentorum, i. e., the name of their king), Sg. 64"; plur. gen.
hi lebraib rig (in the books of kings), Ml. 30'' ; ace. conroibtis ocdenum rectche
la riga (gl. volentes esse legis doctores, i. e., to the kings),Wb. 28*.

VI. Za'(day)is inflected from the forms /a, lae, and laithe, lathe (neuter"). Sing,
n. alaithe, Ml. 2P

;
gen. ammi maicc lai (we are the sons of day), Wb, 25*^ ; dat.

illau bdiss (in the day of death), Wh. 29'' ; ace. fri laa hrdtha (to doomsday), Wb.
29"; plur. gen. ar lin laithe (in the number of' days), Ml. XT'*.

(B) Diminutives.

Common to both subst. and adj., like the declension of the first

order. The instances that occur, especially in codex Sg., present the

following terminations, -an, -en, and -that, which are more usual in

the mas. and neut., and -ene, -ne, -not, -net in the fem.

Masc. and neut. AN in substantives : duindn (a mannikin), Sg. 47** ; tdiddn

from tdid (a thief), il^. In adjectives hecan (gl. paullulus), Sg. 48'' ; trogdn

(gl. misellus), 48*.

Numerous old proper names have the same ending : Tresan, Gibrian, Veran

,

Abran, Petran (vita S. Tresani, Boll., Febr. 2, 53).

En : duinen (mannikin), Sg. 45^.

That: srdthathat (a sting), Sg. 47*; centat (gl. capitulum), 47*. Chat,
Nat, Net, are less frequent : duinenet (a mannikin), 45''.

Fem. Ene : larene (from Idir, a mare), Sg. 49''.

Nat in subst. : siurnat (gl. sororcula), Sg. 46'' ; talamnat (gl. terrula), 48".

Net, Nit -.fochricnet (gl. mercedula), Sg. 47"; tonnait (gl. cuticula), 46''.

(Q) Degrees of Comparison.

Comparative and superlative. The forms of the first, in the old

language, are the more copious, these are either regular or irregtilar.

COMPARATIVE.

Of this there are two forms, -ithir, -iu, -u,—the first of which may
be compared with the Greek orspog, and the second with the old

Latin -ios, -ius, the s of Avhich passed mto r. Inflections are not

found.

Ithir I have only met in one codex Wb., and in one passage 27*' : islcrithir.

In and n are used indifferently, though the former is more usual in mono-
syllables, the latter in polysyllables. Tlie particle ^e is often met after the com-
parative, corresponding seemingly to the Latin eo.

Ju : nibia di mutaib bes huilliu inoensiU. (there cannot be more of mutes in one
syllable), Sg. 7* ; leriu (more industrious), 41* ; semiu (more slender), 14''

;
golriu

(more pious), 40''.

U: oillu oldate cdiccet Jer (more than fifty men), Wb. 13^; isassu, ba as.m

(easier), Wb. IS''; ata lobru (that are weaker), Wb. 12''
;
gliccu (wiser), Wb. 26''

;

istah-ismechu infer (the man is firmer), Wb. 28''. There are some anomalous
comparatives either in n, which sometimes becomes o, or with peculiar forms of

their avm. Of the former the principal are :

—

mda, mdo, mda, mdo (greater),

me.xsa (worse), ncsm (nearer), tressa (stronger). Besides da (less), lia (more),

ire (ulterior), ferr (better).

Mda from adj. mdr (great), for which mdr also occurs. From the form
mdr are produced mda, ind, mdo : asmda alailiu (greater than another), Wb.
12*. From mdr are made mda, mdo, md : 7nda leu sercc atuile (greater with
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them is the love of their own will), Wb. 30"^
;
Jresciu foychricct asmoo (hope

of the reward, which is greater), Wb. 10''.

Messa (worse) : fodaimid nech astnessa duib (endure one who is worse to you),
"Wb. XT'"; creitmechsin asmessa ancreitmech (this believer is worse than an
infidel), Wb. SS^.

Nessa (nearer) : isnesa do geintib (he is nearer to the Gentiles), Wb. 2'' ; innahi

ata nessa (those which are nearer), Cr. 44*.

Tressa (stronger): combad tressa de hiress apstal do Jidung (that the faith

of the Apostles might be stronger to endure), Wb. 25*; ishe dim [din?'] ambes
adi inii diib bes tresa orcaid alaile (it is their habit that the stronger kill the
weaker) IMl. 19''.

The three following comparatives, on account of the verbs accompanying
them regularly in the sing., appear to have been originally substantives, mth
a comparative signification. They also sometimes act as adverbs in their naked
form.

Oa (less) : acoic indid oa q. xxx (the five in it less than thirty) Cr., SB*".

Lia (more, a greater number) : nabad lia diis no thriur dam (let there be not
more than two of three) Wb. 13* ; itUa sillaba o illitrib (there are more syllables

of many letters), Sg. 71*.

Ire (ulterior): aither. ni ashire olddta m. ecus aui (patronymics no further than
sons and grandcliildren), Sg. 30''.

Ferr (better) : ni ferr nech alailiu and (no one^ter than another there), Wb.
2*; nipatferr de (they are not better of it), Wb. TJ''.

In the majority of the foregoing examples, the particle as, preceding the com-
parative, is evidently the verb subst. 3 pers. sing, in dependent position. It is

often, however, a different word, increasing the sense of the gradation, ex. gr.

the comparative : 7ii asse acleith rafitir aslia (it cannot be easily concealed, many
know it), Wb. 23*^, or of the superlative : asmaam. The meaning of compara-
tive is still further increased by its repetition with the intervening formula ass :

corrap moo assa moo et corrop ferr assa ferr donimdigidesseirc [donimdigid des-

seirc] de et co?nnessim (so that it may be better and better, you increase yom- love

of God and [your] neighbour), Wb. 23^; ferr asaferr (better and better), Wb. IS"'.

SUPERLATR-E.

There are two endings, -em and -am, the former of adjectives

•uliich form their comparatives in -in -u, the latter of anomalous
adjectives ending in a in the comparative. Internal inflexion occtirs

in the forms ending in am.

Em :faiUsem (most clear, lucid, {romfollus, open, clear), Cr. 40*; tdisigem (the
first ; in the verse : primus de Danaum magna comitante caterva), Sg. 42*.

The following are instances of the fuUer form, -imem, -ibem, -hem after a double
consonant or diphthong radical : huaislimem (the liighest). Ml. 28'' ; itdoini saibi-

bem dogniat inso (they are most false men who do this,—from saib false, or pro-
perly delusive). Ml. 3*.

Am : oam (the least), Wb. 13*' ; asmaam rosechestar arsidetaid (it is he has
reached as great an age as possible), Sg. 208'', ata nessam (the nearest) Incant.
Sg. comnesnam (the neighbour [ht. " nearest]). Ml. 36*. Gen. : desserc de et com-
nessim (love of God and (our) neighbour), Wb. 23'^ Dat. : ho chomnesam (from
a neighbom'), Ml. 36*. Ace: galar bess fairechomnessam (the disease which is

over on his neighbour), Cod. Camax. ; athisforachomnesam (reproach against his
neighbour), JIl. 36*.
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II.—THE CELTIC MSS. UPON WHICH ZEUSS' GRAMMATICA
CELTICA WAS FOUNDED; AND TABLE OF THE ABBREVI-
ATIONS USED IN REFERRING TO THEM.

The following list of MSS. used by Zeuss in his Grammatica Celtica, and of
the abbreviations he uses in referring to them, may be found useful to those
who may not have that work :

—

Irish 3ISS.

1

.

Codex Prisciani Sancti Galli (No. 904). A copy of Priscian preserved at
St. Gall, and thickly intersjiersed with marginal and interUnear glosses. Zeuss
denotes this MS. by Sg.

2. Codex Paulinus Bibliothecae nimc Universitatis Wirziburgensis—marked
M. th. f. 12. An ]\IS. containing the epistles of St. Paul, formerly belonging to
the cathedral churcii of Wiirzburg, but now to the university. Zeuss refers this

MS. to the eighth century ; although smaller than the St. Gall MS., it exhibits

the same copiousness of glosses, if not greater, as they accompany the text after

the manner of a continuous commentary, less by single words (like the St. Gall
MS.) than explaining the context of St. Paul by Irish sentences. Zeuss denotes
this MS. by Wb.

3. Codex Mediolancnsis bibUothecae Ambrosiauae (marked C, 301, and
denoted by Zeuss, Ml.), an MS. of St. Jerome's commentary on the Psalms, con-
taining a mass of glosses, not less than the MSS. above mentioned. Zeuss
agrees with Muratori and Pcyron, that these commentaries were written by St.

Columbanus, the founder of Bobbio, from whence the MS. was transferred in 1606.

by Cardinal F. Borromeo, when he established the Ambrosian Library. Zeuss
had only time to copy a small part of the glosses of this MS.

4. Codex bibhothecae Carlisruhensis (No. 83, denoted by Zeuss, Cr.), an MS.
formerly belonging to the monastery of Reichenau, containmg " Computus de
signis XII. ct intervallorum ; Beda de ratione temporum". The text of Bede
is interspersed with Irish glosses.

5. Codex Prisciani bibhothecae Carlisruliensis, No. 223, denoted by Zeuss,
Pr. Cr., a MS. of Priscian, also formerly belonging to Reichenau. It contains
much fewer glosses than the St. Gall one, with which it agrees in part, and in

part differs.

6. Codex Sancti Galli (No. 1395), containing a collection of fragments from
ancient MSS., made by Ildefonso von Arx, chief librarian. Folio 419, vol. II.,

has Irish formulte of incantation, hence Zeuss denotes it by Incant. Sg.

7. Codex Civitatis Camaracensis (No. 619) an MS. belonging to the City
of Cambray, containing the canons of an Irish Council held in 684 ; in one place

in the middle of the book is preserved a frngment of an Irish sermon on self-

denial intermixed with Latin sentences. The book was compiled for Alberic,

Bishop of Cambray from 763 to about 790.

Welsh MSS.
1. The vellum MSS. in the Bodleian Library at Oxford,—Auct. F. 4-32,

described by Wanley in his catalogue of Anglo-Saxon MSS. 2, 63. The parts
which supplied material to Zeuss being : a, a part of the grammar of Eutychius,
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with interlined Welsh glosses, from p. 2^ to 9*; b, the exordium of Ovid's Art
of Love, p. 37^ to •io'^, also containing interhned Welsh glosses. These glosses

he believes to have been written in the eighth or ninth centurj\ c. The alphabet

of Nemnivus, giving the forms of the letters and their Welsh names ; cl, some
accounts of weights and measures in Welsh, intermixed with Latin, at p. 22^

to 23\
2. A later vellum MSS. (Bodl 572), containing theological tracts, and in the

middle, from p. -tP to 17'', a list of Latin words with AVelsh ones, which are

written either over the Latin, or in the same hne, with the sign .i. (id est),

according to the custom of glossographers.

3. The MS. of the Church of Lichfield (formerly of that of Llandaff), con-

taining the Gospels, in various parts of which (e.g. p. 9'' 10^, 71% 109''), donations

made to the Church of Llandatf at very ancient periods, not later than the

glosses of the first Oxford MS., are noted'in Latin, but with Welsh names, and
even sentences, which Wanley has already published (p. 289).

4. The Luxemburg Folio, a single leaf with Welsh glosses of the ninth cen-

tury, which Mone found in the town library of Luxemburg, pasted to the

cover of another MS.
The glosses of these four MSS. have been published by Zeuss in the appendix

to the Grammatica Celtica.

5. Liber Lamhivensis, or book of LlandaflP, compiled from more ancient docu-

ments about the year 11 32. It contains many descriptions of boundaries of land,

and also privileges of the bishopric, written in Welsh. It has also scattered

through it Welsh proper names, especially of men and localities. This book was
published in 1840 under the title, "The Liber Landavensis, Llyfr Teilo, or the

Ancient Register of the Cathedral Church of Landaff", from MSS. in the

Librai'ies of Hengwrt and of Jesus College, Oxford, with an English translation

and explanatory notes by the Rev. W. J. Rees, published by the Welsh IMSS.

Society, Llandovery, 1840.

G. Codex legum Venedotianus, or the Venedotian JIS. of laws. This MS.,
which belongs to the Heng\vrt collection, is considered to have been comi^iled in

the tweU'th century. The latest edition of these laws, the first collection of which
is attributed to Hywel Dda (Howel the Good), who died a.d. 950, was pub-
lished by the Record Commission, tmder the title " Ancient Law s and Institutes

of Wales" ; comprising laws supposed to be enacted by Howel the Good, modified

by subsequent regidations under the native prmces prior to the conquest by
Edward the First : and anomalous laws, consisting prmcipaUy of institutions

which bv the statute of Ruddlau were admitted to contmue in force. With an
English 'translation of the Welsh text, 1841.

7. The Red Book of Hergest (Llijfr coch o Hergest), now in the Library of

Jesus College, Oxford. It is the chief of aU the MSS., preserving the middle
forms between the old and the living languages. Tm-ner determined this MS. to

be of the fourteenth century. The principal narratives relating to the history

of Arthur and his Knights of the Round Table, which it contains, were published

in three volumes, muler the title of " The Mabinogion, from the Llyfr coch

Hergest, and other Welsh ]\ISS., with an Enghsh translation and notes, by
Lady Charlotte Guest". London, 1849.

Cornish MSS.
1. The vellum MS. marked Vesp. A. 14, in the Cotton collection in the British

Museum. It is the most ancient mouuraent which is known tJ exist of the
Cornish language, and dates most probabl\' from the twelfth century. It has
been transcribed \>y Zeuss himself, and printed entire in the Grammatica
Celtica, vol. II. 1100, It is also printed, more correctly, and arranged alpha-

betically, by Mr. Edwin Norris, in the second volume of his Cornish Drama.
2. A Cornish poem on the passion of Christ, of which four copies are extant.

Of these, one is m the Britjsh Museum, and two are in the Bodleian Library.
Both Cornish text, and an English version made in 1682, were published in

London in 1826, under the title ''Mount Calvary, or the history of the passion,

death, and resurrection of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ", written in Cornish

14
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(as it may be conjectured) some centuries past, interpreted into the English
tonjjfue in the year 1G81.>, by John Keigwin, Gent., edited by Davies Gilbert.

Mr. Whitley Stokes has recently published in the Transactions of the Philo-
logical Society ofLondo7i (1862) a new and corrected edition of this poem, with
a translation, which is a great boon, as the former edition was almost worthless.

Armoric MSS.
1. Tlie Cliartularies of the monasteries of Ehedon or Eoton and Landevin.

The former probably began at the end of the tenth or bcgmning of the eleventh
century, and ended in 1162 ; and the second in the beginnmg of the eleventh

century. Those which have been printed will be found in Courson's Ilistoire. des

peuples Bretons dans la Gaule et dans les iles Britanniques, Paris 1816, and Dom
Morice's M€moires pour servir de preuves a Vhistoire eccle'siastique et civile de
Bretagne,

2. The life of St. Nonna, or Nonita, a dramatic poem preserved in a paper
MS., which was found by Marzinus, notary to the Bishop of Quimper, on
his pastoral circuit, and presented by him to the editor. This MS., which
Zeuss thinks belongs to the fourteenth century, has been published under the
title : Buhez Santez Nonn, on vie de Sainte Nonne, et de son fils Saint Devij

(David) Mijstere compose en langue hretonne anterieurement au 12me Siecle,

public d'apres un manuscrit unique, avec une introduction par PAbbe Sionnet

et accompagn€ d^une traduction litterale de M. Legonidec etd'unfacsimile du ma-
nuscrit, Paris, 1837.

Abbreviations used in Dr. EbeVs Celtic Studies.

Irish words. All the Celtic words not specially distinguished by letters,

whether quoted by Dr. Ebcl or added to Ids lists, are Old Irish, and are taken
from the Irish MSS. in the foregoing list. As the language of all of them is of

about the same age—the eighth or beginning of the ninth century,—Ebel has

not thought it necessary to indicate the particular MS. from which the word is

borrowed.
Welsh words. Words taken from the Welsh MSS. 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the fore-

going list, are indicated by W. 1 ; those from 5 and 6, by W. 2 ; and those

from 7, by W. 3.

Cornish words. Words taken from the Cornish MS. 1 are indicated by V
;

those from MS. 2, by P.
Armoric words. All words taken from the Arraoric MSS. I and 2 in the

foregoing list, are indicated by the abbreviation Arm.

The other abbreviations used by Dr. Ebel are :

A.S.=Anglo-Saxon M. Ir.=MiddIe Irish

Ch. Sl.=Church Slavonic N.ri.G.=New or Modern High German
Corn.=Cornish O.H.G.=01d High German

^

Fr.=French O. Ir.=01d Irish

Gaedli.=Gaedhelic O.N.=01d Norse
Gaul.=Gaulish O.S.=01d Saxon
Goth.=Gotliic Osc.^Oscan
Gr.^Greek Pruss.=Prussian
Incant. Sg. refers to the Irish MS. Ko. G Sab.^Sabine
K.=Kymric Slav, and Sl.=Slavonian
Lat.^Latin Skr.=Sanskrit
Lett.-rr^Lcttish Umbr.=Umbrian
Lith. -Lithuanian Z. refers to Zeuss' Grammatica Celtica

;

Mill. Lat.=Medi;eval Latin. the numbers to the pages.

M.II.G.=Middle Iligli German

An * prefixed to a word indicates, as mentioned at Note 37, p. GO, that the
word is liypothetical. The mark 3, used at p. 7!) to indicate the degeneration of

the case endings, is only an arbitrary sign.
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[The figures after the w-orrls, except T\-here there is a special reference to a note, indicate

the page; the italic letters after the figures refer to the columns,—a indicating the first or

left hand column, and 6 the second or right hand column ; where these letters are not found,

the word occurs in the general text.

All the old Celtic and old Irish words which hare been explained or analysed by Jlr. Stokes
in his Irish Glosses, are indicated by the letters St. ; the numbers which follow those letters

without the letter p, refer to the numbers in his commentary on that work ; where the letter p
precedes tlie figm-es, the latter refer to the page of that work.
The letters C, ?, w, after a word, indicate that it is also to be found in the list of Latin loan

words given at p. xx. of Mr. Stokes' edition of Cormac"s Glossary, published by Messr.s.

\Villiams & Norgate, London, 1SC2. Whenever the word is spelled differently in Connac from
what it is in Zeuss, the word as spelled by the former is given in brackets.]

INDO-EUROPEAN, OR PRBIITIVE ARYAN.

akva, 113

agni, 119
antar, 1086

ava, 1186
avatya, 1186

as(rooO, 112
aina, 113
ghaima, 112
tauta, 113
daiva, 113
dacru, 113
dant, 113

agni, 119
auu, 131

antar, 1086

anda, note 88, ;>.

ava, 1186,120
as (root), 112

ayus, 109a
avja, 113
jan {root), 1106

jna {root), 1106

tamas, 113
trna, 115a
daia, 122
dus-, 1086

Greek.

dyovvt0oc, 1166
* ayacviXfOQ, 11C6

liyXh 109«
ayw, 107a

daru, 112
diva, 113
dus, 1086
dha {root), 112, 128
nava, 1116
navya, 1116
nau, 1086

panca (pancan), 122
pra, 130
bhu (rooO, 112, 128
rad (?) (tooO, 1106
vaskara, 112

SOUTH ARYAN.
dr^ {root), 113a
druli {root), 1146
dvilra, 121
dha(roo0,112, 128
nava, 1116
navya, 1116

nau, 1086

panca (pancan), 122

pibami ( Ved.) 1086

pra, 130
bodhayami, 117a
bhii {root), 112, 128
mahat, 121
lax (rooi), 118a
lap {^root), 1186

vata, 1146

vid {root), 112
vidhava, 113
visha, 1086
vira, 113
sak {root), 113
sana, 113
sarpa, 109a
sauala [?], 113
SU-, 1096
sru {root), 112
svastar, 113

vid {root), 112
vidhava, 113
visha, 1086
vira, 113

vrhat, note 82, p. 97
v6da, 123
9ru {root), 112

sarpa, 109a
SU-, 1096
sru {root), 112

srotas, 1116

Old Persian.

vazarka, note 82, p 97.

NORTH-WEST ARYAN.
HELLENIC.

iiiXKa, 1076
ai}^, 107a
alwr, ]09a
afiKioQ, V. ^XioQ, 112a
aKOVCClQ, 129
aXiu), Ilia

a\Xa(T(7w, 107a
liWofiat, 109a
(iWoe, 109a
aXoyia, 124
aXoyoQ, 124
liXg, 1116

14b
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(ifi^i. 99a
avaiT)]?i]isaQ. 129
dvaff-uQ. 129
fl)'»/p, 1086
avoirkoQ, 124
dvTi, 99a, 123
uottKoc, 124
dTroj3a\iou, 129
aTTOKpiOeic, 129
arsifvoc. 12 i

-arof, 126

avxfioc, V, oai'xfioc, 112a
atixunpoc, V. aavxfioc,

112a

jSava (Boeot.), 1096

jS.'of, 1096
/HoSc, 108a
fSpaxiiiJV, lOSa
^pkxio, 117a

ylvf0\ov, 1106
yei/vaw, 1106

y=pai/oc, 113a
yiyvofiai, 1106
yiyvwffKio, 1106
7pa0(u, 1026, 1 15a
ypaiff, 1086
yvuaiKog, 124
yi'i'^, 1096

ioKpv, 110a
lana^w, 110a

£eSsiitvov, 129

5f$t6e, llOa
SkpKU), 113a
5op|, 1086

^opw, llOa

5pi)f, 110a

2i;e-, 1086

tyyiie, 109a

IK, 1076
ifloc, 1136

fJ^ap, 1106

elfii, 129

tiraXof, 1086
tKag, 109a
tK^poe, k-Mpa, 1116
iXa^iov, 129
iXderffwj', Ilia
t\//«i/c, 110a
ipt], 112a
ivi'tTTt, 112a
tTTOfiai, 112a
tptor, 1126
fpTrtroi/, 109o

-«C. 124

{'eTTspoc, 1126

tratpoc, 112a
eVapoc, 112a
ti5, 10'96

KopK, 1086

^I'yof, Ilia

J//3/;, Ilia

»/9oc, 1136

>)i0£oc, 1126

ijXioc, 11 2a

0aj/ (rooO, 122

Gtos, 110a

0»^j;-6c, 122

Ovpa, 1106, 121

V^w, 112a
wg, 1086

ITTTTOC, 1106
-iffaa, 124

/ca,8aXX;;C;110a

KCtll-TU), 110a
K-ap^/a, 1096

KaTtpyaaafjiivov, 129

KtvOio, 110a
Kvljut), 108a
Kvwv, 110a

Xa/3w,^ 129
Xay;^ava;, 113a
Xa'iy?,^ 1086
XafijidviD, 129

\£<'X'^, 1116

Xi0oc, 1086

Xoyoc, 124

X6yx»j, 1086

Xiiffavrff, 129

/isyac, 121

fikSofiai, 1086
/ifXi, 1086

/i£(f, {Ion.), Ilia

fiiliova, lllrt

/n'jXii'og, 1196

fiiayu), 1116

)u//v, I', /ifie, Ilia

fi)'jrT]p, Ilia
jttyXj;, Ilia

vare, 1086

i^ftij^, 1086
vttpsXr], 1116

i/^0«v, 1086

oSovg, llOn
6dvvti(j>aTog, 1136

oTtooc, 1126

bvofia, 107a
oKiog, 231

op06c (Fop9oe),1076

-oc, 124

TraXd^it], 1116

Trari'ip, 1096
TriXfK-nc, 1046

Trepi^epKj'jg, 113a

TTKpijaofiai, 1136

T7l<pV0V, 1136
TrXaroc, Ilia
TrXa-y^, Ilia
TrXijf^nvptg, 1116

Trf'p, 119
TTvpyog (^oCpicof), 1136

TTuiXov, 129

p£<o (ffptFoj), 1116

crai'Kof, 1116

aavxfi6g,v. avxfiog, l\'2a

(jav(Tap6g,t'.(TavK6g, 112a

CKoroe, 1136
(TpsFw, r. p£w, 1116

(7-ac, 129

arpvfiov ( Tfiracian), 1 1 16

(Tvi'ax^svrwi/, 129

(T0yp6v, 1086

raCipoc, 1096

ravaof, 1126

rai-i;-, 1126

-rarof, 126

rtyof, 1126

riptrpoi', 1096

rspx^'OC. 1156

rlrra, 1096

-roe, 126
T-pE^w, 113a

Tpvxf»f 1136

iVwv ,129

WTTVOC, 1116

^aXXof, 1076

(pev, 1136

0iXoc, 116a
^oi'og, 1136

(ppjiTi'jp, 1096

Xalvu), 1136

Xctfitiifv, 1106

Xiwi/, 1106

wXIj^jj, 1106
yoi', 1126
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ITALIC AND ROMANCE..

Latin.

abbas, 99'/

abecedarium, 99f<

abstinentia, 99(7.

accentus, 99a
accidens, 99rt

accomniodatio, lOGa
aceo, 99«
acer, 99a
acetum, 99(«

actualis, 99a
acuenda esset, 99«
acutus, 99a
ad-, 113a
adigit, 107a
adjectivum, 99«
ador, 1086
adorare, 99a
adoratio, 99a
adulterium, 99a
adversarius, 99(t

aer, 107a
aetas, 1086
aevum, l(,9a

agnus, 1096, 1116
ago, 107a
alius, 109a
ala, 1 I3a
alo, 1 136

altare, 99a
altum, 99a
amnis, 1076
anachoreta, 99a.

ancora, 99a
angelus, 99a, 114
angor, 109a
angustia, 109a
angustus, Hi9a
auima, 107a
animal, 99a
apostolus, 99a, 114

appetere, 1046

applicare, 99a
arare, 1096
aratrum, 99a
archiepiscopus, 102a
arduus, 1076
argentum, 99a
-arius, 124
arma, 996
armilla, 996
ars, 996
articulus, 996
artus, 107a
arvuru, 107a
asinus, 996

atomum, 996
auctoritas, 996
augusti, 99a
aura, 107a
aurum, 996
avignus, v. agnus, 1096
axilla, 113a

baculum, 996
badius, 108a
balbus, 996
baptista, 996
baptizo, 996

bai)tisma, 996
barba, 996
barca, 996
basilica, 100a
basium, 100a
battuere, 100a
beatus, 100a
benedico, 100a
benedictio, 100a
benedictus, 100a
bestia, lOOas

betula, betulla, 108a
blasphemare, 100a
bibo, 1086
bos, 108a
bracliium, 100a, 108a
brassica, 100a
brevis, 100a
broccus, brocchus, 100a
bulla, 100a
buxus, 100a

caballus, 110a
cadere, 108a
caecus, 1136
calamus, 100a
callidus, 100a
calix, 100a
camisia, llOa
cancella, lOOa
cancellarius, lOOa
cancer, lOOa
candela, 100a
candelarius, 100a
candelabrum, 100a
cano, 108a
Candidas, 108a
canis, 110a
canon, lOUa
capellanus, lOOoi

caper, 114a, 123

capere, 123
capio, 114a
capistrum, 100a

capitulus, 100«
capra, 114a, 123
captus, 100a
caput, 100a
carbunculus, 100a
career, 100a
caritas, 100a
car(o)enum, car(o)enaria,

100a
carpentum, 1006
carus, 108a
caseus, 1006
castellum, 1006
castra, 103a

.

castrum (for cad-trum v.

note 85), 108a
castus, 1006
castitas, 1006
catena, 1006
cathedra, 1006
catholicus, 1006
caucus, 1006
caules, 1006
causa, 1006
cedere, 100a, 108a
cedria, 1006
ceUa, 1006

celo, 1146
census, 1006

cera, 1006
cervus, lOSa
cervical, 1006
cervisia, 1006
character, 1006
chorda, 1006
chribtianus, 1006
chrisma, 1006
cilicium, 1006

circare, 1006

circiuus, 1006
circulus, 1006
circumflexus, 1006
civitas, 1006
clarus, 1006
classis, 1006
claustrum, 1006
clavi, 108a
clericus, 1006
clima, 1006
coccus, 1006
coloni, 1006
columba, 1006

columella, 1006

columna, 1006

*cominitiare, 101a
commatres, 101a
commixtio, 1116
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commodum, 101a
communio, 101a
compar, 101«
comparativus, lOla
compatres, 10 !«

concedere, 101a
confessio, 101a
confligere, 101a
confortare, lOla
consecratio, 101a
consilium, 101 a
consimilis, 109a
consona, 101

«

conventus, 101a
coquina, 101a
coquus, 101a
cor, 1096

coruu, 114a
corona, 101a
coronatus, 101a
corpus, 108«
corrigia, 101a
corylus, 101a
coryletum, 101a
costa, 108a
coxa V. costa, 108«
craticula, 101a
creator, 101a
creatura, 101a
credo, lOSa
credulus, 10 la

crepusculum, 101 a

creta, 101a
cribrum, 101a, 108«
crispus, U.'Vj

crudelis, 101a
crux, 101a
crystallus, 101a
cucullus, 101a
culcita, 1016

culteUus, 1016

culter, 1016

cuius, 108a
cuprum, 1016

curvus, 1176

cutis, 110a
cymbalum, 1016

cypressus, 1016

dacrima, v. lacrima, 110 a
daemon, 1016

damnare, 1016

damnatus, 1016

daurus, v. laurus, 110a
de, 1086
debilis, 1016
dccedere, 1016
decima, 1016
defendere, 1016
denarius, 1016

dens, 110a
deprecatio, 1016

descendere, 1016

desiderabat, 1016

despectus, 1016
deus, 110a
dexter, 110a
diabolus, 1016

diaconus, 1016

diaconissae, pL, 1016
dictator, 1016

dies, 110a
dies jovis, 1016

dies solis, 1016
digamma, 1016
dignus, 1016

diluvium, 1016

dingua, v. lingua, llOa,

1146
discere, 1016
discipulus, 1016

discretus, 1016

discus, 1016
divinator, 1016

doctus, 1016

dolor, 1016

dominica, 1016

domo, 110a
draco, 1016
drungus, 115a
du, note 8^, p. 120
dubitare, 1016

dubius, 1016

dubitantia, 1016

durus, 1016

ecclesia, 1016

edit, 1106
cleemosyna, 1016

elephantus, 102a
emendai'e, 10?a
emineo, 1086

-ensis, 124
episcopus, 102a
cpistola, 102a
equus, 1106, 122

eremita, 102a
esculus, 102a
esox, 102a
etyniologia, 102a
ex, 1076
excommunicatus, 102a
evangeliuui, 102a

faba, 102a
facies, 102a

fagus, 102a
fagiuus, 102a
falco, 102a
fallere, 102a

favere, 102a
femininum, 102rt

fenestra, 102a

ferre, 1096

fibula, 102a
ficus, 102a
ficulnus, 102a
fides, 102a
figura, 102a
finis, 102a
firmamentum. 102«
flagellum, 102a
flamma, 102a
flecto, 102a
flos, 117a
foeniculum, 102a
fores, 1106, 121

forma, 102a
fossa, 1026

fragrare, 1026

frater, 1096

frenum, 1026

fructus, 1026

fugere, 1 026

fuga, 1026

fulgur, 1026
funis, 1026

fur, 1026

furca, 1026

furnus, 1026
fustis, 1026

geminantur, 1026
gentes, 1026

gentilis, 1026
gentilitatis, 1026

genitivus, 1026

gens, 1026
gerundium, 1026

.gigno, 1106

gladius, 108a
glossa, 1026

gradale, 1026

gradus, 1026

gratia (gratias agimus),

1026

gravari, 1026

gravis, 1026

grus, 113a

habilis, 1026

haeresis, 1026

hacretici, pi. 1026

hastula, 1026

hiare, 1136
hiems, II116

historia, 1026

honor, 1026

hora, 1026

hospes, 1026
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humilis, 102i
humilitas, 1U26
hymnus, 1026

iilolum, 1026
idus, 1026

ignis, 119
imago, 1026
imperlicare, 1026
imperator, 1026
imperium, 1026

improbitas, l()5a

improbus, 105a
incensum, 103«
indupedio, note 8!), ;j. 120
induperator,«o^e)s'J,/j. 120
inerruis ('*inermms), 124
infamis, 103n
infernum, 108a
infinitivus, 103a
initium, 103«
insece, 112a
instrumentum, 103a
insula, 1086
inter, 1086
interjectio, 103«
interrare. Won
-issinius, 12G
-isti, 1:^8

-istis, 128

jejunium, 103a
judex, 103(t

jugum, Ilia
jusculuui, 103a
justitia, 10o«
juvenis. Ilia
juvencus, Ilia

kalendar, 103a

labes, 1086
labo, 1086
labor, 1086
lac, 1086
lacrima, v. dacrima, 110a
laicus, 103a
lana, 1126
lancea, 1086
lapis, 1086
latex, 103a
latro, 103a
latus, Ilia
laurus, V. daurus, 110a
lector, 103a
lectus, 103a
legalitas, lU3a
legere, 103a
legio, 103a
leo, 103a

levis, in a

liber, 103a
ligo, 103a
liiium, 103«
liugo, lllrt

lingua, V. dingua, 110a,

1146

linquit, 1086
linuni, 103a
liquida, 103a
littera, 103a
liveo, 114a
lividus, 114a
livor, 114a
loculus, 103a
locus, 103a
locusta, 103a
longa, 103a
longa Qiavis), 103a
lorica, 103a
lucerna, 103a
lunaris, 103a
lutum, 1086

magister, 103a
magnus, 121

major, 103a
maledicis, 103a
maledictio, i<)3a

maledictus, 103a
malitia, 103a
malva, 103a
mancus, 1036

manere, 1036

manna, 1036

mantellum, 1036

manus, 1036

mare, 1116

margaritac, 1036
martulus (martellus),1036

martyrium, 1036
masculinum, 1036

mater, Ilia
matutinus, 10S6
medicus, 1036
medicina, 1036

meditor, 1086
medius, medium, Ilia
mel, 1086
membra, 1036
memini, lll<t

memoria, 1036, Ilia
mendicus, 1036
mensa, 1036

mensis, 1116
mcnsura, 1036
meretrix, 1036

metrum, 1036

miile. 1036

millefolium, 1336

miles, 1036

militia, 1036

ministrare, 1036
minus (minus facere),1036

mirabile, 1036
miraculum, 1036-
mirus, 1036

misceo, 1116

modus, 1036
molina, 1036
molo, Ula
mouachus, 1036
monasterium, 1036

mons, 1086

moi'alis, 1036

mori. Ilia
morticiniura, 1036
mortuus, Ilia
morus, 1036
mulus, 1036
mulxi, Ilia
murus, 1036
muta, 1036

myrias, 1036
myrtus, 1036

nascor (gnascor), 1106
natalicia, 1036
nates, 104a
natio, 104a
natrLx, 114a
navis, lU3a, 1086
nebula, 1116
negotium, 104a
nepos, 114a
neptis, 114a
nere, 1086
nerio, Nero, 1086
neutrum, 101a
nidus, il4a
*nigvis, nihvis, v. nix, 1 1 06
nimbus, 104a
nix, nivis, 11G6
nosco (gnosco), 1 1 06

I

nota, 104a

I

notarius, 104a

I

novellus, 104a

I

novus, 1116
nox, 1116

' nudus, 116a

i

numerus, 104a
i nuptiae, 104«
' nux (cuux), 1 10a

I

obediens, 104a
I oblatio, 104(j

j

occulo, 1 146

octo, 122
oenos, 0. L., 1116
offerre, 104a
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olea, 104a
olor, 107«
operarius, 104a
optativus, 104«
opus, lU4a
oraculum, 104 a

orate, 104«
oratio, 104«
ordinate, 104((

ordinatio, 104a

ordino, 104rt

ordo, 104f/

ostiarius, 104a
ostreum, 104«

ovum, 1126

paganus, 104rt

pagus, 104a
pallium, 104a, 1146

palma, 104a, 1116

palus, lU4a
panis, 104a
papa, 104a
papilio, l"4a
papyrus, 104 a

paradisus, 104«
parare, 104«
paries, 104a
parochia, 104a

pars, 104 a
pascha, 104a
passio, 1046

patella, 1046

pater, 1096

paucus, 1 1 86

pauper, 1046

pausa, 1046

pavo, 1046

pax, 1046

peccatum, 1046

pedester, 1046

pelliceus, 1046

pensus, 1046

pentecoste, 1046

penultima, 1046

peregrinus, 1046

perfectus, 1046

pergaminum, 1046

persona, 1046

petere, 1046

phiala, 1046

philosophus, 1046

philosopliia, 1046

pii.naculum, 1046

piiius, 1046

piper, 1046
pirus, 1046
piscis, 1046, II 4a
piscalor, 1046

pistor, 101a

pistrip.um, 101a

plaga, 1046

plangere, 1046

plenus, 1046, Ilia
plebs, 1046

plicare, 1046

pluma, 1046

poena, 1046

poenitere, 1046

poenitentia. 1046

pondo, 105a
pons, 105a
populus, 105a
porcellus, 105a
porcus, 105a
porta, portus, 105a
port are, 105a
positivus, lOoa
postileiia, 105a

postis, 105a
praebendarius, 1 05a
praeceptum, 105a

praedico, 105a
praelatus, lOna
praeservare, 105a

praestare, 105a
prandiuni, mSr;

presbyter, 10." a

pretiare, 105a
primus, 105a
princeps, 105«
prior, 105a
probabitur, 105a
probatus, 105a

probus, 105a
prologus, 105a
pronomen, 105a

propositus, 105a
propheta, l()5a

proprius, llOa
prudens, 105a
psalmus, 105a
psalterium, 105a
purgatorium, 105a

purpura, 105a
purui^, 1 05a
puteus, 105a

quadragesima, lG5(t

cpiaerere, 1086

quaestio, 105a
quinquagesinia, 105a
quiritare, 1026

rastrum, 105a
rectus, 1146

reddere, 1056

regnare, 1056

regula, 1056

reliquiae, 1056

remus, 1056
rete, 1056

rex, 1056, 114a
rigo, 117a
rogavi. 122

rosa, 1056

rosetuni. 1056
rota. Ili6

ruber, 1116
ruta, 1056

sabbatum 1056

saccus, 1056

sacerdos, 1056
sacrificium, 1056
sacrilegiuni, 1056
saeculuni, 1056
sagita, 10.S6

sagum, 109a
sal, 1116

salicastrum, 1056
salio, 109a
saliva, 1056
salix, 109a
saltus, 1056
salutare, 1056

salvare, 1056
sanctus, 1056

scabellum, 1056
scala, 1056
scaiidero, 1056

scbola, 1056

scholasticus, 1056
sciens, 1056,

scribere, 1056
scrlnium, 1056
scripulus, 1056
scutella, 1056
scutum, 109a
sebum, 1056

securus, 1056
secus, 109a
sedeo, 112a
senator, 1056
senex, 112a, 124
senior, 1056

sensus, 1056
sepelire, 1056

sepultura, 1056

scptimana, 1056

septuaginta, lOda
sequor, 112a
serinonarius, lOGa
serpens, lu9a
serus, 10(ja

sextarius, lOOa
siccus, 1116

signuni, lOGa
similis, lOlhi

i^itula, lOGa
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socer, 111/;

socrus, 1116

sol, 112a
solarium, 106«
solitariiis, lOGrt

somniari, 100a
somnus, IWb
sophista, lOG"
soror, 112a
sors, lOGa
-SOS, 127
spatium, 106a
sperare, 106a
spina, lOGa
spiraculum, lOCa
spiritus, lOfia

spoliare, 106a
spongia, 106a
sponsa, 106a
stabulum, 106rt

stagnum, 106a
stannum, 106a
status, 106a
stimulus, 106a
stlocus (0. L.), 103a
stola, 106a

straguliim, lOGa
strata, 106a
strigilis, 106a
-sum, 127
superlativus, 106a
sus, 118a
syllaba, 106a
synodus, lUGa

tabellarius, 106a
taberna, 106a
tabes, 106rt

tacere, 1146

taleiitum, 106a
tardare, 106a
-tas, 124
taurus, 1096
tellus, 106a
temere, 1126
tempero, 1066
templum, 1066

temptare, 1066

tendere, 1066

tenebrao, 1126

tenuis, 1126

terebra, 1096

terminus, 1066
terra, 1096
tertia, 1066
testis, 1066
testimonium, 1066
theca, 1066
theoria, 1066
thesis, 1066

thronus, 1066

thus, 1066

Titan, 1066

titulus, 1066

torques, 1066

torrens, 1 116

torta, 1066

totus, 1066
tractus, 1066

traditio, 1066
trans, 1096

tribunus, 1066

trinitas, 1066

tripus, 10(>6

tristis, 1066
tructa, 1066
truncus,1066, 1155

trux, 1 146

tuba, 1066

tugurium, 1126
tunica, 1066

turba, 1066

turris, 1066
tympanum, 1066

ulna, 1106

idtima, 1066

uncia, 1066

unctare, 1066

unguere, 1066
unicornis, 1066
unus, 1116

ursus, 1066

vacca, 118a
vagina, 1(>66

vates, 1096
velum, 1066
venenum, 1066
ventus, 1146

vermis, H0«
versatile, 1066
veru, 1076
versus, 1066
verus, 1066
vesper, 1126
vetus, 107a
vicus, 1126
vidua, 107a, 1126

vigil, 107a
villani, 107a
vinea, 107a
vinum, 107a
viperae, 1076
vir, 1126
viridis, 1096

virus, 1086

virtus, 1076

visio, 1076

vita, 1096

vitium, 1076

vivus, 1096

vocula, 1076

Mediseval Latin.

bare, 100a
brace, 100a

caldaria, 100a
cattus, 1006
clocca, 1006

cloccarium, 1006

companium, 101a
conucula, 101a

follis, 102a
fontana, 102a
foresta, 102a
forestis, 102a

gridare, 1026

hanapus, 1026

mehnus, 1196
mirare, 1036
multo, 1036

padulis, 104a

sappetus, 1056
sicera, 106a
solta, 106a
stratura, 106a

torneamentum, 1066

Picetiiaii.

Auximum, 118a

ausum, 996
nerio, 1086

ner, 1086
nesimo, 114a
teeriim, 1096
tuvtii, 1126

Uiiibrian.

berus, 1076
berva, 1076

esme, 125
esmei, 125
nesimo, 114a
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ncr, 1086

pir, 119

pusme, 125

toto, 1126

traf. 1U96

-esis, 124

finisco, 102a
-issa, 124

peso, 1046

putana, 105«

renck're, 1056

stendardo, 100«

Italian.

landa, 118a

veltro, 107, 118a

Provencal.

landa, 118a

bai, I08«

blamer, 100a
broche, 100a

charitd, 100a
cherir, lOSa
commencer 101«

empecher, 1026

euceus, 1 03a
estaminet, 106a
estonner, etonner, 102a

foudre, 1026

haster, hater, 1026

lande, 118a

merveille, 1036
mesfaire, mefaire, 1036
moi, 12(;

pan, 123
parfait, 1046

parol, 104a
pavilion, 104a
petit, 1046

pommaille, 105a

prison, 105a

rarae, 1056

recommendare, 1056

sauver, 1056

sou, lU6a
songer, 106a
sorte, lOGa
souteiiir, 106a

talent, 106a
tonneau, 1066
trahison, 1066

tribunal, 1066

vice, 1076

TEUTONIC.

Gothic.

ada (AV, Goth.) note 88,

page 112
* ADDIA (Prim.), note

88, pac/e 112

afvairpaiids, 129

aggilus, 114

ains, 1116

aivs, 109a
alan, 1136

aleina, 1106

alls, loya
alja-, 109a
aljan, 1136

alls, 1186

anabiudan, 117a

and-, 123
andbindandans, 129

anhafjands, 129

apaustaulus, 114

ara, 1156

arbi, 1166

arbja, 1166

-areis, 124
at-, 113a
aulisans, 118a
auhunia, 118a
auhumists, 118a
aujjcis, 1186

balgs, 117a

banja, 1136

baurd, 1 17a.

baurgs, 1136, 117«
braids, Ilia
brojjar, 1096

dailjan, 115a
dails, 115a
daur, 1106, 121

dauro, 1106
driugan, 1156

du, 1156

eisarn, 118a

fadar. 1096
faurbiudan, 117o
fimf, 122

fisks, 1 14a

futubaurd, 117a
frani, 126
fruuia, 126
fulan. 129

fulls O'.e. fulns), Ilia
ful]jan,llla

ga-, 130
gaarbja, 1166

gabundanana, 129

gadrauhts, 1156

gagaggandaui, 1 29

gahausjands, 129
gastandands, 129

gataujaudan, 129

gazds, 1176

gild, 1176

graban, 115a

hafja, 114a
haihs, 1136

hairto, 1096
haurn, 114a
hilpan, 123
huljan, 1146

bunds, 110a, 123

iddja, 128

idreiga, 116a
is, 126
ita, 126
-iza, 126
izvis, 129

jains, 127
juggs, Ilia
juhiza. Ilia
juk, Ilia

kan, 1106

kuui, 1106

laiuo. Ilia
laml), 118a
land, 118a

leihts, 11 la
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luag, 11j6

mailags, 11G«
uianagei, 116a
ujan, Ilia
mena, 1116
menojjs, 1116

ines, 1036
raikils, 121

missa, li8(«

nadr, 114a
namo, 109a
naqva)7S, llGa
nehv, 114a

6g, 11G«
ogan, llGa
-oza, 12G

qvens, 1096
qvino, 1096
qvius, 1096

raihts, 1146
reiks, 114a
rign, 117a
runa, 1186

saian, 1166
salt, 1116
salta, 109a
sakan, 112a
samajj, 129
saml, 112a
si, 126
sidus, 1136
sineigs, 112a
sinista, 112<t

sin^js, 1186

sitan, 112a
skadus, 1136
skalks, 1186
* snaigas, * snaigva

snaivs, 1166

snaivs, 1166

sokjan, 112a
stiur, 1096

sunna, 1186

sunno, 1186

sunus, 121

svaihra, 1116
svaihro, 1116

svistar, 108a, 112a

tagr, 110a
taihsvs, 110a
tamjan, 110a
timan, 110a
triu, 110a
tugffo, 1146, 123

tuujjus, 110a

Italian, 1146

fjairh, 1186

i jjaurnus, 1156

t^iuda, 1126

{jragja, 113a

ushlaupauds, 129
usstandands, 129

vair, 1126

vairjjs, 11G6
vait, 123

valdan, 1166

vaurms, 110a
veihs, vehs, 1126

viduvu, 1126

vil{3eis, 1196
vinds, 1146
vulfs, 121

vuUa, 1126

Old Teutonic.

* hafar, 123
hafjan, 123

Old High Geriuau.

ahsala, 113a
ali-, 109a
angi, 109a
augil, V. engil, 114

apliul, aiDliol, 115u

buga, 117a
biigan, V. biag, 117«
bagen, 117a
bana,/,1136
bano, m., 1136

banun, 1136

bart, 996
biag, V. bagan, 117a
bigil, V. bihal, pigil, 117a
bihal, w. pihal, 117a
bimunigon, 124
biseh, 1116
bisihan, 1116
blat, V. plat, Ilia
bluot, 117a
boch, V. poch, 117a
bogo, V. poco, 117a
bort, 117a
borti, 117a
borto, 117a

charra, v. karra, garra,

1176
cliona, 1096

chraft, 1 1 76

chranuh, 113a
chrump, 1176
chruzigon, 124

chuo, 1096
chus, 1176

dach, 1126
demar, 1126
dunni, 1126

ecala, 1176

egala, 1176
ei, 1126, note 88, /j. 112
elitliiotic, 109a
engil, V. angil, 114
ewa, 109a

fiur, 119
folma, 1116
friudil, fridil, 1 1 (ja

gabala, 1176
galingan, 113a
ganzo, 1156

garra, v. karra, 1176

gart, 1176
gartja, 1176

ger, 1176
ginen, 1136
ginon, V. ginen, 1136
gisal, 1176
giwiznes (^neiit), 119a.

giwiznesi (Jem.), 1186
glas, 1176
grioz, 1176

hadu, 1176
hclan, 1146
heli, 1146

liiruz, 108a
hnot, UOa
liosa, 1176

bulla, 1146

hut, llOa
hutta, 110a

isarn, 118a

iwa, 118a

karra, V. garra,chirra, 11 76

kramph, 1176

kruog, 115a
krus, 1136

ledar, 118a
luogen, 118a
lus, ll«a

mana (luanlia), 111

uiarach, 118a
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merilia,/. v. marach, 1186
inias, 103i

miscjan, 1116

muotar, Ilia

nachat, 11 Go
natra, natara, 114«
nefo, llirt

nest, 114n
nibul, 1116

nift, \Ua
niftila, 114«

pale, 117a
phant, 123
pigil, V. bigil, 1 1 la

pilial, V. bihal, I17o
plat, V. blat. Ilia
pli, lUa
pliwes, 114a
poch, V. boeh, 117«
poco, V. bogo, 1 1 7«

postal, 114

rad, 1116
reht, 1146

richi, 114a
run, 1186

sagen, 112a
seeh, 1186

segal, 1186

sia, 127
sie, 127
Hind, 1186
siniscalc, 112a
sio, 127
siu, 127

sneeeo, 1186

snuor, 1186

strouni, 1116

suniar, 1186

samna, 1186

sunna, 1186

tarch, 1176

tiligon, 124

triugan, 1146

trulitin, 1156

truhtinc, 115o

wagan, 1186

wer, 1126

vveralt, 1126

witu, Wda
wolchan, II 1)6

woU', 121

za, zi, zuo, 1 \'>h

Zand, zan, llUa

zi, V. za, 1156

zoraht, v. ziiort, 113a
zorht, 113a
zorft, V. zohrt, 113o
zun, 1176

zuo, w. za, 1156

Middle High German.

bil, 117a
bluot, pi. bliiete, 1 1 7a

hader, 1176

limpfen, 118a
man, 118a
march (marc), 118a
vluor, 118a
vriedel, 116a

]\'ew High German.

aufgebot, 117a
ausgesprochen, 130

bemiichtige, 124

blappen, blapperu, v. plap-

pern, 1186

enge, 109a
enterben, 117a

gefahrtin, 1186

genter, 1156

gerte, 1176

hader, 1176

haksch, 118a
hiille, 1146

jemand, 123

kind, 1106

krug, 115a

lahm, 118a
lugen, 118a

«

machtig, 124
maulthier, 100a
menge, 116«
mis-, 118a
mucke, 118a
muschel, 114

ode, 1186

peinige, 124

plappern,!-'. blappern, 1 186

reinige, 124

walten, WOh

werth, UGa
windbeutel, 102a

zalilen, 1 15

Old Saxon.

ehu, 1106

reht, 1146
tun, 1176
vidu, 119a
wolcan, 1196

Frisian.

appel, 115a

Lo^v German.

kaute, kute, 105a

Middle Dotch.

slecke, 1186

Anglo-iSaxon.

agg, no/e 88,;j. 112
appel, 115a

bat, 117a
boga, 117a
bucca, 117a

coss, 1176
craft, 1176
crumb, 1176

deorc, 1176

eorl, 115

flor, 118a
fohna, 1116

gandra, 1156
gar, 1176

gevitncsse, 119a
gevitnes, 119a
gla's, 1176

grciot, 1176

lijifer, 114a
hea«o, 1176

hos, 1176

hosa, 1176

Iv, 118a

leScr, 118a
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lucian, 118rt

Ills, 118tt

nest, 114(1

nofa, 114«
nift, 11 -la

segel, 1186
snegel, 1186
sumor, sumer, 1186

suiina, 1186

to, 1156

tun, 1176

vagen, 1186
volcen, 1196
vudu, 119a

English.

dark, 1176

flat, wo^e 87,/*. Ill

floor, llSrt

hat, 114

herring, 114
hog, 118a

lame, 118a

nut, llOrt

reader, 114

smoke, 115
strike, 115
string, 114

strive, 115
swain, 115

town, 1176

witness, 119a

Old IVorse.

ala, 1136

baegjask, 117a
baga, 117a
bagi, 117a
bagr, II 7a
bana, 1136
bani, Uab
butr, 117a
belgr, 1 1 7a
bogi, 117a,

boklfi, 117a
bor^, 117a

coss (koss), 1176

dockr, 1176

dn'itt, /)/. drottir, 1156
druttin, 1156

druttning, 1156

egg, note 88, j). 112

epli, 115a

flatr, note S7,p. Ill

glas, 1176

griot, 1176

hafr, 114a
heill, note 84, p. 108

iarl, 115
iarn, v. isarn, 1 18a

ior, 1106

isarn, 118a

kerra, 1176

kreftr, 1176

ledr, 118a
lus, 118a

naktr (nakinn), 1 1G(.

nift, 114a

segl, 1186

snigil, 1186
snara, 1186
son (sonr), 121
sumar, 118/>

sunna, 1186
svefn, 1116

svein, 115

tivar, 1106
tiinn, 110a
tun, 1176

l^ak, 1126

Jjior, 1096

vagn, 1186
viSr, 118a

yr, 118a

WINDIC OR LITO-SLAVONIAN.

Old Slavonic.

ablani, abloni, v. jablani
1 15a

agne, v. jagne, 1116

agni'ca, Ch. SL, 1116

agnici, V. jagnici, 11 16

aice, w. jaice, 1126

anigelu, Ch. SL, 114
apostohl, Ch. SL, 114

-ari, 124
azu, 109a
gza, 109a

bada, 128
brada, 996
bratru, 1096

A. Slavonic.

bratii, 1096

czrivi, 110a
czruminii, 110a
czruvi, 1 1 Oa

deliti, 115a
deni, V. dini, 121

desinii, 110a
dini, 110a, 121

do-, 1156
drevo, IlOa
drugu, 1156

druva, 110a
dviri,;5^. 1106

* geravjas, v. zeravli, 1 13a

gnezdo, 114a
golabi, 1006
govedo, 1096
grebrt, 115a
grobu, 115a

id^, 128
igo(jigo). Ilia
ime, 109a

jablani, 115a
jabhlko, jabluka, 115a
jad^, 128
jagne, u. agne, 1116
jagnlci, v. agnici, 1116
jaice, V. aice, 1126
j^za, 109a
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jcza, 109«
junu, lllrt

karati,119ffla

kobyla, 110«
kobj'lica, 110a
koleno, 1196
koni, 110«
krivu, 1176
kruczagu, 115a
krucziminica, 115a
krilcziviniku, 115rt

ligtiku, Ilia
lizg, Ilia

mogrt, 1156, 123
mati, 11 la

inoseci, 1116

mesiti, 1116

mnogQ, 116a

nagii, llGft

ntbo, 119a

o^rnT, 119

onu, 127

orilu, 1156

Lithuanian.

angelas, 114
aiiksztas, 109a
ankszta, 109a
ans, 127
apasztalas, 114
aszara, 110a
fiszva, 1106

at-, 113a
auksas, 996

barzdu, 996

brulis, 1096

da-, 1156
dalis, 115a
dalyti, 115a
dantis, UOa
deni, 121;

diina, 110a
derva, 110a
deszine, 110a
dcvas, UOa
dini

draugalas, 1156
draiigas, 1156

durys, 1106

panieti, 11 la
plunti, 11la
prijateli, 116a

sladukii, note S2,p. 97, 124

sejati, 1166

sesti, 112a
sestra, 112rt

sladukii, wo/e 82, p. 97, 124
slunice. 112a
sricgu, 1166
snocha v. snucha, 121

snucha, 121

sobaka, UOa
soli, 1116

srudice, 1096

struja, 1116

struga, V. struja, 1116

suchu, Ch. SL, 112a
suka, UOa
sunu, 1116

svekru, 1116

svekruvi, 1116

svekry, v. svekrQ, 1116

tima, 1126
tiniktt, 1126

j

trtinu, 1156

I

turu, 1096

B. Lettic.

erelis, 1156
eris, 1156

-esnis, 126

gale ti, 119a
galiu, 119a
gandras, 1156

gelbeti, 123
gerve, 113a
gimti, 1106

grabas, 115a
gyvas, 1096

inkaras, 9da

jaunas, Ilia
-jaus, 126
-jausei, 126
-jausias, 126
jungas, 11 la

kampas, UOa
karczama, 115a
kclys, 1196
kiriniile, UOa
kirminas, UOa
kirmis, UOa, 119a
koravoti, U9a

vgzu, 109a
veczeru, 1126
Tidova, 1126
visi, 1126
vlada, 1166
vladi'ti, 1166
vlasti, 1166
vluku, 120
vliina, 1126
vranu, 119a

zena, 1096
zenti, 1106
zeravli, 113a
zima, 1106

zivu, 1096

znaja, 1106

jaje, 1126

wart, 1166
wilk, 120

Servian.

junak, lUa

kreiVas, 1176
kuinas, UOa
kulnis, 1196
kum^le, UOa
kumelukas, UOa
kumpas, UOa

laizau, 111 a
lengvas, lUa

maiszyti, 1116
melynas, 1196
menes, v. menu, 1

menu, 1116

merga, 1196
merge le, 1196
moketi, 116a
moku, 116a, 123

mote, lUa

nugas, 116a

obelis, U5a
obulas, 115a
-orius, 124

pUnas, U 1 a
pirm, 126
pirmas, 126



platus, nUf
pretelius, 11 Ga

rata?, nih

sakau, 112a
saldus, note S2,p. 9i

sapnas, 111/*

saule, ll--'rt

sai'isas. 112a
sekla, 11G6

seku, 112a
semens, 116/>

Senas, 112a
senis, 112a
sesti, 112a
scsii, 112a
s.'ti, ucr,

snegas, llGb
snocha, 121
snficha, 121
sraumc, 1116

stogas, 1126

szu, 110a

Old Irlsli Index.

szirdis, 1006

tamsa, 1126

tauta, 1126

ugnis, 119

viikaras, 1126
valclau, 11G6
valdyti, 1166
varna, 119a
varnas, 119a
venas, 1116

vertas, 1166
viise'ti, 1126
vesz-pats, 1126

vilkas, 120
vilna, 1126

vyras, 1126

zema, 1106

zinau, 1106

197

LcttisSi.

ilbols, 115rt

dallit, 115a
debbes, 110a
dlws, noa
draudse (*draugi;0, 11 ">6

erglis, 1156

gows, 1096
krogs, 115a
sapnis, 1116

tauta, 1126
waldit, 11G6
wens, 1116

wirs, 1126

Old Prnssiati.

ains, 1116

dellieis, 115a
emnes, 109a
* ganna, 1096
tauta, 1126

werts, 11G6
widdewu, 1126

Old Celtic.

ad-, 113a
ande-, 99a, 123 (St. 734)
Argento-ratuni, 996 (St.

G07)
Arduenna, 1076

ate, Ho<el03,/), 113

bulga, 117a (St. 217)

Camba, 110a
Cambodunum, 110a. (St.

p. 150)
carrus, 1176
cataracton, note 85, p. 108
* catarax, note %b,p. 108
Caturiges, 1176

Catu-sl6gi,'l 1 76 (St. 1003)
Cebenna, 1076

covinus, (Brit., BeJg.')

1186

Crixus, 1136

dan {root), 122

drungus, 115a
dula, 122 (see Trf/XTrl-

covXa ; St. 765)

Gaesati, 1176 (St., Gai-
sati, 21G)

gaesum, 1176

CELTIC.

Ka'oj'oj' T))v auXTTiyya.

1136
Ka'pj'jig, 114a

XajKia, 1086

Lutetia, Luteva, 1086

liapKav, ace, 118a
MopiKcifilSt], 110a

VEfirjTov, ace, 121 (St,

423)

ov'^eXXov, ov^sXXa (Brit.),

118a (v. St. 13;
Oppianicnos, 123

TrefiirkSovXa, see dula, 1 22

(St. 765)

^syofiapoc, 121 (St. 423,

p. 156)

Seno-magus, 112a

tarvos, 1096 (St. p. 159)
Toutissicnos, 123

Uxellodunum, llSa (St.

13)

vertragus, 107, 113a (St.

74)

vidu, 119«(St.4G)

Old Irish.

ab, 99a (C. /. w.)

aball, 115a (St. 555)
abstanit, 99a
accidit, v. aiccidit, 99a
accus, V. ocus, 109a
achtail, 99a (C. I. w.)
actegim, 99a
acuit, 99a
accus, V. ocus, ocuis, 109a
achtail, 99a (C. Lie.)

actegim, 99a
acuit, 99a
acus, V, ocus, ocuis, 109a
ad-, 113a, 120
adaltras, 99a (St, 882)
adgensa, 1106

adgeuin, 1106
adiect, adieclit, 99a
admuinur. Ilia
adrad, 99a (C. I. w.)

adras, 99a
adrorsat, 99a
adsaitis, 112a
aeclis, dat. ahl.; v. gen.,

ecolso, ecilse; 1016
aer, v. aiar, 107a
ag (root), 107a
agathar, 116a
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dial, V. aer, 117rt

-aib, V. -ib, 127

aibgiter, 99a (C. l.w.)

aiccent, aiccend, dat. aic-

ciund, 99rt

aiccidit, v. accidit, 99a
aicher, 99a (C. /. w.)

aichthi, llGa
aidrech, 116a
aile, 109a, 113 (St. 158)

ailighn, 107a
aine, 103a (C. /. w.)

aineel (angel), 99«, 114

(C. I. w.)

ainra, 107a, 109a (St.

991)
airdircc, u.erdirc, irdirrcc.

113a
-aire, v. -ire, 124

airecal, 104a
airget, r. argat, 99a
airlech, 103a
airriu, 127
ais' (6is), gen. aisa, aisso

(oissa, oesa), 109a (St.

73.0, 812)
aitli(*ati-),113a(St.l55)

aithgne, 1106

aithirge, v. ithirge, llGa
al, (root) 1 1 3a
alrasan, ncc. almsin, lOlb

(C. /. w.)

alt, 107a
altoir, 99a
altram, 113a
-am, 126
amail, amal, 109a
amlabar, 1186, 124 (St.

1133)
amprom, araprome, 105a

ana, 127
ancretem, 124
ancretmech, 124

angel (aingol), 99a, 114

anim, 107a, 109

apstal, 99a, 114 (C. /. w.)

apstallacht, 124

ar (rooO, 109/>

arafulsani, 113a
arathar, 99a
arbae, v. orpe, 11G6 (St.

752, /J. 103)
ardd, 1076
arenindarbe, 117a (St.

752)
argat, v. airget, 99a
arm, arma, v. dat. isind-

airm, 996
ariiaclutrindarpither,

J 17a, 130

art, 996 (C. I. ip.)

articol, goi. sing., nom
pL, articuil, dat. ar-

tucol, 996
arva (arba), 107a
as (a, es), 1076
asan. 996
asdul, 1026(astol, C.Z. w.)

asil, 113a
asmecnugur, 124
asrobrad, 130
atbela, 113i

athir, 1096, 113 (St. 13,

1046)
atbusu, 126

atom, 996
atoinaig, 107a
-atu, V. -etu, 124

augtortas, 99/^ (St. 1107)
augaist,996 (C. /. w.)

bachall, 99/>(C. /. it;.)

badud, 117a
baga, 117a
bagim, 117a
bagul, 117a
baislic, 100a (C. / m\)

baitsim, ace. baithis, dat.

bathius, 996

bal(7-ooO, 1136

balb, 996 (C l.io.)

ball, 1076 (St. 038)
ban, V. ben (root), 113a
ban (mulier), v. ben, 1096

(St. 21)
bandechuin (pL), 1016

banscala, 1186

bar, V. ber (root), 1096

bare, 996 {C J.io.)

bas, 1136

batbat'h, 1136 (St. p.

163)
bauptaist, Qdb (C.l.w.)

heisti, f.pl., 100a (C. /. iv.)

bemen QjL), 1136

ben, V. ban {root), 113a

ben (rnuller), v. ban, 1U96

bendiichae, 100a
benclacht, 100a (C. /• «.)

beo, V. biu, 1096

boyd, 1096

beogidir, 1096

beothu, bethu, 1096

ber, V. hav{root), 1096

berach, 1076

bctlie, lOSa
betlm, lioothu, 1 096

biad, 1096 (St. 477)
biilil, biail, buail, 117a
birdae, 1076

biu, V. beo, 1 096
bm, 127
bochaill, 108a (St. 583)
boide, V. buide, 1 1 7a.

bolg, bole, 117« (St. 217)
boll, 100a (St. 159; V I.

10.)

borg (borce), 1136, 117«
borggde, v. borg, 1 1 36

bou', 108a, 1096
brace, 100a {C. I iv)

braieh, 100a (C. l. rv.)

braisech, 100a
bran, 119a
biAth, 122 (St. 3:!6)

hreth, 122 (St. 336)
briitliair,brathir, 1096 (St.

1047)
breib, 1006
brithemnaeht, 124 (St.

336)
broen, 117a
buaid, 117a
buail, V. biail, biail, 1 1 7a

buide, V. boide, adj. 108a,

(St. 803), sM6s^'ll7a
buideeh, 117a
buidnib, 117a

caech, 1136
cacht, 100a (C. /. ic.)

cailech, 100a
caille, 104a, 114b (C. /.

caimse, 100a (caimnisc, C
/. ic.)

caindliir, 100a (St. 44)
caingel, 100a
caiptel, 100a (C. /. iv.)

caire, 119a
cairigud, 119a
caisc, 104a (C /. w.)

caise, 1006 (a l.w.)

caisel, 1006 ( C. I. w.)

calann, 103a (C. / iv.)

callaid, 100a (C. I. w.)

camm, 1096

cammaib, dat. pL, v.

camm, 1096

canimdcrc, 1096

camtlmisil, 1096

can (root), 108a
canoin (ace), 100a. (C. I.

w.)

car (root), 108a
carachtar, 1006

carcar, gen. pi. carcrc,

dat. carcair, 100a
carim, cairim, 128

carmocol, lOUa
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carpat, 100?) (C. I. «;.)

cast, 100/)

castoit. 1006 (C. /. w.)

cath, 1176

cathir, catliair, 108a (St.

13)
cathlac, 1006 (C. I w.)

_

cathrach, </en. w. cathir,

no^e 85, p. 108
caut, 100a
cedir, 1006
c^ir, 1006 (C. /. w.)

ceirbsire, 1006
ceist. 105a (cest, C. I to.')

eel, 108a
cell, 1006 (eel, C. I. iv.)

cen, 131

cenaelugud, 1106

cenel, 1106 (St. 676)
cenelach, 1106

cenelae, 1106

cercenn. 1006 (C. I. w.)

cerchaili, 1006 (C. l. v;.)

cercol {ace), 1006

cetlaid, lOSa (St. 3)
cilic, 1006
cimbal, 1016
cingcidis, 1046
cingices, 105a (cingciges,

C. I. 2V.)

circumflex, 1006
ciuil (gen.), 108a
CIS, 1006 (C. /. w.)
* cladibas, 108a
claideb, 108a
clais, 1006
clechir, 1006

clechti, 1006

clerech, 1006 ( C. /. «•.)

climata (/;/.), 1006 (C. /.

w.)

clocc, 1006

clochmuer, 1006

cloi, 108a
clum, 1046(C. ;. w.)

cnim, 108a (St. 269)
cnu, 110a
cochuU, lOla (C. I. tv.)

coibse, 101a (C. /. w.)

coic, 101a, 122 (St. 776;
C. I. w.)

c&is (dat.), 1006 (St. 431,
ace. sing.)

coisecrad, 101 a (St. 880)
colcaid, 1016 (C. l.w.)

coll, 101a
colomna (710m. pi.), 1006

(C. l.zc.)

colum, 1006
columnat, 1006

com-, 126
coiiiacus, 109a
comadas, 101a
comadasogod, 101a

comaicsiu, l09a
comalnadar, 11 la

comarbus, 1166

comarpe, 1166

commescatar, 1116

companacht, 101«
comparit, pL -iti,^en. -ite,

101a
conflechtaigthi, 101a
congnam, 1106
couoscaigesiu, 1116

com-obam, 131

conrochra, 131
com-ogbaid, 131
couroscaigissiu, 1116

conson, 9eH. consine, 101a
corcur, 105a
corgais, 105a
coro-, corro-, conro-, 131

corp, 108a (C. I. w.)

cos, 108a
cosmail, cosmuil. cosmil,

• consamali, 109a
credal, 101a
crepscuil, 101a (C /. w )

creseu, 1006 (C. /. w.)

cretem, 124
cretes, crettes, creites, pi.

cretite, v. cretim, 108a
cretim, 108a
criad, 101a
criathar, 108a (St. 700;

(C. /. v:.)

crichaib. 1136
cride, 1096 (St. 1102)
crismal, 1006
crocanu, crocemi (leg.

croccan), 115a (St. 56)
croch, 101a
cruim, 110a, 1176, 119a
cruimther, 105a (C. I. w.)

cu, 110a
cuach, 1006 (C. /. iv.)

cuicenn, 101a (cucenn, C.

I w.)

cuigel, 101a
cuileimbocc, 117a (St,

498)
cuimlengaithi, 113a (St

gl.N? 45,;?. 147)
cnisil, 101a (C. l.w.)

evil. 108a (C. I. w.)

cumacc, 109a, 116a, 123
cumacht, 109a, 116a
cumaclitach, 116a, 124
cumacht(a)e, 116a

cumachtagimm,cumacht-
aigim, 124

:;umachtchu, comp. V.

cumachtach, 116a
cumaing, 116«
curaan (v. ni cuman lim),

Ilia (St. 111}

cumang, 109a, llOa, 123
cummasc, gen. cummisc

1116
cumsciget, 1116

cmnuing. v. cumaing, 116a
cupris, 1016

101a
cute, 105a

dairde, daurde, 110a (St.

554)
dam (root), 110a
damilsi. Ilia
dark (roof), U3a
daur, 110a (St. 554)
daurauch, 110a (St. 554)
daurde, dairde, 110a (St.

554)
deccu, 127
demne, gen. pi. v. demuin,

1016
demuin, v. demne, (gen.),

1016 (C. I. w., deiiian)
* denge, v. tenge, 123
denim, 112 (St. 899)

der, llOrt

derucc, 110a (St. 554)
derwen, 110a
descipul, 1016 (deiscipuil,

n. pi., C. I. IV.)

dess, 110a (leg. des, St.

386)
det, 110a
di, 1086, 120
dia (dies), 110a (St. p.

163 ; dia, C. I. w.)

dia (Deus), 110a (St. 81

diabul, 1016
diblide, 1016
dictatoir, 1016
digaim, 1016
dil, diliu, dilem, 115a (St.

1120)
diles, 115a
dilui, 1016, 115a
dinair, 1016

diprecoit, 1016 (C. /. ?t\)

discreit, 1016 (C. I. u:)

do, du, 1156, 131 (St. 570)
do-, V. du-, 1086 (St. 85)
doaibsem, 127
doaitliirge, v. taidirge,

llGa

15
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doaurcbanaim, 108rt (St.,

doaurchanim, 704, 837)
dodalim, llSa
doforsat, 112a
dofuibninim, I13a
dogentar, 1 106

dosniu, 110/;,127(St.008)
doib,doib, 127

doiseich, 112a
-doit, 124
domnach, 1016 (C I. tv.)

domeuarsa, Ula
doraoiniur, Ilia
domuinursa. Ilia
do-ouialgg, 0. omalg, Ilia
dorche, y. pL, 1176 (St.

331)
dor&sat, 112a
dorus, 1106
dosaig, 112a
doseich, 112a
drac, 1016 (C. I. lo.)

draigen, 1156 (St. 559)
driss, 1156 (St. 587)
dristetiach, 1156 (St. 587)
drocli, drog, 1146
drochgnim, 1146

drochgninm, arc. pL, 1146
drog, droch, 1146

droiiihean, 1156

du, do, 1156, 120, 131 (St.

570)
du-, r. do-, 1086,120,131

(St. 85)
duib,127
duibsi, 127
duine, 122 (St. 89)
dun, 1176 (St. 674)
dur, 1016

^, V. si, ed
ech, 1106, 122 (St. 17)
ecolso, ecilse, ;/en., v.

aeclis, 1016

ed, V. e, SI, 126

-em, 126

emnatar, 1026 (St. 1010)
eo, 118a
epil, 1136
epistil, 102a (C. I. w.)

epscop, 102a (St. 082 ; C.

l.w.)
_

erdaircigidir, 113a
erdarcai, pi. v. airdircc,

113a
erdirc, v. airdircc, irdircc,

113a
erriu, erru, 127
escalchaill, 102a (St. 115)
estar, 1106

etar, etir, v. itir, 1086

etardibe, 1136

etargeiuin, 1106

etargne, etarcne, 1106
etarru, 127
etlicralagas, 102a
etirdibnet, 113a
-etu, V. -atu, 124

fagde, 102a
faiiien, 10C6
faith, 1096 (St. 2)
fedb, 107a, 1126

fellsube, 1046
felsub, 1046(St. /?. 159)
feuiin, 102a (femen, C- J-

fe'n, 1186

fer, 1126, 121
fers, gen. fersa, ferso, 1066
ferte, nom. jjL, v. fcrto,

1076
ferto, ferte, 7t«, 1076 (C.

I. tv.)

fescor, 1126 (St. 224 ; C.

l.w.)

fetarlaice, fetarlice, fetar-

licce, 107a
fi, 1086
fiadnisse, 1186 (St. 959)
fial, 1066
fiar, V. setliar, 112a
fich, 1126

ticuldae, 102a
fid, 119a
fidbocc, 117a
figil, 107a (C. I. w.)

fimf, 122
fill, finn, 107a (C. /. w.)

fine, 107a (C. /. ?r.)

fir. 1066
* firas, 121

firaib, forib, 127

firtu, nr.c, v. ferto, 1076
fis, 1076(C. /. w.)

flaith, gen. flatha, flatlio,

1166

fla(i)t!ieranacht, 1166
fiaitheninas, 1166
flur, 118a
focul, 1076 (C. I. iv.)

fodail, fodil, 115a
fodaimimse, 110a
fodali, 115a, 122
fodlaidi, 115a
fognam, 1106 (St. 815)
fogni, 1106

foircthe, 108a
folcaini, folcainim, 1196

(St. 101.5)

fondrodil, 115a
foraib, foirib, forib, 127
forcanim,forclianim, 108a
forchun, 108a, 127
forcital, forcetal, 108a (St.

837)
forcitl(a)id, forcetlaid,

108a (St. 837)
forlan, Ilia
forlongis, 103a
forodil, 122

forru, 127
fuirib, V. foraib, 127
fulang, 1 13a

gab (root~), 114a
gabail, 123
gabor, 114a, 1196, 123 (St.

372)
gabimm, 1196
gabul, 1176 (St. 135)
gaide,1176(St. 216)
gaimred, 1106
ged, 1156
gein, gp.n. geine, 1106

geinddae, 1106

gcinti, V. genti, 1026

geinti, pi, 1026 (geinte,

C. I IV.)

geintlecte, gen. fern., v.

gentlide, 1026

gehitlidc, 1026

gell, 1176
gen {root Skr. jan), 1106

gen (root Skr. jna), 1106

gen, dat. giun, 1136

genitiu, 1026

genti, V. geinti, 1026
gentlide, 1026

gcntar, genthir, 1106

gerind, 1026

giall, 1176 (St. 216)
glass, clas, 1176 (St., note.,

p. 91)
gluais, 1026
gliin, 1196
gne, 1106

gnethid, 1106

gnim, 1106 (St. 908)
gniu, 128

grad, gen. graid, 1026 (C.

/. 10.)

graif, 1026

grazachani, 1026 (C. /. to.)

guidimni, 122 (St. 870)

hcritic, pi., 1026
hiairn, gen. v. iarn, 118a
ho buidnib, 117a
hodid, ^e«. t'. uathid, 1186
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(h)omald6it, v. umaldoit,
Wlb

horpamin, (pi.) v. orpain,

1166

hothad, V. (h) uathath, etc.

^1186
hiiathad, r. (h)uatliath,

etc.), 1186
Imatliath ace, v. (li)ua-

tliath, etc. 1186
huathati, fern. ace. pi., v.

uaithed, 1186

(h) umaldoit, v. umaldoit,

1026

iach, 102a (St. 216)
iarm-, 126
iarn, v. gen. hi'airn, llSn

(St. 608, 812)
-ib, r. -aib, 127
ibim, 1086
id, 1026
idol, 1026 (C. l.w)
ifurnn, geti. ifirnn, 103rt

(iffearn, iffern, St. 519)
il,i'. lia, lll«(il, St. 13)
imb-, 99«
imdibe, 1136
imdibenar, 113a
immefolhgai, immefoln-

gai, immolngai, 113rt

immeforling, imforling,

113a
-imem, 126
immeruidbed, 113'*, 130
immumruidbed, 130
immolngai (see immefol-

I'lgai, etc.), 113a
ind-, 99«, 123 (St. 734)
indatbendachub, 100a, v.

bendacbt
ind-figor, 102a
indib, 127
indid, 127
indlach, 113a
indluug, 113a
infinit, 103a
ingor, 99a (St. 68)
inis, gen. inse, 1086
init, lOSa
innarbar, 117a.

innerese (ace), 1026
innocfh)t, 1116
innurid, 125
inobar, v. saibes, lOia
inroleg, 103a
insadaim, 112a
insce, 112a
inte, 127
interiecht, 103a

intesi, 127
iiitiu, 127

' -ire, V. -aire, 121
' irgnae, 1106

isind-airmm, dat. v. arm,
996

isind-ithlaind dat., v. land,

118a
itargninim, 1106

ith, ffen. etlia, 1086, 123

(St. 1037)
ithim, 1086, 1106, 1166,

123 (St. 40)
itliirge, v. aithirge, 116a
itir, V. etir, etar, 1086
iugsuide, 103a

labar, 1186
lacht, 1086
laech, 103a (C. I. w.)

lagait. Ilia
laigiu, lugu, Ilia (St.

923)
laine V. lane. Ilia
Ian, Ilia (St. 13)
lane v. laine, lUa
lanad, 122
land, dat. isind-ithlaind,

118a (St. 132)
lang (root), 113a
lanmair, HI a
lar, 118a
lebor, V. libur, 103o (libar,

St. 371 ; C. I. w.)

lechdach, 103a (St. 1071)
lecht, 103a (C. /. v.)

led, leth, Ilia
legend, 103a (St. 853)
legtoir, 103a
* leic, 1086
leicci, 1086
leim, 118a
leth,led, llla(St. ;?. 156)
lethan, llla(St. 13, 925)
lethscripul, 1056
H, 114a
lia, w. il, 11 la
liac, 1086 (liacc, St. 133,

573, ;o. 156)
libur, V. lebor, 103a
ligim. Ilia
lim (ne cuman lira), 111a
lin, 103a (St. 863; C. I.

zo.)

linad, Ilia, 122
linmaire, Ilia
liter, 103a (letir, C. I. iv.)

loathar, 118a
lobur, 1086
loc, 103a

loing, 103a
loingtech, 113a
long, 103a (St. 574 ; C.

I. IV.)

loth, ffen. loithe, 1086
liiacharnn, 103a
lugimem, Ilia (St. 923)
lugu (see laigiu). Ilia
luirech, 103a (St. 154)
lunair, 103a

mace, V. mang (root), 1156
mace (Alius), 1156

maer (v. mor-maer), 103a
(C. /. w.)

magistir, nom.pl., magis-
tru, ace. pi., 103a (St.

365)
mainn, 1036
maldaehas, 103a
maldacht, 103a (St. 915)
maledic , 103a
malg (root), Ilia
man, 1036

man (root), Ilia
mauaeh, 103b (C. I. ?/•.)

mang (7-00/, v. mace),
1156

mar (root), Ilia
mar, 1156 (mar, St. 663)
marb. Ilia (St. />. 150)
marc, 118a
martre, fern. pi. martri,

1036 (St. 738; C.l.w)
masc (root), v. niisc, 1116
mascul, 1036
matal, 1036
raathir, Ilia
mntin, 1086(C. /. rv.)

me, me, 126
mebuir, 1036
medon, Ilia
meince, 116a
meirddrech, 1036
melim. Ilia
membur (pi.), 1036
mencain, 116a
menicc, menlc, 116a
mertrech, 1036 (C. I. w.)

raessa, v, mi-, 118a (St.

1117)
metair, motir {r/en.), 1036

(metuir, C. I. w.)

mi, 1116 (St. 1117)
mi-, 118a
mias, lOSb (C. I. 10.)

midiur-sa, 1086
mil, 1086

mil, 1036

mile (fem.), 1036

15 B
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mindchichthiu, 1036
niindchijj-itir, 1036
mindecliu, 1036
mirt-cliaill, 1036(St. lln)

misc (root), v. masc, 1116
mistae, 1116 (St. 1051)
mo-, mu-, 131
mod, V. muid, mud, 1036
molt, 1036
mong, llSrt

monistre (pen. pi), 1036
mor V. maer, 103a (St.

663)
moralus (dat.), 1036
mori, Ilia
moru, 1196 (raoru, St.

1020)
mu-, mo-, 131

mucc, 118a (St. 1029)
mud, dat., v. mod, 1036
muid, gen., v. mod, 1036
muin-torc, 1066 (St. 744)
muir, 1116 (St. 860)
muirtchenn, 1036 (C. I

tv.)

mulenn, 1036 (St. 701;
muilenn, C. I. w.)

miilu {ace. pi), 1036 (St.

295)
muT, 103b (C. I IV.)

mut, 1036

nachiberpidsi, 1166
nachimrindarpai-se, 1 1 7a
nat, 104a
nathir, 114a (St. 88)
naue (gen.), noe, 1086
nebth&be, v. nephtliobe,

1136 (St. 987)
necht, 114a(St. 224)
nem, 119« (St. 812)
nephtb&be v. nebthobe,

1136

nert, 1086

iiessa, nesara, 11 4a (St

1117)
neutor, 104a (nentur, C.

Iw.)
neutralde, 104a
ni-. Ilia, 130
niae, 114a
nicumnnlim v. ni, cuman,

lim. Ilia
nicum.scaichti, 1116
nid, 114a
nimb, 104a (C. /. w.)

niroundibed, v. roimdibed,
U.0

riiule V. nfulu, 113
niulu, dat. (in niulu) 11 16

no-.icuitigfide v. acuit, 99a
nobbendachat, 100a
nobirpaid, 1166

noolit-chenn, 116a
noct, 1116
nogignerl, 1106
nomctargnigedar, 1106
nomerpimm, 1166
noraisligur, 124
not, nota, 104a
notail, 113a
notaire, notire, 104a
notlaic, 1036 (C. /. w.)

nu-, no-, 131
nu (nua), nue, nuae.nuide,

1116 (St. 21, 803)

6a, 1186 (St. 758)
obar, 104a
oblann, 104a
ocht, 122
ochte, octe, 109a
oclachdi, 1106 (St. 758)
ocmil. Ilia (St. 758)
ocus V. accus, 109a
ocus, ocuis {et) v. acus,

109a
og, 1126 (St. 955)
oin, oen, 1116
oipred, I04a (St. 889)
oipretho, gen., v. oipred,

104a
6ir, gen., v. or, 996
oirclech, 104a
6is, V. ais, 109a (St.

812)
oissa, oessa, gen., v. ais,

ois, 109a
oistreoir, 104a
olachaill, 104 a

olaclirann, 104a
(h)omald6it, v. (h)umal-

d&it, 1026
omalgg, (y. do omalgg).

Ilia
onoir, 1026
ood, V. uad, 127
optait, optit, 104a
orait, 104a (oroit, C. L

ord (ordd, ort, urt), 104a
(St. 943; C.Lw.)

orpam, v. pL horpainin,

1166

orpe, V. arpae, 1166
ortbain, ace. siiiij., 104a

(C. I iV.)

ort, V. ord, 104a
6s, V. uas, ucb, 118a
othatnat, 1186

othud, dat., v. uathutb,
1186

pagan, 104a
pain, 104a (C. /. u:)
paiper, 104a
pairclie, 104a (C. I. iv.)

pairt, 104a (C.l. w.)

pais, 1046 (C. L w.)
papa, 104a
partus, 104a
peccad, 1046 (C. I. iv.)

pellec, .1046

pen, V. pian, 1046
peneult, 1046
pennit, 1046 (peunait, C.

pcrsan, 1046 (St. 87)
pian, V. pen, 1046
piss, 1046 {C.l.w.)
plag, 1046
popiil, 105a
port, lU5a (St. 676, 725

;

C. L w.)

posit, 105a
predach, 105a
predcbim, 105a
precept, 105a (C /. w.)

preceptoir, 105a
predag, 105a
prelait, lOSa
prim, 105a (C. lie)
proind, 105a (C. /. u\)

prolach, 105a
promfidir, 105a
pronomen, 105a
propost, 105a (C I lo.)

pupall, 104a
pur, 105a (C. I w.)

purgatoir, 105a

ra-, V. ru-, ro-, 130, 131
rad, 1166
ram, 1056
ranglana, 130
rastal, 105a
rect, recbt, 1146
reilic, 1056 (relic, C. L

w.)
remi-, 126
ri, 114a
riagul, riagol, 1056 (St.

61)
ribar, 101a(C. /. w.)

rig, qen., v. ri, 114(? (St.

1036)
ro-, V. ra-, ru-, 130, 131
roainmnichtc, 130
roairptha, />/. v. rcerbad,

117a
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robeimmis, 130
robia, robbia, ropia, 130
ruchumscigtber, 1116

rocomalnither, 130
roerbad, 1166
rofetar 123
rogiid, 122

rogen(a)ir, 1106
roiccu, 127
roiindibed, 130
rolin, 111ft

rolabrastar, 128
romiuunus, rommunus,
Ula

rondpromson, 105a
ronoibad, 130
ropia, V. robia, 130
rorelus, 130
roschaill, 1056

rostae, 1U56
rostau, 1056

roth, 1116

ru-, v. ra-, ro-, 130, 131
rucestaigser, 128

run, 1186

sabaltair, 1056 (C. /. w.)

saboit, 1056(6'. /. w.)

sacardd, 1056 (sacart, C.

I. IV.)

sacc, 1056
sacorbaic, sacarbaic, 1056

(C. I. 2i:)

sad {root), 112a
sai, 109a
saibes (saibes inobar), v.

iuobar, 104a
saichdetu, 112a
saiged, 112a
saiges, 112a
saiget, 1086 (St. 214)
saigid, saiged, 112a
saigim, 112a
saigul, 1056 (St. p. 14G)

saile, 1056 (St. 651; C.

I. IV.)

sailestar, 1056 (soilestar,

C. I. IV.)

* saillim, 109a
sailm, pZ., V. salm, 105a

sak {root—to say), 112a

sak {root—to follow),

112a
salann, 1116 (St. 977)
salm, 105a (0. /. w.)

salmu, ace, v. salm, 105a

salt, 1056
(
C. I. IV.)

saltair, 105a
saltir, dat., v. saltair, 105a

salto, rj&n., V. salt, 1056

saltrach, (/en., v. saltair,

105a
sam, 1186
samail, samal, * saraali,

* samal i, 109a
sancht, 1056 (St. p. 161

;

C. I. IV.)

sapati, pL, v. saboit, 1056

scatb, 1136
sciath, 109a
si'ipar, 1046
scol, 1056 (St. 338)
scolooa, 1186
scribend, 1056 (St. 853)
serin, 1056 (C. /. w.)

scule, gen., v. scol, 1056

seek, 109a.

sechem, 112a
sechimtid, 112a
sechtmaine, 1056
seib, 102a {C. I. iv.; St.

109)
seinser, 1056 (seindser, C.

I. «•.)

seit, dat, v. sit, 1186

seitchi, dat., v. setche,

1186

sen, lOGa (C. I. iv.)

sen, 112a (St. 735)
senatoir, 1056
sens, 1056
seol, sool, 1186

septicn, 106a
set, 1186 (St. 470, 1073)
setche, 1186

sethar, siur (siar, fiar),

108a, 112a
seuit, seuit, pi., v. set,

1186

si, V. e, ed, 126
siansib, dat. pi. v. sens,

1056

siar, V. sethar, 112a
sid, 1136

sil, 1166

sillab, 106a
siur, V. sethar, 112a (St.

216)
slechtaim, 102a
slice, 1186

slid, pi. 1186
snatlie, 1186 (St. 817)
snathiu, dat., v. snathe,

1186

snechti, 1166

soillse, 112a
sool, V. seol, 1186

sosad, sossad, 112a
spiracul, lOGa (C. /. w.)

spirut, 106a (C /. w.)

sponge, lOCa (C. /. w.)

srathar, 106a (St. 262)
srian, 1026 (St. 109, 1039)
srogell, 102a
sruth, 1116 (St. 999)
Stan, 106a
SU-, 1096, 120
suan, 1116
such, 1186

suide, 112a (St. 812)
suidiguth, suidigud, 112a
suist, 1026 (sust, C. I. w.)

superlait, superht, pi.

superlati, 106a
surnn, 1026

ta, 127
tablaire, 106a
taidirge, v. doaithirge,

116a
taig, dat., v. teg, 112a
taigae (idultaigae, gen., v,

teg) 112a
*taigi,?;. teg, 112a
tairm-, 126
talland, 106a
tarn, 106a {C. l. rv.)

tana, 1126 (St. 1017)
tar, 1096, 120
tarb, 1096

tau, 127
tech, V. teg, 112a (St.

569)
teg, V. tech, 112a
teirt, 106.6 (C. /. lo.)

teis, 1066
teilrach, gen., v. telluir,

106a
telluir, 106a (tellur, C.

/. ,..)

temel, 1126

tempul, 1066
tone, 119

tengad, pi., v. tenge, 1 146

tenge, gen. sing., 1146, 123

teoir, 1066 (St. 744; C.
l.w.)

tercital, 108a
tesc, 1016

test, 10G6 (teist, C. I. iv.)

testimin, 1066 (testimon,

testimoin, C. I. w.)

tiach, 1066 (St. 41, 371)
tiagu, 127
tigerne, dat. tigerni, 1126
timpan, 10G6

tir, 1096 (St. 703)
titlu, ace. pi, V. titul, 1066
titul, titol, 1066

tobe, 1136
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togu, 127
tort, lOab (C. I. w.)

tot-niael, 1066
tracht, 1066
trag {root), 113a (St. 74)
traig, 118a (St. 74)
tre, tri, 1186, 120
trebun-suide, 1066
tremi-, 126
tri, V. tre, 1186
trindoit, 1066
tu, tu, 126
tuath, 1126 (St. 423)
tucu, tuccu, 127 (St. p.

165)
tiiib, gen., 1066
tuinech. 1066 (C. l.iv.)

tuir, 1066

tus-lestar, 1066 (St. 1134)

uad, ood, 127
uadi (/««.), 127
uadib, uaidib, dat., v. uad,

127
liaitlied, 1186
uan, 1U96
uar, 1026

lias, V. 6s, 118a
uatliataib, dat.pl, v. uaith-

ed, 1186

uathath, uathad, v. (h)ua-

thath, 1186

uatliid (hodid), [len., v.

(li)uathath, 1186^
uathuth, dat., v. othud,

1186
uch, V. 6s, u)id lias, 118a
uile, 1186

uilt, aci'., V. ult, 1066

ult, 1066
umal, 1026

(h) umaldoit, v. huuialdoit

1026
nugae, unga, 1066

urde, 1006

urt, V. yrd, 104a

*vlati, 1166

:ilid(lle Irish.

aiblierseoir, O'Ja (St. 517)

bnnprioir, 105a (St. 23)
biait, 100a

cabellanacht, 100a (cabil-

Ijuiacht, St. 172)
coniinand, lOla
coroiii, 101 a (St. 75)

crisdal, 101

fairche, 104a (C. /. ic.)

fersaid, 1066 (St. 568)
firmamint, 102a (St. 749)

gredail, 1026 (St. 854)

instrumint, 103a

ore (?), 105a (C./.w.)

proiste, 100a (St. 852)
piista, 100a

sdair, 1026 (St. 84)
senadh, 106a (St. 551;

seiiod, C. /. w.)

sinistir, 102a
sitheal, 106a (St. 241 ; si-

thil, C. I. w.)

soifist, 106a (St. 842)
soiler, 106a (St. 740)
spill, 106a
stanambail, 106a (St. 010)

taibherne, 106a (St. 169)
tital, 1066(C. /. ?r.)

9Iodern Irish.

astaig, 1126
meilg. Ilia
pit, 1046

Welsh.

aball, 115a
abaUen, 115a
abbadeu,jo/. 99a
abl, 1026
aceu, 99a
agos, 109a
alarch, 107a
all, V. allt, 99a
alldnt, V. pi. alltudion,

109a
allor, 99a
aUt, alt, all, 99a
alltudion, ;;/., v. alldut,

109a
aniherawdyr, 1026
aniherodraeth, 1026
amlierodrcs, 1026

ampriodaur, UOa
angor, 99a
auiueil, v. pi. anyuoilyeit,

99a
auiueileit, anniuieleit, v.

anyueilyeit, 99a

anniueileit, v. aniueileit,

anuab, 124

anyueilyeit, pi. i\ aniueil,

aradr, 99a
araut, 104a
archescyb, jo/., 102a
arfeu, v. arueu, 996
ariant, v. aryant, 99a
armel, 996
arueu, v. arfeu, 996
aryant, v. ariant, 996
assen, 996
aual, pi. aualeu, aueleu,

115a
auon, 1076
auonyd, 1076
-awd, -awt, 128
avvel, 1076
awr, 1026
awst, 996
awyr, 107a

bad,;?/, badeu, 117a
bagl, 996
bahell, v. buyall, 117a
baraf, baryf, 996
barg, 996

barwD, 100a
baryf, v. baraf, 996
bathor, 100a
bedeu, 108a
bedyd, 996
bendicetic, 100a
bendith, 100a
bereu, 1076

blodeu, 117a
bodin, pi. bodiniou, 117a
bord, V. bwrd, 117a
boutig, 108a .

brag, 100a
braut, brawt, 1096, 116a
breich, 100a, 108a
brodyr, pi. v. braut, 1096
buch, 108a
bud, 117a
budicaul, 117a
budugawl, 117a
buyail, t). bahall, 117a
bwa, 117a
bwl, 100a
bwrd, V. bord, 117a
bwystuil, 100a
byd, 128
bydaf, 112,128
bydin, 117a
b3d\vn, 128

byleynyeyt, p/. 107a
byrdeu, pi. v. bwrd, lI7o
byw, 1096

bywyt, 1096
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cadeir, 100&
cadwyn, 1006

caeth, 100«
calamennou, 100a
callaur, 100a
cam, 110a
cancher, 100a
caiin, lOSrt

cannwyl, lOOa
car, V. carr, 1 17i

carbwncl, lOOa
cardotta, lOOa
cared, 119a
carr, v. car, 1176
earrei, v. corruui, lOla
cath, 1006
cawg, 1006
caws, 1006
celeel, 1016
cenitol, 1106
cenitolaidou, 1106
cepi.«ter, v. kebyster, 100a
ccroenhou, 1006
cestui, cestyll, 1006

cliwaer, clnvioryd, pi, v.

chwior, 112a
cliwior, 108a, 112a
circhiun, 1006
cledif, cledyf, lOSa
c\oen,jjl, 108a
coc, lOlo
coch, pi. cochyon, 1006
cogail, 101a
coll, 101a
colenn, 101a
coronawc, 101a
corruui, i\ earrei, 101a
craff, 1176

craffu, 1176
crauell, 115a
creaticaul, 101
crefft, 1176
cret, I08a
criched, 1136
crochann, 115«
cristawn, 1006
cruitr, 108a
crych, 1136
cudyaw, 110a
cultel, 1016
cultir, 1016
cussan, 1176
cwlltor, 1016
cwydaw, 108a
cyWell, pi. cylleill, v. kyl

leil, 1016
cymhar, 101a
cyrasc, 1116
cymun, 101a
cyson, 101a

dacrlon, 110a
dagreu, ;;/. 110a
danned, pi. 110a
dar, V. pi. deri, 110a
datkanu, 108a
-daut, dawt, v. -taut.

124
decum, degum, 1016
dehou, deheu, 110a
derwen, 110a
desko, 1016

di. 1086
didaul, 115a
diflFenu, 1016
dilirwyth, 1026
dihu, V. diu {dies), 110a
din, 1176
disci, 1016
disgynnu, 1016
dispeilaw, 106a
diu {dies), v. dihu, dyw,

dyd, 110a
diu {Deus), v. dyhu, dyu,

dyuu, duw, duhu, duo,
110a

doeth, 1016
doethou, 1016
doguomisuram, 1036
doUir, 1016
dor, pi. doreu, 1106
doythion, doeth, 1016
draen, 1156

dreic, pi. dreigeu, 1016
drug, 115a
drogu, 115a
dros, V. trus, 1096
drus, 1106
drwc, 1146
drws, 1106
drycket, 1146
dryssien, 1156
duhu, V. diu, 110a
duo, V. diu, 1 10a
dur, 1016
duw, V. diu, 110a
duyuaul, llOa
dyd, V. diu {dies), 110a
dyhu, V. diu {dies)

dyrys, 1016
dyscyl, disgyl, 1016
dyu, dyuu, v. diu, 110a
dyw, V. diu {Deus), 110a

eccluis, 1016
ed, V. yd, 121, 130, 131

eglwys, 1016
egr, 99a
egwyddor, 99a
eliawc, 102a
elestr, 1056

eliffeint, 102a
elin, 1106, 113

emendassant, 102a
enw, 107a
epscip, pi. V. escyb, 102a
erekafael, 130
erw, 107a
escolectaut, 105
escoleycyon, v. pi. ysco-

leigyon, 1056

escyb, v. epscip, 102a
eskeraun, 1 02a
eskenho, eskynho, 1 056

estauell, v. ystauell, lOGa
eur, 996

ffa, 102a
ffiwyd, 102a
tfenigl, 102a
ffer, 1086

ffiol, 1046
fflam, 102a
fib. 1026
ffol, 102a
ffbrch, 1026
fforest, 102a
ffrowyll, 102a
ffrwyn, 1026
ffurf, 102a
ffust, 1026
ffustawd, 1026
ffynnawn, 102a
fin, 102a
finnaun, 102a
fos, foss, 1026

fruinn, 1026

frut, 1116

fruyn, 1026
frwt, y. frut, 1116

fual, 102a
funenneu,jD?., 1026

funiou, pi., 1026

gaem, 1106

gafar, 114a
gallaf, 119a
ganet, 1106

gauar, 114a
gayaf, 1106

gerthi, 1176

glin, 1196

gofyn. Ilia
golchi, 1196

gormes, pi. gormesseu,

gormessoed, 118a
gorsedua, 112a
gratell, 101a
grawys, 105a
gref, 1026

grefiat, 1026
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griduan, lOi'i

gryd, 1026
grydiaw, 1026
gulan, 1126

guletic, 1166

g-uneyr, 1106

guodeimisauch, llOu
gwaiii. 1066
gweddw, 107a
gwennwyn, 1066

gwenwyiiic, 1066
gwerth, 1166
gwertliawr, 11 06

gwerthyd, 1066

gwiberot, 1076
gwir, 1066
gwlat, pi. gwladoed,

^wledyd, 1166

g\vledic, 1166
gwledyd, pL, v. gwlat,

1166
gAviiaf. 1106

gwr, 1126
gwrach, 10S6

gwyllt, 1196

gwyrd, 1096

gwystyl, 1176

haf, 1186
haliw, 1056

ham, 1186

he-, 1096
heb, 112a
hedwch, 1136

helic, 109o.

helym, helm, 115

henoid, 1116

hestam-, pi. hestoriou,

106rt

hestawr, 106«
hestoriou, v. hestaur,106a

heu, 1166

heul, 112a
hewyt, 1166

heyrn, 118a
hint, 1186

histr, 104a
hoedel, hoedyl, 1086

ho(s)an,/j/. hossaueu, 1 176

hucc, 118a
huil, 1186

nun, 1116

hwylbrenni, 115a
hwyr, 106a

inrll, 115
ieuhaf, 1106
ieuanc, pi. ieueinc, 1106

inis, V. ynys, 1086

iot, 1106

iou. Ilia
istrat, V. strat, 106a

kaerlliou, 103a
kaghellaur, kyghellaur,

100a
kalaned, pL, 1006

kanu, 108«
karchar, 100a
karw, 108a
* kassiau, v. keissaw, 1086

kauacus, lU9a
kaus, 1006
kebyster, v. cepister, pi.

kebystreu, kebesteryeu,

100a
keffyl, 110a
kegin, lOla
keissaw, 1086

keleuyn, 100a
kenedel, kenedl, kenedyl,

1106
kerwyn, 1006

keryd, 119a
* kessiaw, v. keissaw,

1086
keuedac, 1106

kiwtawt, ln06
kiwtawtwyr, 1006

kolouen, 1006

kovc4nt, 101a
krissant, 101a.

kuyr, kwyr, 1006

kyfagos, 109a
kyffelyp, kyffelyb, 109a
kyfoeth, kyuoeth, 116a
kyghellaur, v. kaghellaur,

100a
kylleil,;)/'., r. cyllell,1016

kpigryfet, 1176

kynnhaeaf, 1106

kyrchu, 1006

kyuoeth, y. kyfoeth, 116a

kyuoethawc, 116a

laethauc, 1086

laicSver, 1086

lanimam, 118a
lann, 118a
laubael, 117a
laur, V. llawr, 118a
leeces, 103a
lemenic, 118a
litan, Ilia
huou, y)/., 103a

Uami), 1 1 8a
llanw. Ilia
llawr, V. laur, 1 1 So
llawn, Ilia
lie, 103a

Ilech, 10«6

llegest, 103a
llei,llla

lleidr, lleidyr, 103a
llerahidyd, 118a
Hew, 103a
llevcyon, pi, 103a
lliw, U-la
Hong, pi. Uongeu, 103a
Iludedic, 1086

Ihvfr, 1086

llygat, 118a
llyghes, llynghes, 103a
llygorn, 103a
llythyren, 103a
loggeu, loggou,;.!?. V. Hong,

lOSa

maer, 103a
mair, 103a
mal, 109a
manaches, 1036

maru, Ilia
medeginyaethu, 1036

medhecvnyaet, 1036

medic, 1036
medwl, medol, 1086

medylyaw, 1086

raeitin (yr meitin), 1086

meldicetic, 103a

melen, 1196

melin, melyn, 1196

melineu, 1036
melynyon, jjL, v. melen,

1196
meneich, 1036

menoent, Ilia
merch, 1196

mererit, 1036

metrut, 1036

meun, Ilia
milinon, /)/., r. melen, pi.

melynyon, 1196

milwr, 1036

mis, 1116
moch, 118a
modreped, Ilia
mogau, pi. (lexj. moggou),

118a
morthol, 1036

I

morwyn, 1196

mur, ;^/. muroed, 1036

mut, 1036

mwng, 118a
mwys, 1036

mynuir. Ilia
niynych, myunycli, Ilia,

116a
mynyd, 1086

myrd, 1036
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myrtbw, 1036

mys, V. mis, 1116
mywn, Ilia

nadolic, v. nodolyc, 1036

neges, 104a
neithawr, lOla
nifer, v. niuer, 104a
nimer, 104a
niuer, v. nifer, 104a
nodolyc, v. nadolic, 1036

nouei, lU4a

oedawc, v. oetawc, 1086

oedwn, 128

oen, 1096

oes, 109a
oet, 1086
oetawc, V. oedawc, 1086

ofrum, ip4a
ois, 109a
oleu, 104a

padell, r. patel, 1046

palf, 104a, 113
pall, 104a
pap, ;y/. papeu, 104a
parchell, 105a
part, parth, pard, 104a

pase, 104a
patel, 1046

pau, 104a
pawin, 1046

pawl, V. polyon, 104a
pebreid, v. pybreid, 1046

pebyll, 104a
pecliaut, 1046

pedestjT, 1046
pelechi, 1046
penydyaw, 1046
pererin, 1046

peri, 104a
person, 1046, 116a
petli, 1046
pethedic, 1C46

plumauc, 1046

plycca, 1046

poguisma, 1046

polyon, 73/., V. pawl, 104a

pont, 105a
popuryes, pophuryes,'101a

porffor, 105a
porth, V. pyrth, 105a
porthant, 105a
porthes, 105a
porthi, 1 05a
porthmon, 105a
post, 105a
postoloin, 105a
poues, 1046

priawt, 116a
prif, 105a
prud, 105a
pryf, 110a
pull, 104a
punt, 105a
pur, 105a
purdu, 105a
purgoch, 105a
purwynn, 105a
putein, 105a
pwys, 1046, 106a
pybreid, v. pebreid, 1046
pyllawc, 104a
pyrth, pJ., V. porth, 105a
pysg. 1046
pysgadwr, 1046

rascl, 105a
re-, V. ry, 130
rebriuasei, 130
reith, reyth,reis, 1146

rhwyd, 1056
rogulipias, 130
rud, 1116
rygaffel, 130
ryt yssu, 1106
ry (ry echewit), v. re-, 130

saeth, 1086
sant, V. pi. seint, 1056
sarff, 109a
scribl, 1056
seint, 73/., «;. sant, 1056

snoden, 1186
stebill, ;?/., 106a
strat, V. istrat, ystrat, 1 ('.Qa

strotur, 106a
strouis, 106a
suh, 1186
sumpl, 106a
swllt, 106a
swyf, 1056
sych, 1116

taguel, w. tawel, 1146
taiu, 115
tarater. taradyr, 1096
taru, 1096
-taut, v. -daut, 124
taw, 1146
tawel, u. taguel, 1146

tei, pi, V. ty, 112a
teml, 1066
temperam, 1066

teneu, 1126

testion, 1066
testu, 1066
tewi, 1146

tigern, 1126

torch, 1066

torth, 1066

traeth, 1066

tribedd, 1066
trintaut, 1066
trist, 1066
tristau, 1066
tristit, tristyt, tristwch,

1066
truch, 1066
trus, V. dros, 1096
turwf, V. twryf, 1066
twr, V. tyreu, 1066
twrneimeint, 1066
twryf, twrwf, 1076
ty, V. pL, tei, 112a
tynnu, 1066
tyreu, tyroed,/)/., v. twr,

1066
tywyU, 1126

ucher, 1126
ufern, uffern, 103a
uyeu, p/., 1126

* vira, 1126

wyf, 12s

y, 1086
yd, V. ed, 121, 130, 131

ychen, ;)/, llSa
ymun, 1026

ynyd, l()3a

yny (yny priawt personj,

116a
ynys, 1086

yscawl, V. pL, ysgolyon,
1056

yscolheic, v. escoleycyon,

1056
yscoleigyon, pL, v. esco-

leycyon, 1056
yscynnu, 1056

ysgolyon, pL, v. yscawl,

1056
ysgymunn, 102a.

yskumunetic, 102a
ysl(e)ipanu, 115
ysmwg, 1 1

5

ysuoden, 1186

ysp, 1026
yspeilaw, 106a
yspeit, 106a
yspwys, 106a
ystabyl, 106a
ystauell, 106a
ystondard, 106a
ystrat, v. strat, 106a
yswein, pi. ysweinieit,

115
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dampnye, 101/;

dampnys, 1016

daus, 110«
dar, V. deri, 110a
darat, 1106
deserya, 1016

det, 110a *

deth, V. dyth, 110a
detliiow,/)/., V. deth, dyth.

110a
dew (dew sull), v. sull,

1016

dewolow, /)/., V. dywolow,
1016

deyow, 1016

diagon, 1016

diffenor, 1016

discebel, v. dyscyplys,

dyscyblon, 1016

discomfortys, 101a
diskient, 1056
diskynna, 1016

disliu, 114a
doyn, 112
drain, ;^/. drein, 1156
dreyii, pi. o. drain, 1156

dris, drys, 1096

drocger, 1146

drocgeriit, 1146

drochoberor, 104a, 1146

drok, 1146

dug, 110a
dygliow, 110a
dyscyblon, pL, v. dis-

cyplys
dyscyplys, pL, c. discebel,

101a
dyskas, 1016

dysky, 1016

dyspyth, 1016
dyth, V. deth, 110a
dyvvalow, ;;/,, y. dewolow,

1016

eddrek, 116a
edrege, 116a
eglos, 1016

ehoc, 102a
el, V. ail, eyll, 99a
elerhc, 107a
eUn, llu6

emperiz,/e/n. 1026

emperur, 1026

encois, 103a
enef, 107a
er, 1156
ereu, l07a
ermit, 102a
erv, 107a
escop, 102a

estren, 104a
euahinsic, 1186

eur, V. owr, 996
eyll, V. ail, el, 99a

fadic, 1026
falhun, 102a
fall, 102a
fallens, 102a
ft'llet, V. guin-fellet, 102a
fenester, 102a
fenochel, 102a
feth, V. fyth, 102a
ficbren, 102a
finweth, 102a
fiol, 1046
firmament, 102a
flair, 1026
flam, 102(t

fo, 1026
fodic, 102a
fol, foil, 202a
forn, 1026

frot, 1116
funten, v. fynten, 102a
fur, 1026

furf, 102«
fyll, 102«
fynten, fynteon, v. funten,

102a
fyth, V. feth, 102a

galloff", 119rt

garthou, 1 176
gauar, 114a
geaweil, 102a
genys, 1106
ghel, 1176
gluan, 1126

golhy, 1196
gorthye, 1166
gothetf, 110a
gothevell, 110a
govynny. Ilia
goyf, 1106

goyn, 1066
graf, V. gwraff, 1106
gras, 1026

grat, 1026

grauior, 115a
grevye, 1026

grou, 1176

guan (guan ascient), 1056

guedeu, 107a, 1126

guein, 1066

guenoinreiat, 106Zi

*gaid, 1156

guil,1066, 1186

guiU, 1196

guiiter, 107

guinfellet, 102a
giiins, 1146

guir, V. gwyr, 1066
guirt, 1096

guistel, 1176

guit, 1156

gulat, 1166
gur, V. priot, 1125, 116a
gurah, 1086
gnrthuper, 1126
gustle, 1176

gwerthe, 1166
gwesper, 1126
gwlas, 1 1 66

gwraff", V. graf, 1106
gwyls, 1196
gwyns, 1146

gwyr, V. guir, 1066

haf, 1186
haloin, halein, 1116
hanaf, 1026
(h) anow, v. anow, 107rt

heligen, 109a
hering, 114

heuul, V. houl, 112a
hiuen, 118a
hoch, 118a
hoirn, 118a
hos, 1176

hot, 114
houl, V. heuul, 112«
huir, V. piur, 112a
huis, 109a
hun, 1116
huuel, 1026

huueldot, 1026

hveger, 1116

hvigeren, 1116

ieu. Ilia
incoislester, 103a
intre, v. yntre, 1086
iouenc, v. jouonc, 1106
iskel, 103a

jouonc, V. iouenc, 1106

kalagueli, 100a
kat, 1006

keghin, 101a
kelegel, 100a
kemeskis, kcmyskis, 1116
kerdyn, pi. 1006
kigel, iDla
kinethel, 1106
kog, 10 1 a
kyuiaf, 1106

lad, 103a
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lailer, ladar
; ;;/. kdron,

laddron, 103a
lagat, 118a
lagas, 1 1 8a
lait, 1086
lear, v. ler, 118a
legest, 103a
leic, 103a
len, V. leim, 11 la
ler, V. lear, 118a
leu, 103a
leun, V. len. Ilia
lilie, 103a
litheren, 10o«
liuer, V. lufFrow, 103a
liuor, ll4a
logel, 103a
lor, 118a
loven, 118a
luffrow, /j/., V. lieur, 103a
lugarn, 103a
lywr, 114a

mab, V. aflauar, 1186
mair, 103a
maister, 103a
rualou, 103a
raanach, 1036
nianaes, 1036
mans, 1036
mantel, 1036
marth, 1036
medhec, 1036
medhecnaid, 1036
mel, 1086
menistror, 1036
meiiit, meneth, 1086

monough, ll(Ja

meras, 1036

mesclen, 114
mester, v. maister, 103a
metin, 1086

milin, 1196

minfel, 1036
mis, Ilia
modereb, 111a
mols, 1036

moroin, 1196

moyrbren, 1036
muis, 1036
mynny, Ilia

nader, 114a
noid, 114a
nevor, 104a
noi, 114a
noit, 114a
noyth, 116a

ober, 104a

oberor, 104a
ogas, 109a
oin, 109Z>, 1116
oleu, 104a
oleubren, 104a
oliphans, 102a
or, 1026
ors, 1066

owr, 996

oys, 109a

padelhoern, 1046

palf, 104a, 1116
parchemin, 1046

parth, 104a
paun, 1046
peber, 10 la
penakyll, 1046

perbren, 1046
pesadow, ])l., 1046

pesy, 1046
peynys, 1046
pinbren, 1046
pirgirin, 1046
pise, 1046, 114rt

piscadur, 1046
piur, V. huir, 112a
plentye, 1046

plufoc, 1046
plui, 1046
pluuen, 1046
pobel, pobyll, v. popel,

105a
pol, 104a
pons, 105a
I)opei, 101a
popel, V. pobel, pobyll,

105a
porchel, 105a
porth, 105a
porthas, 105a
porthow, 105a
poruit, 104a
pow, 104a
powesough, 1046

poys, 1046

praysys, 105a
prcfis, previs, 105a
prif, 110a
prins, pryns, 105a
prineis, pi. v. prins, 105a
priot (gur priot), v. gur,

116a
profuit, 105a
profusy, jil. y. profuit,il 05a
pronteryon, />/. v "'•

under, 105a
prounder, 105a

redior, 114

pro-

retbyskas, 130
rewertbys, 130
rewresse, 130
roche, 114
rud, 1116

ruid, 1056
ruif, 1056

rute, 1056

ruy, 114a

sach, 1056
saw, 1056
sawye, 1056
scauel, 1056
scod, 1136
scol, 1056

scolheic, 1056
screfe, 1056

scriuen, 1056
scriuiniat, 1056
scriuit, 1056

scudel, scudell, 1056
seitbum, 1056
sened, 106a
setb, 1086
settyas, 112a
setva, 112a
sibuit, 1056

sicer, l(»6a

skentyll, v. skyntyll, 1056
skientoc, 1056
skyntyll, 1056
snod, 1186
snoden, 1186
soler, 106a
sols, 106a
spirit, 106a
steuel, 106a
stol*, 106a
strail, 106a
strailelester, 106a
streil, 106a
strek, 115
strekis, 115
strevye, 115
strifor, 115
streing, 114
stryff, 115
suif, 1056

suU (dew sull), 1016

sur, 1056

talgel, 1006

tarow, 1096
taw, 1146

tenipel, 1066
temptye, 1 1 66

tenewen, 1 1 26

tensons, 1066
termyn, 1066
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tovolgow, r. tivulgow,

3126
the, 1086
ti, ll2a
tist, 10C6
tistuin, 10G6

tivulffow, V. tevolgow,
1126

tonnel, 1066

trait, 1 066
treason, 1066

trech, 1066

trest, 1066
tribet, 1066

trud, 1066
tur, 1066
tustunny, 10G6

ugh, 118a
uncorn, 1066
untye, 1066

uy,"H26

vertu, 1076
vuludoc, 1166

y-, 131
yd, 1086, 121

yffarn, yfforn, lOSrt

yntre, v. intre, 1086
yonk, 1106

yorch, 1086

Armoric.

ael, V. el, hel, 99a
ampeig, 1026

aneualet, 99a
apostol. 99a, lU
appetaff, 1046
applicquet, v. em, 99a
archescob, 102a
argant, 996
aour, 996
auber, v. ober, 104a
auel, 1076

auiel, 102a

badez. 996
ben(n)iguet, 100a
bennoez, 100a
beo, 1 096
beuaf, 1096
bezaff, 12
bizif, 112
brech, 108a
breuder, pi., 1096
bud, 1 17a
buez, buhez, 1096

cador, 1006
cam, 1 10a
christen, 1006
clezef, 108a
cloarec, 1006
coar, 1006
coffes, 101 a
coma(e)zreset, lOla
comancc, 101a
compizrien, 101a
concedis, 101a
coulm, 1006
craf, 1176

cref, creff, 1 1 76

cridif, 108a
criff, 1176
croeadur, 101a
croeer, crouer, 101a
cruel, 101a
cusul, 101a
cuzet, 110a

dafnet, daffnet, 1016
daffny, 1016
deceily, 1016

derch,113a
deiz V. diziou, 110a
despez, 1016

desquebl, 1016
-det, 124

di, J0S6
diaoul, 1016

difen, 1016
diner. 1016

dimalicc. v. diualicc, 103a
disguiblion, 10 1

6

disquennet, 1016
disquif, 1016

disprisonet, 105a
diualicc, r. dimalicc, 103a
diuiner, 1016

diziou, /)/., V. deiz, 110a
doau, 112

doe, 1 1 Oa
doen, 112
doetaf, 1016
doetanc. 1016
douet. 1016

douetaf, 1016
drein,/)/., 1156

dreist, 1096

ed, 121

el. V. ael, hel, 99a
ehn. 1 106

em (em em appliquet) 99a
emtennet. 1066
enef, 107a
enes, 1086

euterraf, 103a

entre, 1086
esper, 106a
estonaff, 102a
euel, 109a
euffrou, pi. V. oberou,

auber, 104a
ez, 131

falc'houn, 102a
fall, 102a
feunteun, feunten, pi.

feuntenyon, 102a
fez, feiz, 1 02a
finisaf, 102a
finuez, 102a
flerius, 1026
foil, 102a
forest, 102a
fos, foss, '026

foultr, 1026
fruez, 1026

fur, 1026

gallaf, 119a
ganet, 1106
glin, 1196
glisi, 1176
gloan, 1126
goestlas, 1175
gouaff, 1106
gousper, 1126
gouzaf, gouzaff". 110a
graf, V. groaf, 1106
grif, V. groaff, 1106
groaff, V. graf, gruif

,
griff,

1106
gruif, 1106
guelchi, 1 196

guent, 1146

guir, 1066

haff, 1186
haiarn, v. hoiarn, llSa
hanu, 107a
hastomp, l(i26

hel, V. ael, el, 99a
lient, 1 i 86

histren, 104a
hoiarn, v. haiarn, 118a
hun, 1116

iffam, 103a
iusticc, 103a

kaoter, 100a
kemmeski, 1116

lagat, 118a
lann, 1 18a
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Icaltet, 103a
lech. 103a
leiffriou, 103rt

len, leun, 111«

mane, 103/;

manen, 1031)

niartir, 1036

maru, Ilia
maruaill, 103h

menaf, mennaf, v. minif.

lUa
merch, 1196

mesfectouryen, 1036

mester, 103a
millic, I03a
minif, v. menaf, Ilia
niinistren, 1036

mir, 1036

miret, 1036

miro, 1036

musur, 1036

nation, 104a
nczafl; 1086

nifer, v. niuer, 104a
niucr, i\ nifer, 104a
noaz, llGa
noter, 104a

oLediant, 104a
ober, V. auber, 104a
oberau, jjI. v. ober, 104«
oferen, pi. offerennou,

104a
oben, 118a
ordren, 104a

paradis, paradoes, 104a
parfetaH; 1046

parz, V. perz, 104a

pechet, 7>/. pechedou, 1046

peden, pi. pedennou, 1046

penedour, J 046
peoryen, pi., 1046

l>erz, V. parz, 104a
pencil, 1046
pidif, pidiff, 1046

plen, 1046

pligadur, 1046
ploeys, 1046

ploi, V. plue, plneu, 1046

plue, plueu, V. ploi, 1046

poan, pi. poanyou, 1046

pomell. 105a
porz, 10r>a

porzit, 105a
pou, 104a
poues, 1046

prelat, 105a
preserve, 105a
prestis, 105a
prezec, 103a
priet, 116rt

profte, prouffe, I05a
psaulter, 105a

querchat, querchit, 1006

ra-, 130
recounnant, 1056

reiz, V. rez, 1146

renaff, 1056
rento, 1056

reol, 1056

rez, r. reiz, 1146
roed, 1056

roeu, 1056

sacrileig, 1056

saludomp, 1056
sant, 1056
sarmoner, 106a
sceurt, 106a
scler, 1006

scoet-, scoit-, I09a

sebeliaf, 1056
sent. pi. V. sant, 1056
sin, 106a
soav, 1056
soingaf, 106a
soliter, 106a
soutenet, 106a
pperet, 106a
squient, 1056
Stat, 106a

tardomp, 106a
tempel, 1066
teniif, 1066

test, 1066
ti, t. ty, 112a
trindet, 1066
tron, 1066

ty, V. ti, 112a

uasal, gen. v. us, 118a
urz, 104a
us, 118a

vice, 1076

ylis, 1016
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ande-, 143
are-, 139, 164
aremoricos, 165
ate-, 139
dumuo-, 139
ech,139
epo-, 139,161
Esu-nertus, 139
ICOflOPTOpiOC, 150
vffii]TOv, 139
Nerto-marus, 139
Octodurus, 139
Orgetorix, 139
Ter-, 162, 163
vergo-bretus, 139
Vernemetis, 139

Irish.

[The Modern Irish words
are printed in Italics, the Old
and Middle Irish in Roman
letters.]

a, a, 159
a, 160
abair, 137
abas, 165
aca, 141, 155
acaldam, accaldam, acal-

tani, 143, 144, 145
acarthar, 147, 160
accomallte, acomaltae, 147
accursagad, 159
achesta, 159
ad-, 137
adarc, 143
adbeir, 137
adcomaltar,- 147

adgladathar, note, 144
adgladur, note, 144
adharc, 143
adhradh, gen. adhartha,

143, 149
admiiim, 145
adrad, 143
aecaillse, 139
fficolsa, 139
aedparthi, 135
aes, 159
aciallam, 143, 145
aggnim, 159
alee, 141
aichti, 147, 148
aicnete, 149

aid-, 139
aidchuimthe, 147
aifje, 141
aile, 140, 157
ailiu, dat. masc, 157
aimsear, 140
aimser, 140
ainmm, 140, 142, note,

142, 158
ainm, 158
ainm, 140, 142
air, 139, 165, 166
air, 164
air, note, 137
airchinn, 165
Airdeasbog, 159
aire, 165
airech, 165
airi, note 138, 165
airib, note 138
airiliti, 147
airiuin, note 138
airiuibsi, note 138
airiumm, 165
airriu, note 138, 141
airther, 165
aiste, 141
aith-, 137, 139
aithdheanam, 150
aithne, pi. aitheanta, 148
aithte'idhte, 150
alaile, 156
alaili, gen. masc, 157
alailiu, dat. 157

/ba, 145
Alban, gen. M.I. ; dat

Albain, 145
Alpa, gen. Alpan, arc. Al-

pai-ii, M. I., 145
ambes, 159
ambrotte, 149
amires, 164
amiressach, 164
amprom, 162
ammi, note 142
an, 162
an, 140
a (w), 140
an («), 140
an, 159
anair, 140, 165
anam, 142
ananman, 159
anasberthar, 147
anasbiursa, 160

I

andeaghaidh, 143
an dorogbid, 137
angutas, 149
aniendcB, 149
animm, 142, note 142
anmaimm note 157
anmambi, 7wte 157
anmammi, note 157
anmanbi, 157 note
anmande, 149
anoir, 140
ant, 140, 144
aon, 140, 157, 158
apair, M. I., 137
apectha, 159
Apilogdo,5re«., note 139
apir, 137
apredchimme, 160
ar, 137, noteVil, 166
ar, 164, 165, 166
ar', 165
arari, 165
arb {root), l?^
arcbeun, 165
archiunn, 165
drd, 143, 146
ardd, 143, 146
argur, 165
armbretlire, 159
arloure-ni, 159
arii, 159
arna, 147
arnaib, 165
arnet, 159
arndiis, 159
arnoib, 156
arnoibbriathraib, 156
aronifoinifea, 159
arosailcther, 147
arrocar, 160
arsate, 149
arse, 165
arsid, gen. 149
arsodaln, 160
ars6ire-ni, 159
art, V. ardd, 146
as, as, 165
asagnintar, 147
ascnam, 159
asind-, 165
asrirther, 147
asrulenta, 147
ass, 165
asta, 141

ataimi^t, 145
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atbail, 144, 151

jitbeir, 137
atdubelliub, IGO
at/iddid/ite, 150
athir, 138, 163
athi^cribend, 151

al/ilhaoiseach, 150
Atilogdo, (/en, note, 139
atobci, 160
atobsegatsi, 160
atomaiff, 144
aud-, 141

aue, 141
augtorta?, 141, 145
aur-, 141

aiirgabtha, 147

ba, 161
bai/e, pi. bailie, 148

baill, 139
baindea, M. I. , 151
baintigerna, M. I., 151
haistim, 138
baitsimm, 138
banda, 149
bandachlach, 151

bandalem, 151
bandea, 151, 159
bandechuifn, 151
banscala, 151
bant!"rismid, 151

bard, 154
barn, v. farii, 159
bafdl, 139
bauUu, 139
beag, 145
b^arla,v^beurla, 138

bee, becc, 145
beirim, 137
beisti, 135
belre, 138
bendachad, 143
bendacht, 143
benachadh, M. I., 143

bennacht, M. I., 143
beos, 142

ber (root) = Skr. bru, 137
berli, 138

berrtliaid, 150
berthir, 147
bcssti, b^ssti, v. beisti, 135
bctha, 139
biitho, (jen. sing., 139
J,curla, 138
liheirim, 137
bheos, 142
biad, (/en. biitli, biid, 139
biasta, M. I., 135
blast, M. I., 135
biddixnugud, 151

bidk, 139
bindd, bind, 143, 146
binn, 143, 146
bithgairddi, 149
botll, 139
bolad, 149
bolgg, bole, 143, 146
bolg, 143, 146
boltigetar, 149
borb^US, 14G
borp, 143
brage, 143
bragha, 143
breac, gen. brie, 145
*brecc, 145
breth, 139
briathraib,u. arnoibbriath-

raib, 156
brithem. 142
bro. pi. brointe, 148
buldh, 161

briide, 143
buidhc, 143
buUu, 139
burbe, 146
burpe, 146

each, 137, 156, 157, 161

caich, gen. v. each, 157,159
eaill, 140
cailleach, 140, 143
eaillech, geii. eaillighe,

^ 140, 143
cain, 140
caindloir, 143
eiiiuduthracht, 151

caingnim, 157
cainscel, 151

caintaidlech, 151
cainteist, 151
caintoimtiu, 151

crdntol, 151
caisc, 161

caira, 140
cairigthir, 147
caoga 1 40
caoin, 140
caol, 140
caora, 140
cat bad, 135, 145

carbat, v. carimt, 135

carpat, M. I., 135, 145

ca/ndl, 154
carput, 135
cathrur, 157
Ci'ad, 145, 158
ccadna, 143, 145
ceann, 159
cech, 156,157, 159
ceithre, 158

cen, 137
cenalpande, 145, 149
cene, 142
ceneuil, gen., 157
eenelu, ceneoU, ceneolu,

ceniul, ceneoil, dat.,

157,159
cenn, cenn, 139, 150,161
ccnodfil, 159
centat, 150
ceo7, pi. ce'olta, 148
eesad, cesath, gen. eesta,

cesto, 148, 159
cpssair, dat., 159

c6t, 145
cethargarait, 149

cethir, 161
cethirehet, 158
cetne, 145, 156, 16-J

cetni, 15?
C/iaisil, 159
cheana, 142
clienelaiff, 157
chesta, chesto, 158
chetbutho, dat., 159
chetni, dat. nent., 157
chetnai, ^ew., 157
chetnidiu, dat., 157
chlann, decl., 155
ehli, dat., V.)7

chluas, dat. chluais, 158
cholino, 158
cholnide, 157
chos, 159
chrann, 157
chrann, 158
chuca, ace. pi. 139, 141

chiigam, 139, 142
chuice, 141
chuiqe, 141
chuinaehtig, 160
cia, 137
ciall^ 158,159
cib e, cip e, 137
cinninfil, 160
cinnTud, 149
claar, dat. 159
elaideb, 142
claidhem, 142
elainne, 140
eland, 143, 161

dann, 143

cloce, 145
clog, 145
cloinne, 140
cluain, pj. cluainie, 148

cnoc, 145

enoec, 145

CO (ad, enm) 137, 142

CO (donee, ut) 137
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coaga, 140
coatomsiiassar, 159
cocarti, 147
codhladh, codladh, 143,

145
cogadh, pi. cogtha, 149
cofordumthesid-se, 159
coic, 140, 161, note IGl
coica, 140
coil, 140
codl, pi. coillte, 140, 148
coin-, 150
coimieal, 143
colann, 140
colinn, 140
colna, 143
com', IGo
comalnad, note 144, 1C3
comalnadar, 1G3
comalnamar, 163
comallnithe, 163
comchesad, 165
comchlante, 147
coii, 160, 165
con-, coin-, 150
conde, 149
condibfeil, 160
condige'nte, 147
condiuiti, 165
condumfel, 159
confesta, 147
couintorgaitar, 147, 1 60
connarcas, 143
connaruchretesi, 147
conrochretesi, 147
consain, ace, 157
conucbad, 144
couulintae, 147
coosnada, 165
coy-cur, 161
Cormac, note, 142
coro, 137
corp, 145, 157
Corpimaqvas, note, 142
cos, 165
cosa, pi. 159
coseitchi, 165
cosmil, 165
cosnadh,gen. cosanta, 148,

149
cot-, 144
cotaocbat, cotaucbat, 136
cotlad, dat. cotlud, 145
cotobsechf ider, 160
cotondelcfam, 144
crann, 161
creidim, 145
creitfess, ace. 157
cren, 161
cretim, 145

creitme, 159
cride, 143
cridi, dot., 159
croch, 139
CTOcha.d, gen. crbchtho,139

148
crochtha, note 148
crochthe, 148
croidlte, 143
crot, 145
cruit, 145
cruithnechta, 159
cu, pi. cointe, 148, 149
cue', 165
cucci, 165
cuccu, ace. pi., 139
cuccumm, 139
cuig, 140, 158
cinngeis, 161

cumactib, 165
cundrad, 143
cundradh, M. I., 143
cunradh, gen. ciinnaHha,

143, 149
ciirsagad, gen, cursagtha,

148

cutseitchi, 159

dd, 138, 158
dagimrat, note 148
dag- iiLrata, drog-iuirato,

148
dall-ciach, 150
dain, 142, note 143
damnae, note 136
dan, 158
diinigud, gen. danigthea,

148
daonna, 149
dadradfi,gen. dadrtha, 149
dare, (root) (=Gr. dsoKoj'),

143
de, 153, 155, 156
dealbk, 143
de'anadh, gen. d^anta, 148,

149
dearhh, note 143, note 145
debthach, 150
debuith, dat.pl. debthib,

148
dechrugud, dat., 159
deich, 158
deirim, 137
denti, 147
dephthigim, 150
derbb, note 143
derbthair, 147
desiu, 160

cVfaglibdil, djdghhdd, 136

dYeartkain, 150

di, 141,158, 159

diii, gen dei, de, 139, 152
dian, 138
dianaiper, 137
dianeprem, 137

dicheannairn, note 150
dilttith, 150
diguttai, dat., 157
dingutai, dat., 157

dintecnatatu, dat., 153
dintrediu, dat., 153
diobli, V. ddihh, 141, 155
diomhiian, note, 150

dionibuidheach, note, 150
diomoJaim, 150
dioi'ndr, note, 150

diothoghluidhe, note, 150
dlutai, 147
do, 157, 158, 159
do-, 137, 159
(^0,141,153,155,156,159
doair fd'air), 144
doairci, 144
doaith, 135, 144
doaithmne, note, 135
doau, 138
doaiirchanim, 165
doberrthe, 147
dobiiuchomartt, 147
dobiur, 137
dobtromma, 160
do-chantain, 150

dofius, V. du-tius, 160
dofoirde, 143
dogentar, 147
ddibh, V. diobJi, 141, 155
doilbthid, 150
doiriiin, 142

doimmfolung, 158
doinde, 149
doinscannsom, 146, 151
dom-, 142, note, 143
* domain, 142
dombersom, 137
domthoschid, 159
d(3mun, 139
don, 157
dond-, 158
donelltar, 147
dontorud, dat., 153
doopir, 144
doronta, 147
dorurgabtha, 147
dosceulaim, 151
dosenmathar, 159
dosmbera, 160
dothabairt, 159
dothogblidil, 136
drogiSirato, 148

IG
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drogscela, 161

du-, 151
dubharty 137
dubkras, 137

dufius, u. do-fiu8, 160
* dunad, 149
dunattae, 149
Dunpeleder, 161

das, duus, 160

e-, 146
^a, €i-, 150
eadoimin, 146
€adtrom, 146
€agc6ir, 146
eagna, 145
^an, decl, 155
eardhaircy v. urdhairc

note 150
eas-f 150
easbha, gen. pi. easbkadh

note 143, note 145
easbog, 138
easpog, M.I., 138
aatorra, 141
ech, 139, 161
ecintech, 149
eclustai, 147
ecne, 144, 145
eceir, 146
gd- 139
gdpart, V. idpart, 144

ei-,

eiblimy 145
eidir, 141, 145
eiYe, 140
eiscsende, 1491

eiss^gi, 5^671. 159
€istim, 138
eitsimm, 138

en, 164

epeir,

epert, 148
eperthe, 147
eperthi, 147
epertith, 149
epil, 144
epir, epiur, epur, 137
*«Splimm, 146
epscop, 138
gr-, 139, 164
grbald, 139
grbid, 139
grcholliud, 148
erend (tir-n-erend), 169
erriu, erru, note, 138
erunn, note 138
erutsu, note 138
es-, 14G

esartaid, 149

esib, 165
ctal, 139
etar, 145
etarru, 141
etarscarad, gen. etarscar-

tha, 148
etha^l39
etrum, 146

facab, 136

fad, 145

fag, 136, 137
fagbas, fagbus, 136

fagebtis, 136

fagh, 136, 137
faghaim, 136, 137

faghbdil

faghbait, faghbat, M. I.,

136
faghbhail,

fair, note, 137
fait, 145
farcluu, 159
fardiull, dat. 157
farh, V. barn, 159
farnintliucht, 159
Jealsam
fear, 140
fear, 140, decl. 155

/earn, voc.pl. y.fi'ar, 167

fearaibh, dat. v.ftiar, 154

feardha, 149

Jearg, 143, 146
feclrr, 140
Jealsam, 142
felsub, 139, 142

for, 140
fer, 140
fere, 143, 146
ferce, dat., 159
ferr, 140
feseor, fescar, 161

fiche, 5'e«.fichet, 158, note

158

fiche, gen. fichead, nom.
fic.hid, 158

f fntan, 151

fir, nom. pi. w.J€ar, 157

fir^anta, 149

£o-, 137, 162
foacbat, 136

fochun, dat. masc. 167
fodlaldi, dat., 157
fogbaidetu, 136

foghdbha, 136
foqldaim, 143
foglatm, 143
fogoir, dat. 157
foilslgud, 148

fointreb, 151
foir, note 137, 163

foirbtbe, 163

foircheann, 163
foircthe, 147, note 147
foirib, note 137
foislte, V. hifoisite, dat.

159
folnibthe, 147
fomam, dat. 159
forachridichfider-sa, 159
fomfirfidersa, 159
fonsegar, 160
for, 137, noie 137, 157, 160,

162, 163, 166
foracab, 136
foraib, forib, note 137
forbanda, 147
forcanim, 163
forcanti, 147
forccnn, 163
forcetal, 1 63
forchain, 163
forchanim, 163
forchongair, forcongair,

163
forchongrim, forcongrini,

163
forcbun, 163
forcongur, 163
fordomchomaither, 159
fordubcechna, 160
form, formm, note 137
forndobcanar, 160
forngarti, 147, 148
forraind, note 138
form, fornn, note 137
form, 7iote 137, 141
forserce, 159
fort, note 137
fortbeit,forteit, 163, 165

fds, 142
fosmachtu, 146

fosodin, 160
fot, 146
fotracbussa, 136
frecdairc, 143
frecndairc, dat., 157

frecre, 144
fri, 137, 160, 162

fricach, 165
fris, 165
fris, 165
frisbiur, 165

frisduntar, 147

frislond, ace, 168

frisB, frjssin-, 165

fristacuirther, 147

frit-, fritt-, 151

frltammiurat, 144
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frith', 162,165
frithaidechtas, 151
frithcheist, 165
frithtasgat, 151
fritumthiagar, 159
fudoinain, fudumain, 142
fuU, dat., 158

fuil, 159
I'uiri, note 137
fuirib, 7iote 137
filuhe, 141

furastar, 14-7

furib, note 137
furnn, note 137
fialm, 141

ga. 137
gab, {root " capere"), 136
gabail, 140
gabar, 162
gabal, 162
gahhdil, 140
gabhaim, 137
gabimm-se, 137
gach, 137
gaith, gaid, 140
gallda, 149
gan, 137, 154, 155
gaoth, 140
gentar, 147
genthir, 147, 148
gheibhan, 137
gibe, 137
go (to, with), 137
go (that), 137
go-n-aibraim, 137
grianda, 149
grieiitairissera, 151

guidimse, 152

^ur, 137
gutte, gutae, 149

Lice, 158
hiclaar, v. claar, 159
hifoMte, V. foisite, 159
hipersonaib, v. persin, 156

hires, 159

hisintorunt, dat., 153
hitogarmim v. togarmim
hitosug, dat., 158

hontecnatatu, dat., 153
lionuntogaitarni, 147, 160
h&thoil, 165
huandkathi, dat., 157
huathati, ace. pL Jem. v.

uathat'h, 149
huatigitir, 149

iar, 157, 162

iarfaichtheo, iarfaigtho,

dat. pl,,ia.rfa.igthih, 148
iarfaigid, iarfIgid, 148, 165
iarma, 165
iarmbaithiiis, 165

iarmaioich, 165
iarm(s)uidigthe, 165
iarh, 160, IGo

iarsintairgiriu, dat., 153
iartimnu, 165

tasg, 163
icachthir, dat. neut., 157
id-, 139
idi?; 154, 155
Idpart, V. edpart, 144
idpart, 135, 145

idpart, 151
il, 163
ilar, 163
ildani, 151
ilde, 163
illestur, 159
iltotaidden, 151

im, 142
iiubed, 143 _
imbriidud, iuiradud, 148
imbrati, iiiirati, nom. pi.,

ace. iliiratiu, 148

imcabthi, 147

imcasti, 147
imchuimriug, 159

imdhiden, note, 150
imdibthe, 147, note, 147

imm, 140, 142, note, 142

immfolung, dat. v. do im.

158
inimidforling, 159

immumforling, 159

imradudjV. imbradud, 148

iniratiu, ace. v. imbrati,

148
in', 165
in, 140, 165

in, 140, 157, 160, 162

in-, 140, 160
iuchamthuisil, 157

incholnigud, gen. inchol-

nichtho, incholnigthea

148
inchosc, tiote, 151, 165

inchruinn, gen., 157
inchuimriug, 159
incomscribiidalth, 151

ind, 140
ind', 165
ind-, 143, 153, 155

indagrchoiltea, gen. v.

grchoiiiud, 148

inJala, 15(!

indegaid-u, 143

indfoilsigthe, 148

indfolaid, gen., 157
indidultaigae, 150
indiumm, 143, 165
indtogas, 153
indtuigther, 147
induiui, 153
inghean, 159
ingiun, 165
ingor, 143
ingrentid, 149
inn-, 155
inna, 157
innte, 141
inse, 160
insenduine, gen. intsen-

duini, 153
insin, 153,160
inso, 153
inspirto, gen. 153
int, 140, 144
int-, 144, 153, 155
intaidlich, gen, 153
intairmchrutto, gen. 153
intesa, gen. 153
intinnscana, 146
intisiu, 160
intithall, 160
intiu, 141
inte, 141

intoichther, 147
intonnaigim, 151
intsamail, 144
intsamuil, 146
intsechtaigtha, 148
intsliucht, 144, 146
intuisil, nom. masc.pl. 153
intursitib, 151
iodhbairt, 145
iomad, 143
ion-, 140
ionam, 143
iongnadh, gen. ionganta,

148
ionnta, 141

(r-, 139, 164
irchoiltith, 149
uchollud, 149
ire, 164
ireiu, 164

«, 153, 156
tsin, 156
isindanmaiiB, 157
isindepistil, dat. fern. 157
isinoinchorp, dat. masc.

157
isintuisiiilsin, dat. 153
isiutuaichli, dat. 153
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isoiri, dat. 159
issintodochidui, dat. 153

itarscarthar, 147

itchetliir, nom.pl. 157

itchoimthecht, 159

ith-, 139
ithim, 162
itossuch, 165
itsenmathir, 159

la, 160
laim, dat. 157
Ian, note 14i, 163

lanad, 163
lane, 163
lani, dat. 159

laur, lour, 163

lethan, 163

Inne, pi. le'tnte, 141

la, 163
linad, 163,

Unn, pi. linnte, 148

lintidi, 149
lobrigthir, 147

loiscthe, 147

IDth, lo9

mac, 145, 151, 159 .

rnacc, 145, 161

viacthire, 150

mactire, 150, 151

maer, M. I., 140

niaini, pL, 140

niainistrech, M. I., 139

waith, 140
maldacht, 143

niallacht, 143

manireltar, 147

manudubfeil, 160

rnaoin, 140

maor, 140

mara, M. I., 139

viurhli, 1-43

marc, 145

marufeste, marrufestc,

147
medontairismid, 151

nieite, (jen. fern., 157

messe, 160

mi-, 151

miastar, 147

7m/e, 15S

niili, 158
mistae. 149

mo, 157, 159

7>io, 159
mochland, 159

moga, 139
moin, pi. molntc, 148

monlstre, 139

mora, 139
mora, 157
mordha, 149

mothol, 159
muid, 159
muintir, muintear, 145

muntar, 150
muntir, dat., 159
muntith, 149

muniid, 149
mur, pi. murtha, 149

na, 155
nach, 156, 161

nachibfel, 160

nadipru, nadipro, 137

na m-hall, 143

nammall, 143
naoin, 142

na ructhae, v. ructhae

ndeaghaidh, 143

n€al, pi. n^aha, 148

neam, neim, 142

neart, 145

neb-, 142

nebmarbtu, nebmarbtath
)iote 149

nech, 140, 161

necht, 161

ncim., 142
nemed, 139
neoc/i, noc/i, 140

nephpiandatu, 157

nert, 139
nertad, ge?i nerta, 148

nerutsu, 152

ni, 160
nibtha, 160
nidan, 160
nifiastar, 147

Diskette, 147

niltblad, ace, 158

ninicharatsa, 159

nimdibi, 158
nimptha, 159
nimtha, 159

ni, 160
ninfort(?it-ni, 160
ninta, 160
niscartha, 147
nisfetemmar, 160
nistitir, 160
nistabur, 160
nitenat, 160
no, 160
nobcarad, 160

nobt-oirfa-si, 160

nocretini, 160

nochrochte, 147

nodascara, 160
noi, 158

noib, 142
nolintae, 147
nomglantar, 147
nomthacbthar, 147, 148,

159
nonchretid-si, 160
nondubcairim-se, 160
nondobsommigetar, 160

nondasoirfea, 160
nongabthe, 147
nonlintarni, 147
nonnertarni, 147
nonsoirfea, 160

nopredcbim-se, 160
nosmoidet, 160

noshguid-som, 160
nudamchrocha, 159

nmislulnfemni, 160

0, 151, 159
&', 157, 158, 165
0''Briain,gen. I. Bhriain,

dat. d'ua Bhriain, 151

ocht, 139, 158

ocht, 135, 139
od-, 137
&en, 157, 158

oen, V. oin, 140, 141

oena, 157

oenchoimdiu, 157
oenchorp, 157
oenchrann, 157

oile, V. eile, 140
oin, 140
oinaichthir, 147

oinchorp, 157

olc, 145
olsodaln, olsodin, 160

&n, 157
oiiach, 157

ond, 159
ondoentoisrinn, dat., 157

ontccbtairiu, dat., 153

&iitrediu, dat., 153

orcaid, 139

orcas, 139
6rd/,a, 149

orm, note 137

orra, orlha, 137, 141

orralbh, note 137, 141

orrainn, note 137, 138, 141

ort, note 137

ortha, 141

osuidi, dat. fern, olsuide,

160
othad, 139

oua, V. na, 141
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peccac], gen. pechtha, decl.

148, 157, 159, 162
persan, 162
persin, 156, 157, 159
phersin, 157
precept, 162
prim, 162

rad lide, 143
rainn, 159
raiicatar, M. I., 145

rdiiffas, 145
re, 162,164
recach, 157, 165
rechttaircid, 151

rect, dat, 159
relath, relad, gen. relto,

148
rem, 142
rem', 165
remeperthe, 147
remfoiti, 147
remi, 140, 164, 165
remib, 165
remiepur, 165
remthechtas, 165
reu, 164
rei), 160, 165
renairite, 165
ri, 137
riagoil, dat. 157
rigliduinte, 149
ro, 160, 163
robcar-si, 160
robclandad, 160
roberrthe, 147
robfothiged, 160
rodchursach, 159
rofestar, 147
roiih, 142
roinisi, 153
roii'ae, 141
roimpe, 140, 141, 153
roimsi, 141
lolaiimur, 139
rulin, 163
rolumor, 139
roi'iiam^ 140
rompa, 141
romsoirsa, 159
rondasaibset, 160
rondobcarsam-ni, 160
rondpromsom, 159
ronfitid-ni, 160
ronsoir, 160
rons6ir-ni, 160
roscarsam, 151

roscomal, 160
rospredach, 160
rostaa, 151

rotchechladar, 159
ructhae, 147

sa, 153, 160
saib, saeb, s&ib, soeb, 140
saide, nom.pl. saidai, 160
saigiil, 140
sain, 710111. pi. saini, dat.

sainib, 156
san, 156
salm, 162
samaltir, 147
saohh, 140
saoghal, 140, 156
saog/ialta, 149
sastai, 147
scote, scotae, 149
scot/t, 149
scribthar, 147
*se, 141

se, 153, 160
se, 158
seachi, 158
seanchus, 156
seandume, 156
secli, 161
sechim, 161

sechitir, 161
secht, 161

sechtmaine, 161
sechtaigud, 148
seim, dat., 157
sem, 160
seiiduiue, 151
sens, icacli-, 157
sentinni, 151
seal, p]. sedlta, 148
serbe, dut. 159
sge'al, pi. sge'alta, 148
side, 160
sin, 153, 160
siu, dat., 160
*siu, 141
slabrad, 149
slabratae, 149
sluintir, 147
so, 153, 160
sodalu, 160
soib, V. saib,

som, 160
soseele, 151
sosuth, dat. masc, 157
srathatath, -tat, 150
srathath, 150
snit/i, decl. 155
su, 141, 160
suldigthir, 147
Slid, decl. 155, 159
suin, 158

sulbairichthe, 147, 148

sulbairigud, 148
superlait, 158

tabairt, 148
tabhraim, 137
tabur, 137
taid-, 135
taidmenader, taidminedar,

note 136
tain, pi. tdinte, 148
tair-, 144
tairci, 144

*tairmcbruthad, gen. tair-

mchrutto, 148,/ioie, 148
tairmtliecht, 165
tairugiri, 159
taith-, 135, 144
taithminedar, note, 136
talmande, 149

tanaise, 156, dat. neut.,

tauaisiu, 157, dat. fern.,
tanaisi, 157

tancamar, 145
tar, 142
tarais, 165
tarbh, 143
tarcrach, 165
tarmi, 165

tar(s), 141, 165
tarsiii-, 165
teanga, pi. teangtha, 149
tecnate, 149
teinne, pi. teinnte, 148,

149
tenat, 160
tened, 159
teuge, 162
ter-, 144
tes-, 144
tesbaid, ace, tesbaitli,rf«<.

note, 143
tesst, 146
thaidbse, dat., 158
thdirse, thdirsi, 141
thdngas, 145
thdrsa, 141
thdrsta, 141
thogbhail, v. dothog, 136
thoil, dat., 158
thoisig, dat., 157
thol, 157, 158
thorm, 142
thorruinn, dat. thorraibli,

141
thrernut, nom. j)\. 157
thriuin, gen. masc, 157,

158
thual, 159
thuare, 157
thuisiul, dal.mabc, 157
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ti-, 135
ti, 141
tiar-, 144
tibradaibh, tipradaibh,153

tid-, 135
tidbarid, 135
tim-, 144

timui-, 144
timmorte, 147, 148, 149

timnais, M. I., note, 136

timne, note i'dj

tin-, 144
tind-, 144
tintuth, 151

tionnsgnadh, gen. tionns

ganta, 148, 149

tipradaibh, v. tibradaibh,

135
tiprait, M. L, 135

tipra, tipru, gen. tiprat,

135
tir, 159
tirthat, 150
to-, 144
lobar, 135
t&cbaimm, 145

t6g, 13G, 137
togarmira, dat., 157

togbhaidh, 136

togbhaim, 145
tolrthich, toirthig, gen.,

157
toirse, 159
tolsich, dat. fern., 157

tol, 158
tor-, tor-, 144

toradh, pi. toirihe, 149

torbe, 158

torunn, 141

tre'ana, v. thr€ana, 157

treasa, 157
trebaire, 158
tremdirgedar, 165

treini, 165
tresin-, 105

tresinfuil, 160

trf, 160, 162

tri, 158
trian (d-trian), 158

tricha, nom. pi. trichit

158
trichretim, 160
triit, 165
triocha,gQn. triockad,nom.

pi. triochaid, 158
triotha, 141

tria, 165
irithe, 141

trithemel, 160, 165

liocalre, 145

tu-, 144
tuaithe, 159
tuar-, 144

tuati, 149
tuuth, 149

tuisel, 139
tur-, 144
tussu, 160

ua, V. oua, 141

uad, 165

uadfiaiicbthi, 165

uailbe, v. uall

uaim, 142

uaimm, 142, note 142

uair, decl., 155
uaiste, 141
uaithe, 141

uall, gen. uaflbe, 143

uasta, 141

uatha, 141

xiiLth3^ih,dat.pL v. uathath,

149
uathate, 149
uathath, uathad, 139, 149

ughdar, 141, 145
uile, 156
uilib, 165
tdin, 142
uunb'si, 153

uimpe, 141, 153

uirre, idrri, note 137, 141

urn, 140, 142

umamfliO
umpa, 141, 145
urd/iairc,v. eardhairc,note

1.50

Welsh.

&d&nei (plur.), 164

adar, v. atar, 164

aetinet, 164

ahanaflf, v. ohonaf, note

142

atar, v. adar, 164

bwystuil, 135

cant-, 144

e-, 139.

ebawl, 139, 161

ed ,139
ederyn, v. eterinn, 104

enir,_ note, 142

etorinn, v. ederyn, 164

etncoilhaam, 164

hcb, 161

im V. yw, note 143

laws, 163
liaus.163

llawer, 163
llawn, 163
lied, V. lli/d (llet), 163

lledanu, 163
lleioni, 163
lliaws, 163
lloneit, 163
Uuossyd, 163
11yd, V. Ued, 163
neuat, neuad, 139,

nerth, 139
ohonaf, v. ahanaff, note

142
orgiat, 139
ucher, 161
uith, V. wyth, 139
un, 141
wyth, V. uith, 139

y-, 139
yd-, 139

ym-, V, im, note 143

Kymrie.

ar-, 139, 164
at-, 139

*ep, 161

er, 164
et-, 139
gafar, 162

gu, 162

guo, 162

guor, 162, 163

gurth, 162

hep, 101

kafael, 102

laun, 163
litan, 163
l/ydan, 163
map, 161

nep, 161

paup, 161

penn, 161
petguar, 101
pimp, 101

pise, V. pi/sg, 163
phint, 101

pren, 161

prenu, 161

p//sg, V. pise

rue-, 164

yr, 164 ,

Cornish.

ebol, 139

enef, eneff, note 142

escop, 13«
gwesper, 116
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(h)anow, note 142
hethen, 164
idne, 164
leas, 163
len, kun, 163
llewer, 163
loar, 163
loure, 163
luas, 163
nerth, 139

thym, note 143
war, 164

y-, 139
ydnic, 164

arvorek (^Breton), 165

dif, diff, note 143

e-, 139

enef, eneff, note 142.

ez-, 139
gousper, 161

hanu, note 142
leun, 163
nerz, 139
war, 164



CORRIGENDA.

[The following have been noticed in preparing the Indices Verborum.]

Page 102 b, line 13 from the bottom, P. or. shotdd hcP. or.

„ 110 a, line 2 from the top, there should not be a full point after cam.

„ 121, line 8 from the bottom, for the reference (I. 177, 180) read (pp. 74,

77).

„ 126, line 4 from the bottom,/or noun ^, si, ed, etc., read nom. (f, etc.

„ 141, line 9 from the top, for the reference, p. 119, read p. 127.

„ 158, line 12 from the bottom, for trochaid read triochaid.

„ 158, line 4 from the bottom, fr toll read tol.
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